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The Hon~ MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
isThe Public Works Department has been
asked for a report.· Once the report is
received appropriate action will be taken.

FIREWORKS.
(Question No. 177)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for -Social Welfare, for the Minister for Fuel and Power-·
In view of the increasing number of
injuries (particularly to children) as a
result of the use of firecrackers, what
action does the Government intend to take
towards-(i} a complete ban on the sale
and use of firecrackers; (ii) a reduction in
the period within which they are available
for sale; or (iii) a reduction in their size
and power?

The Hon. w·. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fuel and Power l'.s(i) The existing legislation relating to
the sale and use of fireworks is· currently
being reviewed and the question put will
receive full consideration.
(ii) Already this year the Government
has reduced the sale period for fireworks.
(iii) Further restrictions concerning the
size, reduction of explosive content, and the
prohibition of exploding type fireworks like
jumping-jacks etc. came into operation on
the 16th November, 1973.

lltgislntint 1\sstmbly
Wednesday, November 21, 1973.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.50 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
ABSENCE 011" MINISTERS.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have to announce that
the Minister for Conservation will be
absent from the House today owing
to illness and that the Minister for
Youth, Sport and Re.creation is absent

on Govemm·ent -business..

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

DEFECTIVE MOTOR VEHICLES.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Is the
Chief Secretary aware that the Consumer Affairs Council report suggested that 42 per cent of new motor
vehicles on the road have brake
defects? If so, what immediate
action does the honorable gentleman;
propose to take in the interests of
road safety, and doe.s he intend to
have a thorough investigation carried
out into this matter? What action
does the Minister intend taking other
than inquiring into the matter?
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).
-The report was tabled in the House
yesterday, but it has not ye.t reached
the Chief Secretary's office. The
Minister of Labour and Industry .can
well explain that. When the report
arrives, I assure the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition and the House that
the matters which have been raised
will l;>e investigated.
With regard to the de.tailed matters
contained in the report concerning
brake defects, ·warranty times, and so
on, I answered that question yesterday.
Mr. WILKES.-The report had not
been presented then.
Mr. ROSSITER.-At some stage
the matter was referred to m·e, and I
stated that the Chief Commissioner
of Police, who is responsible for road
safety and the roadworthiness of
vehicles, would investigate it, at my
request.
ROCHESTER AND HEYTESBURY
LAND.
Mr. HANN (Rodney).-Did the
Premier make a statement yesterday
on the future allocation of farms at
Rochester and He.ytesbury, and, if so,
will the honorable gentleman give
details of the statement to the House?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-In answer to a question
I made a statement indicating that in
principle the Government had agreed
that there should be a resumption of
land settlement at Heytesbury and
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Rochester. The matter has reached
the stage where new farms there,
which total about 150, will be made
available over a five-year period. It
is hoped the first of them will be open
for applications before the end of this
financial year. The plan is not completed because the Minister of Lands,
with the Rural Finance and Settlement Commission, is now drawing up
the scheme, including the financial
aspects, which will have to be considered. I have only indicated that
the Government certainly intends to
go ahead with the scheme. Further
details will be given as soon as the
scheme has been submitted to
Cabinet.

without Notice.

to people responsible for the management of day-training centres. At the
request of the Victorian Council for
the Mentally Retarded, I have agreed
to postpone the conference from the
first week of December until February. Implicit in that undertaking is
that the council shall have further
communication with the Mental
Health Authority concerning the provisions of the Bill before the House.
The Government is of the opinion that
the Bill does not affect their position
at this stage and does not limit the
options open to them in regard
to educational training that is carried
on in the day-training centres of this
State.

COMPENSATION FOR PROPERTIES
ACQUIRED.
Mr TREZISE (Geelong North).1 ask the Minister of Transport, who
is a former M'inister of Housing,
whether it is a fact that today's press
published a news item to the effect
that the Melbourne Underground Rail
Loop Authority paid $4 · 3 million for
a property in Latrobe Street Which
in 1969 had a rateable value of approximately $939,000. If that is a fact,
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and can the honorable gentleman explain
Treasurer) .-1 answ~red a . simi~ar to the House how that compensation
question to this last week or the' was arrived at, and whether the
week before concerning the whole method used is the same as that used
matter of half-staff leave for public in the assessment of compensation to
servants. Any communication arising Brooks Crescent, Fitzroy, houseout of discussions in Cabinet will go holders whose homes are resumed by
to the parties concerned before being the Housing Commission? If there is a
difference in the methods used, can
released through the press.
the honorable gentleman explain the
two methods?
VICTORIAN COUNCIL FOR THE
Mr. ·MEAGHER (Minister .of
MENTALLY RETARDED.
Transport) .-The answer to the first
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).- part of the question is, " Yes ". The
Can the Minister of Health advise the answer to · the second part of the
House whether he has yet arranged question is, " By negotiation supfor a conference with the Victorian ported by a certificate from the
Council for the Mentally Retarded to Valuer-General". The answer to the
discuss matters of mutual interest?
third part of the question is that the
relationship
between the Melbourne
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-1 did see representatives of Underground Rail Loop Authority and
the Victorian Council for the Mentally the Housing Commission completely
Retarded today regarding the pro- escapes me.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
pos~il to arrange a day conference so
that the provisions contained in a Bill Opposition) .-Do~s it follow from the
before the House could be explained answer given by · -the·· -Minister of'
PUBLIC SERVICE HALF-STAFF
LEAVE.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-1 ask the
Premier whether the question of halfstaff leave. for Victorian public servants and workers in other Government and semi-Government instrumentalities has been considered and
reviewed by Cabinet this week and,
if so, what was the outcome of the
review?
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Transport to the honorable member
for Geelong North that there is one
system of valuation which is used by
the Melbourne Underground Rail
Loop Authority when dealing with
Sir Bernard Evans and friends of the
Government ·and another system of
valuation used by the Housing Commission when the Hqusing Commission decides to compulsorily acquire
house properties and, if so, can the
honorable gentleman explain the
basis for that difference?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The answer is, "No"~
The question in itself is too insulting
to warrant further explanation.
IRRIGATION CHARGES.
Mr. ROSS-ED~TARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-Can the Minister of Public Vl orks, representing
the Minister of Water Supply, inform
the House whether the State Government has reached a decision on
charges to be levied for irrigation
water in the current season?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-Yes, the Government has
approved increases in water charges
in the various irrigation districts of
Victoria. The increases average
approximately 20 per cent.
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proposed to be. introduced in · the.
Com·monwealth Parliament by the.
Federal Government, and the reasons
would take quite a long time ·.to
e~plain in full.
I shall endeavour, to
be brief and give, among o~:h~rs,
some of the reasons.
Firstly, where countries have a Bill
of Human Rights, in the long :tun
the effect is to cut down on the rights
of the total community. If I might
give an example, I shall quote a c:ase
from the United States of America:
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of ' ·the·
Opposition) .-I rise to a point:·, of
order. I do not want to interrupt
the Minister but I ask whether it. is
proper that in answering a question
the honorable gentleman should take
up an excessive period of question
time by canvassing what are essentially his own opinions on a matter
as controversial as a Bill of Human
Rights. If honorable members cannot ask a question which is directed
towards containing an opinion, on
what basis can the Minister proceed
to give an answer which is a highly
personalized opinion about the
effects of a Bill of Rights in other
countries?

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member for Moonee Ponds asked a
BILL OF HUMlAN RIGHTS.
positive question; he did not ask for
Mr. EDMUNDS ('Moonee Ponds).- an opinion. At this point of the
Is the Attorney-Gc~neral aware that honorable gentleman's reply nobody
he has been reported as stating that could judge whether he is giving an
the State Government is opposed to opinion or not. I ask the Attorneya Bill of Human Rights as proposed General to be as brief as possible.
by the Australian Government? If he
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
is aware of that statement, could -I will give an example of a case
he . inform the House whether he which occurred in the United States
made it and at what stage did the of America. This is factual. A
State Government decide that it was motorist was stopped at a road block.
opposed to the Bill of Human Rights The police opened the boot of his. car
proposed by the Australian Govern- and found a dead body in it. The
ment? Could the honorable gentle- motorist was charged with murder,
man also inform the House of his or but he beat the cha~rge on the basis
the Government's reasons for oppos- that the Bill of Human Rights pro-:ing that ·measure?
vided that the police had no authority
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General). to open the b~ot.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The hon-It is a fact that I made a statement
that the Victorian Government was. orable merriber for Moonee Porids
opposed to the Bill of Human Rights asked a question in resp~ct. of t:h~s
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Government. I ask the AttorneyGeneral not to reply to the extent of
stating what has happened in the
United States of America.
·Mrr. WILCOX.-! ·conclude that
part of the answer by saying that the
motorist beat the charge because the
police were held to have no right to
open the boot of the car.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! rise
to a point of order. As this involves
alleged facts, can the AttorneyGeneral provide the ·House with a
citation of the name of the case?
The SPEAKER.-Qrder! There is
no point of order.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-I stated that there were several
reasons. The only other reason which
I will give in the interests of question
time is that the Bill proposed to be
introduced by the Com·monwealth
Attorney-General sets up machinery
for the appointment of a Human
Rights Commissioner with power to
quash the determination of any of
our ordinary courts. The result could
be that a person charged with a most
serious offence could be convicted
and he could appeal. But he could
go to the Human Rights Commissioner, and if the commissioner felt
that he was aggrieved in any way,
quite contrary to the whole of the
court system, the Human Rights Commissioner could quash the conviction.
ALBURY -WODONGA COMPLEX.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).-Is
the Premier aware of an undertaking
given by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization to the
Honorable A. K. Bradbury and
myse'lf that the Wodonga Area
Land Acquisition Bill (No. 2) and
the Bill to . set up the A'lburyWodonga Development Corporation would be introduced simultaneously? In view of the fact
that the Wodonga Area Land Acquisition Bill (No. 2) is the first Order of
the Day on the Notice Paper but
there is no mention of the other Bill,
will the Premier give an assurance
that that undertaking will be
honoured and that, within the next
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day ·or two, the Bill to set up the
Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation will be introduced?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-1 am not aware of an
undertaking being given in the form
referred to by the honorable member
for Murray Valley, but I agree that
it would be highly desirable if the
two Bills could be debated together.
As the honorable member said, one of
them is the first item on the Notice
Paper today. The other Bill is in preparation and almost ready to be
presented to the House. I believe
that I would meet the undertaking
that was given by my giving the
undertaking that the two Bills would
be debated together in this Housethey will be brought together on the
Notice Paper.
VICTORIAN COUNCIL FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).1 direct to the Minister of Health a
question supplementary to that asked
by the honorable member for Dundas.
Did the Minister give an undertaking
that discussions would take place
with the Victorian Council for the
Mentally Retarded on the changes
proposed in the Education Act? Did
the honorable gentleman inform the
Assistant Minister of Education, who
had charge of that rna tter for the
Government? If so, did his colleague
consult with the organization concerned as the undertaking of the Minister of Health implied?
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
of
Health) .-The honorable member
has asked a number of questions. I,
as Minister of Health, gave an
undertaking at a conference that
nothing · would be done by the
Government that would affect the
operations of
the
day-training
centres as a result of the proposal
of the Government to delete the
provision of the Education Act
which is, in fact, to be deleted by a
Bill now before the House, and in extending educational services, particularly for mentally retarded children in
mental health residential accommodation.
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A number of options are open to
the day centres and they were discussed at the meeting. The day
centres themselves may opt to
accept staff from the Education
Department. They may opt not to
accept staff from the Education Department but to continue as they are
for a period. There is also the question of whether all of the premises
used should be registered as schools,
whether a class-room only should be
registered, or whether it is necessary
to register any part of the building
used as a school.
Further discussions took place on
the mental health teachers' certificates and the s:pecial teachers' certificates and the reciprocity that
should exist in the staffing arrangement which shou'ld be made.
This is a complex and involved
field. The Bill before the House does
not affect the options open to the day
centres. It rnerely provides the
machinery by which the day centres
may opt to accept certain undertakings given by the Education Depart~~mdilie~v~nm~L

Irem~d

the House that the day centres are
autonomous-they are as private as
the private schools. Clearly, their
futures will be resolved by themselves
as a result of the conference· which
will be convened in February. The
Bill will merely enable extra facilities
to be made available to them.
SCHOOL BUILDING PROGRAMME.
Mr. HAYES (Scoresby).-! direct
a question to the Minister of Education. I draw his attention to recent
press reports indicating a serious possibility that school buildings which
were expected to be available next
February may not materialize. How
have inflation an.d material shortages
adversely affected the school build~g
programme? When will the Minister
be able to advise the House what
might or might not be the Government's ability to satisfactorily meet
the situation in February?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-Owr major worry at
present is that school projects are
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taking up to twice as long to complete and that in some instances
tenders or estimates received are
double what they were twelve or
eighteen months ago. Our big rates
contract shows a 22 per cent increase with a rise and fall clause as
against a firm price last year.
In the field of special education, the
Public Works Department ·estimate
for special schools at Watsonia, Burwood and Dandenong was $370,000
each. Tenders were called early in
1972, and the buildings were completed for $420,000. The latest
estimate for an identical building is
$750,000, which is an increase of
slightly more than 100 per cent.
In the case of assembly halls,
science blocks and libraries, the increase in cost 'has been very substantial. For example, a science block
which cost $80,000 twelve or eighteen
months ago now costs $120,000.
Mr. HoLDING.-Did that surprise
you?
\
Mr. THOMPSON.-In view of the
lack of action by the Federal Government, it does not surprise me
but the decline in the value of
the dollar was far more substantial than we expected. There has
be~n a complete failure by the
Commonwealth
Government
to
tackle inflation.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).On a point of order, it is well known
that an honorable member is not
entitled to seek an opinion from a
Minister but that he must confine
his question to obtaining facts from
the Minister about a matter that is
within the honorable gentleman's
Ministerial responsibility. In answering questions, it is accepted that
Ministers are allowed to elucidate
to a certain extent for the purpose
of making the answer intelligible.
However, I submit that Ministers are
not permitted to debate a question.
In recent times, the House has
heard many Ministers debating questions and they have even gone so far
as to organize Dorothy Dix questions
instead of · having the courage to
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make Ministerial statements which
would afford every honorable member the right to express an opinion.
Mr.
SUGGETT
(Bentleigh).On a point of order-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The Chair is
hearing a point of order from the
honorable member from Broadmeadows.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).-·
I submit that Ministers have been
abusing their Ministerial privileges
in this place.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The honorable member has made his point
of order clear without the need to
take the matter any further because
the honorable member is taking up
question time. Standing Order No.
81 is quite clear in providingIn answering any such question a Member shall not debate the matter to which
the same refers.
I ask the Minister of Education to

round off his remarks.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-I was endeavouring to
answer a question whether inflation
was having an effect on the building
programme, was it resulting in fewer
schools being built and was it causing delays. I think I have adequately
covered that aspect.
Quite clearly, there is a prolonged
delay in comparison with the situation twelve or eighteen months ago
and moreover costs are rising very
substantially.
The honorable member also asked
when the Minister of Education
would be in a position to know what
the exact situation would be in February. A fortnight ago I asked the
Director-General of Education to
carry out a detailed survey and I
understand that the survey should be
completed by next week.
SEWERAGE OUTLETS.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).Can the Premier give an undertaking
that an answer will be·supplied before
the House rises to question No. 338

without·. Notice.

which has been standing in my hame
on the Notice. Paper for more than
five weeks, .and which asks for the
location of any emergency overflow
sewerage outlets into Port Phillip
Bay, the Yarra River or any of its
tributaries?
HAMEl{
(Premier
and
Mr.
Treasurer) .-The answer is, " Yes ".
TAXI LICENCES.
Mr. B. J. 'EVANS (Gippsland East).
-Would the Minister of Transport
inform the House how the Transport
Regulation Board determines the
current market value of a taxi licence
for the purposes of the Transport
Regulation Act?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-Taxi licences have to
be registered with the Transport
Regulation Board and the price dis-·
closed at that time. It is based on
market price.
MELBOURNE-GEELONG
RAILWAY LINE.
Mr. AUREL SMITH (Bellarine).-1
ask the Minister of Transport
whether the duplication of the Melbourne--Geelong railway line is continuing and, if so, when it will be
completed.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The only section of the
Geelong line that is not duplicated
is the 7! miles between Corio and
Little River. This is not a serious
problem to the railways 'in running
their services. A much more important contribution to the speeding up
of the traffic on the Geelong line is
the work which is proceeding
between South Kensington and
Footscray, where the present double
track is being extended to·four tracks.
This will speed up the service and
was therefore given priority over the
7!-mile track at the other end· of the
line.
FLUORIDATION OF WATER.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-ls the
Minister of Health aware of a notice ·
which appeared in yesterday's Age
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issued by the Anti-Fluoridation Association of Victoria calling on the
Minister to answer certain questions?
If the honorable gentleman is aware
of this notice, what action does he
intend to take:•
Mr.
SCANlLAN (Minister of
Health) .-To facilitate an answer to
that question I should appreciate it
if the honorable member for Coburg
would supply nte with the notice to
which he referrt~d.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Is this not exactly
the same question that was asked
previously?
Mr. TREZISE.-No. Will the
Minister
explain
the
methods
used :by the transport authority and
the housing authority, and ;will the
honorable gentleman lay on the table
the file relating to the purchase of
the property in Latrobe Street?
The SPEA:KER.-I can accept the
first part of the question regarding
the method used by the Minister of
PYRAMID SELLING.
Transport. I do not think we can
Mr. SKEGGS\ (Ivanhoe).-Is the expect the ·Minister of Transport to
Minister of Consumer Affairs aware be responsible ·for the method used
of the effect on the activities of by the Minister of Housing.
pyramid selling organizations since
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transthe introduction of legislation in this
port) .-The methods used in assesmatter?
sing compensation, whether by the
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Melbourne Underground Rail 1Loop
Consumer Affaits) .-The legislation Authority, the Housing Commission
has not been passed in another place, or any other authority in the State,
so far as I am aware, but my office are g.overned by the Lands Compenhas recently rec:eived a report of a sation Act. Therefore, basically, the
case in which al1l unfortunate woman methods are ;jdentical. In the case
had made certain contracts, and of the Melbourne Underground Rail
because of the publicity that had been ·Loop Authority acquisition, the sysgiven to the oUttlawing of pyramid tem was arrived at by valuations obselling she is now unable to obtain tained by the authority and 'by the
participants in a scheme which she owners of the property in a check
had wished to e:stablish. That is the valuation from the Valuer-General.
only effect which the Consumer Protection Bureau has so far heard
UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL.
about. I hope the legislation will
Mr.
JONES (Melbourne).-! direct
be passed and will have dramatic
to the Minister of Educaa
question
effects in outlaw'ing this insidious
tion.
Has
the
Government made a
practice.
:fi~m decision about the .future of
University High School, and whether
COMPENSATION FOR PROPERTIES it ·will revert to being an elite school
in 1975? If that is the case, has the
.
ACQUIRED.
'Minister decided on a site for an a11Mr TREZISE (Geelong North).- ternative high school to serve the
I direct a question to the Minister of needs of the local com~munity?
Transport. I do not wish to be perMr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edusonally insulting, but I ask the
Minister to explailn to the House the cation) .-University High School has
difference between the method used never been an elite school. I am not
in arriving at co:mpensation for the quite sure what the honorable memLatrobe Street property acquired by ber means. ·If the honorable member
the Melbourne Underground Rail means that University High School
Loop Authority on the one hand and will revert to form Jill. :intake as
that used in. arriving at compensa- distinct from form I. ·intake ·in 1975;
tion for householders in Brooks I inform him that I have had a
deputation from teachers and parents
Crescent, North Fitzroy.
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at the school strongly requesting that
this should not be done. Some months
prior to that I had a request in the
opposite direction. The decision ~is
that the intake will be at a form Jill.
level in 1975, provided that undue
pressure is not placed on surrounding
~c'hools in t~king the daughters and
·sons. of local residents.
·
PETITION.
HOUSING COMMISSION RENTALS.

. Mr~. ROP.ER (Brunswick . West)
presented a petition .from ~certain
citizens o.f Victoria praying· that the
·House take · such action as it may
to remove the application ·of recent
rent increases for Housing Commission tenants. He stated that the
petition was respectfully rworded, in
order, .and bore 32 signatures.
It rw·as ordered that the petition be
laid on the table.
PAPERS.
The ·following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several A~cts of Parliament, were laid upon the table by
the Clerk:National Museum of Victoria CouncilStatement of accounts for the year
1971-72.

Science Museum of Victoria CouncilStatement of accounts for the year
1971-72.

MINES (AMENDMENT) BIL~L.
Mr.
BALFOUR {Minister
of
Mines) moved for lea¥e to !bring in
a Bill to amend the ·Mines Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was 'brought in and read
a first Hme.
WODONGA AREA ~LAND
ACQUISITION ·BILL (No. 2).
Mr. HAMER Cf>remier and Treasurer) .-I moveThat this Bill be now r.ead a second time.

The Bill authorizes acquisition of
land for the Wodonga area and
makes provision for compensation
payable for land so acquired and for
other purposes.

Acquisition Bill· (No. 2).

A second-reading speech which
explained the purpose of the first
Wodonga Area Land Acquisition Bill
was delivered to honorable members
on 19th June, 1973. Honorable members are aware that the Bill was withdrawn for reasons already stated in
this House. This new· Bill has now
been substituted, and it is considered
desirable again to outline the whole
PU!l>OS~ of it and to explain the
provisions contained in its amended
for-m.
This is one of two Bills to be
introduced in this House during the
current :Parliamentary session to enable implementation of the AlburyWodonga project as agreed on at
th~ historic meeting between .the
Pdme Minister ·and the Premiers of
Victoria and New South Wales on
25th January, 1973. The basis of
agreement then decided ·On has been
elaborated on and formalized in a
written document which was signed
in Wodonga on 23rd 0ctober, 1973.
It ·will 'be enshrined in the AlburyWodonga Bill-the other major piece
of legislation-and will be submitted
to this Parlia·ment shortly. The Australian and New South Wales Governments are taking similar steps to
present the agree.ment to their !Par-:
liaments.
The Bill's purpose, :firstily, is to
emporwer the ·Minister to purchase or
compulsori·ly acquire land in the
Wodonga area if he considers it
necessary or desirable .for the development envisaged. Secondly, it prescribes the ibasis .for compensation
and provides the widest possible
rights of appeal to all affected landowners.
In explaining the Bill I propose
to give some details of the project
that are relevant to the question of
land acquisition. The project is
unique, and the decision of the three
Governments to implement such a
decentralization porlicy is undoubtedly the most significant taken .so far
in Australian history. Other ·countries
of the world have taken ·major steps
1
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to arrest the excessive growth of
large cities, and in England several
new towns have been built during
the past twenty years, but this proposal for conjoint action by the Commonwealth and! two State Governments to create an attractive urban
environment for some 300,000 people
by the turn of the century has no
parallel.
The building of new towns as a
decentralization aim has not previously been attempted in Australia,
although State Governments have
been aware of the serious prolble·ms
caused by the ·continued growth of
the capital} cities. The Victorian Government has taken many positive
steps to attract industries to ·Country
centres and to n1ake liv.ing conditions
in these areas more attractive, and
the newly-established Victorian Development Corporation has been providing funds to assist the establish·ment and development of industries
in various country centres.
However, the State has taken the
initiative and has not received any
specia·l assistance from the Commonwealth Govemanent. The AlburyWodonrga project is the first sign of
Co-mmonwealth interest in what has
come to be regarded as one of Australia's ~most serious problems. !Jt 'is
expected, and indeed promised, that
substantial financial assistance will
be provided by the Commonwealth
Treasury to implement the project.
The Albury-W'odonga area has an
exceNent climate and ~is within easy
reach of natural recreational facilities. It is situated on the main Melbourne to Sydney .communication link
and has the benefit of quick access
to the ·large markets of these seaboard cities. Industry and . commerce
are already established in Albury and
Wodonga and v~ill provide a substantial base for the new growth.
Despite the potential for growth,
the Governments concerned are under no illusion about the difficulties
which will be encountered. This is

a bold venture and the Albury-Wodonga project obviously will be reliant on the utmost co-operation between the three Governments to ensure provision of the resources·
necessary for success.
Foremost will be the task of attracting population to ensure a high
growth rate. Australian people have
come to regard the capital cities almost as though they were the mecca
of their cultural aspirations. My
Government is dedicated to ensuring
that the area is developed in· such
a manner that it will ultimately rank
with the capital cities as a place
where large numbers of people will
seek to live.
A high degree of efficiency in
management and organization must
be attained. The other Bill already
·referred to will provide that a Development Corporation be set up as
a statutory authority to plan and develop the areas designated for new
urban growth. It will be responsible
to the Ministerial Council-the three
Ministers representative of the Governments involved. A consultative
committee of local people has
already been established and is providing valuable advice to Ministers
on the local viewpoint.
The corporation will be responsible for promoting growth of the
complex and obviously will need to
provide incentives for manufacturing and commercial interests. Fully
serviced sites for factories and offices
will have to be provided and in some
cases buildings will have to be constructed to provide accommodation.
Large numbers of moderately priced
houses of good quality will also have
to be available. No doubt other inducements will be needed to gain
the interest of business enterprises
and large numbers of people currently located in the capital cities.
It is clear that the complex
has to be promoted as an exciting
and unique venture in which people,
particularly young people, will want
to share. It will need to be a city
which offers a way of life that is
more attractive than that available
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in the older cities. This is the challenge for the corporation and the
three Governments which have undertaken to make the project a · success.
Viewed in these terms. · the corporation could not possibly succeed
without some control of the land
required. To acquire large tracts
of land on which to build a new
town is of course not an original
concept. The English new towns
have all been built on land acquired
by their respective corporations.
Elizabeth in South Australia established by the Playford Government
in 1954 is built on land acquired by
a Government instrumentality. Milton Keynes, the British Government's
latest new town project, designed to
accom·modate a quarter of a million
people, is to be built on land acquired by the Government through
the appointed corporation.
In no other way would it be possible to establish such a large settlement according to· the carefully timed
programme which will be essential
to ensure that the desired rate of
growth is maintained. By this means
it will be possible to provide sites
for manufacturing and commercial
interest and large tracts of land.
Accordingly, it was agreed in
January, 1973, that the corporation
will acquire, either directly or
through the agency. of a State authority, land in the areas designated
for urban and associated development. It is understandable that the
magnitude of the project would
arouse great interest, and a number of
people would see in the decisio·n an
opportunity to exploit the appreciation in values which must result
from the decision.
Because of the likely consequences, the heads of the three
Governments agreed that there
should be some control of land
values to avoid speculation by the
few who would prejudice the. success of the venture and unjustifiably
increase the over-all cost of the project to the whole community. It
was therefore agreed that the price
Mr. Hamer.
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of land to be acquired was to be
based on the market level of prices
prevailing at 3rd October, 1972,
but an additional adjustment would
be made for general land price
changes, due to inflationary factors
other than the announcement itself,
from the October date to the date
of acquisition.
The provisions for compensation
are generous and the widest possible
rights of appeal are given to all
affected landowners. The Victorian
Government places the highest value
on the rights of landowners and
this State's legislation gives them
greater privileges and rights in
treating with Government instrumentalities than similar legislation in
any other State of Australia.
I should like to emphasize again
that this Government, through the
Department of State Development,
has taken the initiative in propounding this scheme for joint development. It is justifiably proud of the
degree of co-operation and enthusiasm which has been engendered and
I ·should like to place on record my
thanks to those several officers of
this State who have put so much
work into preparation-preparation
which is vital for the ultimate success of the venture.
The principal provisions contained
in the Bill are now outlined. Clause
2 empowers the Governor in Council
by Order to declare the extent of
the area to be affected by the Bill,
provided that the area falls inside
that part of Victoria within 55 kilometres of the Union Bridge. This
part of Victoria was nominated as
the "Wodonga Area " at an early
stage of investigations before it was
possible to define more precisely
which portions would be required.
for accelerated development.
The Ministerial Council has since
reduced the area from 9,500 square
kilometres or 3,700 square miles to
approximately 5,000 square kilometres or 1,925 square miles. It will
be appreciated that definition of the.
reduced planning boundary involves

·.. Wodonga Area Land
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.a rather lengthy and detailed state-

ment. I therefore propose that immediately this Bill is passed by Parliament an Order declaring the reduced W odonga area will be made
and published as required. The reduced area is dearly shown on maps
of the district which have been made
available to honorable members.
It will be necessary for land in
the area to be acquired as part of
the prf>gramme of accelerated development and clause 3 confers on
the Minister power to purchase or
compulsorily acquire any land in the
declared W odonga area required as
part of the accelerated development
programme. Any such purchase or
acquisition will be subject to the
provisions of the Lands Compensation Act 1958 and also the Valuation of Land Aet 1960.
The Victorian Government wants
the local people to be put in the
picture as soon as possible and the
Ministerial Council has agreed that
areas required for the ·scheme a·re to
be designated for acquisition not
later than 30th June, 1974.
Sub-clause (!5) of clause 3 provides that any lands acquired for
the development project are to be
reserved from .sale until such time
as this Parliarnent passes further
legislation.
This refers to the
Albury-Wodonga Agreement Bill
which sets up the Albury-W odonga
(Victoria) Corporation and provides
it with certain powers over the land
so acquired. It is intended that land
should be acquired promptly after
designation, but of course urban development may not take place on
some portions of land for a considerable time. Sub-clause (6) of clause
3 provides that land acquired may,
in the interim before development
commences, be leased out. This provision will enable, for example, the
occupant of farmland to continue
using it for that purpose as long as
possible.
Mention has allready been made to
the agreement that valuation of land
to be acquired is to be based on
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the value of that land at 3rd Octo1972. Clause 4 of the Bill requires the Valuer-Gener-al to determine the .market value of such land
at 3rd October, 1972.
It also
is to calculate, by using a land price
index, the percentage increase or
de·crease which is to be added to
or subtracted from the . valuation,
from the October date to the last
quarter day before the notice · ~o
treat is served.
The mechanics of this provision
are further dealt with in clause 5.
The Valuer-General is required to
maintain a list or land price index
which will be created from the notification of sales of properties received in the Valuer-General's office
and which will categorize according
to usage, as far as practicable, the
sale of all land in Victoria, excluding the metropolitan· area. Each parcel of land sold outside the defined
metropolitan area and its price will
be included in the index and this information will be the basis on which
the Valuer-General will calculate
percentage increases or decreases for
the various categories of land use.
The Valuer-General will then be required to apply the percentage increase or decrease of the appropriate
category of land to the land being
acquired.
In addition to the compensation
payable, the owner will be paid the
value of any improvements on the
land which were lawfully made on
or after 3rd October, 1972. Additional amounts may also be paid
in accordance with the Lands Compensation Act 1958 which provides
for example, an amount of up to 10
per certt over the market value· as
a solatium .and allows payment for
necessary legal and other costs plus
any pecuniary loss not otherwise
covered by · compensation. Clause
4 also provides that any offer of
compensation to an owner whose
land is to be acquired must specify~
(a) the market value as at 3rd
October, 1972 ;
(b) the percentage increase or decrease determined by .him ;
ber~
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the category or categories of
land use to which the percentage increase or decrease relates; and
(d) where more than one category is specified the area
of the required land which
falls within each category.
The affected landowner is to be
given full rights of appeal against the
valuation, including the percentage
increase or decrease and the ca tegory of land used to calculate it.
Clause 6 provides for the Minister
to make use of the services of officers or employees of other departments to ensure that the administrative activities associated with this
legislation proceed as smoothly as
possible.
Clause 7 limits the duration of this
legislation and makes it quite clear
that its provisions will not be available to authorize the acquisition of
land on or after 31st December,
1974. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of Mr. WILTON
(Broadmeadows), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, November 28.
(c)

VICTORIAN. DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister for Fuel and
Power) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).This Bill contains a relatively small
amendment to the Victorian Development Corporation Act 1973 but
the
ramifications
of the
Bill
are important.
It appears, after
a lot of noise from all around the
House, that the Bill will be
supported by all parties. It is interesting to reflect on a few of the
comments which have been made on
various aspects of the Bill and associated matters.

The reasons for the Bill were outlined by the Minister for Fuel and
Power when the Bill was introduced.
It has been found that since the
principal Act was initially proclaimed, because of the very repressive and restrictive attitudes adopted
by the Federal Government to the
activities of the Loan Council and
the consequent borrowing powers of
the various States, a deficiency or
a defect has been revealed in the
operation of the principal Act. As
the activities of the corporation
come under the provisions of the
Loan Council, the corporation has
found itself tied down by the repressive activities of the Loan Council.
The Bill seeks to increase or to
supplement the power of the Treasurer to execute guarantees to corporations or to persons who are borrowing from the ·Corporation for the
purposes of decentralization. I shall
briefly go through the principal provisions of the Bill. Clause 2 seeks
to insert a new section 12A which
provides, inter alia, that( 1) The Treasurer af,ter considering a report from tthe Corporation may execute a
guar:antee in favour of any person or body
(not being a co-operative society under the
Co-operation Act 1958)(a) for the repayment of moneys expended or to be expended on(i) the acquisition of land;
(ii) the construction improvement or alter:ation of buildings;
(iii) tthe acquisition of plant or
other equipment-used or
to be used for ;a country
industry;

The principal Act gives power
to guarantee loans but this Bill
widens that power and gives power
to the Treasurer who, after considering a report from the corporation, may execute a guarantee for
the corporation to provide funds
directly for the acquisition of land
and so on. So the proposed new
section does supplement the sections already contained in the prin:cipal Act.
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As I said before, the reason for
this provision resides basically in
unforeseen restrietions which applied
when the principal Act was introduced. These restrictions were subsequently imposed by the Loan Council.
Much play was rnade of the fact that
the Government through the Department of State Development had
forced local coundls into the position
of granting loans to industries, which
of course they are entitled to do, or
to raise money as provided under
the Local Government Act, and that
these activities subsequently placed
the local councils in jeopardy. It
may be interesting to look at the
position more closely. As I understand the practice of the Department
of State Development, when an application is made for a prospective
decentralized industry, the whole
project is placed under close scrutiny
to ascertain whether it is viable, and,
as a result of that scrutiny, the department recomrnends and even insists on the guarantee of a loan
in favour of the local council.
The procedure under the Local Government Act is for the muncipality
to act as the middleman. It uses its
borrowing capacity for the decentralizing industry. In some cases the
money comes in and goes straight
out again. Some councils make a
small profit on these transactions.
As I have said:. in many cases-I
am personally aware of some-the
department has recommended that
the council obtain from the industry
or associated com.panies, or from individuals, guarantees to increase its
protection so that it will be less
likely to be placed in jeopardy. Usually, a council's position is well
secured by its holding a registered
first mortgage or something of that
order. Arising from that, there is a
need for
the
Local
Government Act to be amended so
that when a council uses its borrowing powers for the purposes of
a decentralizing industry, the amount
of the borrowing should be dis-

counted in considering the total
which a council is allowed to
borrow.
The Bill adds further strength to
the massive programme of the Government to encourage decentralization of industry and to provide for
more balanced development of the
State. The aims of a decentralizing
programme must be twofold. It must
provide the atmosphere, background,
and wherewithal whereby country
towns can retain their natural produce, their young. So a programme
should be designed to provide employment opportunities and opportunities for higher education and to
broaden the economic basis of
country towns so that more and
more job opportunities are created in
order that people will stay in rural
Victoria. The programme should also
provide an atmosphere, the right
background, and encouragement so
that people living in the met,ropolis
will be persuaded to live in the
country. 'l have referred to the natural
attributes of country Victoria. In
general there is a fine quality of life.
The country is a perfect place to raise
children. There is plenty of water
and no sewerage or pollution problems.
But it has become evident to the
Government, and to all honorable
members, that something more than
these natural attributes is required.
Therefore, the Government has provided positive incentives to encourage potential employers to establish industries in country towns. This
is the second purpose of a decentralization prog,ramme-to encourage
industries to leave the metropolis
and set up in the country. It is in
this area that great success has been
achieved.
The basic aim of the Government
should be to provide a framework in
which decentralization can work. The
Government measure should provide
the muscles and bone of a decentralized body. Within this framework
the Government has provided various
incentives such as taxation rebates.
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These give persons living in country
towns an opportunity to use their
own endeavours to encourage employers of .labour to set up in
country towns. In persuading people
to think along these lines, the Government must also embark on a massive education programme. City
people must be educated to understand that a decentralization policy
works in their interests. Over the
past couple of days, the House has
hea;rd much about large · sums of
money being spent on advertising the
activities of the Government, the
department, the M1inister, and the
Victorian Development. Corporation.
All this is part of the education
process which helps to provide the
background in which industrialists
can think about decentralization.
During the debate, much criticism
has been levelled at the Minister for
State Development and 'Decentralization. It has been said that the man
is'· enthusiastic. There is no doubt
of that. He is one of the greatest
enthusiasts in· this State. He is
charged by Parliament to promote
the greatest State in Australia and
is succeeding in an excellent manner.
The man is dedicated.· There is no
doubt that the job is too much for
one person, but the Minister spends
every waking moment of his life on
his job. Another criticism is that the
Minister is a public relations man.
But it is his job to be a public relations specialist for the State. Ob·viously he does it well because his
:success gets under the skin of honorable members in other parts of the
House. If these are criticisms, I am
sure the Minister would not object
to them.
There has been airy-fairy criticism about unfulfilled promises which
should be put in their proper perspective. Like other honorable members, I have been involved in negotiating with industrialists and smoothing the way for them to make a decfsion· to come to a country town. If
an· industry looks at land in a
cou:ntry town or a potential employer inquires about the labour
Mr. Chamberlain.
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supply, it is enevitable that the word
gets about. It is also obvious that
there is many a slip twixt the cup
and the lip. In June and July, a firm,
Kezander (Australia) Pty. Ltd., was
considering decentralizing to Stawell.
An announcement was made in the
local paper that it would interview
prospective employees. It was arranged that, on a Saturday, over 100
women would be interviewed. On
the preceding Thursday, the Federal
Government announced the 25 per
cent cut in tariffs.
That announcement was almost
responsible · for the industry not
deciding to set up in Stawell. It is a
clothing industry ~which is susceptible
to changes of this kind. If Kezander
had not gone to Stawell because of
that, all sorts of statements about its
reasons could have been made. That
situation can be repeated in many
other cases.
During the debate, members of the
Country Party said that the Government had lent money for two particular tourist programmes. Some
vague allegations were made about
the Governm~ent lending money
to its friends.
It was just so
much waffle which was not substantiated. With these sorts of people,
no one can win ; they cannot be
pleased. The Government is criticized for not assisting people and it
is also criticized for assisting people.
Yesterday, the Leader of the Opposition spoke about broken promises. He accused the Minister for
State Development and Decentraliza:tion of being politically dishonest As
I wrote down his statement, he said,
" The Minister has made promises
that he knew could not be honoured ". That is a sweeping statement. It may well be that the same
sort of criticism could be levelled
against the honorable member who
made it. Hamilton was honoured by
a visit from the Leader of the
Opposition on 12th February last.
Promises were made that Hamilton
would get 1'50 houses a year, $5.0,000
for a particular project, and would
also get this and that. It could b~
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argued that the Leader of the
Opposition kne·w quite well that he
had no opportunity to fulfil those
promises.
I direct attention to an article in
the Hamilton Spectator of Thursday
15th February, 1973, which stated
that "Mr. Holding" also promised
to seek an immediate allocation of a
further 50 homes for Hamilton from
the present Liberal State Government. Today, I rnade inquiries of the
Housing Commission which informed
me that no such application had been
received from the Leader of the
Opposition. It is possible that the
honorable member went direct to the
Minister. Unfortunately, I have been
unable to confirn1 that. No doubt he
will table correspondence with the
Minister to sho\\r how he honoured
that promise.
At the same time, the Leader of
the Opposition promised that, if a
Labor Government was elected, 50
houses would be allocated to Hamilton before Christmas. That was fair
enough, but what the honorable member did not know when he made that
promise was that the Housing Commission did not have then-and does
not have now-50 serviced sites in
that locality. I make the point that,
with all the goodwill in the world,
the Leader of the Opposition could
not have fulfilled his promises.
The Government has shown that it
is determined that it will continue
with its decentralization programme
which has met with such great success. During this and the previous
session, many Bills have added more
and more strings to the Government's
bow and provided more and more
examples of the Government's intention to deliver the goods. There has
been a series of legislative measures
dealing with pay-roll tax rebates,
freight allowances, removal allowances, and various other forms of
incentive. All this indicates that the
decentralization programme is well
on the way. It is not complete and I

hope other honorable members will
make constructive suggestions on
how it should be c.ompleted.
I can give a couple of recent
examples from within my electorate
of the success of the Government's
policy. I have referred to the industry
called Kezander (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
The Stawell Times of 9th November,
1973, published a report statingThe Melbourne based finn Kez,ander (Australia) Pty. Ltd., producing trousers and
shirts, will move 50 of i1ts machines to
Stawell as soon as possible, and hopes to
commence production by mid-February,
1974.

In the same article ·Mr. Kosch, a
director of the firm was quoted as
follows:Mr. Kosch said discussions with .the Ministry of Decentralization had been held, and
favourable results obtained concerning assistance with the moving of equipment, and
executive staff to Stawell.
" When we have the factory completed
and everything ready for production, we will
throw open .the doors and throw a party, "
said Mr. Kosch.

Stawell has a long history of decentralized 'industry. This new industry
·will prov.ide employment for 100
women.
Another example concerns the City
of Ha·milton where the munidpal
council 'has been forced to reject
an application from industry because
the employees that are required are
not available.
1
Mr. Ross-1EDWARDs.-Is a shortage
of housing the ·Cause?
·Mr. CHAMIBER,LAIIN.-No, the industry would e·mploy fema'les !Who
would normally live in the town. The
Hamilton Spectator published this
reportThe city council in committee on Thursday
night decided against extending assistance
to-

-the name o.f the company is mentionedwhich had wanted .to set up a tactory in
Hamilton. The Mayor of Hamilton, Cr. Ron
Peck, said yesterday he was " very disappointed " that council had ·been forced to reject the industry.
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Council decided agains:t .the company's
application for assistance after consideration
of:
Available labour. The lack of response Ito
advertisements for female factory hands.
The dev.elopment plans of existing· employers of female labour.
Irt has been calculated that projected industrial development in Hamilton in the next
few years will create jobs .for about 500
women and 500 .to 600 men.
With rthe attendant increase in ancilliary
services, the c~ty's population is expected to
increase by about 5,000 in .the next five tto
seven years.

A similar situation occurs repeatedly
throughout the State.
Finally, I should like to examine
the attitude expressed by the Opposition and the Country Party to the
Bill. The Australian Labor Party
has demo:nstrated that in fact it is a
party for the cities. Its forces are
spent in the country. Only two representatives of the country areas of
Victoria can be seen on the Opposition benches. That their numbers
are so low has been substantially
assisted by their Federal colleagues,
and that fact is a source of
delight to .myself and other ·country
members of the Liberal Party. It is
obvious that members of the Country
Party do not want the decentralization programme to succeed. The attitude exhibited lby some of those honorable members-not aH-indicates
that the party is at its lowest political ebb for many years.
·Mr. WHITING.-Has the honorable
member not heard about the New
South Wales elections?
Mr. CHA'MBERLAIN.-:J am speaking of Victoria. Me.mbers of the
Country Party have not attempted
to justify their ·completely negative
attitude to a programme of decentralization . .I am speaking of some .members of the Country Party. The exceptions are not present in the
Chamber at the ~moment. If the .Leader of the Country Party and the
Deputy Leader of the Country Party
want the fact that they are present
·recorded in Hansard, !I am prepared
to ·mention it. If these honorable

members develop a positive attitude
to the Government's programme and
produce ·Constructive suggestions on
what the Government shou ld do, their
attitude will be justified, but the
negative tactics that they are adopting at present are self-defeating.
1

Mr.
FOGARTY {Sunshine).-!
agree with the ·criticis,m that has
been forthcoming from this-the
Opposition-side of the House of the
Minister for State Develop·ment and
Decentralization. I shaH concentrate
mainly on the Portland undertaking
about which I have first-hand information. For many years I was a representative of an organization which
had an interest in the pet 1:1ood industry. Although I did not agree with
many of the statements ·made yesterday, mainly those referring to the
integrity of the Minister, my personal
opinion is that he is a politkal "con
man". To use an often-·quoted saying,
" ·He could sell 'ice to the eskimos ".
I believe he would make a :fortune,
not as a Minister but as a vacuum
cleaner salesman, because he woulQ
sell anything to anyone i.f he could.
However, these " ·con tricks " come
home to roost, and I believe the first
·casualty will be the honorable member for Portland. When a person
" cons " people and does not produce
the goods, naturally the electorate
wants to know what is going on.
The ~Minister misled the people of
Portland. iJ:.f he closely exa·mined the
pet food industry he would know
that the main section of the industry
is largely decentralized in the Wodonga area. A little less than 50 per
cent of production is in that district,
almost 20 per ·cent is :in the Footscray area, and the other 30 per cent
is confined to a limited number of
operators, one of whom is Pennell's,
better known as " Tuckerbox ". I do
not know how George CranweH came
to be "~conned" by the ~Minister.
Perhaps he wanted to remove the
"Dog sits on the tucker.box" label
and repla·ce it, among other things,
with a photograph of the 'Minister.
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A "con trick. " must have been
played somewhe1re because when one
studies the Portland area one rwonders where the stock will come from.
The honorable ·rnember for Portland
praised to the hilt the Thomas Borthwick complex a.t Portland. I agree
that it is a large factory, but the
honorable member did not say that it
was an abattoir, ·Which relies on the
elements and on the availability of
stock, which fluctuates from time
to time. Although many hundreds of
people are employed at Borthwick's,
at ·certain periods of the year .few
people work there. Stock is not
always available. Where will it ·come
from? There must be an abattoir in
the vicinity. With the present high
price of meat, any spare meat is
put into sausages and other smallgoods. The Wodonga factory of
"Uncle Ben" is a $3·5 ·million factory with a big production of 1
million cans a week. How can another
factory costing $3 million be attracted to the area? I should like to see
it happen because Pennell's is an
AustraHan ·firm vvhich would provide
sharp competition to the two large
overseas companies.
A promise that was given to the
people of Portland has not been fulfilled. I look forward to the day when
the management of " Tuckerhox "
will " spill the can " and reveal what
went on, because everyone is strangely silent about the whole contract.
I do not blame .Pennell's for keeping
quiet at this stage if there is any
hope of the Minister fulfilling the
contract, and ensuring that this pet
food co·m.plex is established at Portland. When the honorable member
for Portland was making a speech
yesterday I asked by -interjection
what had happened to the fish cannery at 1Port1and. Approximately
seven ·Or eight years ago it was
rumoured that 1:he saviour of the
· town was to be the Safcol fish cannery. That factory has ·cl·osed its
doors ; the canning se·ction is finished.
Portland has a beautiful har.bour ;
the only thing ·wrong is that few
ships go there. If the Minister wishes
Session 1973.--88

to know what :is happening in the
far Western District, I can tell him
that seven or eight butter factories
have closed their doors in the past
five years. Although much of the
production went to Koroit, a large
number of people lost their jobs and
had to find alternative employment.
There was a trend towards the Warrnambool area which meant less employment in Portland. In all honesty,
I believe the Minister did not completely examine the whole aspect of
the pet food industry in Portland.
He made silly and ridiculous statements. He did not fully expose the
facts, and as a result the people
of Portland have been " conned ". I
hope in two or three years' time
the results will appear in the baUotbox.
Mr. HAMER {Premier and Treasurer) .-I join the debate to put on
record certain things which should
be said and to give the House one
assurance. I deal first with the statement ·made by the Leader of the
Country Party concerning loans for
two motels. •So far as I have been
able to as·certain, only one hotel is
involved-Blainslie Pty. Ltd. at Portland. The Victorian Develop·men t
Corporation lent $200,000 to this
motel for building pui'J)oses and the
banks 'lent $400,000. Obviously the
banks .considered it was a good
proposition. I do not believe any
criticism is being levelled because
of that. I do not know whether the
proprietors had any political leanings
but I point out that at least a dozen
other advances were made this year
to other organizations in various
parts of the State. I do not believe
the political affiliation of the proprietors has any bearing on the
granting of loans.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-1 did not say
that it did.
Mr. HAMER.-No, but I believe
the comment made by the Leader
·of the Country Party was misinter-
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preted. The honorable member will
agree that that. is the implication of
what appeared in the press.
Mr~ Ross-EnwARDS.-1 cannot help
the implication.
Mr. HAMER.-..:1 agree, but I intend to put this on record because
if this inference has been drawn the
facts should be made known. A large
number of advances have been made
for all sorts of purposes all over the
State, and nobody is excluded because they support the Liberal Party,
the Labor Party or the Country
Party.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDS.-Nobody sug·
gested that.
Mr. HAMER.-The whole gist of
what was being said was that Parliament should be informed of the
guarantees and to whom they
are given. I give an assurance
that the guarantees will be available here. in Parliament for honorable members to inspect. They will
in any case appear in the AuditorGeneral's report each year, but I consider that they should be tabled more
often than that. That is certainly my
idea of how to go about it because
these are potential liabilities of the
Government entered into for the
purpose of assisting decentralization,
and I believe that should be done and
it will be done.
'
Now I pass to the general criticism which was levelled at the Minister for State Development and Decentralization. We have here a
young, enthusiastic and vigorous
Minister, and it is about time the
whole Parliament got behind him in
his intensive efforts to promote
decentralization.
Honorable members interjecting.

Mr. HAMER.-We will not get it
from the Opposition, but we will
take it on our own shoulders. It
is about time at least the success of
his efforts was recognized. What
happens is that occasionally a statement is made when, for all sorts of
reasons-some have been mentioned
today by the honorable member for
Dundas-things do not develop as

either the. Minister, the department
or even the industry expects. There
have been several examples of that
situation. I put on record what has
actually happened. The number of
approved decentralized industries
now stands at 1,200.
Mr. SIMMONDS.-When were they
approved?
Mr. HAMER.-Over a period since
1962 when the whole project was
first recommended by the Distribution of Population Committee. If
the honorable member has not read
that report, I recommend that he
does so.
As I said, the number of approved
decentralized industries stands at
1,200. That number has increased
by 288 in the past year, since the
ten-point programme that the Government drew up was announced.
Therefore, 288 industries have
thought fit to apply for approval as
decentralized industries within one
year. That illustrates quite plainly
that they see for themselves some
advantage in obtaining this certificate. That has happened in one year.
I am not saying that they are all new
industries ; I am saying that 288 industries which were not previously
·in this category have applied and
have been approved.
Now I come to the number of new
industries. This is where the figures
are especially significant. The number
of new industries established over the
same period of a little more than a
year in country Victoria is 90. If
honorable members want to see the
complete list I have it here and they
may inspect it. I wish to expand a
little on that. That is an average of
three ·industries every fortnight.
Mr. WI~KES.-What does that
cost?
Mr. HAMER.-Quite a lot of
money. I do not suppose the honorable member rejects the ·idea that
we should be . spending money in
country Victoria.
Mr. WILKES.-Certainly not.
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Mr. HAMER.--It cost some millions of dollars this year. It is successful to this extent that it has
already attracted 90 new industries
to the country.
Mr. AMos.-From Melbourne?
Mr. HAMER . -From Melbourne
and elsewhere; the list is available for
the honorable member to study if he
wishes. The figure is increasing; that
is to say, the number is accelerating
over recent months. Since the beginning of October-less than two
months ago-fifteen new industries
have announced their intention of
establishing in country Victoria.
They include two large industriesSan:vo-Guthrie Australia Pty. Ltd. at
W odonga, which is to employ 500
people, and also the expansion of
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd.
mill at Maryvale, to employ 500
people.
Mr. AMos.-Another 500 people at
Maryvale is not right.
Mr. HAMER.--That is the figure
given by Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd. when the mill is fully
developed. New industries have also
been established at Drouin, Rochester, Shepparton, Gisborne, Alexandra,
Daylesford, Geelong, Stawell, Talbot,
Kyneton and Moe-all since the beginning of October.
In addition, honorable members
will recall the problem which arose
at Eildon, and again the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, with a great deal of
effort, has been successful in getting Customs Carpet of Dandenong
to take over the Australian Consolidated Industries works at Eildon.
This is a record of which the
Minister has reason to be proud.
I do not say that he has been successful on every occasion ; no human
being is successful every time, but
I believe his enthusiasm, drive and
initiative are getting a response from
various parts of Victoria and the
whole programme is moving forward
in a way which should delight this
Parliament because, irrespective of
party lines, we are all dedicated to
this whole project of developing a

better balance of population. Therefore, let us support the Minister's
efforts instead of sniping and carping all the time. Let us get the
matter in balance.
If honorable members express
some criticism, they should be generous enough to say that there has
been a great deal of success as
well. This programme is going forward because everybody is behind
it and the Government is prepared
to spend a lot of money, time and
energy to ensure that Victoria obtains a better balance of population.
When the criticism is one-sided-and
some of it is-and it is political in
its overtones, it does not do the programme any good. It is time honorable members did justice to a very
fine young Minister who administers
a young, vigorous and devoted department.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 8478
s. 12).
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-1 was pleased to learn
early in the second-reading debate
that both the Opposition and the
Country Party intended to support
this Bill because it is another means
of assisting decentralization. I thought
that in my second-reading speech I
made it quite plain why the measure
was necessary, but I will repeat the
reasons. The facts are that last September, after some Government departments had been revised and a
new look was given .to the Department of State Development, it was
proposed that the Victorian Development Corporation should be established. Quite a few change~ h~ve
occurred since then. The legislatiOn
w·as passed by this House, and I
do not think any honorable member
suggested that $20,0 mill!on was in
hand to be spent Immediately. But
Parliament approved the expenditure
of up to $200 million for decentralization.
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When the corporation was first
envisaged it was considered that it
would not come under the jurisdiction of the Loan Council. However,
it was later found that it did. It will
not be possible to obtain funds from
banks, insurance companies and
other persons who had been contacted and who indicated that they
had finance available for this purpose, although not the whole $200
million. In the September period of
last year, when the corporation was
first floated, if the Government had
been able to do what it intended,
that finance would have been available. However, it was found that
the corporation came under the aegis
of the Loan Council, and the finance
available to the corporation was
limited.
In his Budget the Treasurer made
$8 million available to the corporation. There is some restriction on
finance, so to allow further moneys
to be made available it was agreed,
after certain advice, to allow the
Treasurer to give guarantees to allow certain people to borrow money.
This system has operated successfully in other fields in the past, and
I believe it ·can work in the future.
The Premier and Treasurer has indicated that he will be willing to
guarantee properly approved and investigated projects up to about $40
million.
Last night, the Leader of the
Country Party-quite rightly-said
that honorable members should be
told about these guarantees. There
has never been ·any secret about who
obtains Government guarantees ;
they are published in the AuditorGeneral's report each year, as the
Premier has said.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-We will not
get that for another eighteen months.
Mr. BALFOUR.-That may be so,
but the honorable member heard the
Premier's undertaking. From the
Government's point of view there is
nothing to hide, and members of the
Government party agree with the
Premier's undertaking. In the statement by the Leader of the Country

Party last night-which unfortunately was reported in this morning's press possibly not as the
honorable, member would have
wished--...Jhe
said
that
guarantees had been given to two
motels. One motel has been given
a loan, and the Premier has explained the circumstances.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-There is a
difference between a guarantee and
a loan.
Mr. BALFOUR.-One was a loan
by the Victorian Development Corporation, which is rather different
from the giving of a guarantee by
either the Treasurer or even the corporation.
The organization concerned is to raise another $400,000
from its own resources.
The honorable member for Morwell
stated last night that the. Shire
of Morwell had been told to use
it own funds for sewerage works
and also towards the establishment of a factory. At an earlier
stage it was hoped the Victorian
Development Corporation would be.
able to lend money to municipalities.
It has now been discovered that because of Loan Council requirements if the corporation
lends money to a municipality that
amount will be taken into account
twice--once on account of the corporation and again on account of
the municipality. Therefore, in both
of the cases referred to by the honorable member the reason why the
shire was so informed was that it
was able to obtain the money at the
same rate of interest at which it
could have been lent by the corporation. The municipality is in a position to borrow the necessary finance.
The honorable member for Marwell also spoke highly of what has
been done in South Australia. At
page 21 of the South Australian
Auditor-General's report for the
financial year ended 30th June, 1973,
it is stated that loan fund appropriation to the Industries Assistance
Corporation for 1970-71 amounted to
$50,000 and that for 1971-72 and
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1972-73 the appropriation was nil.
On page 37 o:f the report there
appears a reference to assistance
given by way of loans to industry.
The total amount expended under
that head for the year was $228,000.
Another interesting figure. relates
to the Commonwealth Development
Bank. For the whole of Australia
during 1972-73, $12·714 million was
allocated to 24S industries. When
honorable members take into account
the amount of 1money allocated by
Victoria in the past few months to
decentralized industries, totalling
more than $2 rnillion by the Victorian Development Corporation and
more than $5 rr.lillion by the Rural
Finance and Settlement Commission,
they will realize: that in that brief
period the Government has not done
too badly.
I have covered most of the matters
raised The Minister for State Development and Decentralization has
created an enorn1ous amount of enthusiasm in decentralization. The
honorable gentleman has gathered
around him a team of very young,
energetic men. Over the period I
have been a mernber of this Parliament, I have heard numerous arguments advanced to assist decentralized industries. I know what work
has to be performed to achieve results. Fortunately results have been
achieved in the Latrobe Valley. With
the enthusiasm of the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization, and the help that honorable
gentleman will receive by additional
finance being made available by the
passing of this legislation, honorable
members will see more progress in
the future than has occurred in the
past.
The only other point I mention
concerns the establishment of a pet
food industry at Portland. I do not
believe that either the Government
or the industry has said that the industry is not going to Portland. I
understand that there are problems
in the · industry itself and changes

have occurred in this proposed ·complex. These are problems to be overcome by the industry itself. It is too
early to state that the industry is
not going to Portland because negotiations are continuing. To say that
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization made a promise
and it has not been fulfilled-Mr. Ross-EnWARDs.-He said he
had acquired it.
Mr. BALFOUR.-1 sincerely hope
that before too long there will be
an announcement on this project.
Terminology used at that time might
have indicated that the industry had
been obtained, but whatever was
said, I believe was said in good faith.
Although
circumstances
have
changed the results will be achieved
in future.
I thank honorable members for
their support of the Bill and I am
sure that its provisions will continue
to help Victoria grow to a fine State.
Mr. AMOS ·(Morwell).-Clause 2
of the Bill gives power to the
Treasurer to execute guarantees
to organizations, corporate bodies
and others seeking funds for decentralization or for tourist purposes.
It was alluded to by the honorable
member for Dundas that this provision was unforeseen some five
months ago when the odginal Bill
was being debated. The honorable
member claims that because of unforeseen restrictions imposed by the
Loan Council it is now necessary to
bring the Act back to the Parliament for amendment to enable the
Treasurer to have these extra
powers. What absolute rubbish. We
are grown. mature men and surely
the Committee cannot be expected to
accept that proposition. Loan Council restrictions cannot be unforeseen.
Any responsible Government should
have seen the difficulty referred to by.
the honorable member for Dundas,
particularly when economic questions are to the forefront. The Government has a responsibility in the
over-all economic climate to consider
what is happening, and to suggest,
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as did the honorable member for string of broken promises. If breach
Dundas, that the Loan Council res- of promise is a crime so must the
trictions were unforeseen is just non- string of broken promises made by
sense ; it is a question of planning the Minister for State Development
and foresight.
and Decentralization be a crime.
I wish to put the record straight
If a Minister of the Crown, in tryon the degree of support given by ing to bring about a balanced poputhe Opposition to a decentralization lation, has to make promises to
programme. Of course the Opposi- certain industries, those promises
tion supports a decentralization pro- should be made on the basis that
gramme, as does the Country Party they will be kept. That has not hapin this Chamber. One has only to pened up until now. The Opposition
refer to past copies of Hansard and commends the actions of the Viclook at the debates that have taken torian Development Corporation in
place time and again to realize trying to grant loans and to assist
that the Opposition has moved sub- industry to establish themselves in
stantive amendments designed to country Victoria. If in some way the
bring about a balanced population. Minister for State Development and
The Opposition and the Country Decentralization by means of his
Party, and I might say to their credit, publicity vote is able to bring about
some Government back-bench sup- a better balanced population, weiJ
porters at various times, have and good.
made efforts to get the Government,
In all fairness to the Leader of the
to do more to assist decentralization.
Country Party, I do not believe that
The Opposition suppqrts the Bill he, in referring to the publicity acas it supports the Victorian Devel- tions of the Minister of State Development Corporation. I could be opment, was being unkind, as has
asked why members of the Opposi- been suggested. The Leader of the
tion support the Victorian Develop- Country Party meant the same as
ment Corporation. We support it I do, that if there is a publicity vote
because it was Australian Labor and an allocation of funds for pubParty policy in the first instance. licity purposes to assist in decentralThe Opposition said when the Bill ization, it is up to the responsible
was first introduced-and it now Minister to put those funds to the
repeats
the statement-that if best use, to promote decentralizaproper thought had been given to tion in areas of the State where
its drafting in the first place an the Government wants to see· inamending Bill would not be needed dustry directed and development
now. If proper thought was given take place. Honorable members do
to the planning and the implementa- not want to see the photograph of
tion of the legislation by the Minister the Minister for State Development
for State Development and De- and Decentralization in every paper
centralization, that honorable gentle- or on every telegram-as the Leader
man would not have to face the of the Country Party suggested-or
barrage of criticism he now faces. on every postcard. Honorable memIf only the honorable gentleman was bers would like to see a better syssincere the Opposition would sup- tem of promotion of areas of the
port any proper move for decentral- State which can be assisted by deization that leads to a better velopment and all publicity should
balanced population in Victoria. The have that in mind. If that occurred,
plain facts of the matter are that the it would be unnecessary for memMinister has been touring up and bers in this Chamber to rise on the
down country Victoria like an irres- motion for the adjournment of the
ponsible young man proposing · to ·sitting of the House to ask for a
·maidens left, right and centre and special allocation of funds to be
then jilting ·them-leaving behind a made available for decentralization.
Mr. Amos.
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In . placing the record straight it
goes without saying that the Opposition wishes this Bill a speedy passage. The Opposition wants to see
the corporation operating properly.
Honorable · members want industries
in the State seeking assistance to expand their activities. Honorable
members also want industries in
Melbourne to be attracted to
other areas of the State which
the Government decides are suitable for development. The Opposition also wants municipalities to
be assisted. As I mentioned yesterday, it is regretted that the corporation-because of unforseen circumstances as suggested by the ·Minister
for Fuel and Pow1er-has been unable
to assist these n1unicipalities. However, the Opposition believes the
Government should reconsider underwriting the loan raisings of municipalities who have taken a risk by
assisting the establishment of speculative industries within their own
towns. If their actions are underwritten by the Government it would
instil confidence in those municipalities who are using part 40A of the
Local Government Act to assist decentralization. I again ask the Government to give this matter serious
consideration.
Mr. ROSS-EDVVARDS 1(Leader of
the Country Party) .-The first point
I make is by way of a general observation.
This Bill has been
strongly debated and many honorable members have entered into the
debate. Some honorable members
have made accusations which in
some cases are untrue and offensive
anci then they have walked out of
the Chamber. They have not remained to listen to the rest of the
debate and to me this is sheer bad
manners. If an honorable member is
going to enter a debate and make
wild statements and be inaccurate in
his criticism-The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
McCabe).--Order! I ask. the Leader
of the . Country Party to speak on

clause 2 of the Bill. I do not consider that the matter he is now talking about is related to clause 2.
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Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-With due
respect, the matter I wish to raise
does affect clause 2. I have been
personally insulted during the debate
on the second reading of this Bill
by back-bench Government supporters who have then walked out
of the Chamber. However, I believe
I have made my point.
I do not desire to level any criticism at the Premier but it is regrettable that the Premier has seen fit
not to have been in the Chamber
for the debate. I know the honorable
gentleman has many demands on his
time and it is unfortunate that the
Premier entered the Chamber in the
middle of the debate, made a statement, and then left the Chamber. I
believe the Premier was disadvantaged in that he did not hear my
first remarks and is further disadvantaged in that he is not hearing
me on this occasion. I do not level
criticism at the Premier but I do
criticize back-bench Government
supporters who have not the good
manners to stay here to listen to the
remainder of the debate.
I want to make one matter very
clear. The honorable member for
Dundas should reflect on what he
said about the Country Party not
supporting
decentralization.
He
claimed that the Deputy Leader and
I were to blame. I cannot under~
stand why a man of his· education
and background should make such a
statement. If the honorable member
for Dundas would read the policy of
the Country Party as contained in
the speech made by me prior to the
last election, the honorable member.
would see that our policy aims have
been ticked off one by one as the
months have progressed. A year ago
when this Government was doing
nothing about decentralization, the
Country Party who levelled con..:
structive criticism and made suggestions to the Government.
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Mr.
MACLELLAN
{Gippsland
West) .-I desire to raise a point
of order, Mr. Acting Chairman, because I am sure the Leader of the
Country Party would not like Hansard
to indicate that the honorable member for Dundas was not present during the whole of his remarks. I suggest, Mr. Acting Chairman, that you
draw to the attention of the Leader
of the Country Party the fact that
the honorable member for Dundas
has been present during his remarks.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
McCabe).-Order! There is no point
of order.
Mr. ROSS-ED'WARDS {Leader of
the Country 'Party) .-I appreciate
very much the statement made by
the Premier. As a result of representations I made to him, supported
by the comments I made in my
speech last night and in discussions
with the Premier after the House
adjourned, the Premier has agreed
to introduce a new system of notifying honorable members of guarantees
given by the Treasurer and by the
Victorian Development Corporation.
It is refreshing that such an undertaking was given so quickly after I
brought the matter to the notice of the
Committee. This will enable all honorable members to know where Government guarantees are given, for
what industries and under what terms
and conditions. I understand that the
Premier will act quickly on this
matter and devise a satisfa~ctory
means of inform-ing honorable members of what is happening.
Members of the Country Party
have been condemned for criticizing
the Minister .for State Development
and Decentralization. So far as I am
concerned, the criticis~m is narrow,
and all honorable members wi'll agree
that the main ·criticism was that he
announced something first and signed
something later, if at all. ·Many assurances have been ·given and members
of the Country Party are ·watching
them with interest. Members of the
Government party and the Cabinet
colleagues of the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization

realize that the honorable gentleman
cannot work 24 hours a day, but he
works hard.
I give an undertaking to the Government, if it has to be given, that
members of the Country Party .will
·continue to give whole-hearted support to decentralization, but they are
not going to :be silenced if they think
the Government is not behaving
properly. If they want an explanation,
they will ask for it and demand it.
Members of ~my party have been a
constructive force behind decentralization for 50 years, and they will
continue to be so.
I represent the greatest success
story of decentralization in Victoria
because my electorate is the fastest
growing area in the State. De·centralization has been a great success in
Victoria but unfortunately the number of centres has been limited. Some
areas have stayed stagnant and they
are remaining stagnant today. That
is where the Government faces a great
challenge. As I mentioned in my contribution to the second-reading debate, the severest handicap to decentralization 'is the lack of housing
in country areas. Eighteen months
ago, the Premier gave assurances and
hope-call it what one ·may---"but
action has not followed. The shortage
of housing in country areas ·continues
to get worse. What upsets me about
the back-bench members of the Government party is that they will not
acknowledge that housing .is the
major problem.
Mr. McCLURE.-Getting builders is
the problem.
Mr. ROSS_,EDWAR1DS.-The Government proposes to :put the golden
ring of ·confidence around Melbourne;
houses are being built in Melbourne,
but they are not being constructed
in the ·country. ·Money lenders are
not terribly impressed with the guarantees of the Victorian Development
Corporation. The corporation can
guarantee only to the limit of its
assets, which do not go beyond
$3 million. It has a limited capacity
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to guarantee. Parliament has had to
change the provisions of the Act
and consider a bank guarantee.
This has not been a pleasant debate but I a.m :pleased that it has
taken place. Honorable members have
been given assu1·ances that will reassure .people in the country about
what .industries are getting, what
guarantees wiU be given and under
what conditions. That would not have
been obtained if this debate had not
taken place.
Mr. BURGIN '(Polwarth).-1 mention two subjects which should be
pointed out follo·wing the remarks of
the Leader of the Country Party.
The Minister for State Development
and Decentralization has been severely criticized for aHegedly making
premature announcements relating to
industries in the country. Honorable
members should examine the process
that has to be gone through before
an industry can be encouraged to
develop in a country area. Industry
" Z " may make an approach to the
Victorian Development Corporation
for assistance. The stage is reached
where the firm looks at what land
and employees are available in a
certain town. At that stage, what
hope has any Minister of keeping
negotiations a secret? Rumours
would be flying all around the town.
It would be a much better policy if
at a certain stage of negotiations, a
joint and factual announcement
should be made. Honorable members
should remember that it has always
been a joint announcement.
Mr. WILKES.--\Vhat about Portland?
Mr. BURGIN.-.lJ:t was very much
a joint announcement.
Mr. WILKES.-W'hat happened?
Mr. BURGIN.-Once again honorable ·members should re.member that
I am talking about a particu1ar firm
going to a country town. No honorable member seems to believe that
firm "Z " could strike problems in
1

its own negotiations. It seems to be
thought in all these negotiations that
all that could go wrong is that the
Minister coU'ld break his promise.
There c·ould :be many breakdowns
in financial negotiations with a fi~
wanting to go to a country town.
The firm may not be able to supply
the money that it had guaranteed to
·match the other grants. Perhaps the
structure of that · :industry has
changed because of a change .in
Government policy.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
The honorable
McCabe).-Order!
member for Polwarth is getting a
little wide of the provisions of clause
2. He shoU'ld relate his remarks m:Ore
specifically to the clause.
Mr. BURGIN.-This Bill has been
introduced so that industries can
overcome uncertainties involved in
negotiations to decentralize. Despite
the fact that the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization
has been much maligned in the past
few days, over the past twelve
months 90 new industries have gone
to country areas.
·Mr. WILKEs.-They have been
approved.
·Mr. BURGIN.-They have gone to
the country ; they have been announced.
·Mr. WILKES.-The Premier said
that they were approved.
Mr. BURGIN.-The industries have
been announced and of those 90
firms, only two have not been able
to fulfil the guarantees that they
made. 11 wonder what happened to
those two industries? The 1La:bor
Federal Government came into office
'in Canberra and altered the tariff
structure. Of their own free will,
these two firms said that they could
not c-ompete in their industry, ·whether it be in Ba'llarat or anywhere else.
It is .important to ·mention another
point ·made by the Leader of the
Country Party and I refer to the
shortage of houses in the country.
Honorable members should ·look at
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the reasons for the difficulties ·- as:.

sociated:with housing in the country.
I 'refer to an .article in the Age news-

paper ·of Monday,. 19th· November,

by Tim Colebatch, in which he said.. The. population drift from c·ountry Vjctoria

to Melbourne ·has slowed dramatically, ac-

cording to the latest building industry
·
_.
.
statistics.
· In the latest June quarter, 23 per cent of
new houses and flats being built were out~
side greater .Melbourne--.-compared w:ith
18 · 7 per cent in the previous June quarter.
The number of new homes begun in
country Victoria increased by more than 40
per cent, compared with a 7·6 per cent in.
crease for Mell;>oume..

Is· it any wonder that aH of a sudden
there are problems : in obtaining
builders to construct homes in country areas? There is a movement to the
country; confidence in decentralization _is building up :in country areas.
:Much of this· credit can be laid at
the door of the -Minister for State
Pevelop·ment and Decentralization,
the Victoria~ Development Corporation and the bankers advising th~ t
corporation. It must be remembered
that when honorable members attack
a Minister for breaking promises,
they are also attacking some of the
most dedicated people in the banking
world. The Leader of the Country
Party said last night that loans were
being granted to people who should
not get them. He was attacking some
of the well thought of people in the
banking world· !Who were advising
the Minister on these financial matters. I welcome this Bill;
it is another means of granting additiqnal finance for development in
country areas. I wekome the debate;
_as the ~Leader of the Country Party
has said it has done much good.
Given a Httle time and co-oper·ation
by many honorable members, decen~
tralization will .flourish in Victoria
in the near future.
Mr. WI-LKES (Nor.thcote).-I find
n:tyself in agreement w'Uh the honorable member for .Pol·warth 'in that I
alS'o support the Bill. 'However, I
take the strongest exception to the
way in which the Premier bounced
into the Chamber, not having heard

Corporation·
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the debate ·last ·evening -and the constructive critidsms that were made
from .all .sides of the Chamber, and
with~ut attempting to analyse what
had been said, ~ade his comments on
the Bill. Admittedly, a ,leader has a
duty to defend his· p_arty and his
M-inisters and I do· not ·cross swords
with the honorable gentleman on that
score.
·
·
·
I am convinced' that the· ·Premier
and his Ministers are disturbed about
the promises made by the .Minister
for State -:Peyelopment and Decentralization. .The iMinister ·tor Fuel
and ·power was far niore rational in
his ·comments than ·was ·tlte Pr.emier~
who tried .·to convince honorable
members ·and justify the actions . of
his Minister_ in another place_ by saying that sinc·e the establishment. of
the Victorian Development Corporation some 1,300 applications had been
received ~and that 90 had been
received ·~his year..
This may-be so, but the Opposition
members, and particularly the honorable member for- ·Morwell, are dis-turbed that .the promises made by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization and the agreements whjch were supposed to come
into effect, have not come to pass.
Naturally, some industries fail when
they move from on~ area to another
either ;through lack of collateral or
through the lack of the neCessary
support.
·
The Government is now faced
with the problem that the Minister
for State Development and· Decen~
traHzation has made all sorts of wild
promises and pronouncements and
entered into agreements which it has
not been possible to honour. Now
honorable members are witnessing
the spectacle of the Government
having to utilize its own powers to
guarantee loans 'in order to extricate
the Minister from his ·difficulties. Of
course, all honorable members support · decentralization. The I;abor
Party ~and the Country Pa~ty have
supported decentralization for years.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
McCabe).-Order! I draw the attention of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition to a ruling by the Chairman of Committees on 16th October
when he stated-A Minister has :the right of reply in Committee and if there is some controversial
matter, •the Leader of the Opposition or the
member representing him on behalf of the
Opposition, should also have that reply.
However, to allow general discussion and
have what amendments to another secondreading debate in Committee on clause 2
appears to be a negation of the procedures
of the Committee.

ask the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition to keep that ruling in
mind.
Mr. WILKES.--That was a good
ruling by the Chairman at the time,
but I should like the same licence as
was taken by the honorable member
for Polwarth. Controversial material
was introduced into the secondreading debate by the Premier and
I am now claim•ing a right to reply
on clause 2. H·ad the Premier not
been so vociferous in his .attempt to
justify the actions of a Minister and
in asking honorable members to give
support, I would not have found it
necessary to make these comments
on clause 2.
All honorable members, particularly those on this side of the House
and on the conter benches, want
decentralization to be carried out
properly and the Y.ictorian Development Corporation to act as a responsible corporation. To see photographs
of the Minister for State Development and Decentralization in every
newspaper through the State does
nothing for decentralization. The
Labor Party had a policy on decentralization but on each day leading
up to the State election, piece by
piece the policy w.as published in the
Liberal Paflty platform. I shall not
weary honorable me-mbers by reading my party's policy on this subject
but it is there for anybody to read.
It is foolish for the Premier to suggest that the Labor Party was damaging the cause of decentralization.
The Opposition is concerned that
people who are genuinely interested

I
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in decentralizing their activities in
country areas should receive from
the corporation the consideration to
which they are entitled following
promises by the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization.
That is aU that it amounts to. When
the Ivlinister stops prancing around
the country making all soflts of wild
promises, the corporation will be able
to deal with some of the 90 applications that have been made. The
more the Ministe-r concentrates on
his publicity, the less opportunity
the corporation has to fulfil its
responsibility to assist decentralization. It is useless for the Government to defend the Minister because
everybody knows what the honorable gentle-man has done for decentralization.
The corporation should be allowed
to settle down and to carry out its
functions as intended. The Bill will
give the corporation the necessary
power and the Government will
guarantee the loans because the
corporation has experienced some
problems owing to Loan Council
commitments and the scepticism of
the lending institutions about the
ability of the Government to c•arry
out its programme. AU these things
have detrimentally affected decentralization in Victoria.
At no time, can the Premier accuse
the Opposition or the Country Party
of not putting their shoulders behind
the wheel to assist decentralization.
It is one thing to put the shoulder
behind the wheel to assist decentralization but quite another to support
a Minister who has lost the confidence of this place. Whilst the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization continues to act in
the manner in which he has been
and to make extravagant statements,
decentralization will not receive the
benefits that it should under the
legislation •and under the auspices of
the Victorian Development Corporation.
Mr. MciNNES ~(Gippsland South).As has been said earlier, dause 2
relates to confidence. It is confidence, firstly, by lending ins:titutions
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to support projects in country areas
and a confidence by the Treasurer
to underwrite loans made by :those
lending institutions for such projects.
It •is really confidence in the future
of regional development.
Without departing :too widely from
the debate on clause 2, ·I inform the
Committee that confidence in Gippsland South was shattered by the
action of the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization a
couple of weeks prior to the election
when it was reported :that the Minister had announced the establishment of a $500 million satellite city
near 'Sale. The repo]}t was confirmed
by one of his colleagues who
said that it was to be located
west of Sale. The announcement sent
a tremendous ripple o'f excitement
throughout the area because $500
million is an immense sum. I shall
not go into the whys and wherefores
of the matter, lbut the ·Minister la;ter
denied that the statement was made.
He alleged that it had been made by
a reporter from the Sun NewsPictorial. The honorable gentleman
wrote to the newspaper to try to
deny the headlines. Subsequently,
the honorable gentleman denied the
whole thing and commented that he
tdid not know ·where the statement
had originated but that he " would be
a lunatic to make such a statement ".
He said that he " had checked up and
that some young reporter on the paper
concerned had got into trouble ". This
sort of thing destroys confidence •and
the Country Party is concerned that
decentralization should proceed confidently.
I make a plea to the Government
never to allow this sort of overoptimistic statement to be made
unless it can be substantiated by facts
because otherwise the whole credibility of the exercise is destroyed. If
that should happen I am sure that
the Treasurer would then have no
need to guarantee loans from lending
institutions. Institutions will not be
prepared to play a part unless they
can see a factual and practical
approach by the Government.
Mr. Mcinnes.

The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill ·was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through •i ts remaining stages.
BOILERS AND ·PRESSURE
VESSE·LS (AMENDMENT) BI·LL

The debate {adjourned from November 14) on the motion of Mr.
Rafferty (Minister of 1Labour and
Industry) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir).-The
Opposition is not entirely prepared
for this deba.te because the measure
was introduced only last ·Wednesday.
Difficulty has been experienced in
obtaining technical advice from the
Trades Hall Council in the short time
available, and it has not been physically possible to obtain the necessary
information to debate the measure
fully. However, on my reading and
consideration of :the second-reading
speech of the Minister of Labour and
Industry, I believe there are aspects
of the ·measure against which the
Opposition ·may vote during ~the Committee stage.
The Opposition is primarily concerned with safety standards which
have prevailed under the exis:ting
legislation :for the •inspection of
bo'ilers and pressure vessels. Honorable members have been assured that
previous legislation was designed to
carry out these provisions, but on
perusal of the measure in this place
and another place it became necessary to amend or reject certain
aspects. It could well be that some
provisions of this Bill fall into that
category.
The Trades Hall Council has advised
that it has not been ·consulted by the
Minister of Labour and Industry,
although during his sec'Ond-reading
speech the honorable gentleman indicated that he had had :talks with
manufacturers of boilers and pressure vessels.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-The matter was
canvas~d by correspondence.
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Mr. SIM!MONDS.-I appreciate the
Minister's interjection that he ·wrote
to the manufacturers. However, it
would have been more appropriate
to contact :the people responsible for
mak-ing these boilers, because in
pursuing their livelihood they are
exposed to risks daily. These people
should have been given the opportunity of expressing their views on
the proposed changes to the legisl·ation.
In his second-reading speech the
Minister 'indicated :that deficiencies
were brought to his notice following
an examination by :the Subordinate
Legislation Com1nittee of the Boilers
and Pressure Vessels (General) Regulations. I appreciate the need for the
additional powe1rs provided by the
Bill, but this also shows the need to
peruse the measure more closely to
ensure that it will do what it is
intended to do and that it will be
effective.
Clause 2 of the measure gives
power to the Minister to authorize
any officer of the ~Public Service :to
be an inspecto:r. In his secondreading speech the Minister saidIn addition to pe1~sons •appointed inspectors of boilers and pressure vessels under
the Public Service Act, from time to time it
is appropriate that o·ther technically competent officers employed in .the depar.tment
be given .the authority of an inspector for
specific purposes. This dause will permit
authorizations by th1e Minister.

The Labor Party 'is concerned that in
certain areas of Victoria factory 'inspectors who administer the provisions of the Labour and Industry :Act
will be given tasks without having
the special qualifications necessary to
supervise adequately the provisions
of this ·measure. Certain assurances
on this matter wHl be sought at the
Committee stage. If they are not
forthcoming the Opposition may be
constrained to vo:te against clause 2.
Clause 3 provides for three classes
of certificates to be issued by the
Board of Examiners for Welders of
Boilers and Pressure Vessels. Apparently, because of language difficulties,
some persons are unable to pass the
written test necessary to obtain
registration 'in this area. This aspect
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has been dealt with formally in the
past, but the measure is said to
formalize the existing arrangement.
I reiterate that the Opposition has
not had the opportunity of obtaining
technical advice from the appropriate
unions, and is concerned t'ha t the
qualifications required to obtain certificates could in some way lower
the standards set out in the provisions
of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
proposed new section 7.
Victorian manufacturers are partly
responsible ·for ensuring that the
standards of boilers and pressure
vessels are maintained. I have been
advised by people in the industry
that some ·imported boilers have had
to be completely reconstructed
before they could conform wi:th the
appropriate standards. It has been
nec-essary to cut the ends off boilers
and
re-weld
them.
Naturally,
standards must be maintained and
should not be reduced for the convenience of manufacturers, importers or anybody else. The prime
objective of the measure is to maintain :the s·afety of people normally
engaged in this activity who ~are exposed to risks which will be increased i.f legislation is not concise
and of a sufficiently high standard.
I shall not say any more at present
but reiterate that the Opposition is
deeply concerned tha:t such an important measure must be debated
after only a short adjournment
following the Minister's secondreading speech. The Opposition
:accepts no responsibility for the
measure because of :the inadequate
time given to consider it.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).The Country Party also opposes this
Bill as presently drafted. Its wording
'is too loose, especiaHy in the provision giving power to the Min'ister
to authorize any officer 'Of the Public
Service to be an 'inspector for the
purpose of this Act.
I do not know a great deal about
boilers, but 'l have seen the effects
of a boiler blowing up. Because of
the :tremendous pressure under which
boilers operate, there must be a
1
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close quality check on their manufacture. This would need to be done
by a technically competent person
with a knowledge of the materials
used and the pressure involved in the
use of a boiler. It seems odd that
the most important person, the ~in
spector, who must certify to the
construction of a pressure vessel, can
be a person with no qualification or
ability in this field. In his secondreading speech the Minister said that
at other times technically competent
officers should be given the authority to carry out inspections, but
this appeared to be an appendage to
the first part of the cl•ause concerning this i tern.
There appeared by inference to be
some ·laxity even in the drafting of the
principal Act. The Minister said that
Victorian manufacturers are at a
disadvantage against non-Victorian
manufacturers, who are able to
complete the construction of a
boiler or pressure vessel up to
the stage of readiness for instal·lation
before obtaining the approval of
the chief inspector.
This produces a mental image of a large
boiler being transported to the
country or to a plant on a semitrailer at great expense, with the
concrete base laid and all the fittings
made ready for attachment. The inspector could be under duress from
the company, and his ability to
decide whether the standard of that
vessel is in order could be prejudiced.
The Minister stated that the ·Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Manufacturers
Association of Australia had made
representations to him seeking a
higher standard of safety ·without
unduly restricting the manufacturers
in .:their every-day business. The only
standard that should be set is that
of safety. A vessel is either safe or
not safe within the limitations o'f the
operational requirements and the
pressures it will be required to withstand. In the preparation of this Bill
insufficient thought and precision
have been give·n to safety and
inspection.
Mr. Mcinnes.
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I know of a case near Sale where a
boiler exploded, and 20 or 30 men on
the site could have been killed.
Fortunately no one ·was killed,
although a number of men were injured. Inspection is a highly important element and should not be
subject to the requirements ·of
economics. I am sure the manufacturers can meet the economic, operational and technical criteria. Therefore the Country Party believes that
inspection should not be relegated
down the line, and must be spelt out
more clearly.
The motion was agreed :to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relat·ing to appointment
of inspectors.
Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of
Labour and Industry).-It is encouraging to the Government to hear the
views of the honorable members for
Reservoir and Gippsland South,
because they both stressed on behalf
of their parties that in this type of
measure the cardinal objective ought
to be safety. That is precisely the
view taken by the Government. The
observations of the honorable member for Reservoir were fair and
reasonable. He told me that he had
sought to obtain additional information but had not been able to do so.
The honorable member made two or
three points to which I will refer
shortly.
The first point was about safety,
and I give a complete assurance on
behalf of the Government that safety
is the first objective and that there
will 'be no lowering of standards in
this measure. In respect to clause 2
I also assure the honorable member
for Gippsland South that the
appointments of inspectors are made
by the Minister and he must accept
full responsibilty for other persons carrying out inspectorial work.
I draw attention to the fact that a
identical provision has been contained in the Lifts and Cranes Act
for a considerable time.
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Mr. SIMMONDs.-We also criticized
that.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-1 am aware of
that. It is not a. new proposition. In
the first instance, these inspectors
would be authorized by the Minister; and I can gi.ve _a complete assurace that only qualified persons such
as engineers would be authorized
to do this work .. The Government
is often criticized in this House for
not having sufficient inspectors to go
around ..to all .the·· jobs. Remembering
always· that the cardinal prin_ciple is
one ·of safety-7-p~rticularly so in this
field-the Government gives an
assurance that only qualified persons
will carry .oqt this' work.
Frequently, engineers are engaged
to design vessels and review the
work of other qualified officers. In
some instances one man does the
two jobs. If he is unable to, another
expert must be called in. As I have
said safety is th1e cardinal objective
and while I am the Minister only
technically qualiJ1ed people will be
appointed as inspectors. I am certain
that my colleagues take the same
view ; and it need hardly be said
that in the extraordinary event that
the Opposition should become the
Government, it would take the same
view.
Mr. WILTON -(Broadmeadows).I am very concerned about this
clause. I have listeneq with interest
to the Minister's remarks, and I consider that if. the Government were
sincere in wishing to ensure that
safety was the main factor the
clause would have been drafted differently. It is all very well for the
Minister to give personal assurances
but the honorable gentleman cannot
guarantee for how long he will .be
the Minister responsible for mak1ng
these. appointments. I do not believe
the Government has the right to take
the view that sorne future Minister
will adopt the satne attitude as the
present Minister.

This is another step in breaking
down the safety factors which ·hi:lve:
taken years· to build up in labour
and industry areas. This Bill turns
the clock back 50 years. During the
time I have. been a member of this
House the Government has introduced legislation that has progressively broken down safety measures
on boilers and pressure vessels. I
remember when the Government
brought in legislation authorizing
the Governor in Council to exempt
certain pressure ves~els from the
annual inspection which they had
under· the previous legislation. The
clause relating to the appointment of
inspectors reads simply-SA: ( 1) In addition to the persons appointed as inspectors by virtue of section 5,
the Minister may in writing authorize any
officer in !the public service ,to be, in addition
to his other duties, an .inspector for the purposes of this Act, may ·in the authority fPc a
date when ,the aurthori.ty shall cease to be in
force and may at any time revoke ·the authority.

It ·is all very well for the Minister

now to make remarks about having
qualified persons in mind. Why was
it not provided in the clause that if
a public .servant was .to be an
inspector he would be required to
possess .the proper technical_ qualifications? The Committee should
not accept this clause in its present
form. The Minister should be prepared to report progress with a view
to drafting a suitable amendme~t
which covers qualification requirements. I have had some experience
in the operation of pressure vessels,
and I know what happens when
boilers are not adequately inspected. A variety of situations can
develop because boilers are in all sorts
of places. and are operated under all
sorts of conditions. My union and I
are totally opposeq to the . clause in
its present form and the Committee
should not accept it.
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As part of his argument to bolster
his own opinion, the Minister referred to the fact that a similar provision is contained in the Lifts and
Cranes Act. A breaking down of
safety factors in one area does not
justify breaking them down in another area. If the Government were
genuine in its attitude of wishing to
maintain safety factors at the highest
possible level, the honorable gentleman would have had included in the
clause suitable wording to make it
clear that only technically qualified
people could be appointed to carry
out this work. As drafted, the clause
does not make that clear. There are
not sufficient boiler inspectors appointed in the State and the provisions of this Bill provide a simple
way for the Government to get
around that problem. It is an approach which the Committee ought
to reject. I cannot accept the Minister's explanation. I again ask
whether the honorable gentleman is
prepared to report progress with a
view to .having a suitable amendment
drafted so that it is spelt out clearly
that only qualified persons can be
appointed inspectors.
I do not believe it is fair
for the Minister to ask the
Committee to accept his word
that only qualified people will
be appointed. That guarantee would
survive for so long as the honorable gentleman remained the Minister of Labour and Industry.
The
Minister cannot speak for the future.
The Committee ought to ensure that
when legislation of this kind is enacted it is spelt out quite clearly
that future Ministers are bound to
appoint only qualified persons to
carry out inspections. The attitude
of the Government in this matter
is lackadaisical. It is a disgrace that
the Committee should be asked to
accept legislation of this sort, and
I oppose it.
Mr. Wilton.
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Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-The
Committee should look at the
Bill and not at the Minister's
second-reading notes. Section 5 of
the principal Act statesSubJect ·to the Public Service Aot 1958
there may be appointed a person to be
Chief Inspector ·and such other persons to be
inspectors ·.as are required for the purposes
of .this Aot.

Sub-section (I) of proposed section
5A does not refer to technical
qualifications. It simply ·statesIn addition to the persons appointed as inspectors by virtue of section 5, the Minister
may in writting authorize any officer in the
public service to be, in addilion to his other
duties, an inspector for :the purposes of tms
Act, may in the authority fix a date when
the authority shall cease to be in force and
may at any .time revoke the authority.

The Minister indicated that these
appointments are made on his authority only, but there is nothing in
the Public Service Act to prevent
the Minister or any other Minister
from appointing any officer to inspect boilers and pressure vessels
in Victoria. This is a position which
the Opposition cannot accept.
It is the responsibility of this Parliament to ensure that the intention
of its legislation accords with the
wishes of the Parliament, and
during this debate the wish of the
Parliament has been very strongly in
favour of having maximum security
by employing only qualified persons
as inspectors of boilers and pressure
vessels. If there is a requirement for
additional inspectors, or for inspectors who have a responsibility in
an additional field, they ought to be
qualified to inspect boilers and pressure vessels. There is no way in
which this amendment of the legislation can be carried without a subsequent
decline
in
inspection
standard. The Opposition opposes
the clause.
The Committee divided on the
clause .(Mr. McLaren in the chair)Ayes
39
Noes
22
Majority
clause

for

the
17
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.AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ramsay
Reese
Rossiter
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
(Bellarine)
Mr. Smith

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Chamberlain
Crellin
Ebery
Evans

( W arrnambool)

(Ballaarat North)

Mr. Suggett
Sir Edgar Tanner
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Vale
Mr. Wilcox
Mr. Williams
Mr. Wiltshire
Mr. Wood.

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. McKellar
Mr. Maclellan
Mr. Meagher
Mr. Plowman
Mr. Rafferty

Tellers:

Mr. Burgin
Mr. Lacy.
NOES.

Mr. Baxter

Mr. Bornstein
Mr. Edmunds
Mr. Evans

(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fogarty
Fordham
Hann
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind
Mcinnes

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Borthwick
Dixon
MacDonald
Stephen

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mutton
Roper
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Trewin
Trezise
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Curnow
Mr. Stirling.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Doube
Ginifer
Holding
Amos.

The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MELBOURNE UNDERGROUND
RAIL LOOP (MIIENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 14) on the motion of Mr.
Meagher (Minister of Transpo.tt) for
the second reading of this Bill ·was
resumed.
Mr. TREZISE {Geelong North).The Opposition will not delay the
passage of this fairly simple Bill
to allow the Melbourne Underground Rail Loop Authority to
carry on the work that Parliament
authorized some years ago. The Bill
will enable the authority to cope
with the ever-increasing costs that

have caught up with it. OriginaHy
the cost of the underground rail loop
was estimated to be $81 million.
Last year it was announced that the
estimated cost had risen .to $120
million. No doubt, on today's values,
the estimated cost will be something
like '$160 million, almost double the
original estimate.
The Bill extends the overdraf.t
limit of the authority, which was
originally set at $2 million, to an
amount not set out in the Bill
but which must be approvedquite rightly-by the Treasurer of
the day. This year the authority has
'let contracts to the value of $30
million and it 'is obvious that an
overdraft limit of $2 million will not
allow much room for nego,tiation.
Two or three relatively minor
matters are dealt 'With in the BHI.
Contractors are given the same protection against law suits arising
from blasting operations as was
originally given to the authority itself. This will ensure that no action
is taken against contractors that
will delay the work by stopping
necess~ary 'blasting. Clause 7 allows
the authority to reimburse the Victorian Railways for works carried
out in preparation for the underground railway before the authority
itself ·was constituted.
The original planning concept for
the loop was too narrow ; it should
have encompassed more than the
railways. The underground rail loop
should mean a lot more to the .future
planning of Melbourne than it does.
The method adopted for financing
the loop has proved to be uneconomic and it will continue to be
uneconomic. The Government should
have accepted the McAlpine plan,
which it seriously considered-and
which was
backed by many
leading authorities and by the Labor
Party. The Government and the
people would have been saved many
millions of dollars if that plan had
been accepted.
In 1970, when the McAlpine
scheme was first publicly aired in
this Parliament :and elsewhere, it was
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estimated that the property on ·the
south side of Latrobe Street could .be
acquired 'for $18·5 million. This·
system has been · adopted by ·.many
overseas railways authorities.. The
property could have been sold- at a
profit of about $53 million. Today the
cost of acquisition would be $73 mil~
lion, but in a few years time the
profit would be approximately .$90
million,._
_.
..
.
· H is obvious that this would- have
meant great savings to the people of
Victoria. The · scheme would. have
been of . par.ticular benefit to the
ratepayers of -the Melbourne area·
who are burdened with part of the
cost of the loop and to those who
are paying the s"urcharge on their
rail fares for the same purpose.
The Government compla:ins about
cost increases resulting from inflation. Today the. !Minister· of Education stated that, because of inflation,
'he could not build as many schools
as he wanted to. U the ·McAlpine
plan had been adopted, many mil·lions
of dollars would have been saved.
Many millions of dollars ·could 'be
saved if the plan were adopted now;
it is not too late for the Government
to change its mind.
It 'is wrong in principle that
property investors can make fortunes from the construction of
the underground rail loop aUhough
they pay almost nothing towards
its cost, whereas many people in
the Melbourne area · who will
receive no benefit from the project
are paying part o'f its cost.
People made $3·5 million within
three years simply because they
owned property on the route of the
loop, and it may not have been put
to its best use. They should pay
a proportion of the cost of the loop. It
is wrong that many persons who were
concerned in the original planning of
the loop owned property on the
route when the final decision was
made. It does not rna tter whether
they were the most respectable and
honest people in the community ; it
was wrong in- principle that a person should make a decision when he
Mr. Trezise.
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stood to gain or lose by it. I do not
point the ·finger at the Minister of
Transport because there is ilo more
honest person than the hono.rable
gentleman~,
·
The. . deCision to establish the
underground rail loop was a major
step towards· overcoming the· congestion . of transport in Melbourne.
However, .it was a backward step not
to encompass other departments in
the project. _The. :Minister fo.~ Youth;
Sport and·. Re.creation, the Minister
of Lands and the. Minister .of· Transport should have been equally involved in the planning of the. loop
because if. ·will have a big impact not
only on the trains but also . on
the inner-metropolitan area. Reconstruction of the southern side of
Latrobe Street could have provided
a wonderful opportunity for the
Government -to build something that
would be· useful for centuries. The
loop could be used not only _for five
days of the week, as it will be, but
every day to bring people into the
city. On Saturdays and Sundays the
service will operate at probably half
capacity.
As suggested by the Age yesterday, pleasant parks could be established on the southern side of Latrobe Street. Centres could be established, such as a modern library,
a stadium or convention rooms. Our
forefathers in the nineteenth century
had the foresight to establish many
green belts in the inner-metropolitan
area. These parks are being replaced
by empty multi-story office buildings,
which add to the pollution of the
city. The inner areas of Melbourne
are becoming more densely populated. I refer to Fitzroy, Collingwood,
North Melbourne and Flemington,
where high-rise flats accommodate
thousands of children and adults
with practically no facilities for
recreation.
The project · under d~scussion
afforded an opportunity for open
space to be provided in the middle
of these areas where people could
breathe relatively fresh air and
where recreation and entertainment
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facilities could be established. In
years to come it will be a tragedy
if the southen1 side of Latrobe
Street becomes an area of high-rise
buildings · to suit the dollar investors-the insurance companies, and
the like.
It is not too late for the Minister
of Transport to stop, look and listen
and make sure that the Melbourne
underground· rail loop is more than
just a railway :tine but a step towards a new Nlelbourne. The Opposition does not oppose the Bill,
but suggests that Cabinet might. examine the McAljpine scheme with a
view not only to saving millions of
dollars but also to converting the
inner-metropolitan area to a place
which people can enjoy.
Mr.
TREWll'l
(Benalla).-The
Country Party supports the measure,
the primary purpose of which is to
enable the Melbourne Underground
Rail Loop Authority to have more
finance available for its project. It
will be able at short notice to draw
on funds to meet the unexpected
cotingencies that arise from time to
·
time.
An article in yesterday's press referred to the cornpensation paid for
land and property acquired in an
area that is involved in the construction of this great underground railway service. I understand that compensation is based on values obtaining more than twelve months ago.
For some time it has been known
that certain prop,erties would be acquired. I hope the valuations were
made twelve mo:nths ago. Actually
the property could have been acquired three or four years ago. Plans
for this develop:ment were known
prior to the passing of the principal
Act.
The Bill relates only to the operations in the construction of the underground loop of the body known
as MURLA-the Melbourne Underground Rail Loop Authority. Eventually, the loop will become a necessary part of the railway system in
Victoria. The purpose of the loop
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is to provide service to the
Golden Mile, the commercial and
financial centre of the State. I
remind the Minister of Transport
that in some areas of Victoria rail
services which should be maintained
are being discontinued.
Members of the Country Party
support the Bill. We hope the
operation of the authority will be ex..
tended. It is regrettable that a
fatality has already occurred in the
construction of the rail loop. When
earth is removed from a tunnel there
is always a risk, and care must be
taken. Unfortunately, the shrinkage
or expansion in earth and rock can..
not always be assessed.
The Bill refers to the construction
of new buildings. It is gratifying
that the city is developing, but it is
hoped that not many old historic
buildings will be removed.
·
Mr. WILKES.-It will not matter:
if the present trend continues there
will not be a State Parliament in
ten years' time.
Mr. TREWIN.-Honorable mem·
hers should make every effort to en..
sure that that does not occur. I was
extremely pleased to learn that the
planning section of the Melbourne
City Council has decided that build·
ings must have a certain amount of
open space around them. This is im·
portant for people who work in the
city. In future they will come in by
new expressways, and I hope they
will come into a reasonable area of
habitation.
Honorable members who have
visited overseas cities, particularly
New York, will appreciate the wis ..
dom of our forefathers in providing
adequate space in Melbourne. I hope
the people who follow us will be
able to measure our efforts alongside those of our forefathers, who
did well in laying out the metropoli·
tan area.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 8023
s. 11).
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-! wish briefly to thank honorable members who contributed to
this debate for their support. I have
taken note of their remarks and
virtually agree ·with all of them. I
hope the construction of this underground loop ·will, as :the honorable
member for Benalla said, ·contribute
t~ making Melbourne a better city.
L1ke the honorable member for
Geelong North, I •trust that the
station sites will be developed
to attract people in:to the city. I
have already asked the Melbourne
Underground Rail Loop Authority to
examine the possibility of ensuring
that those sites, are developed in
such a way that they will be an
attraction to people and thereby increase the passenger traffic on the
railways. That development may take
quite a number of different forms.
Obviously, mu~ti-story car parks
must not be built over the sites.
Mr. WILKES.-There could be
shopping malls.
Mr. MEAGHER.-There will be
shops, entertainment and conven:tion
centres and similar facilities which
will be an attraction for people to
travel by raH to reach those locations.
Another advantage of the underground loop which is not generally
realized is that it ·will help to distribute the pedestrian traffic more
evenly around the city. This will
contribute considerably to solving
some of the congestion 'in the city
because people wiH have a shorter
distance to travel :to reach their
destinations or to return from their
destinations to the stations. Being
decanted or entrained at various
points around the city there wiH be
less need for the c'i'ty itself to ·make
special arrangements for pedestrian
crossings and so on. I hope that out
of all this w·e will get not only a
more pleasant 'City but also a freer
flow of traffic, whether pedestrian or
wheeled, within the city area. Again,
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thank honorable members for their
contdbutions to the debate and
assure them that the project is going
strictly according to schedule. I
hope honorable members will all
have the pleasure of seeing it opened
in the not-too-distant future.

I

The dause was agreed to, as ·were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining -stages.
The sitting was supended at 6.20
p.m. until 8.4 p.m.

HEALTH (SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION HOUSES)
BILL.

The debate (adjourned .from September 12) on the motion of ·Mr.
Scanlan (Minister of Health) for the
second reading of this B'iU was resumed.
Mr. LIND '(Dandenong).-This is
another short Bill which follows
closely the lines of a BHl introduced
recently dealing with nursing homes
and private hospitals. The aim of the
Bill is to do the best that is possible
·for -certain -categories of people. Although it is a short Bi:ll it is an
important one, with which the Opposition generaHy .concurs. All honorable members realize that we wiH
reach a stage in our lives-if we
have not done so already-when
some of the things c-overed by this
Bill are important to us. The provisions of the Bill are partkularly
important when one considers the
number of homeless men in the community. ilf honorable members go
around the streets late at night, or
even early in the morning, they will
see the number of people who would
be without somewhere to sleep or
eat if it were. not for the good graces
of many phHanthropic and charity
organizations. It is a pity that there
are not more boarding houses where
the cost of board and lodging is
within the reach of this type of
person.
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The Bill deals with people who are
more than 60 years of age or who are
in some way physically handicapped but not sufficiently so to
warrant either hospitalization or
nursing care. This is one area
in which the Opposition has a
slight disagreen1ent with the Bill.
Its scope could be wider, and I only
hope that this Bill is the forerunner
of other similar measures. I have in
mind the many people in the community who need the type of care
provided for under the Bill-peop·le
of limited physical capacity but not
yet 60 years of :age, such as former
pupils of special schools or people
from sheltered workshops. They
should be. accom1modated in boardinghouses as distinct from institutions
so that they can live as individuals,
pay board which they can afford,
mix with other people of their own
ilk and type and be happy together.
This would be far better for them
than living alone.
A proble.m is that the people who
conduct these boarding-houses do not
always run tht~m properly. Some
people provide this type of accommodation for excessive profit, and falsely claim that they are something
more than they really are. I hope that
this Bill will ·curb the .profiteer, stop
the racketeer and deter the person
who advertises that he or she will
look after people by providing medicine and hospitalization. I hope the
passing of the ·Bill will result in the
provision of ac1commodation for a
large number .of people in the community.
One of the falll'lts of the Bill may
be that it does not place enough
emphasis on the type of person who
is aUowed to ow·n or conduct this
type of boarding-house. The Government should ·he ·strict about this.
More is involved than just setting up
a pla·ce where .pe~ople can live. ·Many
pitfalls ·may have to be overcome.
The proprietor of an accommodation
house should bE~ required to have
sufficient space .:for each of the inmates. The proprietor shou1d not be
allowed to put up a front and then
not look after the boarders properly.
1
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Provision for the supply of medicine
should also be made. If the boardinghouses are to be places where people
can live naturally, the people accommodated will be .in need of the occasional medicine or pill that everybody in the community see:ms to take
for coughs, colds and sniffles. The
BHl makes no provision for someone
to take ·Charge of the medicine
cabinet and the handing out of pills
and other medicinal materials which
·m:ight be needed.
Although the BiH has provisions
relating to food, heating appliances,
fire control and so on, it could have
gone a little further. >It could have
taken into consideration that the
persons running the boarding-houses
·might be in need of counselling.
Although the Bill does not provide
for people who need hospitaHzation,
I believe the proprietors of boardinghouses for people in this category
should have some knowledge of the
needs of the inmates and showd
supply proper recreational facilitiesin fact, that should be mandatory.
The proprietors should have close
liaison with the local district nurse,
the medical clink and the hospital
so that if the inmates need a visit
from the nurse or need to be seen
by the doctor, that can be arranged,
or if they have to be treated at
hospital they can go there.
I have had some experience of this
inasmuch as I am interested in a
hoste 1 for people whose ages range
from 16 to 60. It is connected with
a sheltered workshop, and there is
one bed in a sick room which is
used very rarely ; we believe the
.people living there should be treated
as if in an ordinary household. If
they become sick and need medical
attention, the hospital .is the pla·ce
for them ; the hostel should not be
developed into a hospital. Pe11haps
the Minister of Health ·could look
into this aspect to ensure that provision is ·made for proper medical
care for these people. Many of them
will not have the ability to get it
themselves. Many are simple folk
1
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who have lived a simple life ; many
have come down in the world and
need this extra helping hand.
If the proprietors and their staffs
are to have the right to organize
and conduct these boarding-houses,
they must accept certain responsibilities. In the regulations which will be
forthcoming, the Opposition would
like the ·Minister of Health to spell
out the duties and responsibilities of
these people.
I consider that the title of the Bill
is not particularly good. There is
something of a gap between boardinghouses, nursing homes and private
hospitals. The Government previously
tried to do away with rest homes
and to prevent people from advertising that medi·cal care was available
at these homes. ·Medical care might
mean a fleeting visit by a day nurse
once a day, once a week or three
times a week. I hope the Minister
of Health wHl take aH these considerations into account when he is
framing the regulations which will
be needed for the proper organization of these boarding-houses.
Limits should be placed on the
number of accommodation houses
which any one person may own. In
New South Wales certain people own
places containing several hundred
rooms or several hundred beds in
different places. Some people in Victoria own 2, 3 or 4 of these boardinghouses, which· are much used by
Government departments. For instance, a Repatriation Department
patient who has been chronically ill
and has lived alone is boarded out
in one of these places when
or her health.
regammg
his
The regulations and supervtston
should be carefully considered. The
Opposition does not oppose the Bill
and it trusts that it will succeed in
its mission.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).This Bill is a logical extension of the .
supervisory capacity which the Government must exercise within the
community. In his second-reading
speech, the Minister said that the
measure covered more than 60
1
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houses catering for people with
minor ailments who did not require
to be placed in nursing homes or hospitals. It is desirable that homes of
this nature should be encouraged so
that there will be more beds available in hospitals and nursing homes.
The Bill provides better conditions
to ensure that nutritious food is
served and adequate accommodation
is maintained. It relieves municipal
councils of the responsibility of registering these premises and ensures
that one standard will apply throughout the State. No matter how conscientious municipalities may be,
standards vary in different parts of
Victoria. The Bill also gives the Commission of Public Health power to
deregister premises unless standards
are improved to a marked degree,
and in this regard some dissension is
bound to arise. However, adequate
rights are given to the proprietors to
put their case before the commission.
I am pleased to see the inclusion of
proposed new section 220E as contained in clause 2, which prohibits
any sign or form of advertisement
which may convey the impression to
people visiting patients that some
sort of nursing care or medical attention is available. Families looking
for someone to care for their elderly
folk seem to be excessively gullible
in their belief that these homes offer
this type of service. I commend the
Minister for including this provision.
I support the honorable member for
Dandenong in his plea to the honorable gentleman to set out precisely
and clearly in the regulations exactly what are the responsibilities of
the proprietors in dispensing medicines and so on. Members of the
Country Party support the Bill and
offer no objection to it.
Mr. BILLING (Heatherton).-I support the Bill and I believe it is a
commendable step forward in the
provision of improved accommodation and care for those people who
need community support and a
family atmosphere, of which in many
cases they have been deprived
through no fault of their own. It is

·-Bill.

d.istressing for those people a$soci~
a ted· with the hdspitals to know that
people who .have made a good recovery from . sudden illnesses or
complaints ,which leave them impaired physically or mentally, have
a difficult time. and need the support
of service organizations in gaining
what shoulci normally be their r:ight
in a civilized . community-a place
in which to live in decency and
dignity . and to expect · treatment
which is in line with th.at which
sho.uid be provided in an .enlightened
and democratic c.ommunity. Proposed
section 220.A, under Division 3ASpecial Accommodation Housesprovides, inter a.ZiaIn this Division· unless inconsistent with
the context . or subject-matter- , ·
" Special .accommodation house " means a
boarding · house in which not less than six
of •the persons, exdusive of the family of
the proprietor thereof who are lodged or
boarded are persons(b) who a11e physically handicapped to .the
extent that .their ability: i$ significantly impaired.

At a suitable tirne, I should like the
Minister · to consider an amendment
to include the words " or mentally "
after the word "physically" in paragraph (b) of this proposed section.
There are many ·people in the community who have had the care and
attention of the Mental Health Authority .and who lhave sufficiently recovered to become re-established in
the community. These people are not
the high-pressure businessmen who
suffer from mental breakdowns;
many are young people who have
been victims of various aspects of
today's social conditions under which
they live and study, and they need
careful rehabilitation under sympathetic care and support.
At present a large .number of these
accommodation houses in the community are available for this type of
person and the necessary care and
attention ensures that they can move
to employment in areas where commerce and industry are giving great
help to the Government hospital services in rehabilitation so that these
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folk cart again fit -into the normal occupational streams. I ask the honorable gentleman seriously to consider
my· amendment at a suitable time because it will not only ensure a great
service to people in this category. but
also prevent a substantial upset to
many people· who are using this type
·
of accommodation today.
I support- the· honorable member
for Dandenong in his request to the
Minister to spell out the responsibilities and the capabilities of the registered proprietors in their supervision of this type .of accommodation.
The giving of medicine is also important. Some .of the people who
need support also need assistance in
the regular dosage of a particular
type of drug._ Their forgetfulness,
which is not deliberate, can result in
permanent ·impairment. Despite. the
adverse publicity given to some of
these types of boarding~houses, some
proprietors-landladies. who run this
type of service-provide good care
and attention for· these folk but they
are much maligned as a result of the
activities of some unscrupulous
people.
It is also important in inspecting
this type of accommodation that the
Government or the department
charged with the supervision of these
establishments should ensure that
this accommodation is not stamped
with a particular label so that a person
who takes up this accommodation
will still be able to maintain his dignity in a home of his choice becaus~
it suits his physical or mental state
at that time. We must not revert to
the type of attitude, "Here comes
Joe Blow; be is such and such; this
is not the place to which we would
like to go ".
The Government is to be commended for the introduction of this
proposed legislation which will provide a home and not an institution
for the people who need care and
attention and also ensure that,. as
competition for this type of accommodation grows, nothing will be
done to the detriment of those
people who must use these homes
because they have no other choice.
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Mrs. GOBLE {Mitcham).-! have
pleasure in supporting this measure
because houses of this type will fulfil a need in the community to provide private accommodation for
people who are not necessarily in
need of specialist treatment but who
need care and shelter which will be
provided, in most cases, at a reasonable rate. This is necessary in our
community. More and more people
require this type of accommodation.
I am pleased that the Government
proposes to exercise some sort of
control, because in the past it has
not had the necessary powers to
do this. I do not altogether agree
with the honorable members for
Dandenong and Heatherton who
have suggested that the regulations
should be hard and fast. In those
circumstances, we would be defeating the objective of the houses that
have already been established and
those that may be established in the
future for the care and protection of
the people who do not necessarily
need strict treatment but who need
to be cared for in a kindly fashion. I
suggest that the Minister should take
great care in drawing up the reg~la
tions for this type of accommodatiOn
because, if they are too strict, it may
be necessary to have a larger staff for
these houses than is at present
necessary and in consequence it will
be necessary for higher fees to be
charged.
One area in which I believe
it is necessary that regulations should
be made is the constant supervision of one type or another.
I have had experience of an accommodation house where the care given
was good. On inspection I could not
fault it. It was comfortable and
clean. However, I received a report
that every Saturday night the inmates were left alone. It is provided
that an accommodation house will
accommodate no fewer than six persons who are over the age of 60
years although I must confess that
the people in the house to which I
refer were nearer to 80 years. Fortunately nothing untoward happened
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on the Saturday night when these
persons were left without supervision. If anything had occurred I
could well imagine that these elderly
people would have panicked and,
although any one of them would be
capable in normal circumstances of
using a telephone, in a crisis they
would have been incapable of dialling a number and seeking help. In
drafting the regulations, I urge the
Minister to stipulate that there shall
be a certain amount of supervision
at all times.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2 (New Division 3A).
Mr. SCANLAN '(!Minister of
Health) .-I thank all members who
contributed to the second-reading debate. The honorable member for
Dandenong raised a number of matters which. should concern Parliament. He expressed the feelings of
honorable members on behalf of
those who are less fortunate and
have to live in special accommodation houses. It is significant
that currently 3,588 persons are
accommodated in 156 boardinghouses throughout the State. When
this measure is passed, four classes
of accommodation will be available
-public hospitals, private hospitals,
nursing homes and now a category
of special accommodation house to
care for those who are aged.
Honorable members should note
that a special accommodation house
must be different from a nursing
home or a private hospital. I was
pleased to hear the comment by
the honorable member for Murray
Valley concerning proposed section
220E, which prohibits the proprietor
of a special accommodation house
from implying that it is a rest home
with nursing care available or a
matron in attendance. If those facilities are to be available, then obviously the place must be a nursing
home and that is why the Government is creating this special category of special accommodation
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house. A great: deal of protection
will be afforded by the measure and
I thank the honorable members for
Murray Valley and Dandenong for
their thoughts in this regard.
The question of the medical
cabinet and medical treatment is
curious when one considers that adequate medical attention is given in
the private hospital, the nursing
home and the public hospital and
that these speeial accommodation
houses are not intended to provide
medical attention or to have a matron on duty. Naturally, there will
be a limitation upon the amount of
medical attention that can be given
to those who are living in these
homes. The important thing is that
the. residents should be adequately
supervised and therefore considerable thought was given to this matter by the Con1mission of Public
Health. Accordingly, sub-section (3)
of proposed section 220c providesIn determining whether or not to grant an
application for registration the Commission
shall consider(a) the suitability and silting of the proposed premises ;
(b) the suitability of the proprietor; and
(c) the suitabiHty of any person who is
proposed as the manager of the
special accommodation house.

This device will ensure that provision
will be made for matters such as
those raised by the honorable member for Dandenong concerning the
medical cabinet and the other matters
mentioned by the lhonorable members
for Mitcham arid Heatherton when
the applicant is granted permission
by the Commission of Public Health
to operate a special accommodation
house. I assure honorable members
that the regulations necessary to ensure the proper management of
these houses will be carefully drafted
and vetted by the Commission of
Public Health and I am certain that
the recommendations will give appropriate and proper control over
special accommodation houses.
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The honorable member for Heatherton suggested that proposed section 222A, which includes the definition of a special accommodation
house and puts it on the basis of a
boarding-house in which no fewer
than six persons exclusive of the
family of the proprietor who are
lodged or boarded are aged 60 years
or over or are physically handicapped to the extent that their ability is definitely impaired, should be
amended. I suggest that the definition will not preclude persons who
are mentally retarded, socially handicapped, intellectually handicapped
or disadvantaged in other ways from
being accommodated in these places.
I give honorable members the assurance that I have given to a number of organizations which have expressed interest in the Bill that in
about twelve months' time the Government will examine the legislation
with a view to amending it if necessary to make it even better.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the
House without amendment, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LAW REFORM BILL.

This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
amendments.
Mr. WILCOX {Attorney-General).Two amendments have been made
by the Legislative Council to subclause (2) of clause 11. The clause
as sent to the Council provided,
inter alia(2) Forthwith upon ·the first appointment
of a Commissioner under this Act he shall
prepare an estimate of the expenditure that
will be incurred in and in relaxation to the
administr:ation of this Act for the remainder
of the current financial year, and thereafter
not later than the 31st of May in each year
he shall prepare an estimate of the expenditure to be incurred in the administration
of this Act for next succeeding financial
year.

Following the words " Commissioner
under this Act ", the words " including salaries and allowances payable
to persons appointed under section
7 " were inserted. The same words
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were inserted after. the words "incurred in the administration of this
Act". ·
Clause 7 refers to the appointment
by the Governor in Council of officers and employees to assist the
commissioner and for fixing of their
salaries and allowances. Clause 11,
a~ a~ended by the Legislative Council, stmply provides the machinery
whereby the remuneration of the
commissioner and his staff as referred to in clause 7 will be included
in the estimates that are prepared
and submitted to the Victorian Law
Foundation from whom the funds
are derived. The amendment has
been proposed on the advice of Parliamentary Counsel to ensure that
the financial provisions are more accurate. Accordingly, I moveThat the amendments be agreed to.

Health (Flouridation) Bill.

HEALTH (F·LUORIDATION) BILL.

The debate (adjourned from October 31) on the motion of- Mr. Scanlan
(Minister of Health) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. LIND {Dandenong).-1 rise to
present the Opposition's view on this
Bill, which will authorize the fluoridatio~ of public water supplies in V'ictona. I had expected many complaints
a~?ut the measure and that the OppoHowSition would be lobbied.
ever, criticism of the Bill has come
from very few quarters. Some people
with particular beliefs on their
method of living are opposed to
fluoridation, but very few have advanced arguments against it. Over the
years honorable members have heard
ridiculous arguments against the
fluoridation of water supplies. The
dire consequences which were predicted by many people have not occurred. One person, who evidently has
shares in a paper mill or an interest
in the Federal Government's rising
:postage costs, has continually obJected .to fluoridation. Ridiculous
stories have been circulated that
fluoride can cause deformities and
even kill goldfish. For a long time a
strong~ enlightened body ·of medical
opinion has maintained that fluoridation is necessary, particularly in Melbourne and in Victorian towns where
Httle natural fluoride exists in the
water.
Political parties have been. bickering about the issue for a considerable
time. Even in the Labor Party there
was not a firm decision for a long
time. However, research revealed that
a't a conference a motion was passed
in the following terms:-

Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! am
still a little 'confused because there
seems to be a slight ambiguity.
Clause 7 refers to persons who will
be paid out of the Consolidated Fund
because they are the ones referred
to in sub-clause (1) of clause 11.
If in fact they are being paid out
of the Consolidated Fund, it is not
clear why the estimate of expenditure that is being submitted to the
Victorian Law Foundation ought to
cover the salary and allowances that
are referred to in clause 7.
Mr. WILCOX {Attomey-General).(By leave) .-It is proposed that
only the remuneration of the Law
Reform Commissioner and any fees
payable to members of the Law Reform Advisory Council shall be paid
from the Consolidated Fund. The
remuneration of any staff-it is envisaged that only a small staff will
That this conference accepts as policy :the
be required-will be paid out of the
of fluoridation of communal walter
funds obtained from the Victorian principle
supplies as approved by the National Heal·th
Law Foundation.
Medical and Research Council of Australia.
The motion was agreed to.
That is important because in 1961 :the
National Health and Medical ReLOCAL GOVERNMENT
search Council made unanimous re(SUBDIVISION OF LAND) BILL.
commendations on the fluoridation of
This Bill was received from the water supplies. At that time the counCouncil and, on the motion of Mr. cil was composed of representatives
DUNSTAN (Minister of Public of leading. organizations in this field,
as no doubt it still is. At a conference
Works), was read a. first tim~.·.·
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in 1963 fluoridation of public water
supplies was discussed and a resolution was passed without dissent. In
1957 the World Health Organization
reached unanim.ous conclusions in
favour of fluoridation. The report of
the 1961 meeting of the National
Health a·nd Medkal Research Council
stated, inter alia-That fluoridation ·Of public water supplies
has been shown in a number of countries
to result in a significanrt r-eduction in dental
caries in .the popul::lltion supplied and that
the procedure is sa.fe. The council recommends that public authori,ties give early consideration to the nec:essity of fluoridation of
their water supplies .

That 'is a straight-forward statement.
At the conference held in 1957 Professor G. N. Davies saidDental decay is ·a preventable disease, and
this being so i,t is an unnecessary disease.

That is a wise statement ; it is a shame
that preventable diseases are still
rampant in the community. Certain
fluids and bacteria exist in the mouth.
The bacteria are poisonous only when
they multiply to dangerous proportions, and this oceurs with the intake
of sugar, sweet foods, soft drinks
and other foodstuffs containing excessive amounts of sugar. These foods
are freely partakeJtl of by many people
in the community, especially children.
The bacteria wlhich cause dental
caries exist in the film which grows
on teeth. Unless precautions are
taken, teeth will inevitably begin to
decay. This can be prevented by
avoiding sticky sugars and by taking
sugar in liquid form. Some people
prefer to take sugar in a different
form. People should finish. their
meal by eating food of a fibrous
nature or firm food such as
an apple, cleaning the teeth
and rinsing out the mouth. Unfortunately, people do not always do
this. Many honorable members will
recall that as children they dampened
their toothbrushes so that their
mothers would think they had cleaned
their teeth, when they had not done
so.
Resistance to the acids which cause
dental caries must be set up.· That is
the purpose of · adding fluoride
to the water supply. There are =several
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methods of achieving this. One is by
giving fluoride tablets to children, and
some mothers religiously do so. If I
find a fluoride tablet on the floor of
my home, I wonder which of the five
children in my daughter's family
with whom I live has not taken a
tablet. The use of fluoride tablets
every day is effective in preventing
tooth decay in younger children while
their teeth are still growing and until
the second teeth come through. The
use of fluoride tablets can build
up the enamel of the teeth, but this
effect gradually wears off as the teeth
harden and the children grow older.
There is a reluctance by parents and
children to be methodical in the taking of fluoride tablets. It has been
proved conclusively by medical
authorities all over the world that
fluoridation of water will reduce
decay in children's teeth by 60 per
cent, and this huge figure is maintained throughout life. These figures
have not been taken for only one
town, village or State, but have been
gathered from all parts of the world.
Fluoride can bring about substantial
increases in dental health in a short
period.
Medical authorities state .that fluoride is present naturally in many foods
but not always in sufficient quantities
in the water supply. In some towns
there is insufficient fluoride in the
water and in others there is none.
Because fluoride is present naturally
in m·any foods, its addition to the
water supply adds nothing new. There
should be no dispute on that, because
in many countries the water is sufficiently fluoridated to benefit the dental health of children ; their teeth
would suffer if they lived in an area
with no fluoridation. Because floride
is natural in some water supplies·. there can be little complaint
about its being added to other supplies. That it can efficiently prevent
dental decay is proved overwhelmingly.
Observations over 60 years show
that fluoride has brought about dramatic changes in the teeth of children
over a short period. This refers par-
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ticularly to children up to five years
of age. The incidence of tooth decay
in children under five has dramatically
decreased in a shor.t time. If children's
teeth can be preserved by the addition of fluoride to the water, they will
develop properly and will not need
periodontal or orthodontic treatment
to so great an extent later in life.
These studies were pursued particularly during war years when
many people of the same age group
were examined by doctors. Records
taken by dental and medical personnel in the armed services showed
that many young men had lost
same of their teeth by the
time they reached the age of
twenty and that many others
wore dentures. It has been proved
conclusively in many places that the
dental caries figures have altered
dramatically since the introduction of
fluoride. There are now full mouths
and far fewer filled teeth in those
areas.
At present the House is discussing
the fluoridation of water. Honorable
members could debate fully the introduction of school health care and
dental therapists and could show
that fluoride would give an added
advantage in those areas as well. A
great deal of money is spent on dental care and much time is lost in attending dentists. Dentists are occupied
doing work which, in their view, in
many instances is quite unnecessary.
They should be engaged in higher
class work, much of which needs to
be done.
Many people are sceptical and say,
" Did you ever hear of any profession that wanted to give away the
goose that laid the golden egg? " The
dental profession wishes to eliminate
tooth decay and to be rid of that
section of its work. Many dentists
believe there are better things to do
than extract or fill decayed teeth.
The fears that the populace may
hold about fluoridation should be
allayed because research has shown
that fluoride is completely safe.
Professor Storey, of the University
of Melbourne, has spoken on this
Mr. Lind.
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subject several times and has shown
that the body eliminates excess
fluoride and that people need have no
fear that it can build up within their
systems. It is also difficult to build
up fluoride in the water supply. The
water supply can be so managed that
the variation is 0.1 of one part in a
million either way and constitutes
no danger to health. The concentration has to be at least 2.5 parts in a
million to be dangerous and to cause
anxiety to dental and medical people.
Another aspect which may have
caused concern is the legality of
fluoridation of water supplies. This
matter has been before some of the
highest tribunals, and the one which
our Government regards as the
highest in Australia-the Privy
Council-has ruled in favour of
fluoridation of water supplies. A
commission of inquiry from Canada
decided in favour of fluoridation and
there was a very famous Royal Commission in Tasmania on the subject
only a few years ago. Dental decay
is a serious health problem which
causes unnecessary discomfort. If
we can obviate this distress in a
simple way, we should give our best
attention to doing so. It has been
stated by those in authority-and I
think the Minister demonstrated the
other night-that one cannot see,
taste or smell fluoride. There appears
to be no reason why we should not
continue with this proposal to
fluoridate our water.
There have been some wonderful
success stories in our own land,
notably the report from Yass. I shall
not weary the House with quotations
from the report issued in August,
1968, at after the Australian Dental
Association (Vic.) seminar, but it is
most enlightening and well worth
examination
by
all
honorable
members.
Fluoride is the twelfth most common constituent on earth, and its
toxic powers are relatively low. Dr.
Flynn, who is a noted expert on these
matters, has taken out figures to
show that this is so. There have been
statements that fluoride can be harm-
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ful, and can cause blotched teeth or
damage to the bone structure. None
of these allegations has been proven,
and there seems to be no harm in
blotched teeth except perhaps the
appearance of them. A blotched tooth
or two in every million or so teeth
is no reason why we should not consider fluoridation of the water supply.
It has been p:roved that fluoride
is not a drug. In fact, it has been
proved that fluoride can be quite
useful in the medical treatment of
some bone diseases where heavy injections of fluoride are found to be
beneficia,!. I repeat that it is almost
impossible to concentrate fluoride
either in the body or in the water
supply to such a degree that it is
harmful and could cause bodily illhealth. The Opposition is pleased to
support this measure and trusts that
it will have a speedy passage. Members of the Opposition believe that
the right steps are being taken.
In this instance, it is not necessary to consider very gravely the
matter of civic rights. The good to
be obtained from the legislation far
outweighs any other proposition that
may be put forward. To bypass community polls or referenda is a wise
step because uninformed people often
have the most to say on these occasions and the whole matter could be
spiked, as it has been in certain parts
of the world, by people who have a
vested interest and by those who
are ignorant. The Opposition supports the Bill.
Mr.· BAXTER -~;Murray Val·ley).The Government !has taken a long
time in coming to a decision in this
matter. I do not propose to criticize
the Government for that delay. This
subject is a prickly nettle. The argument on fluoridation of water supplies can be a very emotional one
and one which involves a personal
decision. There is nothing that a
society or Governrnent can do that
has a more intimate effect on people
than the fluoridation of water. It is
an essential contribution to the
health of the community.
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I understand why the Government
has delayed so long in arriving at a
decision. In his second-reading
speech the Minister dwelt at great
length on the incidence of dental decay in Australia. All honorable members are well aware of the disastrous situation that obtains in this
nation with regard to dental health.
This situation has been with us for
a long time, and is not improving. It
appears to be getting worse, possibly
because we are eating more refined
foods, and so on. In his remarks the
Minister advised what the Government intended to do about improving
dental health by increasing the
student intake at the Royal Dental
Hospital, appointing a dental health
branch within the Department of
Health, and establishing a school of
dental therapy to train people who
are capable of assisting with dental
health. I welcome those moves with
open arms. They will be a tremendous asset to the State and a move
that should have been taken years
ago. I am intrigued at why the Minister spent so long in the secondreading speech talking about those
things when the Bill does not men..1
tion them at all.
I hope that now that the honorable gentleman has made those remarks he will carry them through
and will ensure that these steps will
be undertaken now and not in five
years' time.
I was also pleased to hear the Minister in his second-reading speech
say that the Government would contribute the full capital cost of the installation of fluoridating equipment
in water supply systems. From my
information this is a comparatively
inexpensive operation, provided that
the water supply services are already filtered. The cost could perhaps
stop some water trusts from taking
steps to fluoridate their water supplies if they were desirous of doing
so, or if their ratepayers wanted
them to do so. I commend the Minister for agreeing to make a full contribution to the cost.
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I shall not go into the technical
arguments for and against fluoridation in the manner that the honorable member for Dandenong attempted at times to do. Honorable members have all been assailed over the
years by arguments for and against
fluoridation-some advanced by very
eminent authorities and some by
authorities whose eminence and qualifications are open to a good deal of
question.
Some informed people in the community who undertake research and
take an active interest in what is going on have a significant, sincere and
genuine doubt about the validity of
fluoride-over a long term especially
-and some have doubts concerning
the short term. There is some fear
of allergy, some fear of toxicity, and
some other fears.

I make it clear at this point that I
accept the arguments in favour of
fluoridation. I have made the decision
and I am prepared to go along with
it but that does not mean that I do
not concede that some people have
sincere doubts about it. I shall mention some of the doubts that have
not been conclusively disproved one
way or the other. One of those relates to kidney diseases. Research is
being carried out into the effect of
fluoride upon kidney diseases. I have
had letters from organizations
with strange titles and letters
after
their
names,
such
as
"D.D.S.",
and so on, which
could mean anything-even unknown
universities.
I concede that we
can discount that sort of information.
However, research has been undertaken by people with recognized
qualifications. I direct attention to
a letter written by a member of the
Wodonga Waterworks Trust, Councillor L. E. Stone, who is now the
Mayor of Wodonga, a citizen of
some note whose views are sincere
and who has undertaken much research. He refers to a case reported
in the Saturday Review of I st
March~ 1969, which gives the views
of Dr. Gerald Posen, head of the
Mr. Baxter.
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Ottawa General Hospital haemodialysis unit. The Ottawa General
Hospital is one of the largest public
hospitals in Canada. Dr. Posen carried out research on a number of
patients who had kidney deficiencies
and defects and came to the conclusion that fluoride may have aggravated their diseases. He did not
prove that it had or it had not, but
he created a doubt. This is something which should be taken into
consideration.
Councillor Stone also directed
attention to people with faulty metabolism. I quote from an article
which he prepared for submission
to the Wodonga Waterworks Trust
when it considered the addition of
fluoride to the water of that time.
He saidThen ·there is the question of faulty metabolism. Even amongst the best fed and
most protected people there are those who,
through hereditary or other causes, suffer
deficiencies of vitamins or blood factors or
trace elements of chemicals which must be
corrected continually to assure survival.
What .is to happen to these people if the
water they drink contains fluoride in
amounts which are tolerable to people in
good health but intolerable to ·a faulty metabolism?

Honorable members may contend
that that is not a scientific statement. That may be so, but the point
is that some people have sincere
doubts about the safety of fluoridation.
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-Where does the
Country Party stand?
Mr. BAXTER.-My party stands to
represent the people who elected its
members to Parliament and I am
putting what I consider to be a fair
case on behalf of my constituents.
I point out that the W odonga Waterworks Trust decided to fluoridate its
water, but did not go on with the
project. In his final submission to
the trust, Councillor Stone saidIf the trust makes the decision to fluoridate our water supply it is saying to the
people of Wo~onga,-" Take this chemical, in
spite of •the fact that there is doubt about
it, whether you like it or riot, whether "you
are young or old, or whether or not you have
some disease which fluoride can complicate ".
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I quote that passage only to demonstrate that a number of people in
the community are not satisfied
that fluoride is 100 per cent
effective and safe. Doubts have
been increased recently with the
withdrawal of fiuoride from water
supplies _in some parts of the world,
notably In Sweden and parts of the
United States of America. I am well
aware that there is debate on
whether fluoride was withdrawn on
scientific or political grounds.
The Minister might comment on
the fact that a number of people are
concerned with how the quantity of
fluoridated water consumed by individuals can be controlled. Some
people drink very little water but
others drink a lot. It has been said
that there- is no way of controlling
the intake of fluoride in water, and
its addition to a water supply is an
unscientific way of providing it and
may lead to complications.
The Tasmanian Royal Commission
strongly favoured the fluoridation of
water supplies, but it directed the
attention of the Tasmanian Parliament to the fact that eminent people
questioned it. I am not referring to
unknown people overseas, but to
Australians who have a reputation
for integrity and sincerity. Sir Arthur
Amies was one.
It would be fair to give local communities a say in whether their
water supply should be fluoridated.
At the appropriate time during the
Committee stage I shall move an
amendment to clause 5 of the Bill
which will provide three alternatives.
It will allow a \Vater trust to go
ahead and fluoridate the water if it
wishes to do so. But, the trust having made that decision, if 10 per
cent of its ratepayers so requested
in writing, it would have to hold a
poll. Provided that the majority approved of fluoridation, the scheme
would go ahead. If a water trust
made _no move to fluoridate its water
s.upply and 10 · per cent of its ratepayers requested it, the trust would
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have to hold a poll to determine
whether the water was to be
fluoridated.
I shall not canvass the argument
in favour of the amendment at this
stage. Some honorable members will
throw up their hands in horror and
say that emotional issues will affect
the result of any referendum, and
that ma!ly people act on the adage,
" When In doubt, vote ' no ' ". I challenge those honorable members to
make democracy work.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member for Murray Valley has foreshadowed an amendment which he
will move during the Committee
stage. I suggest that he does not
deal with it in detail now but waits
until the appropriate time.
Mr. BAXTER.-! thank you for
your guidance, Mr. Speaker. I again
make it clear that I personally
favour the fluoridation of water supplies. I have studied the arguments
for and against it over a number of
years. I am well aware of the dental
health situation in Australia and
accept the argument that fluoridation
will go a long way towards alleviating the situation. But I am prepared
to accept that some people have
reasonable doubts about fluoridation
and I suggest that it is only fair that
they should have an opportunity to
put their case to the people.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-! was
glad to hear the remarks of the honorable member for Murray Valley
and I hope that he continues in the
same strain in presenting the amendment he foreshadowed. The honorable member for Dandenong said
that he was surprised that there had
not been many complaints voiced
against the action of the Government in introducing a Bill to provide
for the fluoridation of water supplies. I know the honorable member
well and he is too old a campaigner
to be led astray by arguments of
that kind.
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it is obvious that the press and
television stations have refrained
from giving any person opposed to
the Bill any publicity whatsoever.
An examination of what has happened over the past six months will
prove that. I defy anyone to show
me statements in any of the Melbourne newspapers, the Age, the Sun
News-Pictorial or the Herald, during
that period, by people opposing
fluoridation. A recent statement in
a letter to the Herald sums up what
I have said. It was written by Mr.
J. N. Phipps, the Honorary Secretary
of the Victorian Association for
Fluoridation and Dental Health. I
shall not read the letter but it thanks
the Herald for the support it gave to
the campaign to introduce fluoridation. Mr. Phipps said that his society
expressed its appreciation of the
wonderful publicity the Herald had
given to " this very deserving
cause , over the years. I can understand that.
If the people who have attempted
to vigorously express their opposition to fluoridation had been successful in seeking a referendum on
fluoridation, the proposal would have
been voted against by 65 per cent of
the people of Victoria with only 35
per cent being in favour of it. I
base that statement on the result
of polls held in country towns on
whether or not sodium fluoride
should be added to their water supplies. I wonder what the honorable
member for Portland will do, or the
honorable member for Dundas, or
the Attorney-General? Many honorable members will support this
measure because their parties have
dictated to them that they must although, in their hearts, they oppose
it as much as I do.

Mr. BILLING.-Tell us about your
party.
Mr.. MUTTON.-My party is one
which can speak with the voice of
democracy. I speak on behalf of the

majority of the people of this State
who have not and will not accept
this imposition.
I cannot understand the attitude
of the Liberal Party Government.
The Liberal Party is a conservative
party opposed to totalitarianism. It
is unheard of for a conservative
party to take such a totalitarian
attitude. Are its members sincere
in their attitude? Do they think
for one moment that fluoridation
will solve all the problems of
tooth decay in immature children?
It would be better if they explored
what has occurred with the products
of the Colonial Sugar Refining Co.
Ltd. The honorable member for
Dandenong said that in his opinion
sodium fluoride has no toxic effect.
I contradict the honorable member.
Sodium fluoride has a highly toxic
effect. I am not quoting from a
newspaper or from some doctor's
statement, but from a book entitled
Extra Pharmacopoeia, by Martindale,
25th Edition, an authoritative reference work on drugs and medicines,
in current use throughout the world.
This book is used by every chemist
in Australia as a reference book. It
is at their beck and call when they
need to substantiate some treatment.
The definition of sodium fluoride
contained on page 1365 of this book
under
the
heading,
" Sodium
Fluoride, , statesSodium fluoride is a white odourless
powder containing not less than 98 per cent
of NaF.

NaF

is

a

latin

prefix

meaning

Natrium Fluoratum. The article con-

tinuesSoluble 1 in 25 water; insoluble in alcohol.

Sodium fluoride is insoluble in alcohol. Honorable members who consume a well-known beverage should
remember with every jugful they
consume that sodium fluoride is insoluble in alcohol. The article continuesIncompatable with calcium and magnesium salts. Aqueous solutions slowly attack
glass.
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This is an important part of the ·medicinatl benefit of sodium fluoride,
definition. I remind honorable mem- people must' be opposed to this method
bers that they are not dealing with of administration and distribution.
a drug, but ·with a manufactured
In other parts of the world conpoison. The article statessideration was given to the impleToxic effects sodium fluoride taken by mentation of sodium fluoride into
·mouth in quantity in excess of 250 mg. salt and sugar. Many experiments
causes nausea and vomiting, epig.astric pain,
and diarrhoea ; large doses cause muscular were carried out until eventually it.
weakness and clonic convulsions followed was realized that the best way to
by respiratory and cardiac failure collapse introduce sodium fluoride to the
and death.
people was to put it in the water
The equivalent of 250 mg. is 4 supply system. The moment this is
grains. In plain English 4 grains is done, every man, woman and child,
one-fifteenth of a teaspoon. I have irrespective of sex, is compelled to
been informed that one-fifteenth of consume. something against his
a teaspoon can cause the complaints will. That is what it really means.
referred to in this article, and the As a member of Parliament repreequivalent of one dessertspoon can senting the people of Coburg, I for
cause death. That is the type of one will never subject any person to
substance which some honorable something which is against his will.
members hav·e said has no toxic
Many people have written to me
effect. I mention for the record that protesting at the proposed scheme.
the element which honorable mem- I was fortunate to have the support
bers are discussing tonight is far re- of the local newspaper in my elecmoved from being a drug or non- torate. The number of private lettoxic.
ters I have received, not only from
Mr. AUREL SMITH.-The honorable the electorate of Coburg, but
member should read out what the throughout Victoria, has been asbook says about chlorine.
tounding. It has convinced me beMr. MUTTON.-To show that I yond doubt that the majority of
am not parochial[, I refer to a state- Victorian people are definitely opment made in a letter which was posed to the addition of sodium
submitted to the Australian Medical fluoride to the water supply system.
Journal of AustJralia, on 18th SepOn many occasions I have asked
tember, 1961. Honorable members the Minister of Health to make a
can check this if they so wish. The statement to the House prior to the
statement was as followsintroduction of the Bill, but withFluoridation see~s to patch up the defects out success. The honorable gentleof civilized eating and provide a cheap
means of disposal for a toxic by-product of man has learned to be extremely
the aluminium indus1try-sodium fluoride, at cagey during· his politi.cal career.
present
a costly embarrassment
to During his second-readmg speech
aluminium refineries.
the Minister is reported at page 1694
Those were the words of the pre- of Hansard as having saidsent Federal Minister for Health, Dr.
At the twelf.th plenary meeting of the
Everingham, in 1B61. The honorable Twenty-second World Health Assembly on
gentleman had enough foresight and the 23rd July, 1969, a draiit r.eso!ution relating to fluoridation of water supphes and dencourage to predetermine the effects tal
health was approved unanimously.
of sodium fluoride in 1961. Between The Minister emphasized the word
1961 and 1973 me:mbers of the dental "unanimously", as I well remember.
profession have continually tried to
continuedforce their will on the people of Vic- HeThis
decision was made af.ter consideratoria. They have gone to untold ex- tion of a report of .the Director-General of
pense to bring about the introduction World Health on fluoridation. The resolwtion
of sodium fluoride to the water supply recommended all member Statessystem. I am inclined to agree with The motion was then moved. What
the remarks of the honorable member really happened at the twelfth plenfor Murray Valley . Irrespective of the ary meeting of the Twenty-second
Session 1973.-SH
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World Health Assembly on 23rd July,
1969? The Minister has been notified
by members of the National Health
Federation of what really took place
at that conference. I will read an
extract from a letter I received from
the executive officers of the National
Health Federation, who have submitted the facts disclosed at the confe~
renee. It states" At the Twelf.th Plenary meeting on the
23rd July, 1969, a draft resolution relating
to fluor-idation of water supplies and dental
health was approved unanimously ". The
facts are that when the motion calling for
fluoridation was introduced and discussed
early in the session, when ·all 1,000 delegates
from 131 nations were present, it encountered very strong opposition. Then on the
last day when 90 per cent. of the delegates
had already left, most believing the issue .of
fluoridation to be postponed or put off mdefinitely, the matter was re-introduced. Of
the 100 left, 70 raised their hands accep~ing
that fluoridation be introduced where practicable subject to certain conditions.
.

:Bill..:

water supplies. This is an important
statement and has a direct bearing
on the statements of the honorable
member for Murray· Valley. On 23rd
July, 1969, this was stated by the
Twenty-second World Health Assembly in regard to the introduction of
sodium fluorideOPTIMUM LEVELS OF FLUORIDE.

lt is impor.tant .to realize that the " optimum level " already referred to is not an
absolute value, the same at all times and for
all places. Numerous factors must be taken
into consider-ation in order to establish the
desirable water fluoride concentra·tion for a
particular community.

That is a definite statement that
people cannot be treated on the
same· basis in all areas; they must
be treated as individuals, as must
towns and · countries. The only
method by which this can be
achieved is for surveys and research
to be undertaken by the authorities.
That is an extract from a letter that ~o surveys or researches have been
contains a report of the conference. carried out in Victoria, so I do not
A further report that was submitted know how the Minister can state
by the Director-General to the that all is fair and above board and
m·eeting that took place at the ready to make ~n immediate start on
World Health Assembly has a sig- adding sodium fluoride to the water
nificant bearing on a . subject to supply system ; he has no idea what
which the honorable member for degree of fluoride is already conMurray Valley referJ;ed. That is, that tained 1n the water. The statement
even the members in this organi- continueszation realize that the optimum
In .the tropics people drink far more water
·level of sodium fluoride is something
than in the temperate zones, and consewhich
cannot be dea'lt with quently
the fluoride content of their water
more or less collectively. Every needs .to be lower. Similarly, seasonal variacountry and every person must tions in temperature affect the daily fluoride
be
treated as an individual. intake through water.
Every country and every person has
Fluorides are ingested from sources other
to be treated individually. · One could than water, they are present in most foods,
not treat a person who lived in the and air pollution by fluorides may occur in
neighbourhood of l·arge industrial plants.
Sahara Desert and who consumed 5 the
Only when the natural fluoride intake from
gallons of water a day in the saine all sources (including water) has been asway as one would treat the person sessed is it possible to calculate the level
who lived in Antarctica and drank a to which •the fluoride content of water supplies to be adjusted. In tropic~l areas this
pint of water a day.
level may be about 0·66 ppm, m temperate
At the meeting which the Minister ·areas 1·0-1·2 ppm.
of Health used to advantage to This subject was discussed at the
express his . opinion, a motion was conference to which I referred and
discussed at length and the con- about which the Minister of Health
ference recommended that the terms had much to say. If . the replies to
of .the motion should be observed questions ·which I .have directed to
Department of Health_ are
before any country
·t~wn .con- the
sidered adding sodium fluoride to its factual, .no . organization in .Victoria

or

Mr. Mutton.
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h~s undertaken a _survey or any
research. All that the Minister is
acting on is what has happened in
other parts of the world, which cannot be used as guidelines for the
people of Victoria.
Mr. McCLURE.-What about Bacchus Marsh?
Mr. MUTTON.-The people of
Bacchus Marsh are as much divided
as are the mernbers of this House
on this subject, but some of them
have been intin1idated. I hope to
hear contributions from the honorable members for Portland and
Dundas.
I refer now to the action of our
good and trusted friends and servants of the com:munity, the dentists.
I have not a short memory and I
recall that during the past twelve
months on no fewer than four
occasions a Bill was presented to this
House by the former Minister of
Health, Mr. Rossiter. That measure
proposed to give recognition to
dental mechanics . On each occasion
it was strongly opposed by the
dentists who wanted to monopolize
their profession and refused to
recognize the ability of dental m·echanics. What has changed their
minds recently so that _they now
believe that the addition of sodium
fluoride will be of benefit to children
and the community generally and
their profession will no longer be
needed? That is absolute hogwash.
Members of the dental association
have twisted the Minister's arm to
such an extent that he has been
forced to introduce this measure.
Judging by some qf his statements
in his second-reading speech, the
honorable gentlen1an knows only
what he has been told. I should
have expected hirn· to present a far
stronger case than he did. The Bill
consists of only four pages although
because of its importance it should
have contained about 60 pages.
I now wish to explain what sodium
fluoride -is, how· it originated and
what has followed in .its wake.. In
about ·1947. . in certain · parts of
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America people drew water from
wells. Wells of varying depths produce different types of water which
contain different elements. Sodium
fluoride belongs to the halogen
family of elements which contains
fluoride, bromide, chloride and
iodide. All of these trace elements
were found at varying depths when
water was drawn from wells. It was
found that in some cases children's
teeth became mottled because of an
excess of fluoride.
An inquiry
was instituted and analysts concluded that fluoride caused the
discolouration of the children's
teeth because some were consuming
it in quantities in excess of 1· 5 parts
per million. This result sparked the
interest of manufacturing companies
and it was realized by the American
Aluminium Company that it had a
market for some of its by-products
which could- be used in the interests
of health ; if one examines the arguments advanced for fluoride treatment by so-called responsible people
one finds that they are either
exponents of American business or
members of the dental profession.
Rarely are any medical men
as outspoken on this subject as are
members of the dental profession.
Medical practitioners are as much
divided on the subject as are members of Parliament. For every professional man whom the Minister of
HeaJt:tt can produce to support his
statements I can produce one
to oppose them. This is a highly
controversial subject, and I thought
the Minister would have presented a
much -better case. Nevertheless,
Parliament is charged with the
responsibility of protecting the
interests of the public. Arguments
should not be based upon whether
sodium fluoride is of any medicinal
benefit. The question to be decided
is the method of distribution, which
should not be by means of the water
supply of Victoria._
· I produce ·a photostat copy of -an
advertisement which appeared in an
American newspaper. I shall read. it
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for the benefit of honorable members
and the Minister of Health to indicate that private enterprise is
capitalizing on the manufacture of
sodium fluoride. That is an undeniable statement, as this article
will illustrate. The advertisement
appeared in the January, 1950,
edition of Journal A. W. W.A., an
American publication, volume 42,
page 5. It statesFLuoRIDE YOUR WATER WITH
CONFIDENCE.

Use High Purity Alcoa Sodium Fluoride.
Alcoa Sodium Fluo~ide is particularly
suitable for the fluoridation of water supplies. I!t flows freely, dissolves at a uniform
rate and is extremely easy to handle. Moreover, you can use Alcoa sodium fluoride
with confidence, because the Alcoa name on
any chemical product assures you of a uniform high degree of puri.ty and a dependable source of supply. If your community
is fluor.idating its water supply-or is considering doing so let us show you how Alcoa
Sodium Fluoride can do the job for you.
Write to Aluminium Company of America,
Chemicals Division, 624 Gulf Building, Pi,ttsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

That is positive proof that the
aluminium companies have a finger
in the pie. America is the start of
all things that amaze the peopleincluding Watergate. In 1947 when
the aluminium companies started to
manufacture sodium fluoride it was
not for the purpose of benefiting
children's teeth but as a poison to
destroy vermin. Martindale's Pharmacopoeia, states that sodium fluoride
is a constituent of some insecticides
and rodenticides. It was first manufactured for that purpose and
was retailed in American shops
at 1 cent a lb. According to my
information a considerable increase
has occurred in the price of this
product because Imperial Chemical
Industries of Australia and New
Zealand Ltd. is supplying sodium
fluoride to Bacchus Marsh at $380
a ton. This is big business exemplified. In the Western World the
annual turnover from the sale of
sodium fluoride was $80 million
In
according to 1969 figures.
addition, the sum of $200,000 was
paid for the supply of sodium
fluoride in pills or tablet form.
Mr. Mutton.

·Bill...

In reply to an interjection about the
costs to the Board of Works, Mr.
Croxford, the Chairman, supplied an
approximate estimate of the capital
cost for the mechanization and
equipment necessary to circulate
sodium fluoride. Mr. Croxford estimated that the capital cost would be
in the vicinity of $1·3 million. In
addition there will be an annual cost
of $600,000, which will not be met
by the Department of Health but by
the metropolitan ratepayer. That
represents an approximate estimate
of the running costs connected with
the introduction of sodium fluoride
to the water supply for the metropolis.
Current statistics indicate that 89
gallons of water per day per head
of population is used throughout the
metropolitan area. That covers all
requirements for domestic purposes,
public consumption, watering of
parks and gardens and the supply
of water for industry and commerce.
It is also well-known that the human
body must consume at least one
pint of fluid a day to keep the body
functioning properly. For the purpose of the exercise, if honorable
members trebled the consumption
of one pint a day and made it three
pints a day, that will mean, after the
implementation of sodium fluoride
into the water supply system, for
every head of population in the
metropolis there will be 88 gallons
approximately of fluoridated water
a day per person flowing into Port
Phillip Bay which will be completely
wasted and be of no benefit to anyone.
The next point to consider is the
amount of pollution that will flow
into Port Phillip Bay daily. It has
been confirmed. by experts that the
sodium fluoride moving through the
waterway system into Port Phillip
Bay would increase the pollutant
content in the bay to such an extent
· that within ten years it could reach
a ·very dangerous health hazard and
would be affecting fish and other
aquatic Ufe in the bay. That fact
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has ·been confirmted by people connected with the preservation of wild~
life.
Another aspect I wish to relate to
the House has an important bearing
on some of the matters raised by the
honorable member for Murray
Valley. Honorable members have
heard discussions and reasons
advanced why people cannot be
treated on the basis of being collectively recognized, each person has
to be recognized. as an individual.
I believe that aU people should be
recognized as individuals. In the
community there are people who
may be subjected to serious physical
diseases. I am re~ferring particularly
to the aged or elderly people who
suffer serious diseases for which they
receive special m'edical assistance. I
have checked with the Royal Melbourne Hospital and other hospitals
in Melbourne and have found this
to be a fact. It was because of these
aged people in the community suffering from serious diseases that I
placed a series of questions on the
Notice Paper. These questions have
been answered today.
One of these serious diseases
affects the kidneys. I understand
that many peop1e in Victoria are
suffering from this disease. Some
are receiving treatment at home
and others are receiving treatment
in hospital. The type of treatment
they are receiving is called dialysis.
It is more commonly known as being
placed on a kidney washing machine.
These people have already been
warned by their medical attendants
that if sodium fluoride is introduced
into the water supply system, they
will have to use some form of
neutralizing agent or even install
water tanks so that an alternative
supply of water is available.
I asked the Minister of Health this
question!. What information :the Department of
HeaLth has received on the dangers of health
from -the use of fluoridated water in kidney
machines?
2. What estimated number of persons in
V.iotoria is treated by .the use of home dialysis units?

Bili..

The reply I received from the Minister of Health wasNo danger to health from .the use of
fluoridated water in dialysis has yet been
conclusively demons~trated and numbers of
patients have been maintained on dialysis
using fluoridated water for ·periods of up to
eighlt years without any apparent' harmful
effect.
The haemo-di·alysis physicans in this State
have this matter under close review and
should it be considered desirable for any individual pl!ltient not to be ctialysied wilth
fluoridated water, then suitable equipment
will be installed to remove the fluoridation
from the .tap water.

By his answer the Minister of Health
has partly admitted that he is not
satisfied, that if any case did occur
where these people needed special
treatment, the honorable gentleman
would ensure that they received that
special treatment. In other words,
the honorable gentleman is not fully
convinced that there is no danger.
I am confident of my submissions.
I assert that the honorable gentleman
came into this House and forced the
issue through without allowing
sufficient time to elapse to enable
him to prepare and substantiate his
case. I stand by that statement. If
the Government is courageous
enough to hold a referendum, I know
what will happen to the Bill now
under consideration. I would bet
$100 to $10 that the Bill introduced
by the Government would be hit for
the proverbial six.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I advise the honorable member for Coburg that he
has two minutes.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I am prepared to
move that the honorable member's
time be extended.
The SPEAKER.-! do not think I
can accept that motion. I have
looked at the Standing Orders relevant to this question. I refer hon-:orable members to Standing Order
No. 78E, which provides:No Member shall speak for more than
minutes in any debaJte in the
House except in the debate on the Addressfo~y-five
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in-Reply, or the second reading of the Appropriation Bill, or on a direct motion of

of Health today. I hope members
of the Country Party take note of the
reply which was-

ority of :the House on a motion to be moved
and determined at once without amendment

by any of the bodies named.

want of confidence, when a Member shall
be at liberty to speak for one hour.
Provided ,that wioth the consent of a maj-

or debate, a Member may be allowed Ito
continue his .speech for a further period not
exceeding ,fuir.ty minutes.

Unless there is a majority of the
House in favour, the honorable member cannot have an extension of
time.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I moveThat the rtime allowed to the honorable
member for Coburg be extended by fifteen
minutes.

The honorable member is an independent member and it is proper
that the House should have regard
to that fact.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I thank
the House for the opportunity it
has given me to continue my remarks. I am sure that honorable
members will agree that the sentiments expressed in the House are
for the good of the majority of
people in this State. I hope honorable members accept the way in
which I am trying to present my
case. I am honestly and sincerely
trying to state a case for those
thousands of people in this State
who do not want to accept the use
of sodium fluoride into their water
supply against their will.
During. the week I asked a further
question of the Minister of Health.
This is probably the most important
of the· questions which I submitted
to the honorable gentleman on the
question of sodium fluoride. The
question I asked was. What research has been carr:ied out by
.the Commission of Public Health, .the Australian Medical Association, cthe Australian
Dental Association, ,the National Health and
Medical Research Council and the World
HeaLth Organization, respectively, in relation
to fluoridation of public water supplies?

It is an important question and I
w1;1s . absolutely staggered. when I
received the r~ply from the Minister

No original research has been carried out
.

The reply indicates that the Minister
of Health and his department pre,;.
pared their case for fluoridation without making an attempt to determine
guidelines on optimum levels. The
honorable gentleman is simply
basing his attitude on what has
occurred in overseas countries. The
Commission of Public Health should
be thoroughly ashamed of the reply
it furnished to my question. That,
in my opinion, clearly illustrated that
when the Minister of Health presented the Bill to the House he
had not gone into the matter
thoroughly. The honorable gentleman wishes to implement something
which was acceptable on an overseas basis, but in my opinion the
honorable gentleman has committed
t.he unpardonable sin of presenting
legislation to this House without
completely satisfying himself as to
its likely effect on the health of the
community of Victoria.
It appears that I must take a lone
stand on the matter. I would be
happy if the Bill was withdrawn and
redrafted on the principle contained
in the Water Act, as amended in
1971. If I remember rightly, in 1971
legislation was enacted
which
amended the Water Act and
placed the onus on the people to
decide whether sodium fluoride
should be added to a water supply.
I agree with that principle, and I
would not oppose the legislation if
the people had been afforded an
opportunity to make their own
decision in the matter. Under the
provisions of the amending Water
Act of 1971, no water trust or
municipality has the right to put
sodium fluoride into the water supply
without first seeking by a publi~
opinion poll the views of the people
concerned. I believe the people
themselves should have a voice in
formi"ng ·their own destiny.
·
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I ask the 1\llinister of Health
whether the Government will accept
this principle b~~cause in this Bill
there is a departure from the
principle which applies in the Water
Act. I believe the people should
determine their own destiny when it
comes to the consumption of a very
toxic substance. \Vhy did the Government not allow that right to remain
undisturbed? Wlhat happened between 1971 and 1973 to lead to the
introduction of this measure, which
is nothing more than an attempt to
thrust on the people of this State
the fluoridation o:f their water supply
against the will of thousands? I do
not know what changed the views of
the Government, but the sooner it
reverts to the original concept contained in the Wiater Act introduced
in 1971, the better off will be the
people of Victoria.
Mr. WILKES.-The faceless men of
the Liberal· Party conference.
Mr. MUTTON.·-Members of the
Opposition made no mention of this
Bill prior .to the Greensborough byelection. The Labor Party missed a
golden opportunity of gaining support
from many people. Fluoridation could
have been used a.s a strong election
issue. It was so strong in the minds
of some people who were members of
the Liberal Party that they have already tendered their resignations. I
have been given permission to mention their names. They were appalled
at the action of their conservative
Government in introducing this proposed legislation by to'tal'itarian
methods. These people have said ,that
they would vote against the Government at an election on this issue.
I hope that in any forthcoming election members of the Labor Party will
remember the stand that they took
tonight is wrong and that if they had
kept out of the issue their popularity
could have increased. Already wheels
have been set in n1otion for the holding of public meetings. Until the introduction of this Bill, many people said
nothing but· now hundreds of thousands of people who did not take any
initiative .w~ll .comte forward because
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they do not want to have their rights
•taken away. As I walked through
Queen's Hall tonight I glanced at the
inscription on the floor and there I
sawWhere no counsel is the people fall, but in
the multitude of counsellors there is safety.

That is democracy. I cannot understand why the multitude of representatives in this House are so obsessed
with their own ideas of trying to
bring about some system, which the
people will not accept, that they have
lost their faith in democracy.
This is a denial of justice it will
be rejected by the people. I warn the
Government that from today onwards
there will be great public agitation.
This will not come from the press or
the television stations ; they are not
interested. Their interest is in Alcoa
getting $380 a ton for its product.
Only three water trusts in Victoria
today utilize sodium fluoride in the
water supply system. They are those
of Bacchus Marsh, Tongala and
Me'lton.
They purchase sodium
fluoride from Alcoa at a cost of $380
a ton. If this Government introduced
sodium fluoride into the water supply
systems, it will make a market for
Alcoa by-products.
If sodium fluoride had any lasting
effects, possibly there would be some
justification for its claim for medicinal benefits; but it has not. Even
the ardent supporters of sodium
fluoride realize that it has only temporary benefits. If people want to
combat tooth decay, they do not use
sodium fluoride in the water, but use
some agent which wiU destroy the
effects of sugar. I refer to an article
which appeared in the Sun NewsPictorial of 7th November, 1973, under the heading " Doubts about Anticay ". This article statesA .claim that Anticay would counteract
sugar's damaging ~ffect on teeth was doubtfu!, .the Australian Consumers' Association
said yesterday.
.J\ntioay. would be marketed in such foodS
as Jams, Icecreams, chewing gum biscuits
and . cake mixes-" The very food~ dentistS
~ave long wa.med us against ", the ACA says
m the latest Issue of Choice m~azine.
..
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" The .manufacturer, .the Colonial Sugar
Refining Co. Ltd., claims Anrticay hardens

tooth enamel and hinders the damaging action of enamel di,ssolving acids, " ACA says.

" CSR testS of rthe product on children
were inconclusive.

" It is not worth paying rthe extra oents

for such an uncertain degree of protection ".
In food lines which offered 'a choice between a product with Anticay and the same
product without i.t, the pr:ice difference was
between 2c. and 7c.
~to a battle between the
giants of private enterprise to see
who can encroach on the natural
rights of the people. It is obvious that
Colonial Sugar Refining Co. Ltd.
sees danger in the popularity of
Alcoa selling by-products at considerable oos't and it does not want
to be left out. God knows how much
money was spent on this Anticay project. No doubt, in a few years time,
some honorable member will get up in
this ,House and say that Anticay will
be beneficial to children's tee:th.
This Bill should be deferred and reintroduced in another form, perhaps
containing some of the provisions of
the Water Act. Do not take away the
fundamental rights from the people.
In 1914 and in 1939 hundreds of
thousands of Australians marched .to
foreign countries and willingly gave
their lives to preserve democracy. If
the Government legislates tonight to
take away the fundamental right of
the people to say "'No ", the blood
·spilt in battle was lost in v,ain.
I hope honorable members take note
of what I am trying to impress upon
them. Be wary of what is going on
tonight ; it will destroy the rights of
the individual, and if this Bill" is
passed the name of the Minister of
Health will be remembered adversely
for all time. Already the people. in the
stre·et are saying-the words are contained in a letter which I received this
morning-that this proposed legislation is Scanlan's scandal. I know of
no reason why the Government
should not give people the right to
make their own choice; it should not
take· away their heritage, to live in a
democracy.

It is coming

Mr. Mutton.

Bill.

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat
North) .-Most honorable members
were aware tonight before this debate commenced that this subject was
vital to many people in the community, both as groups and as individuals. It has become a vital issue
to people both inside and outside this
House. I desire to express the opinion
of people who are concerned with this
proposed legislation and I wish to
have their opinions placed on record.
I commend the remarks of the honorable member for Murray Valley. I
thought he made a fine and rational
contribution to the debate and fairly
presented the views of the different
sections of the community concerned,
for and against the Bill.
I wish to put to the House the message from the Ballarat Anti-Fluoridation Association. Most honorable
members will be aware from correspondence from the secretary of that
organization of .the inte.nse feeHng
and concern which members of that
body have regarding this proposed
legislation. I have the greatest respect
for the personal integrity and sincerity of the executive members of
the Ballarat Anti-Fluoridation Association.
Mr. HoLDING.-Do you agree with
their views?
Mr. A. T. EVANS.-1 will relate to
the House in detail the interview
which members of that ,association
had with me, the details of which ithey
want placed on record. Indeed, the
name of the Leader of the Opposition
played a prominent part in that interview and if he is patient he will be
recorded in their message. Present at
the deputation were the president,
Mr. K. ·Moeller; the secretary, Mr. E.
McLenehan ; and member Mr. B. J.
D'Arcy. Mr. D'Arcy informed me that
he was a prominent member of the
Labor
Party.
The
deputation
could
have
represented
three
different political
parties
and,
so far
as
they were
concerned, the matter was non-political.
They also drew my attention Ito ten
separate polls which they had taken
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in various parts of the City of Balla- a child came to see me with a
rat. It will be of intterest to the honor- certificate .from a skin specialist statable member for Coburg that their ing that the child was allergic to
over-all findings were 20 to I against fluoride. The Minister of Health
fluoridation. The deputation also went should carefully examine the comon to point out that, prior to the plaints and if possible establish a
last election, they received a letter special com,mittee to investigate them
from the Premier.
and establish those that are genuine
and
warrant some assistance.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
It
has been suggested by the antiMcLaren).-Order! Is the honorable
member for Ballaa:rat North reading a fluoride group that instead of the
report or is he making a general refer- ·compulsory fluoridation of town
water supplies the Government
ence?
Mr. A. T. EVANS.-1 am ma~ing a should issue tablets free of charge.
general reference to notes which I On the other side are the parents
made during the hE!aring of this depu- who do not want to give tablets to
tation. The delegates produced some their chHdren. Other groups have
correspondence w·hich will be of suggested the fitting of an attachinterest to the House. The first was a ment to the tap which would disletter from .the Secretary of the Pre- pense a dose of fluoride when the
tap is turned on.
mier's Department which saidFrom discussions I have had with
Mr. Hamer has requested me to make the
the Minister of Health, I know that
following points in replyA policy of fluoridation is not new. I.t has he does not agree with the following
been Liberal (·and Labor) policy for some statement: The Burrow Institute in
years.
England has proved that statements
In a letter dated 24th October, 1973, that the addition of fluoride to milk
the Leader of the Opposition stated- reduces the calcium content of the
There is no wr.itten policy in regard to milk are without foundation. The
addition of fluoride to mi'lk is a furfluoridation wi·thin .the Australian Labor
Party.
ther alternative. Another suggestion
I am sure that, following his is the fitting of an attachearlier interjection,. the Leader of ment to taps so that fluoride
the Opposit-ion will be keen to may be extracted if people are connote that his view as expressed cerned about the effect of fluoride
to this association--as is their wish on their health. The ·Minister should
-will be recorded in Hansard. seriously consider all these matters
In my opinion research on some of in view of the grave concern felt
the points raised by the honorable by many people in the community at
member for Coburg has not been the compulsory fluoridation of water
undertaken as it should have been. supplies.
Mr. JONES t(Melbourne).-I am
The honorable .me-rnbers for Murray
Valley and Coburg have mentioned glad that the BHl has not been passed
persons with kidney complaints or ·without opposition. On an important
kidney diseases. This matter has been subject as this, it would have been
discussed for .many years and still unfortunate if differing views had
concerns many people. Undoubtedly, not been expressed. After all, prehonorable members have received vailing thinking can change and what
letters from constituents who are J. K. Galbraith calls "the convengravely distressed about the intro- tional wisdom " will presumably be
duction of fluoride.
displayed in a vote later tonight that
Some research should be under- it is time for fluoridation. But it is
taken and assistance ultimately given good that the honorable members for
to those people when their cases are Coburg and Ballaarat North have had
proved. I am concerned about a an opportunity of stating their differcase in which the parents of ing views.
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.. 10n the question of a referendum,
like many :other honorable members I
have been involved in campaigning
for civil liberties but I am convinced
that ·this particular issue·· is not appropriate for a ;referendum. If · the
matter were put to a referendum, I
suspect that the honorable member
for Coburg is proba;bly right when
he .says that. it would be defeated.
That is why we should act in the
way that Edmund Burke, back in the
18th century, said that members of
Parliament ought to act when he
said, "We are not here as delegates;
we are here as representatives."
There may be people, even a majority, in some of our electorates who
feel in a particular way but it is our
responsibility to take the risk and
the responsibility of saying to the
people, " Don't judge the matter
finally nqw without considering how
it works in practice". If the subject
of fluoridation ·were put to a referendum the people would be asked to
deliberate about something of which
they have no personal experience and
al'l the fears and anxieties and so
on which the campaigners against
would raise in the way they have
undoubtedly campaigned when they /
have encouraged phobias and all kinds
of things in the community would
probably lead to its defeat in a
·
referendum.

This is a perfect example of where
the Parliament ought to take the·
responsibility because it has the constitutional power. With certain other
referenda proposals which are currently before the public, there is no
alternative but .for the Federal Government to seek the power, rightly
or wrongly, from the community at
·large. This is not a constitutiona'l
issue and the question of constitution responsibility is not raised.
Dental caries is a major widespread disease in· the community
and Australia is notorious for
it. Sir John Walsh, famous Australian
dentist, who went to practice in
New Zealand where he beca.me a
distinguished professor at the University of Otago, said of the AusMr. Jones.

·..

. Bill.-·

tralia:n dental situation that it is not
a coincidence that Australia is known
as " the · land of gums ". The proportion of people with full sets of
false teeth at an early age is higher
than in any other country in the
world. This is not something to be
proud about. In fact, there is an
absolutely calamitous tradition of
dental neglect in this country.
One does not see the fluoridation of
water as being the single remedy that
solves the whole problem. It is one of
a series of weapons in the arsenal of
pubHc health to promote dental
health in this community. As the
honorable me·mber for Coburg has
said, and I have mentioned it on a
previous · occasion, we wiU have to
take action against sugar. I am
.pleased that no honorable member
in . this Parliament represents a
sugargrowing area·. My remarks
about sugar · have not been greeted
with much enthusiasm by certain Federal members representing
Queensland electorates. However, one
must not look at fluoridation in
isolation.
This is an important
measure of public health and honorable members have to take the
responsibility.
The report of a Royal Commis.-.
conducted in Tasmania in 1968
by. I:Iis Honour Mr. Justice Crisp,
later · Sir Peter Crisp, is an
important .document. At page 15, the
Royal Commissioner makes the .point
that the occurrence of fluoride in
various waters of the earth varies
markedly and that in many areas
and cities and towns throughout the
world the incidence of fluoride in
drinking water .is much greater than
the concentration of one part per
mHHon as mentioned in the Bill.
Some areas in Czechoslovakia have·
an incidence of as much as 28 parts
per million. This has not arisen because the Communists took over
Czechoslovakia; it has occurred since
the beginning of time. If there is the
danger of the terrible examples of
toxicity and fluorosis that honorable
members ·have mentioned concerning
~ion
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people suffering from kidney complaints, one would expect an excessive number of cases in Czechoslovakia. Similarly, in Spain the proportion goes up to 6 ·3 parts per
million.
In many areas of Asia there are
large concentrations of fluoride. For
example, in Japa.n it goes up to 20
parts per million and in Korea up to
I 0 parts per miUion. Artesian waters
in Australia have a fluoride content
of up to I3·5 parts per million but
in household supplies from rainwater,
the natural ·incidence of fluoride is
very low. In the~ United States of
America the proportion varies widely.
In Arizona, it goes up as high as 33 ·5
parts per m:illion.
Tea is a notable source of fluoride
and, according to Mr. Justice Crisp
the average cup o:f tea with unfluoridated water contains between ·75
and I part per miHion. The ingestion
of six cups of tea a day of unfluoridated water, would account for 1
milligram of fluorii.de. The honorable
member for Coburg said that, according to MarUndale's Pharmacopoeia, 250 milligrams of fluoride
would be regarded as toxic. On that
basis, approximately I,500 cups of
tea would be required to reach that
dosage. Anyone drinking at that rate
would be carried off by polydypsia
long before reaching a toxic figure of
2250 milligrammes. Accordingly, the
fears expressed by the honorable
members for Coburg and Ballaarat
North, although undoubtedly sincere, are in fact exaggerated.
Part of the folk wisdom that
one hears about the place suggests
that beer is a great source of
fluoride. I do not know whether this
is a case for congratulation or regret
but Mr. Justice Crisp found that this
was not the case. Beer contains only
between 0 ~ 15 andl 0 · 18 parts of
fluoride per million. Therefore, it is a
very much smaller source of fluoride
than is tea.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-The solution would
be to drink more beer than tea.
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Mr. JONES.-Yes, particularly if
the Minister is really worried about
fluorosis. Many foods have a high
c·oncentration of fluoride. Lettuce, for
example, has II·3 parts per million·;
onions 10·I1 ; carrots 6·92 and
whole potatoes have the high figure
of 22 parts per million, according to
the very useful report by Mr. Justice
Crisp.
The honorable member for Coburg
made the point that people have
been brainwashed over the whole
issue of fluoridation and I can understand his point. If one were an
opponent one would have some sympathy for the view. But the whole
argument is a little worn out by now.
Since 1954, when the Victorian
Commission of Public Health recommended the introduction of fluoride·
into the drinking water, nineteen
years have elapsed in which people
have had the opportunity to think
about it. I dispute the contention of
the honorable member for Coburg that
there is intense division of opinion in
the medical profession. The overwhelming majority have been in favour of fluoridation. As I recall : it,
in the dental faculty at the University of Melbourne for a number. ·of
years there were two doughty
opponents to fluoridation.
One
was
Sir
Arthur
Amies,
an
eminent dental surgeon who was
not professionally concerned with the
chemistry of teeth. His opposition
was mainly on matters of philosophy.
Also, Dr. P. R. N. Sutton was
opposed to fluoridation on the
grounds that he did not ·think the
statistical evidence was sufficient.
Mr. ROSSITER.-Dr. Sutton is stil'l
opposed to fluoridation.
•Mr. JONES.-He is now the only
member of the University of Me-lbourne dental faculty who opposes
fluoridation. All the other members favour it. I am sure that
the
overwhelming major.ity
of
the profession in Victoria support
the
view
of
Sir :Macfarlane
Burnet and many other eminen·t
scientists who favour fluoridation.
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'.The:re.. have. been complaints from
many people who have referred to
;odd-named towns .in the United
·States of America. However, complaints ·of fluorosis and toxicity have
1not been received from Western Australia, Canberra and Sydney. The honorable· ·m.ember for Coburg said that
the name of the Victorian Minister of
Health would live long in the annals
of Victorian history for its 1infamy.
That m·ay weH be true ; I am not
here to dispute that, but I doubt
whether the blame 'Will. attach to the
honorable gentleman over th'is particular iss·ue. I was tempted to ~ask
the hon~rable· member by way of
interjection whether he knew the
name of the New South Wales ·Minister of Health ·who introduced compulsory fluoridation in that State.
. Mr. THOMPSON .-He retired.
Mr. JONES.-1 thought it was an
earlier Minister than ·Mr. Jago. The
Minister's name has not been echoing through the corridors of ParUament there, because fluoridation has
been taken for granted and there 'is
no. substantial .area of complaint.
·When the Parliamentary Joint
Select Committee on Osteopathy,
Chiropractic and Naturopathy visited
Sydney recently, with extraordinary
dedication to public service, during
Melbourne Cup Week, committee
members 'Went tO pains-for $10 a
day-to ask the osteopaths, chiropractors, and naturopaths :the'ir views
on fluoridation. Although most had
reservations from ia philosophical
po'int of view, they con·ceded lthat
the fears of toxicity which had previously been expressed had not been
justified, and could find no fault with
the operation of the system.
The honorable member for Coburg
stated that the Labor Party may
have fared better in the Greensborough by-election if the issue of
fluoridation had been raised there.
With respect to the honorable member, that iis precisely the type of
. issue one should not raise at a byelection beeause it results in emotive
reactions. from the community th~t
w~ can do ·Without. In a referendum

Bi/1.··

there . are clear · divisions ·.between
people who have· examir1:ed the case
and are .firmly in f~avour, and those
who have ·examined the case and are
firmly .against 'it. However, there
are a large number of people who
are undecided. In a sense, the
greater the degree · 'of ignorance of
the subject, the·· greater propensity
there is for people to vote " No ".
Expert' opinions are not invariably
correct. In the case for fluoridation
of water, I suspect that the overwhelming expert ~pinion is correct.
The fears of the possibility of kidney disease mentioned by honorable
members have been dealt with fairly
by Mr. Justice Crisp, who says that
although claims have been made. and
anxieties raised, there is absolutely
no evidence to support the proposition. If new facts emerge and if
·what is presently assumed to be the
case is · disproved by subsequent
events, any sensible, rational Government would take that into account
and make adjustments accordingly.
If some people have a predisposition
to allergy which might be affected
by fluoridation of water-and that 1is
not proved-they should be protected by the Governm·ent.
Hono:r:able members should look
at the long term over-aU improvement of dental health in the community and n'Ot at fluoridation in
isolation. The intake of the demon
sugar should also be reduced. I
commend the Bill to the House and
hope the fluoridation of water will
soon be put into operation.
On the motion of 1Mr. BILLING
(Heatherton),
the
debate
was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until next day.
ADJOURNMENT.
PROBATE DUTIES-EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR.

Mr. THOM,PSON {Minister of Edu-

cation).-! ·move-That the House do now adjourn .

Mr. WILTON ('Broadmeadows).In the absence of the AttorneyGeneral, I ask the Deputy Premier

Adjournment.
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to draw the honorable gentleman's
attention to :the remarks I am about
to make. I hav«~ been approached by
an official of the Waterside ·Workers
Federation concerning the estates of
deceased persons which are handled
by the small estates section of the
Probate Duties Office. I have made
inquiries and· understand that where
the beneficiary is a widow or
widower with children 'or a widowed
mother; if ·the estate is valued-at less
than $5,000 it ·can be handled by the
small estates section of the Probate
Duties Offices for a nominal fee.
Where the beneficiaries are other
than the people whom ·I ·have just
described, to be dealt w~ith in a
similar fashion .the estate must be
under $'2,500. I understand that
these figures were set some time
ago. The union official who raised
the maHer with me considers that
the figure should be raised to a more
realistic level to conform with the
higher amounts caused by the current inflationary trend. It has. been
suggested that the $5,000 maximum
could be increased to $10,000 and
the matrimonial home exempted for
the purposes of establishing the
value of an estate.
Th'is has been put forward because
many people have acquired a ·hom·e
of modest value during :their working lives, and after their death the
widow has becorne the benefi'C'iary of
the estate. However, because of the
inflated values of property ~and because certain awards provide that
long service leave and superannuation benefits must be paid into the
estate, the figure of .$5,000 'is unrea·listic. Many people· are excluded
from using the small estates section
of the Probate Duties Office.
I ask the Government whether it
will be prepared to introduce legislation, if necessary, to 'Change the
maximum amount to $10,000 and to
exclude :the value of the matrimonial
home from the total value of the
estate.
Mr. ROPER {Brunswick West).I raise a matter relating to the
administration of the Education
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Department. A document has been
circulated to schools throughout Victoria by the Director-General of
Education, Dr. Shears, concerning
community parHcipation in school
government. Although the idea of
distributing this document is extremely important 'because it ·will
allow a wide variety of persons :to
participate in decision making, a
number of matters o'f ~administration
should be cleared up. The first is
that members of this House have not
been supplied with copies of the
document. Dr. Shears assured me
that I could obtain a copy from any
school in my electorate, bu:t this is
not good enough. It ·might be useful
if the Minister made copies available
to all members o.f 'Parliament.
Secondly, it was suggested in the
circular that the document should
be roneoed for members of sch'ool
committees. This has created great
difficul:ties in many schools which
have almost no facilities for this
purpose. In fact, the honorable
member for Brunswick East mentioned to me that he had to bring
the m~aterial for his school advisory
couricH to the House to have it
copied. It would be much easier if
this ·were done at a central source.
I direct the Minister's attention to
the activities of the New South
Wales Government.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member may raise matters of Government administration on the moti'On
for the adjournment of the s'i'tt'ing.
The first part of the honorable member's remarks were in order, but he
is going beyond Government admin~istration when he refers the ·Minister
to a rna tter relating to New South
Wales administration.
1Mr. ROPER.-In New South Wales
a public document was prepared,
and I suggest to the Minister of
Education that in order to expedite
useful public discussion otf this important principle the document
should be printed by his department
and made available generaHy.
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of 'Education).-I shall be pleased to raise
with the Attorney-Genera·! the ·matter
referred to by the honorable member
for Broadmeadows. ·I shall be glad
to present the honorable member for
Brunswick West with a complimentary copy of the document to
which he referred, and also any
other members who require it. I will
investigate the possibility of making
it easier for schools which want to
circulate the document to members
to use the facilities of the Education
Department.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.59 p.m.

2. Whether, in view of his statement that
briquettes . will also be used in the oil refining process, it is intended that the State
Electricity Commission will participate in
the development by assisting in the financing
of the project or coming to a special arrangement for the supplying of briquettes; if so,
what level of participation is intended; if
not, why?
3. What arrangements have been made to
assist the developer to obtain finance for
the project, indicating, whether he and/or
the Minister for State Development and Decentralization have made or intend to make
financial arrangements through-(a) the
Victorian Development Corporation; (b) the
State Treasury; or (c) the Rural Finance
and Settlement Commission?
4. In the event that no financial arrangements have been made by the Ministers,
why?

. Mr•. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
·
and Power) .-The answer is-

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

The following answers .to questions
on notice were circulated:F2 FREEWAY.
(Question No. 468)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of TransportFurther to the answer to question No. 321
asked on 23rd October, 1973, when details
of the F2 route will be finalized and a planning scheme amendment proposed?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

on Notice.

of

Consideration is being given to the proposal and objections. The Country Roads
Board is seeking further comments from
the councils concerned for the section of the
route from St. Georges Road, Northcote, to
Bell Street. Until these comments have
been received and considered, it is not possible to state when the route will be
f,nalized and what amendments will be required to the planning scheme.

LURGI GAS PLANT SITE,
MORWELL.
(Question No. 483)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel and PowerFurther to his announcement that the
Lurgi Gas Plant site at Morwell will be developed as an oil refinery subject to finance
being arranged!. What amount of money is required by
the developer for this project?

1. Preliminary feasibility studies indicate
that the amount of money required for this
project would not be less than $8 million.
2. There have been no requests for the
State Electricity Commission to provide
finance for the oil refinery project planned
for Morwell. Supply of briquettes by the
commission to such an industry would be
under a contract which has yet to be negotiated.
3. At this stage no approaches have been
made by the developer to the Government
for financial assistance.
4. Since, as pointed out in the answer to
part 3 of the question, no requests have
been made to the Government, no financial
arrangements have been entered into. If
and when such approaches are made the
Government will give the matter consideration.

CRIME.
(Question No. 489)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the Attorney-General!. How many persons during the period
1st July, 1972, to 30th June, 1973, inclusive
-(a) were charged with offences; (b) were
committed for trial; and (c) lodged notices
of appeal, specifying where relevant in each
case-{i) the amount of bail set; (ii) by
whom bail was set; (iii) whether the person
charged was able to raise bail; (iv) the
n~ture of the offence(s) with which he was
ch:uged; (v) the period spent in custody
before being released on bail; and (vi) the
nature of the penalty ultimately imposed?
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2. How l):lany of' the above-mentioned
persons were-(a) Aborigines; and (b)
·
children?

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The answer i:5- ·
· The records malintained by the LB.w ·Department a:re in relation to offen·ces or cases
rather than persons and only certain of the
information sought by the honorable member
is recorded.
In relation to paragraph 1 of the question,
the information which is available in respect
of the period 1st July, ·1972 to 30th .June,
1973 is as follows:(a) 399;178 offences were brought before
Magistrates Courts and Children's
Courts;
(b) The Police Department has .advised
that 2,572 persons were committed
for trial for offences against Victorian law.
(c) There were 8,200 notices of appeal to
. the Melbourne County Court. In~
formation as to country appeals
during the period is not at present
available.
Having regard to the number of cases and
very considerable time involved, it is
not practicable to undertake the research
required to provide the information as to
bail referred to in paragraph 1.
As to paragraph 2 of the question, the
only information r1~corded is that nine of
the 2,572 persons committed for trial were
children.
th~

RAIL FREIGHT RATES.

on ''Notice •.
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2. As from 29th October, 1973~ freight
rates on goods, livestock and ·parcels were
increased. Freight rates for superphosphate
were not increased, with the exception that
a minimum rate was introduced.
The increases are necess~ry as a contribution· towards the substantial additional costs
incurred since the rates on these commodities were last adjusted.

ESSENDON AIRPORT TRAM
SERVICE.
(Question No. 493)

Mr. · WILTON (Broadmeadows)
asked the Minister of Transport-·
1. Whether the Melbourne and · Metropolitan Tramways Board has conducted a
survey of the number of passengers who
travel beyond the present tram terminus at
Essendon Airport?
2. Whether the board is examining · the
possibility of extending the service from
Essendon Airport to Tullamarine and Gladstone Park; if not, whether he will have
such an examination carried out?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

1 and 2. Yes. The Board has conducted
a survey and has concluded that the potential patronage beyond Essendon Airport
would not warrant an extension of the
tramway. The areas north of the terminus
(including· Gladstone Park) are at present
serviced by a privately owned bus company
which operates between Broadmeadows and
Essendon railway stations and thence to
Mdonee Ponds junction.

(Question No. 492)

. Mr. HOLDINtli (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Transport!. Whether the Victorian Railways Board
h.as abolished all freight contracts?
2. Whether there has been a recent increase in freight rates throughout Victoria;
if so, what was the reason for the increase?

ROADWORKS IN GEELONG.
(Question No. 497)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportWhat major roadworks are-( ai) proceeding; and (b) planned for commencement, in
the Geelong area in the present financial
year?

of

Mr.
MEAGHER (Minister . of
Transport).-The answer is-

1. Traders' freight contracts at country
centres were discontinued as from 29th
October, 1973. The new rates, referred to as
maximum rates, apply to traffic carried on
behalf of all clients between Melbourne and
the centres concerned.
The maximum rates are 5 per cent
(rounded to the next five cents) above the
contract rates and c:ertain· higher minimum
rates and .charges were introduced.

( a) The Country Roads Board is(i) constructing a second carriageway on
the Bellarine Highway from west of Whitehorse Road to Melaluka Road;

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

(ii) completing the construction of dual
carriageways on the Princes Highway west
between Mackey Street and Bell Parade.
The Bellarine Shire Council is constructing
a second carriageway on the ·GeelongPortarlington road from. Coppard's Road to
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east of Moolap Station Road, a distance of
1 · 1 miles, with func;ls provided by ·the
Country Roads Board.
(b) Nil.

HIGHWAY LIGHTING IN DONALD.
(Question No. 506)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Transport!. Why the highway lighting in Donald
does not conform to minimum standards and
is therefore not eligible for a grant from
the Country Roads Board and the State
Electricity Commission towards the cost of
the lighting?

2. What are the minimum requirements
referred to by the Street Lighting
Committee?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

1. The street lighting in Donald does not
conform to the standards adopted by the
Street Lighting Committee in relation to
lantern mounting height, lantern spacing and
lantern light output and is therefore ineligible for cost sharing. ·
Section 72 of the Country Roads Act provides for the costs of street lighting on State
highways to be shared equally by the municipal council concerned, the Country Roads
Board and the State Electricity Commission
where the lighting is of a standard not
lower than the standard determined by the
Street Lighting Committee and is approved
by that committee.
2. The Street Lighting Committee has
adopted the Standards Association of AustraJi.a Street Lighting Code CA 19 part 11964, Traffic Routes as the minimum
standard for applications for the sharing of
costs of operating and maintaining existing
lighting installations. The Street Lighting
Committee has also adopted the S.A.A. Code
A.S. 1158 part 1-1973 " Lighting of Urban
Traffic Routes" as the minimum standard
for all future applications for the cost
sharing of new installations and improved
existing instaUations.
The committee has adopted 0·25 miJes
as the minimum length of street lighting
eligible for cost sharing purposes. The committee also agreed that intersection lighting
designed, in principle, in accordance with
the State Electricity Commission's Public
Lighting Manual Section 4, May, 1969,
(Channelized and Complex Intersections)
will be eligible for cost sharing.
A copy of each of the codes and the
State Electricity Commission's Public Lighting Manual section 4 will be made available
to the honorable member if desired.

on Notice.

PUBLIC SOLICITOR'S OFFICE.
(Question No. 508)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Attorney-GeneralIn respect of the last completed year of
operation of the office of the Public
Solicitor!. How many applications for assistance
were received by the Public Solicitor?
2. How many of these applications were
-(a) approved; and (b) refused, indicating
the most common reasons for refusal?
3. How many persons were employed in
the office, indicating how many held legal
qualifications and other qualifications,
respectively?
4. What salaries were paid to the total
staff employed and to each of the above
classifications?
5. What was the total cost of the conduct of the office exclusive of salaries and
fees paid to barristers ·and witnesses?

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The answer is1. 1,144 applications were received in the
year 1st January, 1972 to 31st December,
1972. In addition, 48 applications were
pending at 1st January, 1972.
2. (a) Three hundred and thirteen applications were approved.
(b) Two hundred and ninety-eight applications were not approved. In addition 81
applications were pending at 31st December, 1972.
The most common reasons for refusal of
an application were withdrawal of the application; failure by the applicant to attend
for interview; the intention of the applicant
to plead guilty in a case where there was
no expl,anation or mitigating circumstances
which could be presented to the court and
the applicant was well able to speak for
himself.
3. Thirty persons were employed at 30th
June, 1973, of whom eight were admitted
to practice as barristers and solicitors in
Victoria. None of the remaining staff
possesses any other recognized qualification.
4. The total of salaries paid in the financial year from 1st July, 1972, to 30th June,
1973, was $176,812.39, of which $75,814.15
was paid to the legally qualified staff.
5. The cost (exclusive of salaries ·and fees
paid to barristers and solicitors) charged
to the Law Department for the period 1st
July, 1972 to 30th June, 1973 was $6,524.
In ,addition, costs in relation to occupation
of the office premises for the same period,
which were borne by the Public Works
Department, are estimated at $13,000.
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(Question No. 509)

Mr. JONES (1\ilelbourne) asked the
Attorney-Genera:t1. In respect of the last completed year
of operation of the office of the Public
Solicitor-( a) how many members of the
Victorian Bar were briefed on the instructions of the Public :Solicitor .and what were
the total fees paid to barristers briefed; and
(b) what fees were paid to expert and
other witnesses called on behalf of accused
persons and what amount was paid by way
of other disbursements in respect of the
conduct of trials?
2. Whether the Public Solicitor has full
authority to engage expert medical and
other witnesses on bl~half of accused persons
without approval of any other person?

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The answer is-1. (a)· One hundred and thirty-six bar:
risters were briefed in the financial year
from 1st July, 1972 to 30th June, 1973. The
total of fees paid was $150,088.37.
(b) $3,083. 29 wa:; paid to expert and
other witnesses in the financial year from
1st July, 1972 to 30th June, 1973. $14,358.49
was paid by way of other disbursements in
the same period.
2. Yes.

DRIVING LICENCES.
(Question No. 527)

Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park) asked
the Chief Secretary1. How many ma:tes and females, respectively, under 25 years are holders of
current-( a) motor driver licences; and
(b) motor cycle driver licences?
2. How many persons in each category
were involved in claims connected with
third-party insurance in each of the years
since 1965?
3. What was the total amount of the
claims paid in each category during those
years?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is-·
It is not possible to supply the honorable
member with the information requested as
statistics of this natute are not kept. However, I understand that the recently
appointed Motor Accidents Board will
endeavour to maintain statistics in the
nature of that sought in relation to thirdparty insurance claims.

on Notice.
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FLASHING RED SIGNALS.
(Qu~tion

No. 535)

Mr. BILI..JNG (Heatherton) asked
the Chief Secr~taryFurther to the answer to the question
without notice asked on Tuesday, 13th
November, 1973, concerning the operation of
flashing red signals, whether he has investigated all the circumstances; if so, what are
the findings?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer isPrior to the 31st July, 1973, the display
by a traffic control signal of a flashing red
light at an intersection was an instruction
that a driver facing such traffic control
signal must stop his vehicle before reaching,
and as near as practicable to, the stop line
associated with the signal or, in the
absence of a stop line, the boundary of the
intersection nearest to him. After so stopping, he was required to proceed in accordance with the regulations generally.
Another regulation entirely independent
of that to which I have just referred, required the driver on the left entering or approaching an intersection where there was
danger of a collision with ·a vehicle which
had entered or was approaching the intersection from another carriageway on the
right, to give way to that vehicle on the
right.
Since the 31st July, 1973, the duty on the
motorist to stop at a flashing red light has
been removed. He is therefore in the same
position as any other motorist ·at an uncontrolled intersection. He must observe the
regulation which requires him to give way
to the right and, in this respect, the duty of
the driver on the left facing a flashing red
light has not changed.
The Road Safety and Traffic Authority
has a list of 65 intersections in 23 municipalities where flashing red signals were
operating on the 1st August, 1973, and these
signals have been or will be dealt with in
one of three different ways according to the
hazard of the intersection as assessed by the
authority. The different ways intersections
will be dealt with are as follows:( a) At intersections where the volume
of traffic so warrants, flashing red signals
will be converted to "stop-go" traffic control signals. As an interim measure pending
the conversion, the flashing red signals will
be converted to flashing yellow signals in
both direction~.
(b) At intersections where a hazard
exists a stop sign will be erected to replace
the flashing red signal on the side street.
The fl.ashing yellow signal on the main
street of the intersection will be replaced by
a protected intersection sign.
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(c) At ·intersections where. there is an
unusually 'hazardous situation a stop sign
will be erected in assoCiation with the
flashing red signal to give emphasjs to the
fact that the· driver is required to stop in
accordance with the stop sign.
· Municipalities have been requested by the
Ro·ad Safety and Traffic Authority to replace
flashing red ·signals· with stop signs. or to
convert flashing ·red signals to flashing amber
in both directions ·by the· 1st. December,
1973.
The Government has approved the charging against the Traffic Authority Fund of the
full cost of converting flashing signals to
stop signs. Where " stop-go., traffic signals
are to be installed the cost will be subsidized
by the Government on the receipt of recommendations from the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority.
. .

LIGHTING IN GEELONG WEST.
. (Question No. 545)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong. North)
asked the Minister of Transport- ·
Whether, in view of the continued delay
of the Country Roads Board in installing
lighting on the Telegraph Bridge at Geelong
West, he will receive a deputation from the
Geelong West City Council to discuss the
situation; if so, when?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

The Country Roads (Amendment) Bill
which is currently before the House contains proposals relating to the financing of
street lighting schemes.

..

on Notice.'.

Mr.
SCANLAN ~Minister
Health).:--The answer Is-

of

The Yooralla Hospital School for Crippled
Children has purchased land in the city of
Broadmeadows·
(a) A .. contract was signed in August,
1972.
(b) United ·Sub-divisional and Finance
Company Pty. Ltd., 637 High Street, Kew, is
the vendor. :
(c) Approximately· 30 acres bounded by
Box Forest Road and Fairleigh Street.
(d) Largely light industrial, partly residential.·
(e) $650,000 .on a satisfactory terms
arrangement:
(f) Valuations were furnished by George
G. Henderson Pty. Ltd., dated 23rd May,
1972, and C. H. Burnham and Associates,
dated the 14th August, 1972.; Tiie opinion· of
the Valuer-General was also obtained before
~he purchase was authorized .

WORKERS COMPENSATION
BOARD.
(Question No. 550)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the· Chief SecretaryWhat interest rate was payable in respect
of constituents' accounts in the common
fund operated by the Workers Compensation
Board over the past three years?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is-

(Question No. 549)

The interest rates applicable during the
last three years were as follows:For the year ended 31st May, 19716·1 per cent.
For the year ended 31st May, 19726·25 per cent.
For the year ended 31st May, 19736·41 per cent.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Health-

· HASTINGS HIGH SCHOOL.

I will discuss this matter with the Country
Roads Board in the context of this Bill and
convey the result to the honorable member.

YOORALLA HOSPITAL SCHOOL
FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN.

If he will ascertain and advise whether the

Yooralla Hospital School for Crippled
Children has purchased land within the city
of Broadmeadows; if so-(a) on what date
the transaction took place; (b) from whom
it was purchased; (c) what is the size and
the exact location of the area so purchased;
(d) what is the zoning of land for the respective area; (e) what was ·the purchase
price; and (f) whether the land has been
subject to a . valuation ·and, in that event,
by whom and on what date?

(Question No. 552)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education!. When the Education Department announced that Hastings High School will be
opening in 1974?
2. Whether the school· will commence
operations in temporary buildings; if so(a) why; (b) how many portable classrooms will be required; (c) when tenders

Petition
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will be called for the construction of the
building:;; and (d) when it is expected that the school will be completed?

SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNALS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of the
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of
Education) .-The answer is·Water Supply) for the second reading
1. The announcement that the Hastings of this Bill was resumed.

perm~nent

High School would open in 1974 was made
in January 1973.
2. (a) and (b) As the permanent school
has not -been constructed ·the school will
occupy eight portable class-rooms from the
beginning of the 1974 school year.
(c) Selective tenders have been invited
for the construction of the permanent building. Tenders close on 27th November 1973.
(d) The Public Works Department expects. that the building will be available for
occupation by the beginning of the 1975
school year.

lltgislnti1llt C!!nunril.
Thursday, November 22, 1973.

The PRESIDENT . (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 11.18 a.m.,
and read the prayer.
PETITION.
PROPOSED ABORTION INQUIRY.

The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON
(Higinbotham Province) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the House reject
the motion moved by the Hon. I. B.
Trayling for the appointment of a
Joint Select Committee to inquire into
abortion in Victoria. He said that the
petition was resp~ectfully worded, in
order, and bore 1,305 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be
laid on the table.

PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of an Act of Parliament, were laid upon the table by the
Clerk:Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (Nos. 597 to 603)
(seven papers).

The Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East_ Yarra Province) .-Yesterday in
discussing the Bill for the appointment of a Law Reform Commissioner
all parties accepted the need for re ..
forms of the law to meet the problems
of today. The Small Claims Tribunals
Bill is also an attempt to meet the problems of today. It is a move which will
provide more justice for consumers.
There is a problem in the community
of people who deal as small consu ..
mers with perhaps large or small
businesses. They suffer these problems because they have bought goods
or services which are defective or
which cannot be repaired. This procedure will apply where the issue is
relatively small. .
Som·e people are often deterred
from taking legal proceedings because
of the costs and delays involved.
If they go before the courts they will
have to pay the costs that are properly involved in obtaining legal services.
It does not seem right that these persons should be deterred from obtaining remedies because of the difficulties of the legal system. This BiU resolves the .problem in a way similar to that which has been adopted
in Queensland, which is to be adopted
in New South Wales and Western
Australia, where I remind Mr.
Galbally there is a Labor Government,
and which is to be adopted in England.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1 do
not think the West Australian Premier
will have it when he reads what we
said about it.
·

The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-1
am sure if he reads the debate and
the Bill and understands both he will
continue with his legislation.
The Hon. J. W. GAL BALLY .-Surely
Mr. Storey is not in favour of courts
being held in private.
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The Hem. HADDON STOREY.-1
shall deal with the matt~rs raised by
Mr. Galbally in my ·own way. This
Bill essentially does two things. It
brings into existence a system of arbitration-not courts-for small claims.
In doing that it follows what has
already been· recognized in the law
relating· to arbitration under which it
is· possible to have a private arbitration. It follows what happens before
all sorts of private tribunals in the
professions · and in businesses. It
follows the procedures similar to
those used in private proceedings in
the building trade.
..
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It is
possible to have legal representation
at the tribunals to which Mr. Storey
is referring.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.That is not always so. In some cases
the parties can have legal representation and in others they cannot.
Another point about the system introduced in the Bill is that .it is an
·alternative to leg.al proceedings. It
does not replace legal proceedings and
either party is completely free· to go
to a court if he so desires. Mr: Galbally. has misunderstood the Bill and
still misunderstands certain parts of
it. He does not want to consider this
Bill properly, carefully and impartially. It is essential to realize that
the consumers have a choice and an
alternative method of resolving their
problems. The tribunal does not
take the place of a court of law and
when this is recognized the provisions of the Bill fall into place.
Yesterday Mr. Galbally criticized
the Bill by commenting about the
right of the Government to appoint
and dismiss referees. He said that
it was essential in our judicial system
to retain the integrity of the judiciary.
I agree .with that statement. Members
of the Small Claims Tribunal will be
arbitrators, not judges, and they can
be dismissed only if in the opinion of
the Governor in Council they are
guilty of misconduct or are unfit to
hold their office. I remind the House
that the commissioner will have more

Tribunals Bill.

safeguards. than a magistrate in Victoria who is subject to appointment
and dismissal by the Government, and
who has no right of tenure or ability
to remain in office. Mr. Galbally is
smiling, but be is not saying that I am
wrong.· He knows I am right.·
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
magistrate has the protection of the
Public $ervice Association.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.That is a different proposition from
that which Mr. Galbally was putting
yesterday. The members of the Small
Claims Tribunal will have the protection of the Public Service Association, too. Perhaps Mr. Galbally was
suggesting that these people should
in effect be in the same position as
a judge when in fact they are in the
position of a magistrate but have more
protection than magistrates have.
:Mr. Galbally also referred to the
fact that there is no right of appeal
under the Bill. There is no right of
appeal from any arbitration or from
any private tribunal. .If one chooses
to use that form to present a case
one must be open to the terms laid
down by the tribunal. Only if one
goes to court can one necessarily
have a right of appeal.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What
about the other party who is
" dragged " to the tribunal? He has
no right of appeal.
The Han. HADDON STOREY.The other party has the same rights
as the person who " dragged " him
there. Each is bound by the decision
of the tribunal and each is entitled to
the maintenance of national justice.
That is spelt out in the Bill.
Mr.
Clarke made a number of broad criticisms of the Bill, some of which were
along the same lines as the criticisms
made by Mr. Galbally. In my opinion
both Mr. Galbally and Mr. Clarke are
not correct. They have misinterpreted or misunderstood the Bill.
When discussing :clause 2, Mr.
Clarke said that partnerships, firms
and other sorts of individuals would
not be able to take proceedings

Small: Claims ·
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under this Bill. Firstly, it is an alternative form .of procedure. There is
nothing to pr~event partnerships or
firms from going to the courts in the
ordinary way if they wish, but
equally, since every member of a
firm or partne:rship is an individual,
he would be entitled to go to the
tribunals in respect to a consumer
claim.
The next point Mr. Clarke mentioned related to clause 8 and the
appointment of referees, the psame
question that l'tir. Galbally raised. I
have already .pointed out that the
referee is in ·a more secure position
than any magistrate in Victoria.
·Mr. Clarke also referred to clause
12 which states that notes shall not
form part of the record of the reference to the tribunal. This is really
a technical mtatter, but it distinguishes the tribunal from a court of
record. There. is nothing to stop the
referee from rnaking as many notes
as he wishes in the course of proceedings. The taking of notes is not
against the provisions of the Bill, in
the same way as a magistrate may
make any not1es he wishes in the
course of proceedings. Mr. Clarke
rather assumed in what he said that
the regular practice of magistrates
is to keep alrnost a transcript of
what occurs in ,proceedings before
a Magistrates Court, but in fact that
is not so; th1e magistrate simply
makes whatever notes he cares to in
his notebook.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-But he
has to be prepared for an appeal.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-!
can inform Mr. Clarke that, in practice, if it is an appeal to the
Supreme Court it is on a question
of law or on an order to review.
The party appealing swears an affidavit in which he sets out the facts
as they were presented to the court;
the other party may prepare an affidavit disputing 1that if he wishes, and
the magistrate tnay if he desires put
in an affidavit setting out his version.
It is rarely that a magistrate does so,
but if he does he does it on the
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basis of· the notes he took and not
on any official · record of the court.
A referee will be able to take notes
as a magistrate does of what occurs
before. him. There will be no official
transcript as there is in the County
Court or the Supreme Court.
The next. point raised by Mr.
Clarke related to clause 18 and as
to how· the limit of $500 is determined in cases where something
worth more than $500 has been purchased. The issue was whether or
not the claim made by the consumer
exceeds or does not exceed that limit
of $500. I appreciate that there are
problems about this, but I remind
the house that this problem ·already
exists ·in relation to the limit of the
jurisdiction of Magistrates Courts
and the County Court. It is the
same problem which necessarily
exists in any court of limited jurisdiction and equally before any tribunal which has a limit on its
jurisdiction.
The same comment applies to Mr.
Clarke's reference to clause 21 when
he referred to what would happen
if a referee went on long service
leave or became ill, and so on. The
same thing happens in any court at
present. The matter either has to be
cleared up by the judge or magistrate
who starts it or it must be started
again. There is no provision for one
judge to take over from another in
the middle of a case.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Even
after a long adjournment?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.There would have to be a complete
rehearing. There is no provision for
a magistrate or judge to take over
a case in running, as it were, and
finish it off. This rna tter is also
referred to in clause 27.
Clause 30 deals with the right of
a party, or rather the lack of right
of a party to have legal representation before a tribunal. It is patently obvious that if parties can have
legal representation before a tribunal
we might as well not have tribunals
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but leave the parties to their ordinary remedies in .the Magistrates'
Court where they can have legal
representation. This Bill provides an
alternative which will be cheaper in
the sense that it will not cost the
parties very much to be involved in
a hearing. If a consumer wished to
have legal representation he could
bring his claim before a Magistrates
Court in the ordinary way.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-He can
do that under the Bill if both parties
agree.
The Hon .. HADDON STOREY.That is so, and if the tribunal is satisfied that one of the parties will not
be unduly disadvantaged, because
it is a cumulative provision in subclause (3) of clause 30. I thought
Mr. Clarke gave a rather fanciful
illustration of a party bringing a
Queen's Counsel and a junior to one
of these tribunals, when one considers
that it is a claim that cannot exceed
the sum of $500. It is not a court
decision, so that it could not form a
precedent for any further proceedings. It is unreal to think of any
party acting in that way, but if a
partv did that under sub-clause (3)
surely the tribunal-would not be satisfied that the other party would not
be unduly disadvantaged and would
therefore not permit such representation. The sub-clause clearly covers
that situation.
It was suggested that the other
party to the claim-the company, firm,
manufacturer. seller or repairerwould have, in effect, a professional
advocate who would be able to completely overwhelm the consumer.
.The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Some
enterpreneurs who are not careful
about what they sell may exp·ect a
rash of claims, so thev would have a
gentleman who is ·well primed up to
represent them.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.The Bill attempts to deal with that
situation because an agent may only
aopear if the tribunal is satisfied that
the agent has sufficient personal
knowledge. of the issue in dispute.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What
if a case involved Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd.? Do· you think the
managing director would appear?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.Probably not, because he would not
have personal knowledge of the
transaction.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Who
would appear?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-

If Mr. Galbally will allow me to

answer his question, I will explain.
The person who appears will be the
person who had dealings in relation
to the particular contract, not a professional advocate, not a person who
is set aside by a company to appear
in all such cases.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-You do
not think he would not be well
briefed, do you? Do not be so naive.
What a statement for a Queen's
Counsel!
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.1 am glad to see Mr. Elliot here this
morning.
The Hon. D. G. ELLiOT.-I am here
a darn sight more than you are.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.Mr. Elliot interjected, "You do not
think he would not be well primed? "
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-1 did not
say that. I said " well briefed ". Do
not misquote me.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.! am trying to keep away. from legal
terms. Naturally, he would be well
briefed.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-Do
you think an ordinary employee of
a company would go to the tribunal
on behalf of the company?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.The ordinary employee engaged in a
transaction would represent the company.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-An
order would be made not against the
Broke·n Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. but
against some tinsmith at Whyalla!
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The Hon~ · HADDON STOREY.-Mr. ·Galbally appears to be determined not to treat the Bill with any
understanding.
The Hon. J. W. GAL~ALLY.-How
could anybody treat it .. with sympathy and und~erstanding?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.! did not use the word " sympathy ",
but I. am prepared to treat Mr.
Galbally with sympathy and understanding. The tribu·nal has control
over who shall appear on behalf of
the parties. If the provision is properly observed it will mean that it
will not be a person who spends his
life appearing before tribunals putting ~rguments on behalf of respondents.
The next point made by Mr. Clarke
was in relation to somebody wanting
to call expert evidence and not being
able to recover costs. The whole
essence of this proposal is that there
shall not be costs to be recovered
by the parties. If a consumer wishes
to call expert evidence in relation to
a claim and w:ishes to pursue it to
that extent, plainly he would have to
bring his case before a Magistrates
Court in the ordinary way.
The Hon. M:. A. CLARKE.-How
does he bring his claim?
The. Hon. HADDON STOREY.By such evidence as the tribunal
accepts, in the same way as an
arbitrator does. This sort of attack
upon the Bill c:ompletely disregards
the fact that it is an optional procedure. Of course it will not be used
by a consumer who has a complicated and difficult claim and who
wants legal assistance or wants to
call expert witnesses and all of these
sorts of things. Of course that person will go to tlhe Magistrates Court
in the ordinary v1ay. Nothing in the
Bill prevents him from doing that,
but it does provide a simple procedure for a person with a small
claim who does not wish to take it
to a court because of the expenses
and delays involved and who wants
to get a speedy answer.
1,
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The approach of the· Opposition
parties to this Bill "is to put as many
difficulties as possible in the way of
the consumer who is being given the
opportunity of having this simple,
quick and economic remedy and to
compel him. either to inake no claims
at all or to undergo the ordinary
legal processes with the attendant
costs involved. This Bill proposes to
set up an alternative arbitration pro~edure--not. a new court by any
means-and leaves it optional for a
consumer to go to it if he wishes.
If one understands that, one appreciates that this is a significant step
forward; it is a step which will make
available to all consumers the sorts
of arbitration remedies which parties
now can privately agree to if they
wish and should lead to more justice
being done to persons who at present
suffer ·disadvantage.
I commend the Bill. It is a novel
approach in .the sense that we are,
on a State-wide basis, introducing
something which is at present available only to private persons through
their own private agreements. No
doubt teething problems will arise,
and no doubt it will be found that
some measures can be better done
in some other way. As it stands, all
that the Opposition parties. have been
able to offer in relation to this Bill is
not. constructive criticism but destructive criticism, showing no feeling or determination to assist those
persons for whom the Bill provides.
The Hon. -P. D. BLOCK (Boronia
Province) .-I have listened to this
debate with great interest and have
certainly been somewhat surprised
at the attitude adopted by the Opposition on what I consider to be a
Bill whose fundamental aim is to
support the little people against the
Juggernaut.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Is it true
that you were the architect of this
Bill?
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-No. I
listened to Mr. Galbally with interest
because he usually brings a great
deal of common sense into matters
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under discussion-since I have been
a member of this Chamber, in any
case; yet, I could not help feeling
that he had lost sight of the spirit
of this Bill. If the honorable member re-examines the measure, I am
sure that he will completely support
it. In order to re-establish the spirit
of the Bill, I should like to read
sub-clause ( 1) of clause 9. It providesThe primary function of a referee constituting a Small Claims Tribunal shall be
to attempt to bring the parties to a dispute
that involves a small claim to a settlement
acceptable to all the parties.

This Bill is a shaft of light which cuts
through the mumbo-jumbo of legal
procedures and allows people to sit
down and discuss their problems in
an amicable way and, hopefully,
arrive at an amicable solution without having to meet the current costs
involved in legal proceedings.
I have listened with intense interest
to what has been said in this debate.
The House has heard from three
honorable members who are members of the legal profession. With
great aplomb Mr. Haddon Storey cast
aside, his legal background to a degree and was able to look at this
measure from the point of view of an
ordinary person and appreciate its
great benefits.
I do not criticize the legal profession, for many of my best friends are
lawyers, but I see great benefit in
the fact that this Bill will allow
people to dispute claims and tackle
problems of over-charging or mistreatment in business transactions
without having to enter the courts.
It is interesting to hear Mr. Galbally and Mr. Elliot describe this as
a Star Chamber type of system. I
cannot imagine anything more just
than bringing people together t.o
talk about their problems before a
referee who can make a reasonable
decision on the matter. We are
talking of reasonableness and justice.
Mr. Galbally says that this measure
frustrates rather than furthers the
interests of justice. I do not see
The Hon. P. D. Block.
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how this can be so. The Bill covers
consumers who feel that injustice
has been perpetrated on them by the
juggernauts. The names of Myer
and Broken Hill Proprietary Co.
Ltd. were mentioned. As I cannot conceive of the Broken Hill Proprietary
Co. Ltd. charging anything less than
$500, I fail to understand how the
transactions of that company could
fall within the jurisdiction of the
Small Claims Tribunal. Why does the
Opposition complain about a system
which allows a person who has been
victimized to use another avenue to
obtain justice?
An honorable member said that I
must have had some personal experience. That is true. I have been
into courts and have seen how the
system works; especially how it
works against the small consumer.
That is why I thoroughly support
this Bill. There are companies which
actually make a living out of pressing small claims knowing full well
that few persons will go to the expense of hiring a lawyer or a Queen's
Council and a junior barrister in
order to engage in litigation to obtain
justice.
I live in Glen Waverley, where
there is a company which I shall
not name.
It is not the ubiquitous,
omnipresent
Milleradio,
although I am happy to be on
its mailing 'list.
The company
to which I refer advertises in
the pink pages of the directory under
names such as " Hoovex "-names
which are very close to well-known
brand names. Unsuspecting people
ring them and request their services.
The company advertises that it will
give a quote before carrying out the
service. They came to my house and
gave me an incredibly high quote
which I did not accept. I received
a bill for $7. 50 for quoting, although
there had been no indication that
this charge would be made. When I
refused to pay, I was summonsed
and, to the incredible surprise of
this company, I attended the court.
As I sat in the body of the court
with my wife, we saw no fewer than
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22 small claims associated with this
firm. In all of these cases the de·
fendants made no appearance and
judgment was made against them
and costs were awarded to the
plaintiff.
Because I attended, the gentleman brought his mechanic with him,
but his barrister talked him out of
proceeding against me because, he
told his client, " If you sat in this
court and saw the judge and the
common sense associated with him,
you would lose". The barrister told
me that that was what he said to the
company representative. I wiU not
mention the name of the barrister,
but he was certainly on my side.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-I have
always said that there is no protection.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-I cannot
understand why the Opposition is
not leaping to protect the small man.
Has the Opposition lost its dedication
to the protection of small people?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Never!
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-If ever
a Bill confirmed the · compassion of
the Hamer Government, this does;
and I support it.. I emphasize that
there are firms within this community which tnake a business of
proceeding in matters of small litigation and this measure gives a
person the right to defend himself
in relatively quiet surroundings
without being accompanied by lawyers and witnesses and to discuss the
matter calmly and, hopefully, receive
justice. Mr. Storey has answered the
legal arguments. I am not a lawyer
and will not go into those. I want
to recapture the spirit of this Bill and
what it is meant to accomplish. It is
not a matter of life and death or of
people losing their freedom as a result of this measure but it is a matter
of $500 or less and I commend the
Government for bringing it in.
I
advise Opposition members to reexamine their philosophy because I
think with this measure they have lost
their way.
·
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-This is
an interesting piece of proposed legislation and I suppose it is one
which the lawyers of the Parliament should discuss. With a little
trepidation I wish to make some comStorey
tells
us
ments.
Mr.
that this Bill offers a choice. Mr.
Block says we have lost sight of the
spirit of the Bill. I believe the Bill
is a confidence trick to keep people
out of the courts, and if it were not
so it would not be necessary for these
sittings to be held in private. The
reason it is proposed that they should
be held in private is to give protection
to the entrepreneur who at present is
frightened to go into the ordinary
courts and have claims made against
him because he receives bad publicity
from it. Under this Bill he will be
happy to go into the Small Claims
Tribunal.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-He does
not appear at the Small Claims Tribunal.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-He
settles the matter beforehand because
he knows that if he goes into court
and receives bad publicity he will lose
more than the small amount of money
it would cost to fix up the matter. Is
it necessary to have these proceedings
held in camera? The Government has
not told us why.
The consumer does not wish proceedings to be held in private,
because he wishes to air his grievances. For that reason he goes to
court. The hearing of these cases in
camera gives protection to the
entrepreneur who, because of some
shady deal with an unsuspecting person, has found it necessary to defend
himself.
In ordinary courts, if there are good
reasons why cases should be held in
private, this is done by arrangement,
but now it is to be stipulated in
an Act of Parliament that proceedings
should be held in private.
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The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-Does
the honorable member not think it·
would be a disadvantage to a consumer conducting. a case on his own
if the public were watching?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-If the
public were there to watch him-just
as in the case of any orator who has
a crowd cheering him-a person
would probably do his best. That
might be one of the fears-that he
would be able to bring people along
to give him assistance and encouragement from the background. It is true
that Mr. Galbally and other speakers
on this side of the House say that
they cannot see a situation arising
in which an entrepreneur attends
court without some advantage over
the person who is on his own. As
Mr. Block has said, the same person
represents his company in all cases.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-This
cannot happen under the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-It can,
in so far as each company is concerned. If one reads the Consumer
Protection Council's report, one can
see how many charges are brought
against certain companies in this community. Each company would have
a person specially delegated to go
before this tribunal. He might even
become chummy with the . other
companies, or the tribunal, or both.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-You
did not listen to what I said.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-! hope
Mr. Storey listens to what I am saying. The honorable member had his
say five minutes ago. The poor person who goes along to satisfy his
claim-the little person whom the
Government says it is trying to protect-could possibly under this Bill
finish up getting a $500 fine or six
months' gaol.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-Not at
all.
The Hon. J. ·M~ WALTON.-Every
member of this .House has had calls
from people who are upset about having been sold .something with which
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they are not -satisfied. They are
upset and irate arid sometimes unreasonable, because they have been
taken down.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-You
are drawing a long bow.
·
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-If they
go before this tribunal and say something which is considered to be insulting to the refer.ee-who sits alonethey can be fined $500 or receive six
months' gaol for contempt, and there
is no right of appeal.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY .-He
cannot do it.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-I do
not know. I said before I commenced
my speech that I apologized for any
failings I have in discussing what is
strictly a legal man's Bill, but I draw
attention to sub-clause (1) of clause
35 which statesAny person who(a) wilfully insults a referee during his
sitting as a Small Claims Tribunal or while
he is on his way to or from such a sitting
or any person, during his attendance at a
Small Claims Tribunal or while he is on
his way to or from such attendance; or
(b) wilfully misbehaves in a Small Claims
Tribunal; or
(c) wilfully, and without lawful excuse,
interrupts the proceedings of a Small Claims
Tribunal; or

I can imagine somebody sitting there
and upon hearing a salesman telling
lies about what occurred during a
sales transaction, springing up and
saying, "That is lies". In so doing he
is wilfully interrupting the proceedings of the tribunal. The sub-clause
continues( d) unlawfully assaults or wilfully obstructs a person in attendance at a Small
Claims Tribunal;. or
·
(e) without lawful excuse, disobeys a
lawful direction of a Small Claims Tribunal
given to him during the sitting of the
tribunal·
may, by oral order of the tribunal, be
excluded from the tribunal and, whether
he is so excluded or not, shall be guilty of
·an offence against this Act.
Penalty: $500 or imprisonment for ·_six
months.
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This penalty is to be inflicted on the
poor little person whom the Government professes to be so anxious to
help.
The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER.-Read
the next sub-clause.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Subclause (2) readsProceedings for an offence under subsection ( 1) may be brought only by the
referee concerned and may be withdrawn
by him upon .his receiving an apology for
such contempt.

Mr. Storey is saying that the man
has the right to go to another court
to be heard on this.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-He can
institute a prosecution in the same
way as is provided in other Acts.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-We are
talking about a person who has very
little money, one whom the Government suggests it is trying to save the
expense of costly legal proceedings.
But he will be in a situation in which
he must take legal proceedings before
a court-not the tribunal-to avoid
being fined $500 or sent to prison
for six months. I cannot understand
why, in a Bill dealing with a small
claims tribunal, suc'h an onerous
penalty should be provided. All this
could result from a person being sold
·
a crook television set.
The referee will not be appointed
in the way judges are appointed. He
will be appointed by the Governor
in Council and he can be sacked by
the Governor in Council. In practice,
that means the Minister. He can be
sacked if, in the opinion of the
Ministe·r, he is incompetent in the
performance . of h]ls functions under
the Act, or is unfit to hold the office
of referee for any other reason.
Strong pressure could be brought to
bear on a Liberal .Party Minister by
some of his friends to get rid of a
particular magistrate because he was
not giving " good " decisions.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-The
performance of the Canberra mob is
not giving us mtJtch confidence in
them.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (to the
Hon. H. M. Hamilton) .-Keep quiet,
Dr. Forbes.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! There are far too
many interjections from. both sides of
the .House, and this is not a Canberra
matter.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON
(Higinbotham Province) .-Mr. President, I raise a point of order. A
reference has been made in this
House to an unsavoury incident in
another place. The reference was
directed to me in such a manner as
to suggest that I might be suffering
from the after effects af alcohol.
I ignore the rattle coming from the
empty heads on the other side of the
House. I take the strongest exception to any member of the Opposition
likening ·my situation to that in which
the unfortunate Dr. Forbes was
placed by an arrogant and stupid
Prime Minister.
The PRESIDENT.-Order! First,
the Canberra situation has nothing to
do with this House. Secondly, I did
not hear the remark.
The Hon. H. •M. HAMTLTON.-Mr.
President, I was referred to as Dr.
Forbes and I most strongly object
to the circumstances in which the
remark was made.
· The PRESIDENT.-That is not an
unparliamentary suggestion, although
it' was an undesirable comment to
make.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I am beginning to feel sorry for Mr. Hamilton,
but one of these days one of his
points of order will be upheld. The
interpretations in the Bill indicate
that. the tribunal will consist of a
referee .sitting alone. ·He will be
appointed by the Minister, his ·salary
will be fixed by the Minister, and he
can be sacked by the Minister. From
start to finish, the referee could be
under the thumb of the Minister.
There is no need for the Government
to put itself in this position. ·If the
referee .does something bad, why can
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the matter not be dealt with in the
same way as other matters of the
kind with the subject being raised in
Parliament and both Houses p~assing
judgment?
I apologize if my recollection is
not completely ~accurate, but this
morning I understood the ~Minister of
Labour and Industry to say that the
tribunal could present a case to a
court. I cannot find provision for that
in the Bill. Perhaps Mr. Storey or
Mr. Block can inform the House on
this.
This is an important Bill but the
Government, on the pretext of
trying to help the little man, is
arranging circumstances which will
assist the people from whom the
consumer should be protected. The
Bill should, at least, be referred to
the Statute Law Revision Committee
so that it could hear evidence and
consider its provisions. The Leader
of the House quickly summed up the
position last night. Mr. Block was
almost on his feet but the Minister
chopp,ed him off at the socks, because
he could see trouble with the Bill
looming ahead.
Apparently, some pressure has
been brought to bear since the House
adjourned last night and the Bill is
to be forced through this Council
today. When the vote is taken, we
will know whether the Government
will reconsider the Bill or is prepared
to have it referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee. I congratulate
Mr. Galbally for directing attention
to the weaknesses of the Bill. At first
glance, the Bill seems good but there
is no question that what Mr. Galbally
and Mr. Clarke said about the Bill is
absolutely true.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON
(Higinbotham Province) .-I expected
that this Bill would be supported by
the Labor Party members who have
for so long. trumpeted their interest in
the small man, who have claimed that
the consumer protection laws are
inadequate, and who have claimed
that the Government should provide
teeth·. for its consumer protection
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bodies. The strength of their opposition to the Bill surprises me. It seems
to be bas·ed on a deep-set fear that at
last something will penetrate the entrenched preserves of the legal profession.
The House has been told that the
courts as at present constituted
offer protection to the little man, that
he can go to them-presumably with
a team of legal men-to present his
case and claim the $40, $50 or $100
which he is out of pocket. But those
people who have not pursued their
claims because of the expense involved or because they have been threatened with the majesty of the law if
they proceed with them will understand why a legislative measure of
this nature is necessary. The eminent
legal men on the other side of the
House have failed to inform us that
no member of the public can ask a
barrister to represent him in a court.
The game is a giggle for lawyers. If
a person wants a barrister to represent him, he must go to a solicitor.
He must pay a double fee.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-A person cannot go to a medical specialist,
either.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Anyone can do that if he wants to.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-But he
cannot get a full rebate if he does.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Over
the years the legal profession has
brought about a state of affairs which
makes justice diffic1,1lt to obtain and
its cost excessive. The presentation
of a simple case in court has been
surrounded with mumbo-jumbo. As
I said yesterday, it is not a matter
of justice but a matter of adjudicating
between two people who have studied
the art of debate for years.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-It is no
wonder that Mr. Storey left the
Chamber.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-! pay
tribute· to Mr. Storey who, as an
eminent legal man, is prepared to say
that this proposed tribunal has a place
in the administration of justice. I
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heard a comm.ent this morning that
justice is a great thing; it is available
to the very poor and to the very rich
-but the majority of the people cannot afford it. As it was well aware
that the majority of the people could
be placed in a difficult position in
submitting a claim when they felt
that they were: wronged, the Government proposed this alternative procedure which merits more than just
a fair trial. But the Opposition
opposes it to the bitter end. I can
conclude only 1that it has no sympathy
with the needs of the small man. The
Opposition is on trial.
The Bill will give the small man an
opportunity to have his claim heard
quietly without his needing to comply
with the complex rules of evidence
and procedures and without having
to fill in a number of forms in the
correct order and in the correct way.
Instead, a couple of people will sit
down with a referee. Each will
present his calse. The Bill provides
that the referee will first attempt to
bring about an agreement between
the parties. If that cannot be done, he
will make an order.
But he will not be bound by the
rules of evidence and the cumbersome procedures of the court. This
is a sensible reason why these matters
should be heard in private. The strict
rules of evidence which make the
practice of Ia w so difficult will not
be applied. Instead, the referee will
ask the difficult questions and obtain
the
answers
without worrying
whether they are supported by
statutory declarations. He will satisfy
himself as to the truth of the rna tter.
This is a fundamental requirement of
justice.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-That is
no reason for these matters being
heard in private.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-The
questioning could bring up a lot of
other matters which could be subject
to other J:>roceedings.
.The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-But justice
must also be seen to be done.
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The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-That
is so but there is nothing which says
justice must be seen to be done in
public. _The only aspe.ct I regret
is that access to the tribunal is
restricted to a consumer. I know
that it is not desired to form
the tribunal into a debt-collecting
agency, but I am concerned about
the large number of small businessmen who are faced with the same
problem and tear up their claims instead of prosecuting and therefore
take the loss.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-lt is all
passed on.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.In many cases, the small businessman
is not able to pass it on and there
are a large number of debt collectors.
The small businessman has little or
no avenue open to him in this matter.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Is Mr.
Hamilton suggesting that a debt collector ought to be able to take the
consumer before the tribunal?
The Hon. H. M. HAM'ILTON.I am suggesting that this could be the
beginnings of a system to embrace
small businesses-! emphasize the
word " small "- which face the same
problem because the law, with all its
expense and paraphernalia, is out of
their reach.
After a fair trial, I hope the Government will examine the measure
and the possibility of extending it in
the way I have suggested. I might be
a little hard on the learned gentlemen
in this Chamber in saying that I feel
that a good deal of the opposition
stems from a desire to protect their
preserves. However, that is my feeling. Justice as such should be available to be exercised in a way which
is not bound up with a lot of procedures and problems that flow from
those procedures. The Bill provides a
simplified method of determining
these cases and I am sure it will
work to the benefit of the community.
The Hon. J. M. .TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I am not
attracted to the arguments submitted
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by Mr. Hamilton. I do not like the
way the debate is proceeding because·
the honesty and integrity of lawyers
and solicitors cannot and should not
be debated in the manner in which
it has been by honorable members
opposite. The Labor Party's objection
to this type of measure is the absence
of the right of appeal and certain
other objectionable features associated with the Bill.
As Mr. Galbally implied without
mentioning my name, I was personally attracted to this type of measure
by the operations of a small claims
tribunal in Queensland. Apparently,
this Bill is a straight steal from
Queensland.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-No, it
is not.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I
a~cept Mr. Storey's denial.
Having
discussed the measure and received
the benefit of the best legal advice
from people outside the Chamber who
have been administering justice in the
highest courts in the land, I am aware
of certain dangers associated with
the measure. I suggest that the debate
should not continue on the basis of
attacking solicitors. Honorable members should obtain the best outside
advice and guidance that is available.
Therefore, in due course I shall propose that the proposals contained·· in
the Bill be. referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee for examination
and report. At this stage, I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (North
Melbourne Province).-! hope the
House will support the motion.
Whatever views are entertained~
and ther~ is a wide disparity of
opinion-the Bill is novel. It introduces certain principles .that some
people think ought to be rejected
such. as secrecy, no right of appeal,
no nght of representation and so on.
Only good can result from an investigation by the Statute Law Revision
Committee. The matter would thus
be· taken out of the political arena
which is why . the committee wa~
established.. ·
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the

Hon. G•. J. Nicol).-Order!
Mr.
Galbally should be dealing only with
the question of the adjournment of
the debate.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1
merely wished to indicate why the
motion was moved and my view on
the desirability of the measure being
examined by the Statute Law Revision Committee.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The Government has
presented the measure in good faith
believing that there is a need for a
small claims tribunal. The subject has
been argued on all sides of the House
with views expressed in support of
the need and against the need for
such a tribunal. The Government
believes the Bill should be passed
and that ample opportunity has
been afforded for debate.
The
Government does not accept the
proposition that the Bill should be
referred to the Statute Law Revision
Committee and therefore opposes
the motion for the adjournment of
the debate.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-The Country Party will
support the motion for the adjournment of the debate. My party is not
opposed to the principles of the Bill
and it has supported the concept.
However, its members have criticized. the machinery by which the
Government proposes to carry it
into practice. No answers have been
supplied to many matters that p.ave
been raised and I refer to Mr.
Storey's comments concerning the
Quee·nsland . and South Australian
legislation.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the
Hon. G. J. Nicol) Order! Has this a
bearing on the question of adjournment?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-1 think
it has .because the House has not had
a full debate or received an adequate
reply from the Government ·on why
the . Bill was introduced · and · the
examination that the Government
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might have nrade . of legislation in
other States. Until honorable members have studied other legislation,
this House cannot be fully informed
on the Bill. Accordjngly, the debate
should be adjourned.
The House divided on the motion
for the adjournment of the debate
(Sir Raymond Garrett in the chair)Ayes
13
Noes
18
Majority against the
motion ..
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Clarke
Dunn
Eddy
Kent
Knight
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Campbell
Crozier
Dickie
Fry
Gleeson
Granter
Grimwade
Hamilton
H~.'Iser

Mr. Elliot
Mr. Galbally

Swinburne
Thomas
Tripovich
Walton.
Tellers:
Mr. Trayling
Mr. Wright.
NOES.
Mr. Hider
Mr. Houghton
Mr. Hunt
Mr. Jenkins
Mr. Nicol
Mr. Ward.

Majority
motion
Mr. Campbell
Mr. Dickie
Mr. Fry
Mr. Gleeson
Mr. Granter
Mr. Grimwade
Mr. Hamilton
Mr. Hauser
Mr. Hider

Tellers:
Long
Storey.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gross
Byrne.

Mr. Byrne
Mr. Gross

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-1 understood there was
a further motion that the matter
should be referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the
Hon. G. J. Nicol).-That has been
defeated.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
preliminary motion is now before the
House.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-1 was
attempting to speak on the necessity
for the matter to be referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee
when I was ruled .out of order.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT.-That
question. was· not before. the House.
The question before the House was
the adjc_>urnrn~nt of the debate.
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.· The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-How is
it possible to bring· before. the House
a motion for the Bill to be referred to
the Statute Law Revision Committee?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT.-At
this stage I do not think it is possible.
The House divided on the motion
for the second reading of the Bill (the
Hon. G. J. Nicol in the chair)Ayes
17
Noes
13

5

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
PAIRS.
Mr.
Mr.
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Bradbury
Dunn
Eddy
Kent
Knight.
McDonald
Swinburne

for

the
4

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Houghton
Hunt
Jenkins.
Long
Storey
Ward.
Tellers:
Mr. Block
Mr. Crozier.
NOES.
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Trayling
Mr. Tripovich
Mr. Wright.
Tellers:
Mr. Clarke
Mr. Walton.
PAIRS.
Mr. Galbally
Mr. Elliot.

The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2. providing, inter alia(1) In this Act unless inconsistent with
the context or subject-matter:-

" Consumer" means a person, not being
a ·corporation, who buys or hires goods
otherwise than for re-sale or letting on
hire or than in the course of or for the
purposes of a trade or business carried on
by him, or than as a member of a business
partnership, or for whom services are supplied for fee or reward otherwise than in
the course ·of or for the purposes of a
·trade or business carried on by him, or
than as a member of a business partnership.

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-This has been a
stimulating debate, especially for me,
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because I am a layman and a farmer.
It is always interesting to hear Mr.
Galbally speaking on legal matters.
During the nine and half years I have
been in this House Mr. Galbally has
always spoken constructively and put
forward his views irrespective
of whether other honorable members agreed with them.
The
Galbally family has made a significant contribution to law and
law reform in the State of Victoria.
My colleague, Mr. Haddon Storey,
who was the chairman of the Liberal
Party committee which considered
this Bill, covered most of the points
raised by Mr. Galbally and Mr.
Clarke. Mr. Clarke, who is also a
trained lawyer, naturally has an
advantage over the farmer.
The Government policy which has
been enunciated by the Premier and
by Mr. Rafferty, the Minister of
Labour and Industry, is to establish
a small claims tribunal, and this
measure is the result of its efforts.
It has not been well received by the
Labor Party, although members of
that party agreed with it in principle
up to a point. Members of the Labor
Party disagree with some of the
ramifications of the Bill. Yesterday
Mr. Galbally asked for the Bill to be
withdrawn. I consulted the Minister
of Labour and Industry about the
suggestion and expressed some of
the criticisms made by Mr. Galbally
and Mr. Clarke on the Bill.
The measure is a sincere attempt
by the Government to bring justice
to people on 'low incomes who do
not wish to go to ordinary courts.
I do not criticize the courts because
they do a magnificent job in providing justice for the people of Victoria.
The Small Claims Tribunal will deal
with claims up to $500. It will provide justice for the common people
in small claims. As a local member,
I have referred many matters to the
Consumer Protection Bureau. In
many cases I have received favourable replies to complaints raised on
behalf of my ·constituents. Other
The Hon. F. J. Granter.
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honorable members have no doubt
also received a great deal of satisfaction from the bureau.
In his second-reading speech, the
Minister stated that there were about
400 examples of objections dealt
with by the Consumer Protection
Bureau of which 200 in one month
could have been dealt with by a small
claims tribunal. A tribunal similar
to the proposed small claims tribunal
is operating satisfactorily in Queensland. However, if the criticisms
made by the Labor Party prove to be
justified, the Hamer Government is
big enough to come back to Parliament and say so. The Premier is
well known in this House as a man
of justice who will admit if a mistake has been made. This is the
spirit in which the Bill has been introduced into the Parliament of Victoria. I commend the Bill to honorable members to try it and see the
results. In that spirit I address these
few remarks to the Committee.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-It has
been an interesting morning. After
hearing what Mr. Hamilton had to
say about barristers, I thought
perhaps I should be excused
from speaking during the Committee
stage, but the Minister of Water
Supply, being an "old magpie" and
having regard to the camaraderie
that exists at Collingwood, was able
to retrieve the situation for the members of the legal profession in this
Chamber.
The definition of " consumer.,,
appears wide enough to include
medical fe.es, hospital f'ees, legal fees,
dental charges and so on. I am sure
it is not intended to cover matters of
this type. The definition of " consumer", if I might paraphrase it,
means a person for whom services
are supplied for fe.e or reward. Consequently, it would appear that
barristers' fees would come within
the definition. This seems to be a
matter which calls fur further examination. It denigrates Parliament
if honorable members pass legislation
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couched in suc:h language that a court
cannot understand what Parliament
means. As it is the responsibility of
the Government, I suggest the defini·
tion should be. reconsidered. Perhaps
the Minister of Water Supply could
give an answ,er instanter. I understood the purpose of the Bill was to
protect a person who, for example,
purchased a television set and the
workmanship ·was faulty. Under the
Bill, the purchas·er would have the
right to appeal to the referee and
have the matter set right.
I wish to refer also to the definition
of "small clatims" which basicallv
means ·claims for payment of money.
Not all claims relate to the payment
of money, in the strict sense. Money
can be paid for a service but claims
involving payments of this type.
would really be claims for damages,
fraudulent misrepresentation and the
like. It is possible that a person
could appeal . to the referee in
circumstances of this type but the
referee could say, " I am sorry; I
cannot entertain this claim. It is true
you can come here, but I am allowed
to deal only with claims for payment
of money".

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What is
the position when a person is not
satisfied that a faulty article. has been
repaired satisfactorily?
Th·e Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-A
case of that type would be covered
by the definition which refers to " a
claim for performance of work of a
value not exceeding $500 ".
The Hon. J . M. WALTON.-What
about a person who purchased an
article but was sent another article?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-He
·would be covered. The proposed
definition is not wide enough to
embrace what was intende.d by the
Government. I should make it clear
that an order of the tribunal may
relate to the payment of money, but
the .application to the tribunal could
have been lodg1e.d to recover damages
for wrongful representation and so
on.
Session 1973.--90
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The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-It is unfortunate that
this Bill has not been referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee for
consideration and report becau~e
many questions which have been
raised during the debate remain unanswered. I refer to sub-clause ( 1)
and the definition of " consumer" inasmuch as it refers to the m·embership of a business partnership.
During the second-reading debate, I
asked whether a small business partnership consisting of a husband and
wife would be excluded from making
a claim under this Bill. In my opinion
they would be.. excluded, but Mr.
Storey expressed the view that each
partner could act as an individual.
· I shall cite an illustration to emphasize my point. A husband and wife
may have a registered business partnership and conduct a milk bar. If
the.y purchased a refrigerator for that
milk bar, surely a claim would be
either for the business partnership or
against it. It must be either one or
the other. Without going into a long
explanation, I moveThat, in the definition of " consumer " in
sub-clause ( 1)·, the words "or than as a
member of a business partnership", where
first occurring, be omitted.

The Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East Yarra Province) .-Mr. Galbally
raised some interesting questions
when referring to the definitions of
" consumer " and " small claim ", as
contained in the Bill. One should
give consideration to them. It is
difficult to frame the definitions in
such a way that they would enable a
small claims tribunal to fix the level
of fees which may be charged by a
doctor, solicitor, barrister or anybody
else, assuming the fee was under the
amount of $500. A consumer will be
relie.ved only insofar as he makes a
small claim under the Act. A small
claim means a claim for the payment
of money or for the performance of
work~

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Or for
services. A person may say that the
doctor charged him too much.
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The Hon. HADDON STOREY.Yes, I realize that.
The Han. D. G. ELLIOT.-Perhaps
the fees of the lawyer go too far.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.Yes, I also appreciate that. A claim
must be a claim for money or for
the performance of work which arises
out of the supply of goods or the provision of a service. The only way in
which a person could appeal to the
small claims tribunal about the
charge of a professional person, or
anybody else for that matter, would
be first to pay the amount of the
fee charged and then claim repayment of some part of that charge
upon the ground that 'it was not a
fair and reasonable charge for the
work performed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It
could be work performed by a
plumber.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.It could apply in respect to a plumber.
Similarly, it could apply in· respect
to any professional person. I have no
objection to that because it would
relate to a charge for work per-i
formed. A person would be entitled
to complain about the fee charged by
a professional person on the ground
that it was not a fair and reasonable
charge. In the majority of cases the
charges are prescribed in Acts or
regulations and can be judged against
the amount prescribed. However, it
does not seem possible under the Bill
for the tribunal to determine the fees
charged by a doctor in the manner
suggested by Mr. Galbally.
Mr. Galbally also suggested that
the definition of " small claim " should
be widened to cover other forms of
claims, such as the return of goods
or perhaps repayment under a contract in which fraudulent misrepresentation has occurred.
I believe
this is inconsistent with the attitude
adopted by the Labor Party in relation to the Bill. I should have thought
that the Government was taking the
view that it should step gently at
first to ascertain how this system
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works with the simple, straight for ..
ward types of claims set out in the
Bill. If the system does not work
satisfactorily, subsequently it may be
found desirable to amend the Act.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Apparently Mr. Storey has some doubts
about whether it will work.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.No; I have no doubts of that type.
Members of the Labor Party have
expressed doubt concerning the operation of the legislation. Surely, therefore, the last thing they would want
would be to widen the scope of the
tribunal at this stage. I suggest that
it is preferable that the Bill be confined to its present scope so that the
tribunal can deal with small, simple
claims. Honorable members should
remember that the courts are still
available to provide whatever extra
remedies are necessary.
The last matter I shall deal with
was mentioned by Mr. Clarke who
expressed concern about the ability
of a partnership of a husband and
wife to take proceedings under this
Bill. If the partners purchased an
article which is not for the purpose
of resale or reletting on hire, or for
use other than in the course of the
business, they would be consumers.
Even though they may be engaged
in business they would be able to take
proceedings under this legislation.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-What if
they purchased the article in the
course of the partnership?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.It is probable that they would already
·be partners in the ownership of their
house or other property. The Acts
Interpretation Act provides that the
singular means the plural, so not only
a person but persons who have purchased goods or services can take
proceedings under the Bill. It does
not need to be an individual person.
I would be opposed to extending the
scope of the Bill to cover the acquisition of goods or services in the course
of business because it seems to me
that this would not cover or provide
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melprotection for the consumers. I am
sure that honotable members recog- bourne North Province) .-Discusnize the rights of a person who has sions have taken place on the interacquired goods or services for his pretation of a small claim. As Mr.
own personal use or consumption. Galbally rightly pointed out, the small
The Bill should be confined to that claims tribunal can deal with only
aspect although. if Parliament, in its two matters, namely, a claim for the
wisdom, sees a need to extend the payment of money when the amount
legislation to other .areas, the ques- involved does not exceed $500, and a
claim for work when the value does
tion could be •considered.
The sitting was suspended at 12.58 not exceed $500.
p.m. until 2.17 p.m.
Mr. Storey appealed to the Committee to pass the proposed legislaThe Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
to ascertain how it works. I shall
of Water Supply) .-The Government tion
be
interested
to see if it works. If
does not think the amendment is Mr. Storey was
confident that the
necessary and therefore .will oppose Bill would work-members
of my
it.
party are not-he should be prepared
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern to accept the widening of the interProvince) .-1 regret that the Govern- pretation of small claims which,
ment has not considered the small under the provisions of the Bill, are
business partnership as coming under restricted considerably. The problem
the protection w·hich will be given by facing many consumers is that they
the Bill. A large: number of business do not have delivered to them the
partnerships wiU have hardship in- article that they bought. Perhaps a
flicted on them because they will be lounge suite of a particular type and
unable to approach the Small Claims cover may be purchased, and a different one is sent, usually because it
Tribunal.
The Committee divided on the comes from the store.
question that the words proposed by
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-They
Mr. Clarke to be omitted stand part could claim their money back.
of the clause (the Hon. S. E. Gleeson
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-The
in the chair)purchasers would have committed
Ayes
14
themselves and may have missed
Noes
11
other opportunities. They were promised a certain product. In the meanMajority against the
time, particularly in these days, the
amendrnent
3
price could rise while they are waitAYES.
ing for another suite. Consumers who
Mr. Jenkins
Mr. Block
purchase a product which is not
Mr. Long
Mr. Campbell
delivered, but have something else
Mr.
Storey
Mr. Crozier
delivered in its stead, cannot obtain
Mr. Ward.
Mr. Dickie
redress under the provisions of this
Mr. Fry
Tellers:
Mr. Granter
Bill.
Mr. Grimwade
Mr. Hider

Mr. Hamilton
Mr. Hauser.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Clarke
Dunn
Eddy
Knight
McDonald

Mr. Trayling
Mr. Tripovich
Mr. Walton.
Tellers:
Mr. Wright
Mr. Thomas.
PAIRS.

Mr. Byrne
Mr. Gross
Mr. Houghton

Mr. Galbally
Mr. Elliot
Mr. Swinburne.

Honorable members have seen frequent references in the reports of the
Consumer Protection Authority to the
firm of M'illeradio. The firm has been
mentioned in this Chamber on many
occasions. When this firm is called to
repair a television set,. its representative generally says, " There is something wrong with it, but we will have
to take it back to the factory because
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we have the machinery and equipment there ". The person then receives an account which is usually
exorbitant and if he does not pay,
he cannot get the set back. How
would the Small Claims Tribunal deal
with a case of this type? Has the tribunal any jurisdiction over that
problem?
There is also the situation of a
product not doing what it was claimed
it would do. Again, we would have
to accept Mr. Storey's interpretation
that the people would be able to
claim their money back. This is most
unsatisfactory. Under the provisions
of the Bill, a Small Claims Tribunal
would only fiddle; it would not deal
with sums of money or services the
value of which exceeded $500. Clause
19, which also deals with this matter,
provides-
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-1 shall
discuss the matter further on clause
25. I believe the intellpretation of
small claims tribunals is unduly
restrictive.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 do not agree
with Mr. Walton that an amount of
$500 in relation to small claims is
restrictive. If the amount claimed
is in excess of $500, the claimant
should go to another court.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 24.
Clause 25 (Withdrawa'l of claim).

The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .___;By way of
interjection, Mr. Storey assured me
that clause 25 provides that a claimant may withdraw a claim at any
An order made by a Small Claims Tribunal time, whether before or after the
that requires the payment of money in an tribunal has commenced hearing of
amount exceeding $500 or that requires the the claim, or after judgment has been
performance of work of a value exceeding · given. The point I made was that
~500 shall be of no effect to the extent that once the decision has been made and
1t exceeds $500.
th e c 1aimant
·
·
·
receives
·an amount In
I imagine that the value of many excess of $500, he cannot withdraw
products and services would be close from the proceedings.
to $500. The tribunal has the right
to satisfy itself concerning a claim
. The. Hon. ~· ~· LoN.G.-The same
and then make a decision on the SituatiOn apphes In Magistrates Courts
amount of money to be awarded. It at present.
may increase the amount or decrease
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-In the
it. However, if it increases the Magistrates Court a claimant has the
amount to $550, the claimant will not right of appeal. However, if he
. receive the extra $50.
appears before the Small Claims
Tribunal, and the tribunal finds that
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-There must he should receive compensation in
be some limit.
excess of the prescribed limit, he
cannot
withdraw and appeal to a
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-I agree.
However, a person not only cannot court. According to the Act the
get the $50 in question, but loses his person can ·receive an amount of only
$500, whereas he may be entitled to
right to claim in another court.
receive more. The Minister may be
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-He can able to provide an explanation of the
either withdraw his claim at any time provision.
and go to another court, or he can
accept what he is awarded. A similar
The Hon. HADDON STOREY
situation applies in Magistrates (East Yarra Province) .-I do not
Courts.
wish to usurp the prerogative
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Can a of the Minister, but Mr. Walton
referred to an interjection I made
person withdraw his claim?
when I said that the claimant may
The Hon. R. J. LONG.-Under clause withdraw at any time. I did not say
25, he can withdraw it at any time ..
he could withdraw after judgment
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had been given. I concede that he
could not wilthdraw after judgment,
but I said that he was in the same
position as a person appearing before
the Magistrates Court, and I adhere
to that. If a ];>erson in the Magistrates
Court claims a certain amount, which
he must do to bring himself within
that jurisdiction, ·and he wishes to
increase his claim during the course
of the case, he cannot do so unless
he withdraws his 'Claim and starts
again in another court. A claimant
before the small claims tribunals
would be in a similar position. If
something develops during the course
of a hearing and he wanted to
increase his claim, he could withdraw
at that point:, or he could decide not
to withdraw and accept the fact that
$500 is the limit of the jurisdiction.
He is in the same position as a person
appearing in the Magistrates Courts.
The Hon. F'. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I agree with Mr.
Storey's comments. The claimant
can withdraw, but if he does not do
so he must he satisfied that his claim
is to be entered for judgment up to
$500. U he dlecides during the course
of the hearing that his claim is worth
more than $~i00 and should be heard
by another eourt, he has the right
to withdraw, and I believe he should
have that right.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON -(Melbourne North Province) .-If, during
the course of a hearing, the claimant
decided that he was entit'led to
more than ·$SOO, he could adopt the
course to which the Minister referred.
However, clause 19 to which I
referred is inter-related to this clause
and states that a·n order made by a
Small Claims Tribunal shall be of
no effect to the extent that it exceeds
$500. The tribunal may be overgenerous, and accept what the claimant said. It may consider that he is
worth an amount in excess of what
he said, and perhaps the claimant did
not realize it.
The Hon. VI. M. CAMPBELL.-Does
Mr. Walton suggest that the referee
would award a·n amount in excess
of what the claimant was seeking?
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Yes.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-In
other words, compensation is being
paid.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-No it
is not compensation.
Clause ' 19
clearly states that the tribunal has
the right to award an amount in
excess of $500, but the claimant can
receive only $500. Even if the
tribunal states that the claim is
worth in excess of $600, the claimant
can still get only $500. He may not
be aware of the fact that he could
receive this type of satisfaction. As_
a result he would receive $500
instead of $600 and he would have
no right of appeal to a court.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-If he
wanted $600, he should not have
gone to the tribunal in the first place.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-In
other words, only the small man will
be protected!
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is
right.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 26.
Clause 27, relating to continuity
of tribunals.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Sub-clause ( 1) statesA tribunal shall, at all times throughout
the course of a proceeding, ibe constituted
by the same referee.

I criticized this provision during the
second-reading debate and I did not
receive what I considered to be an
adequate reply. Clause 21 provides
-and I have no objection to the
language-that proceedings can be
adjourned to a fixed date or without
fixing a date. Obviously it is envisaged that some time may elapse before final settlement is made. I ask
the Minister, or perhaps the Minister's learned counsel, Mr. Storey, to
explain whether incapacity includes
the retirement or absence on longservice leave of the referee. The
only conditions under which the requirement for the same referee to
hear the proceedings from beginning
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to end may be waived are in the event
of the death, incapacity, or removal of
the referee. If this is to be a simple
procedure, the absence of the referee,
or the failure of the same referee to
be available may react harshly
against the claimant who will have
to start the proceedings all over
again. Does incapacity include retirement, and absence on long-service
leave?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I would say,
" Yes ". If a referee is incapacitated
or absent on lo·ng-service leave, say,
for a period of six months, it would
be unfair to a consumer not to have
the case heard by another referee.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 28 and 29.
Clause 30 (Presentation of cases).
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-The clause
states that each party to a proceeding before a tribunal shall have the
carriage of his own case. That is
satisfactory for a consumer because
he is not allowed to be represented
by a lawyer. But what happens in
the case of the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. I posed this question
this morning. The company could not
be represented by an agent, unless it
appeared to the tribunal that an
agent should be permitted to act as
a matter of necessity and the
tribunal so approved.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY .-Subclause (2) provides for representation before a tribunal either when a
party is a body corporate or when it
appears that an agent should be permitted to act as a matter of necessity.
The Hon. A. J. HuNT.-Clauses 23
and 24 explain who are deemed to
be parties.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-If
notice is served on Broken Hill Pty.
Co. Ltd. under clause 23, who comes
along to the hearing? This measure
will be back for amendment next
autumn.
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The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-As an ordinary
layman, I should think it would be a
representative of the firm, a person
employed by the firm. If my interpretation is wrong, I shall be happy
to refer the question raised by Mr.
Galbally to the Minister and seek
clarification.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-At what stage will honorable members obtain that clarification?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer is
obvious. A. body corporate can only
appear by an individual. The clause
specifically refers to that point.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What
individual?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Sub-clause
(2) of clause 30 states, inte.r aliaA party to a proceeding before a tribunal
shall not be entitled to be represented by
an agent unless it appears to the tribunal
that the party is a body corporate or that
an agent should be permitted to that party
as a matter of necessity and the tribunal
so approves.
·

That is the only way in which a body
corporate can be represented.
A further provision enables a tribunal to allow an agent to present
a case if it appears to be a matter
of necessity and the tribunal so
approves.
Mr. Galbally was wondering who
the parties to the proceeding are.
Clause 23 clearly sets out the parties
to whom notice shall be given, and
clause 24 states that every person
to whom notice is given shall be
deemed to be a party to the proceeding. The matter is quite clear and
it is all set out in the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-Does subclause (3) which bars a practising
barrister or solicitor from appearing
also bar a person who is qualified as
a barrister and solicitor but who is
employed by a company as its legal
representative full time?
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The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-If he represents
a firm as an agent he would be entitled to appear. I can see a defect
if, as Mr. Walton suggests, a barrister·
is employed by a firm.
The Hon . .J. M. WALTON.-Many
companies have them.
The Hon. J.. W. GALBALLY.-What
happens if a notice is served on Australian Consolidated Industries, of
which Sir Jarnes Forrester is chairman of directors and is also a lawyer?
Does he come along?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-If he
is a full-time employee of the firm,
he is not a practising solicitor.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-He is
a partner in Hedderwick Fookes and
Alston!
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-Legal
men can appe~ar only by agreement.
As I pointed out, if a person is employed by a firm he is not a practising
barrister or solicitor.
The· Hon. Jf. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-1 find it
difficult to imagine that a firm would
employ a barrister or solicitor to do
some job othe~r than practising as a
barrister or solicitor. He is employed
to give legal information and on occasion to appeat in court. If he is a
full-time employee and appears on
behalf of a company in court, is he
a practising barrister or solicitor?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-No.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-If he
is not a practising barrister or solicitor and appears in court, what is he?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) .-This clause is intended to ensure that no person shall
have as his or her agent, or its agent,
a person who is carrying on a practice
as a barrister or solicitor, for the
reason which we discussed earlier.
Even if the person were employed
by a firm and was practising in the
·sense that he held a practising certificate, which he would be required to
do if he were carrying on a business
as a barrister or solicitor, I should
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think he would not be permitted to
appear as the agent of a company,
and rightly so, for the reasons pointed
out by Mr. Walton. Therefore, the
clause meets the objection raised by
Mr. Walton.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-ln that
case, you are disputing what the
Minister said.
The Hon. HADDUN STOREY.No, it is the same thing.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 31, providing, inter alia( 1) Every proceeding before a tribunal
shall be taken in private.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-1 moveThat, in sub-clause ( 1), the words " taken
in private " be omitted with the view of
. inserting the words •• open to the public ".

This clause provides that a tribunal
shall hold its hearings in private. This
is the most offensive provision in the
Bill because the unfortunate victim of
deception will be persuaded, no doubt
by propaganda which will be floated
all over Victoria by the appropriate
Minister, to go to this magnificent
non-costly tribunal if he has any problems with a television set or anything
else. He simply goes to the local
clerk of courts who issues a demand
on the other party. So the victim goes
along prepared to air his grievances
publicly. He has been wronged and
hopes to get some redress. Like a
lot of other small people, he thinks
this will be an opportunity for letting
the world know what varmints there
are in our midst. However, his opposite number goes along with a grin
from ear to ear, knowing that his
depredations will not reach the light
of day. The press will be excluded.
Justice demands the light. Let the
light shine upon justice. It does over
the law courts, and it is a guarantee
against oppression if there is an open
hearing where people can go and
where the third estate-the presscan carry on their almost sacred role
of exposing injustice, and so on. However, for some reason that the
Government has not yet announced,
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these proceedings are to be smothered
in privacy. I believe they ought to let
in the fresh air of truth and light,
and therefore I propose this amendment, which I have no doubt will
suffer the same fate as every other
suggestion members of our party have
made in the past two days.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-I am by no means certain what the words "taken in
private " mean. When people go
before a tribunal are they to go entirely by themselves? For example,
will an elderly woman who wants to
bring a case have to go there completely unsupported by any friend or
relative? What about the position of
witnesses? Does the presence of
witnesses in court mean that the
matter is no longer private? A definition should be provided of the expression "taken in private" because certain people may be required to attend
by the claimant and the referee will
say that they cannot be there. There
is no indication to people beforehand as to whom they can bring to a
hearing.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT .-Originally
we had the words "in camera", but
knowing that Mr. Clarke does not like
Latin we substituted the words " in
private".
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-I am
not aware that there is any difference.
I did not realize that a Bill had been
written in Latin; it did not appear
before the House.
No provision is made in the Bill
in regard to publishing proceedings.
As I understand it, either the claimant
or the person being pursued by the
outraged consumer can go from the
hearing and tell the newspapers his
version of the story. If I am wrong,
no doubt the Government will correct me. I remind honorable members
that in the days before Hansard and
before the proceedings of the House
of Commons or the House of
Lords were published, people like
Dr. Johnson, who was employed as
a scribe, used to go to members of
the House of Commons and ask what
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had happened and they would then
publish that particular member's
version of the debate. The result
was that the Parliamentary debates
were wildly distorted and extremely
biased.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-We
will see similar distortion in the
Ministerial statements each year
about how well this procedure is
functioning.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Surely
it would be better to prohibit publication or allow matters to be heard
in public so that the press can be
present and hear both sides of the
case. As it is framed in the Bill
I do not fully understand the phrase
" taken in private". It is fundamental to all matters of justice that
they should be heard in public.
Mr. Storey cited the vague proposition that certain tribunals hold hearings in private but he did not state
which ones they are. It is possible
for a Magistrates Court to be shut
against the public. I consider that
a similar provision should be provided
in the Bill so that if the referee so
decided he could close his court. I
intended · to prepare an amendment
along these lines, but the Government has been so extremely deaf to
any suggestions that it hardly seems
worth while. It would be desirable
to give a referee the power to hold
a hearing either in private or in
public, but if he is to have an alternative I should very much prefer
him to hear matters in public.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) .-I regret that Mr.
Clarke is uncertain about the meaning of the words " taken in private ".
It seemed to me that Mr. Galbally~
by interjection, summed up this Bill
in his usual lucid and precise manner
when he said, "It is a private affair"
because that is precisely what it is.
It is intended that a hearing
shall be in the form of an arbitration, where the arbitrator shall
try to bring the parties together.
That is his initial duty and it is spelt
out in the Bill. Following that, he
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will arbitrate on a dispute. The.
tribtmal is not intended to be a court,
to have the panoply of a court, or to
be open to the public where anybody
can distract or embarrass those
involved in the proceedings.
The proceedings are intended
to be conducted informally and in
private with· the parties and the
referee resolving a dispute. To open
them to the public would be to confuse them with court proce:edings.
Once that confusion arose it would
not be long before tribunals
developed certain procedures because
comparisons vrould be made between
the ways in. which the various
tribunals operated. That would turn
them into courts and that is ·not what
is wanted. I oppose the amendment.
The Hon. Jr. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-During the
second-readin1~ de.bate I said that the
Bill was a confidence trick. I still
believe it is a hoax. It is .not meant
to protect ordinary people but to hide
from the light of day some of the
malpractices of business. That is
what holding proceedings in private.
will do, no matter what ·excuse the
Government offers. Mr. Hamilton
said ·that proceedings should be held
in private ·because the rules of
evidence would not be followed. But
the Coroners Court operates very
successfully in that way. It is true
that the court may be closed but,
usually, its proceedings are held in the
open so that ~~veryone. can see what
goes on, and some very private
rna tters are aired.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-But
that is not an arbitration; it is an
inquiry.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-I am
pointing to the· ·fact that Mr. Hamilton
argued that the proceedings of the
tribunal should be in private because
the rules of evidence would not
apply, and they do not apply in the
Coroners CoUJrt. It is the exclusion
of the press which is of most concern
to those who will be taken to the
tribunal by dissatisfied customers.
Today's newspaper has a story about
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a businessman who will sack 40 members of his staff because of disclosures about his activities in the
report of the Consumer Protection
Council which was tabled in Parliament a few days ago. He anticipates
a great loss of business because cer~ain of these dealings were disclosed.
This is where the real hurt lies and
what n1akes businesses take action.
Any business would fix up a small
claim if it knew that the complainant
would receive. publicity which would
result in loss of business. That is
shown by the article to which I have
referred. But these proceedings will
be held behind closed doors and no
one. will know what malpractices
occur.
As Mr. Galbally said, great publicity will be given to the Bill and
consumers will be encouraged to use
the tribunal rather than to complain
to the Consumer Protection Bureau
whose reports can cause great
damage. to the wrongdoer. With the
tribunal operating in private, its proceedings will not see the light. of day
and it will protect the people who
have perpetrated injustices on the
consumers whom the Government
says the m·easure is designed to
protect. I do not believe for a
moment that the Government wants
to protect the public. It wants to
protect people. who use shady business practices.
Mr. Clarke suggested a middle
way, but I strongly support the
amendment moved by Mr. Galbally
which would result in these proceedings being open to the. public. That
is the only way to protect other
people. If proc·eedings are held in
the open, people will learn from the
resulting publicity what they should
and should not do.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Boronia
Province.) .-1 cannot understand Mr.
Walton calling this human and gentle
measure a confidence trick. There
has been a gross exaggeration in the
use of language. I direct attention to
the spirit of the Bill which provides
that Mrs. Jones shall sit at the table
with a member of the legal profession
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-If the
to protect her interest. I am reminded
that the referee will not necessarily Minister of Water Supply were in
be a legal man, but if he is not, he will charge of the Bill, it would not be.
be a person qualified as a stipendiary
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-I will
magistrate. He will certainly have endeavour
to see that the measure
some training in the law. One is administered in the proper spirit.
assumes that the referees will be per- As I envisage the situation, it will be
sons of high repute. Their job will the consumer against the supplier
be to arbitrate between disputants. with
referee to decide, if necessary.
To refer to what is, in essence, a first- Othera people
may be called to give
class measure as a confidence trick,
evidence
but
I do not think they
is quite wrong.
would stay in the room where the triI have great respect for Mr. bunal conducted its inquiry.
Galbally's views on most subjects.
I do not know whether the terms
I hope my sense of justice is as
of
clause 38 will satisfy Mr. Walton
finely attuned, although I have no
legal training. Naturally there is on some of the points he raised, but
a certain response to suggestions I direct his attention to its provisthat some proceedings be con- ions. The proceedings will not be
ducted in private, but this is an open to the press but clause 38 proattempt to simplify procedures. It vides that the proceedings may be
will encourage people to seek justice published. The Government rejects
which, otherwise, they might not Mr. Galbally's amendment because
do. People will be able to discuss it insists that the proceedings should
problems in private with a third be conducted in private.
party to act as referee. If the proThe Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melceedings were conducted . in open bourne North Province) .-Provisions
court, unquestionably, the rules of for privacy have what might be deevidence would have to be fol- scribed as a superficial attraction
lowed. As a result, the newspapers but the end does not justify the
could be repeating hearsay evi- means, when something as precious
dence and grave injustices could as an open, independent system of
arise. What is needed is something law is concerned. Open proceedings
sim"ple so that people can discuss are an ancient safeguard of our law.
their problems without the parapherIt may have been forgotten but a
nalia of an open court.
leading case occurred in Canada at
The Hon. J. M. .WALTON.-But about the time of the abdication of
King Edward VIII., who became
these people will be on oath.
the Duke of Windsor. A Minister of
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-That is the Crown was divorcing his wife.
not a point in favour of amending Naturally enough, although he dethe clause; I was speaking about sired as much publicity as possible
hearsay evidence, not about people for his Ministerial burden the divorce
telling lies. Although I would nor- . hearing was an exercise ·from which
mally support Mr. Galbally's state- he desired to exclude the community.
ment that privacy is detrimental to He arranged with the judge to hear
the procedures of law, I point out the divorce in his chambers and the
that the Government is trying to proceedings were quiet and peaceavoid the paraphernalia of courts by ful. At first, nobody knew anything
providing a tribunal before which about it, but word leaked out.
problems can be discussed in a
The matter went to the Privy
simple way.
Council which gave a magnificent
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister decision. I have forgotten the eleof Water Supply) .-I am sure that gant words of the Privy Council but
Mr. Walton did not really mean that it reinforced my belief that the legal
this Bill was a confidence trick. I proceedings in Australia ought to
assure him that it is not.
be as open as possible.
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Unfortunately, they are not. Most
people tiptoe into court. Usually,
a policeman is in attendance and
people ask wlhether they are allowed
into the court. In these days of the
effects of high-rise buildings and so
on, people are cautious about approaching places where their liberty
should be guarded.
I do not approve of these matters
being heard jin private. Difficulties
will arise. True enough, the Bill
provides that reports of proceedings
may be published . as the Minister
directs, with the names of the ·claimants, the number of cases, and so on,
but that is not the same as people
being able to attend to see what is
happening. I again ask the Government to reconsider its stand on this
matter. Once the Government adopts
the concept of secrecy in arbitration,
it will spread.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East Yarra Province) .-I admire the
sentiments expressed by Mr. Galbally
about judicial proceedings . and
I whole heart.edly agree with him.
However, to say that once the concept
of privacy is adopted in arbitration
that will be the end is misleading. I do
not suggest that Mr. Galbally has
been deliberately misleading, but he
overlooks the 1fact that many arbitrations are held in private and there is
no right for the public to be present.
In Melbourne today I know of at
least two cases where the parties are
appearing before an arbitrator and
conducting theiir affairs in private and
away from the public eye. It has been
their choice to do that.
The Hon. J. Vv. GALBALLY.-That is
where they choose their arbitrator
and it may be only a small dispute.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.That is right; they choose their own
arbitrator but it may be a small or a
large dispute. Even under this Bill,
a person has the choice of going
before a court which is an open
hearing. He can invite the press or
anybody he wishes to hear the action.
He can elect to do this in any hearing
uncfer this Bill.
With a small
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claim it would be probably a very
good choice to go before the tribunal,
but at least a person is not compelled
to follow that course.
I have seen, and probably other
honorable members have seen, individual.litigants in courts of law not
being able to put their case properly
because of the openness of the court,
and the presence of many people who
are unrelated to the matter, whereas
in an informal atmosphere where the
public is not admitted-perhaps the
only other persons present would be
those introduced by the parties-the
consumer will be able to put his own
version more satisfactorily.
For
those reasons, I still support the
clause as it stands.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-The Country Party considers that the amendment is too
strong and does not provide sufficient
flexibility. I still maintain that a discretion should rest in the referee
to decide whether a hearing is to be
held in private or in public. Mr. Storey
has suggested that a person has the
choice of going to an ope·n court or,
alternatively, of having his case heard
in private before the Small Claims
Tribunal. Mr. Storey contends that
the same choices are still available
with the Small Claims Tribunal without the additional expenses of going
before an ordinary court of law.
Unfortunately, the amendment
which the Country Party would like
to move to give the referee and therefore the claimant a discretion is not
acceptable to the Government. My
colleagues and I would not go as far
as Mr. Galbally's amendment.
The amendment was negatived, and
the clause was agreed to.
Clause 32 (Tribunal to act on
evidence available) .
The Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East Yarra Province) .-In earlier
discussions on the Bill, it was suggested that the tribunal would ·not be
directed on how it should approach
these cases and that that aspect was
left somewhat up in the air. The
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clause in effect calls on the tribunal
to resolve a dispute between parties
and I suggest that this would mean
that the tribunal is obliged to apply
the ordinary rules of law in resolving
a dispute. All statutory provisions will
apply except perhaps the rules of
evidence. Mr. Galbally's comments
about justice reminded me of an
earlier Act of Parliament which
providedThe rules of evidence observed in the
Supreme Court shall be applicable to and
observed in the trial of all questions of
fact in the Small Debts Courts, except in
cases under ten pounds, which shall be
heard and determined according to equity
and good conscience.

It rather suggests that if one applies

the rules of evidence, one does not
observe the rules of equity and good
conscience. I do not think that this
would be so. The arbitrator or referee
will be obliged to give natural justice
a·nd hence to observe those rules, and
in so doing would be applying the
ordinary Ia ws of the land.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 33 (No costs available).
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-During the
second-reading debate, Mr. Galbally
dealt at length with the question of
costs. It seems rather unfair that the
costs of the person who initiates the
proceedings cannot be met. Honorable members cannot assume that
all complaints will be made within
the metropolitan area. It may be
quite expensive for a person to
travel to the hearing because the
Governor in Council has a discretion
in deciding where courts shall sit.
The whole purpose of going before
a Small Claims Tribunal may be
negated by this clause because· it
could cost a claimant anything up to
$20 or $30 to appear, yet he cannot
recover his costs. Moreover, the
claimant may wish to. call a witness
who in turn may charge a fee or
need to be recompensed for loss of
wages due to his attendance at the
tribunal. Again, these costs cannot
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be met. This must place at a disadvantage the consumer who is supposed to be an indigent person not
possessing the wherewithal. It can
be reasonably assumed that the other
party to the hearing will be represented and that his representative will
be paid his salary and other expenses
incurred.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 34.
Clause 35 (Contempt).
The Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East Yarra Province) . - There
appears to have been some confusion
about the effect of clause 35. I
should have thought it was quite
clear that the clause provides that
any person who performs in a certain
way or commits certain conduct
shall be guilty of an offence against
the Act a·nd a penalty is prescribed.
This form of provision is commonly
adopted in legislation where some
conduct is made an offence and a
penalty is prescribed. In such circumstances, the normal procedures
will follow in . that an information will be laid against the
person who commits the Act and
he will be brought before the
Magistrates Court which will determine the information and, if the
conduct is found to be proved, record
a co·nviction and impose the necessary penalty. Of course, there will
be all the normal rights of appeal.
There is nothing in this clause to
distinguish it from similar provisions
in existing legislation. It is certainly
quite clear that the referee has no
power to impose the penalties because he has no power to convict
anyone of an offence. This can be
done o·nly by a court which has been
empowered by this Parliament to do
so.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-It seems
rather harsh that a Small Claims
Tribunal can inflict a penalty of
$500 or imprisonment for six months
if a claimant wilfully misbehaves.
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Government says is the spirit of the
Bill. However, what is wrong is the
way in which the spirit will be put
into practice. Members of the Government party have suggested that
the Opposition should accept the
spirit of the Bill, but they are trying
to have the Bill passed without
opposition.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East Yarra Province) .-I refer Mr.
Walton to section 46 of the Magistrates Courts Act which gives a
magistrate power on his own motion
to impose comparable penalties upon
anybody who appears in his court.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-He has
the right of appeal.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.That is correct. Mr. Knight was not
This provision exposes the inten- present when I explained that there
tion of the Government. It wants is a right of appeal under this clause,
people to use the Small Claims just as there is for a person conTribunal to keep the facts away from victed for contempt in a Magistrates
the light of day so that the mal- Court. Not only a small consumer
practices that are being perpetrated would be liable to be convicted for
in the community will not become contempt of court by a magistrate. I
known. The daimant can be told know of a doctor and a barrister who
that if he does not behave he will be were convicted for contempt of
fined $500 or, eve·n worse, will be court .. The latter, who is now one
sent to gaol. He will be told that he of Melbourne's leading counsel,
is not allowed to abuse the other spent 24 hours in gaol..
party who has taken him down. The
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (MelGovernment is being unreal in this
bourne Province) .-The measure
situation.
destroys the idyllic atmosphere which
I do not expect members on the was painted on both sides of the
Government benches to really under- House in the spirit of Christian
stand the feelings of the sort of charity and goodwill. I think this
person who will be taking a case clause has mistakenly been placed in
before the Small Claims Tribunal be- the wrong Bill. It ought to be
cause they have never been faced removed at once.
with this sort of problem. Members
of the Labor Party have to deal with
The clause was agreed to, as were
these complaints almost daily from the remaining clauses.
working people who have been
The Bill was reported to the
" taken for a ride ".
House without amendment, and the
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK.-1 thought report was adopted.
Mr. Walton would have supported
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
the Bill because it protects these
of Water Supply) .-I movepeople.

can well understand some of
the claimants misbehaving when they
see the person who has taken them
down. It would be quite natural. for
some of them to unlawfully assault
or wilfully obstruct the person
against whom they had lodged a
complaint. It may be the salesman
who took the c:laimant " for a ride ".
The referee could ask the claimant
to apologize and, if he refused, he
could be taken before a court and
sent to gaol for six months. Mr.
Storey may suggest that the term of
impriso·nment would be only seven
days, but being sent to gaol is a
terrible thing. The claimant is not
a criminal, he is merely a person who
is trying to obtain justice, but he
stands a very good chance of receiving a prison se~ntence.
I

The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-The
Bill does not protect them at all because it contains many weaknesses.
I do not disagree with what the

That this Bill be now read a ·third time.

The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-During the concluding
stages of the second-reading· debate,
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I was unfortunately precluded by the
forms of the House from moving that
the Bill should be referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee.
You were not in the chair at the time
Mr. President. The question was put
that the debate be adjourned, and the
motion was defeated. It then became
impossible to move that the Bill
should be referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee. I am not certain
how that happened, but I think it
was amply demonstrated during the
second-reading debate and the Committee stage of the Bill that constructive criticism has been levelled
at the Bill and that Government supp~rters have not been entirely happy
wtth some of its provisions. The
Government has made great play of
the fact that it has introduced a Bill
to set up a Law Reform Commissioner. The Country Party entirely
agrees with that proposal. The
Government also made great play
about its reforms of the law, but
members of my party believe there
has not been sufficient examination
of the machinery to be adopted. The
Bill is worthy of examination by the
Statute Law Revision Committee.

A criticism has just been launched
by the Consumer Affairs Council in
its report that Bills introduced into
Parliament concerning the Consumer
Affairs Council have not been referred
to it as they should have been. This
is a drastic and dramatic change in
the law, and as far as the Country
Party is aware, it has not been
reported upon by the Law Institute
of Victoria or the Victorian Bar
Council or bodies interested in legal
reform. The Bill has simply come
from the Government and been
actuated by it with the best intentions. I remind Mr. Block that the
road to hell is paved with good intentions, but the passage of this Bill will
not solve the problems raised by him.
Its implementation will reveal a
number of stumbling blocks which
should have been removed in advance.
I apologize for the pun on Mr.
Block's name! The Government's
The Ho-n. M. A. Clarke.
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answer is to pass the Bill through
and find out what is wrong with it.
In my opinion that is not the way
to implement legislation in Victoria.
Accordingly I moveThat all the words after " that " be
omitted with the view of inserting the
words "that this Bill be withdrawn and
redrafted and submitted to the Statute Law
Revision Committee for its opinion and
report".

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-It is usual to move a
motion such as this at an earlier
stage, but the motion is admissible
and I will put it to the House. I
am reminded that a seconder is
needed for that motion.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-I second the
motion.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The Government cannot accept the motion. I was a
member of the Statute Law Revision
Committee for many years, and
matters of policy on which the Government intended to introduce legislation were not generally referred to
the committee. This measure has
been introduced as Government
policy. Every aspect of the Bill has
been canvassed in debate, including
the possibility of referral to the
Statute Law Revision Committee.
Therefore, in raising this matter on
the third reading-which he has
every right to do-Mr. Clarke is not
bringing a new point into the debate.
The issue was touched upon yesterday and today and the Minister in
charge of the Bill indicated that the
Government would not entertain such
a procedure. I emphasize that it is
Government policy, and the Government will not refer the Bill to the
Statute Law Revision Committee.
With those remarks, I indicate that
the Government will reject and vote
against such a motion.
The Holi. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-1 support
the motion moved by Mr. Clarke that
the matter be referred to the Statute
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Law Revision Committee. Other
honorable memtbers and I made that
suggestion earlier, and it is a reasonable one. Mr. Dickie's suggestion
that simply because it is Government
policy the legislation will be good or
effective is beside the point. The
Statute Law Revision Committee
should examine the Bill to see
whether it does what the Government intends it to do. That is
gravely in doubt because of the arguments put before the House today.
At least half a dozen clauses in the
Bill are under a cloud because they
are not clear. Although the Minister
did his best to explain the clauseswith the help of some back-bench
Government supporters and the Minister for Local Government who was
not of much as:sistance-many questions remain unanswered. Together
with Mr. Clarke and members of my
party, I consider that the Bill ought to
be referred to the Statute Law Revision Committ1ee.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 must support
my Leader in rejecting this suggestion. I agree Vlrith Mr. Clarke that a
good deal of constructive criticism
has been made during the debate and
should be considered. However, the
measure has been in this place and in
another place for almost three
months. I hav~e not received representations front the Victorian Bar
CoU;ncil or any other legal organization, including the Goulburn Valley
Law Reform Revision Committee
which usually expresses contructive
criticism on legal , matters which
come before this House or another
place.
Although all the legal people do not
agree with the Bill, they have not been
open in their eriticism. No other
members of the Cabinet have raised
any protest on the Bill from representations which they have received.
For those reasons alone, Mr. Clarke's
suggested motion against the amendment should be rejected.
The House divided on the question
that the word::; proposed by Mr.
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Clarke to be omitted stand part of the
motion (Sir Raymond Garrett in the
chair)Ayes
17
Noes
12
Majority against the
amendment

5

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Crozier
Dickie
Gleeson
Granter
Grimwade
Hamilton
Hauser

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Clarke
Elliot
Knight
McDonald
Swinburne
Thomas
Trayling

Fry

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hider
Hunt
Jenkins
Long
Nicol
Storey.
Tellers:
Mr. Campbell
Mr. Ward

NOES.

Mr. Tripovich
Mr. Walton
Mr. Wright.
Tellers:
Mr. Eddy
Mr. Kent.
PAIRS.

Mr. Byrne
Mr. Gross
Mr. Houghton

Mr. Galbally
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Bradbury.

The Bill was read a third time.
DEVELOPMENT AREAS BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government), by leave, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to make
provision with respect to accelerated
or controlled development in certain
areas and for other purposes.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-On the
question of leave, Opposition members require a little consideration. We
do not mind giving leave, but we need
time for checking.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT.
VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF COLLEGES.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-! have received a letter
from the Minister of Education, which
readsSection 7 of the Victoria Institute of
Colleges Act 1965 provides that three members of the Council shall be Members of
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the Parliament of Victoria who have been
recommended for appointment by a Joint
Sitting of the Members of the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly conducted in accordance with the rules adopted
for the purpose by the Members present at
the sitting. Pursuant to this provision at a
Joint Sitting of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly on the 7th April,
1971, Alexander William Taylor, Esq., E.D.,
Cyril Thomas Edmunds, Esq., and Thomas
Campion Trewin, Esq., Members of the
Legislative Assembly, were chosen to be
recommended for appointment to the Council of the Victoria Institute of Colleges and
were so appointed by the Governor in
Council on the 11th May for the period
ending 7th June, 1975.
As Mr. Taylor did not seek re-election
to the Parliament there is a casual vacancy
on the Council for the unexpired portion
of his term of office-that is until the 7th
June, 1975. I should be grateful if you
would arrange for a Joint Sitting of the
Members of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly to recommend a member to replace Mr. Taylor for that period.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-By leave, I moveThat this House meet the Legislative
Assembly for the purpose of sitting and
voting together to choose a Member of the
Parliament of Victoria to be recommended
for appointment to the Council of the Victoria Institute of Colleges, and request
the Legislative Assembly to name the place
and time of such meeting.

The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that a message be
sent to the Legislative Assembly
acquainting them with the foregoing
resolution and requesting them to
name the place and time of such
meeting.
HEALTH (SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION HOUSES)
BILL.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-! mov~
That this Bill be now read a second time.

In 1972 an amendment of the Health
Act was introduced to · enable the
Hospitals and Charities Commission
to exercise, by regulation, better control over private hospitals and nursing
homes. This was part of the action
adopted by the Government to rationalize control over places providing
care for the aged. Private hospitals

Accommodation Houses) Bill.

and nursing homes giving some measure of nursing care of the sick aged
were dealt with by that amendment.
The present Bill seeks to introduce
a new division-Division 3A of Part
XII. of the Health Act-which will
set up a code for the registration
of special types of boarding house in
which are lodged or to be lodged
persons aged 60 or over or who are
physically handicapped to some extent; but in neither case is the condition of the person concerned to be
such as would require them to be
lodged in a hospital or a nursing
home.
A number of boarding houses, in
the metropolitan area particularly,
specialize in providing care for the
aged and infirm now. Because of
the variation in standards fixed by
different councils it is felt that it
would be desirable for the one standard to apply. .This standard would
be fixed by regulations under the
new division and the registration pro·cedures and registration supervision
would be carried out by the officers
of the General Health Branch of this
department.
As will be seen in the proposed
section 220F on pages 3 and 4 of the
Bill, special regulation-making provisions are included dealing with
prevention of accidents, special meal
arrangements and the provision of
nutritious food and other matters having direct bearing on the health and
welfare of aged and infirm persons
living in boarding houses. The new
division will consist of six new sections numbered 220A to 220F. Section 220a will require that all special
accommodation houses be registered
with the Commission of Public Health
instead of councils to ensure that the
special standards required for this
particular type of accommodation are
maintained. Ordinary boarding houses
will continue to be registered by
municipal councils.
The usual provisions in regard to
lodging applications for registration
with the Commission of Public Health
and granting registration are included

Development
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then adopted was that where the
announcement o·f a project by, or on
behalf of, the Government affects the
value of property, any change in the
value· occasioned by the announcement should be disregarded in assessing compensation for the property.
The announcement of some projects
may well reduce values in an area.
Clearly, it would be unconscionable
for the Grown or its instrumentalities
to take advantage of this situation by
acquiring property for the purposes
of the project at the reduced figure
which had arisen from the announcement. It is equally unconscionable
that .·where values are increased as
the result of a Government announcement of a project, the Crown, when
acquiring property to carry out the
project, should be called upon to pay
any excess cost which arises .from the
announcement itself.
Clearly, these principles are sound
and equitable, and the Bill now before
the House seeks to reinforce and
ensure their application in areas
selected or to be considered by the
Government for accelerated or specially controlled growth. These would
include any proposals for new towns
in decentralized areas or for satellite
centres which may be proposed to
assist in arresting the urban sprawl
of Melbourne.
Quite clearly, the announcement of
a growth centre or of investigation
of an area for that purpose would, in
the absence of a measure such as this,
occasion increases in the price of land
to a degree which might well prejudice the very success of the growthIt was ordered that the debate be centre project. Where the Governadjourned until the next day of ment announcement of a prospective
meeting.
growth centre gives rise to added
values,
these should be available to
DEVELOPMENT AREAS BILL.
assist in ensuring the success of the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for project rather than being syphoned
Local Government) .-1 moveoff by speculators in a manner which
That this Bill be now read a second time. would be prejudicial to the success
During the recent autumn session of the project. The Bill makes it clear
this Parliament approved wide rang- beyond doubt th.at the provisions of
ing amendments 'to the Lands Com- the Lands Compensation Act apply in
pensation Act. One of the principles these circumstances.
in the new section 220c, while new
section 220o will give the commission
power to cancel registration if it
deems that to be necessary or to vary
any special conditions that may be
imposed. Before cancellation of a
registration or varying any conditions, the commission is required to
permit the proprietor to place before
it any matters that he deems necessary. In other words, the proprietor
of a special-accommodation house
will not lose his registration without
being heard by the commission in
defence of anything he may have done
or failed to do.
The new section 220E is an important one because it will prevent misrepresentation by the proprietor of
any special-ac:commodation house
which may mislead the relatives of
an aged person into thinking that it is
something more than a s·pecial boarding house for the aged, such as a
nursing home o1r private hospital.
The new section 220F, authorizing
the making of regulations by the
Governor in Council, is quite comprehensive. It includes all the provisions which would apply to regulation-making with respect to boarding
hous~and in this matter I suggest
that honorable ·rnembers should examine sub-section (1) of section 212 of
the Health Act 1958-as well as
special provisions associated with
housing the aged, such as the reduction of fire risk, meal arrangements,
etc.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) , the
debate was adjourned.
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Clause 3 enables the Governor in
Council to declare an area-known as
a" designated area ,-for accelerated
or controlled development. If land is
purchased in such an area within two
years after the designation, any
increased value occasioned by the
designation is disregarded.
Clause 4 enables the designation of
an area to be. preceded in appropriate
circumstances by the declaration of
an investigation area which may, of
course, be substantially larger. The
Town and Country Planning Board
is required to report within one year
on the suitability or otherwise of the
whole. or any part of an investigation
area for designation as an area of
accelerated or controlled development. The period of report may be
extended for a maximum of six
months. The Minister must make. a
recommendation on the report within
three months of its receipt and the
Governor in Council must make a
determination within a further three
months. Thus the maximum possible.
period between the declaration of an
investigation area and its abandonment or replacement by the declaration of a designated area represents
a total of two years, although the
period would normally be shorter.
Clause 5 incorporates provisions of
the Lands Compensation Act 1958
and indicates that where a des~gnated
area is pre.ceded by an investigation
area, the date treated as the date of
the announcement is the date . of
declaration of the ·investigation area.
The Bill creates no new machinery
and contains no powers of acquisition. It does no more than to establish rules designed to preserve equity,
to protect the position of the Crown
upon the announcement of growth
centres, to minimize· speculation, and
to ensure that all who purchase in
designated or investigation areas will
know precisely where they stand.
If acquisition of land in any such
area is made it will, of course, be
undertaken by existing instrumentalities such as, for example, the
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.

Areas Bill.

Housing Commission or by a development corporation expressly approved
by Parliament for the purpose, as in
the case of Wodonga. I commend the
·
Bill to the House.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

This is a very important Bill
which, on the surface, could be laudable, and probably the Labor Party
will be in agreement with it. No
doubt the Government desires to
have it dealt with quickly; nevertheless I want to reserve the right,
after looking through the Bill, to ask
for further time should it be necessary.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Tuesday, November 27.
GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The debate
(adjourned from
October 16) on the motion of the
Hon. C. A. M. Hider (Monash Province) for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's
Spe·ec}.l was resumed.
The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (M;elbourne West Province) ..:_I pay' a
tribute to His Excellency Sir Rohan
Delacombe and Lady 'Delacombe for
the efficient and pleasing manner in
which they carry out their vice regal
duties. In his Speech, His Excellency
mentioned the desire of the Government to enhance the life of the people
of the State. I shall make a couple of
comments which have. a bearing on
concern the people of Victort~t'"··and
one, although it may be simple, is also
important. I believe the most important problem confronting people
today is that of staying alive.
This problem particularly concerns
motorists. I refer to the congestion
and confusion existing on our roads.
It is becoming even more difficult and
certainly more confusing because of
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the manner in which the Government
is dilly-dallying around with road
signs.
For many years I was engaged in
the taxi industry and I have experienced the many problems which face
drivers in the congestion and confusion which exists today. I am also
aware of the problems confronting
the Chief Secretary.
In fact, I
sympathize wilth him, and I am sure
that he 'intendls to act in the best
interests of the people and, of course,
in the most responsible manner.
As an elected member of this
Parliament and a representative of
the Labor Party in this Chamber, it is
my duty to direct the attention of the
Chief Secretary to the shocking confusion existing on our roads today
and to point out that this has been
largely brought about by the various
road signs which have been erected.
I believe the problem is compounded
by the uncertainties of the Government.
If the Government really
knows what it is doing about road
signs going up all over the place the
problem might not be so bad. I
assure the ~mnisters that the
motorists do not share the Government's knowledge.
Confusion exists on the roads
today because of these road signs.
I refer particularly to the rocket sign.
To me it looks like a little man
wearing a funny hat, but I believe
the name induces some drivers
into believing they have a complete right of way-1 suppose they
have in one sense-and some speed
through intersections as if the
cross road did not exist. At some
intersections where motorists travelling on a busy cross road give way
to the priority road the traffic
banks up and a driver becomes
impatient, tries to cross the intersection and unfortunately becomes involved in an accident. I believe more
accidents have occurred since the introduction of the rocket signs.
Many places throughout Victoria
saw the light and removed stop
signs.
Horsham and Shepparton
saw the light before most other
places, anticipating the problems of
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Coburg and
the rocket signs.
Footscray are now taking down
In those areas there
these signs.
are many cross streets which carry
an enormous amount of traffic. It
becomes an utter impossibility to
control the traffic without the use of
traffic signals.
Today the motorist has to watch
for rocket signs, stop signs, and giveway signs. In addition dotted white
lines and solid white lines are painted
on the roadway, also triangles and
various other signs. To me this adds
to the confusion which exists in the
mind of the motorist who is doing his
best just to keep alive. I recently
read in the press a statement that the
rocket sign would be phased out by
1990. As they are being installed only
now, that means they will have a life
of about seventeen years. I wonder
what the ordinary motorist thinks
when he reads a statement like that?
After seeing a statement that the
rocket signs are to be phased out,
I pose the question: Why introduce
them at all? Many stop signs have
already been replaced by other crossroad signs or give-way signs.
I believe what the community needs
is clarity, something simple and
effective and understandable to the
public and to the motorist. Once there
was a system of major and minor
roads ·in Victoria which seemed to
work satisfactorily. That existed as
far back as the sec.ond world war and
was much simpler to follow. In those
days a major road was a road with
a tramline on it or a road that had
a sign " major road " at its junct~on
with a minor road. Traffic travelling
on the major road had the right-ofway and traffic travelling on the
minor road had to give way. It was
simple, effective and acceptable to the
public-a common-sense method of
avoiding accidents.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Who
said that the rocket signs were ·to
be phased out?
The Hon. H. A. THOMAS.-! do
not have the newspaper cutting with
me but the Chief Secretary made the
statement. If Mr. Hamilton desires,
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can obtain the article and show it
to him. I believe a similar report
appeared only a few days ago in the

I

Sun News-Pictorial.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett)._;! 'POint out to the honor-

able member that when a statement
of that nature is made, the source of
information should be cited.
The Hon. H. A. ~HOMAS.-I thank
you, Mr. President. It ·might be
thought that in these times the community must have changes. However, surely if there is to be change,
the new system must be acceptable
and
workable.
More
importantly, it should be a system which
is not changed every day or two. As
many motorists do not drive on our
roads very often, they experience
more difficulties with the new signs
than do the experienced motorists.
Another factor which could assist
road safety is the provision of uniform road signs throughout the
Commonwealth. 1I seriously suggest
to the Chief 'Secretary that in the
interests of road safety throughout
the Commonwealth, this Government
accept the challenge and approach the
other States to try to bring about
a standard road code applicable in
all States. It is important that motorists travelling anywhere in Australia
should observe the same set of road
rules and road signs. If this occurred,
the travelling public would know
where it stood. In all seriousness,
I commend this proposition to the
Government. Meanwhile, as a matter
of urgency I ask the Chief Secretary
to relieve the motorist of the mass of
road signs that are sprouting up on
the sides of roads.
If the Chief Secretary has any
doubt about what should be done,
I suggest that the honorable
gentleman should look at the
British road system-a major and
minor road system-which works well
and which I feel would work here.
On a population basis, England has
fewer accidents than Australia so I
commend that system to the attention
of the Chief Secretary.
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His Excellency mentioned in his
Speech the actions of the Government to improve public transport.
This would relate to trains, trams and
buses. If trams and buses carried
more people, fewer would need
to
use
motor
cars,
thereby
reducing the number of cars on the
road.
The same argument would
apply to the increased use of trains.
I am sure that this would lead to an
enormous reduction in the number
of accidents:
With fewer cars
on the road, less pollution would be
caused by motorists. From every
viewpoint it would be advantageous
for the Minister of Transport to promote the use of public transport. I
believe any Government, and certainly any responsible Minister, would
seize on any opportunity to expand
the use of public transport.
I was shocked to read that the
Minister of Transport had rejected
an offer of many millions of dollars
from the Federal Government for
improving railway services.
The
offer included $6 million to be expended in the western region of Melbourne, an area which I have the
honour to represent. I understand that
there may be some political grandstanding but I believe the offer
should have been accepted because
a serious situation exists in the
western region. Although it is inevitable that politicians have different
philosophies and will not agree with
one another, any matter which affects
the quality of life of the people should
be considered first because after all
we represent the people and it is the
people who are concerned with the
result.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-That has
all been fixed up and· the Commonwealth Government has agreed to
give the money on the terms laid
down by the Victorian Government.
The Hon. H. A. THOMAS.-Is that
so!
Then we will wait and see.
Without at this stage going into
differences-or alleged differencesbetween the Victorian Government
and the Federal Government I ask
the Minister whether he has made any
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serious moves to discuss the matter
with
the
Federal
Government
genuinely to find a solution so that
the people· who are not interested in
anything else but results can obtain
the benefits of the millions of dollars
that the Federal Government is
offering.
Money can be provided by the
Federal Government to duplicate the
Ballarat line to Deer Park and to build
another station at Ardeer.
Money
can also be available to construct
a third and fourth track from
Footscray to Kensington. In 1968,
the Minister of Transport visited
the western area and said that the
railway service would be electrified
to Melton in five years. Money can
also be provided for the AltonaWerribee junction. These works are
estimated to cost more than $6
million. Why is the Minister refusing
to accept funds from the .Commonwealth Government?
Let it not be said that the people
of Victoria will suffer because the
Victorian Government and the Commonwealth Government cannot see
eye to eye. The Victorian Government has a responsibility to ensure
that a way is found to obtain money
from the Commonwealth and that
when further moneys are required the
Ministers and the departments should
work in with the Commonwealth
Government to obtain it.
In this
regard the Government has fallen
down in its responsibilities to the
people.
On the motion of the Hon. 0. G.
Jenkins, for the Han. V. T. HAUSER
(Boronia Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.
ADJOU.RNMENT.
PHOTOCOPYING OF BILL-PRODUCTION
OF Hansard.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-By leave, I
moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next, a.t Two o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I refer to
the scarcity of second-reading notes,
and in particular, to the shortage
of copies of a Bill just explained
by the Minister for Local Government. I remind the House that, in
the last stages of the sessional period,
Hansard is not available so that honorable members can look back and
reflect upon matters that have been
dealt with in the House.
The Government has discussed
these Bills at party meetings but
members of the Opposition party,
who have asked for the adjournment
of the debates for only three or four
days, naturally would like to have
the benefit of the second-reading
notes so that they may consider the
Bills. I acknowledge that the Minister
for Local Government has gone to
great lengths· to get me three or four
copies of the. Bill to which I referred
but I needed about ten copies.
I went to the post office in this
building to obtain photocopies of the
Bill and I was told that it was not
possible to provide them because they
could not be copied in such large
numbers. In other words, I wanted
ten copies of three pages of the Bill
which meant 30 pages. It is not good
enough that members of Parliament
who have a job to perform should
have difficulty in getting a few miserly
copies made of a Bill.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! It is permissible
to mention that matter in passing,
but the copying of documents is under
the control of Mr. Speaker in another
place. I am sure the Minister for
Local Government will take up this
question with Mr. Speaker.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-1 do
not want to seem critical of the Minister because he has done his best to
ensure that honorable members are
provid~d with Bills. There is something wrong with the system when a
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restriction is placed on a member of
Parliament in obtaining copies of
other
papers
conBills and
cerning his Parliamentary duties.
I do not know whether it is
an officer of this Parliament who
decides the matter, but it seems
wrong that a person who is not a
member of the Parliament should
decide how many copies an honorable
member should have. Surely Parliament should have sufficient confidence
in its members to know that they
would not ask for copies just for the
sake of using paper. Mr. President,
I plead that you speak to Mr. Speaker
to ensure that this embargo will be
lifted.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! As Mr. Speaker is
in control of those who make these
rules, I am sure that the Minister
will take the matter up.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-There are two
distinct aspects to the matter raised
by Mr. Walton. In principle, I agree
that adequate copies of second-reading notes should be made available
to all honorable members who want
them. A standard number is normally
prepared by the department, but I do
not know what that number is.
Normally,
honorable
members
would agree that adequate numbers
of Bills are available for them
and
for
the
press.
About
50 copies are provided. Sometimes,
when Ministers expect an unusually
high demand, a larger number is
ordered. In the case of local government Bills, I usually order about eight
times the usual number because I
know how important the subject
matter of such measures is. There
may have been an oversight on my
part. The Bill mentioned by Mr.
Walton does not contain any new
principle, but it is of great importance. I saw the Bills disappear when
the attendant was handing them out.
I was able to get a number for Mr.
Walton from other members who did
not need them. I understand he now
has eight copies.

Adjournment.

I will contact Mr. Speaker on the
matter of photocopying. I agree that
photocopying should not be done
willy-nilly when other means are
available. Roneoed copies are much
cheaper. There may be some circumstances in which a member may be
prevented from attending to his duties
as a member of Parliament unless he
can obtain adequate copies. I will
speak to Mr. Speaker and I should
appreciate if you, Mr. President,
would do the same; your influence
there will no doubt be great, and that
may assist in overcoming the problem. I assure honorable members
that it is the desire of the Minister
to co-operate and ensure that honorable members have information
available to them to enable them to
carry out their duties.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Mr. Walton raised the
question of the availability of
Hansard which comes under my
jurisdiction.
Honorable members
will be aware that,
because
of the power strike, it was not pos ..
sible to publish Hansard on the usual
schedule-it ran three or four days
late. Although arrangements had been
made to have a proportion of the
work done by outside printers, who
possess their own emergency power
plants, it was not possible to have
the last two issues of Hansard printed
on schedule. Now that power is available, commencing this week, Hansard
will be published on the usual day.
The motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 4.25 p.m.
until Tuesday, November 27.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

EXPORTS OF GAS.
(Question No. 171)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister for Fuel and PowerHow much liquefied gas and natural gas,
respectively, was exported from Victoria
in the twelve months ended 31st October,
1973, and to which countries?
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uniform building codes throughout
the Commonwealth in an attempt to
reduce some of anomalies that occur
in building codes throughout AusIf so, can the honorable
1,010,236 tonnes of liquefied petroleum tralia?
gas were exported from Victoria to Argen- gentleman inform the House w~ether
tina, Brazil, Japan, Papua New Guinea and the Victorian Government will cothe Pacific Islands .
operate with the Australian GovernThere were no ~exports of natural gas.
ment to reduce the anomalies in the
building codes between this State and
REPORT ON .JUMPING RACES.
other States and to reduce building
(Question No. 176)
costs generally?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Galla Province) asked the Minister Transport) .-1 have seen some
of Housing, for the Minister for reference in the press to the CommonYouth, Sport and Recreationwealth Government's proposals for
Further to the a1nswer given to question unifying building codes, and so on.
No. 31 asked in this House on 25th Sep- As yet I have seen nothing official ~n
tember, 1973, has the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation anything further to this matter, but the Government Will
report?
co-operate with any Government
which
desires to improve the building
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister situation.
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Youth, Sport and
BRIDGE AT ECHUCA.
Recreation isMr.
HANN (Rodney).-In view
There is nothing :further to report at this
stage, as investigations have not been of the meeting last week between
completed.
representatives from the Murray Shire
Council, the Echuca City Council and
the Country Roads ~oard, can the
M'inister of Transport indicate when
he
will be able to make an announceiligtslntin1~
ment regarding the proposed site of
the bridge over the River Murray at
Thursday, November 22, 1973.
Echuca?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The meeting took place
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. at my request last week, but I have
Wheeler) took the chair at 11 . 4 not yet received a report on it. I hope
a.m., and read thte prayer.
to have it within the next few days.
ABSENCE O:F MINISTERS.
GARBAGE DISPOSAL.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Mr. SKEGGS (I~anhoe).-Has the
Wheeler).-! have to announce that attention of the Minister for Local
the M1nister of Agriculture and the Government been drawn to a report
Minister for Conservation will be of the Local Government Engineers
absent from the House today.
Association which states that there
are municipalities in Melbourne
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.
whose garbage disposal tips for the
next twelve months are inadequate
UNIFORM BUILDING CODE.
and
that the association is making a
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).feasibility study of the control of
ls the M'inister of Transport aware rubbish
disposal?
that the Australian Government is
seeking the co-o~~ration of the VicMr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
torian Governmemt in reducing hous- Works) .-I am aware of this report
ing costs by modifying and making and of the concern of the Local
The Hon. \V. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fuel and Power is-

Asstmbly.
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Government Engineers Association
that some ten or eleve:Q municipalities in the north and north-west of
Melbourne are concerned that the
garbage tips they are currently using
will not be adequate within the next
twelve months and that the association proposes to carry out a feasibility
study of a combined depot or a
regional tip.
I understand also that the Minister
for Local Government is aware of
this, and I shall be pleased, on behalf of the member for Ivanhoe, to
take up the matter with the honorable gentleman. I understand that
the cities of Heidelberg and Kew are
negotiating to use a joint tip, but I
believe it is at Sunshine or Albion.
If this tip is available and there are
no objections, I am sure the City of
Sunshine will be happy to co-operate.
Garbage disposal is becoming an increasingly difficult problem. because of
restrictions and conditions laid down
by the Environment Protection
Authority and the Department of
Health. I appreciate the concern of
the honorable member for Ivanhoe,
and I will take this further in discussions with my colleague, the Minister
for Local Government.
1

SHOPPING JEEPS.
Mr. OOUBE (AJbert Park).-Is the
Minister of Transport aware that
pensioners who travel on trams at
concession fares are charged the
equivalent of a full fare for
these small shopping jeeps which
they take with them on their
shopping excursions? In the interests
of endeavouring to induce people to
·u5e pubJic transport, will the honorable
gentleman
consider
this
anomalous position, especially when
people who carry parcels of an equivalent size to the shopping jeep are
charged no additional fare whatsoever?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-1 am not aware of that
situation. I shall certainly investigate
it.

without Notice.

STEELE'S RANGE.

Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-Will the Premier make available for the information of honorable members the agreement made betwee·n the Government
and· Sir Francis Dash wood covering
the preservation of portion of Steele's
Range, firstly, because there has been
tremendous interest expressed by
people generally and, secondly, because I understand that the Premier
has indicated that he hopes this will
be the forerunner of many similar
agreements to be entered into in the
future?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-I shall be glad to make
a copy available to any honorable
member who is interested in it. At
this stage it is what we call a " heads
of agreement "-it is not a full agreement but it simply sets out the
principles.
For the first time in Victoria-in
fact, I have not heard of it anywhere
else in Australia-the owner of a
property, which includes a very valuable area of landscape with· plenty
of native animals and birds, is voluntarily undertaking to preserve it in
its natural state. Not only that, but
Sir Francis Dashwood has undertaken to be guided by a committee of conversationists appointed by the Ministry of Conservation. Sir Francis has also undertaken that he or his family, should
they ever wish to dispose of the property, will offer it to the State
Government at a valuation fixed by
an independent valuer. These three
principles are enshrined in the. " heads
of agreement " which was signed
yesterday, and in due course, each
will be written into a full-scale
agreement by lawyers in the Law
Department.
It is hoped the agreement will be
an incentive to anyone else who has
the same feeling about part of their
property which they would like to
see preserved, not necessarily for the
community as such-this area is not
to be open to access for members of
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the public gene~rally, but certainly to
allow access to interested groups of
conservationists,
young
people,
scouts,
pony
clubs
and
the
like.
This
is
a
magnificent
gesture by a person who luckily
can afford it, and I here and now pay
a tribute to Sir Francis Dashwood
and to the eonservationists who
brought about the agreement.
RAIL SERVICES.
Mr. LACY (Ringwood).-Is the
Minister of Transport aware of a report ntade recently by the Commonwealth Minister for Transport, Mr
Jones, that the :reason why the Commonwealth Government has not made
grants for track improvements on the
Box Hill to Ringwood, Ringwood to
Croydon and Ringwood to Bayswater
railway lines was that the Victorian
Minister of Transport had supplied .
insufficient information on those lines
to the Commonwealth Bureau of
Transport Economics? If the honorable gentleman .is aware of that allegation, can he inform the House
whether the information supplied by
h·is department was of the same
nature as that supplied by his department on the other lines in the Government's current five-year plan, some
of which have attracted Commonwealth Government grants? Further,
will the honorable gentleman ensure
that full information is forwarded to
the Commonwealth Government so
that it can consider making a grant
for those lines?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-Th1e facts of the matter
are that the Commonwealth Government, through the Commonwealth
Bureau of Transport Economics, requested information covering a large
number of projects. That information
was forwarded. Some of the projects
were accepted by the Commonwealth
Government, som·e were rejected and
further information was sought on
some projects i11tcluding the railway
lines in question. In the case of the
railway lines mentioned by the honorable member for Ringwood, addi-
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tiona! information has been supplied
to the Commonwealth Bureau of
Transport Economics and it is currently considering the information.
HOUSING COMMISSION
PENSIONER FLAT RENTS.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).I direct a question to the Minister
of Transport, who represents the Minister of Housing. Is the honorable
gentleman aware that the recent
increase in rents charged pensioners
occupying Housing Commission flats
will leave them with only 30 cents of
the recent increase in Commonwealth
pensions? If so, will he undertake
to have the decision reviewed with a
view to reducing the increase in rents
so that pensioners may enjoy a
greater percentage of the increase in
pensions?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-It is some three years
since pensioner flat rents were increased. During that period there
have been at least four increases in
pensions. It is unreasonable to say
that the current increase in rents has
taken all but 30 cents of the increase
in pensions. A much fairer picture
than that presented by the honorable
member would be obtained by relating the total increases in pensions
over the period to the total increases
in rents.
FUNDS.FOR SEWERAGE.
Mr. WILLIAMS (Box Hill).Will the Premier make urgent personal representations to the Prime
Minister to attempt to overcome the
impasse over finance for the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works? There is alarm in my electorate as a result of press reports
which suggest that because of unsewered premises our lovely Yarra
River will be polluted.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The first part of
the honorable member's question is
in order However, he cannot ask
a Minister to comment on a press
report.
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Mr.
HAMER· (Premier
and
Treasurer) .-1 am glad to be able to
tell the honorable member that I believe the present difference of opinion
should be capable of being resolved.
There is to be a meeting of officers
next week to see if that can be done.
I do not believe that members of. this
Parliament would want the Government to accept a proposal which could
place an unreasonable burden on all·
ratepayers in the metropolitan and
other areas where this sort of scheme
would operate. It is essential that
these things be done on a proper
basis.
I have not checked on it but my
impression is that it was originally
stated that Commonwealth assistance for sewerage schemes in the
main urban areas in Australia would
be by way of grants. However, it has
turned out that· the assistance is not
"to be by grant but by loans. Those
loans are to be at the highest rate of
interest ever and with the shortest
ever repayment time. That would impose a tremendous burden on ratepayers.
This is in contrast to the way these
works have been financed in the past.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works has generally acted
on the basis that its major
works have a much longer life than
30 years, which would be the
term of repayment of the proposed
loans, so that their costs could be
written off over a lengthy period.
It would be inimical to the whole
sewerage programme if some part of
the funds were supplied on the terms
proposed. The Government hopes that
as a result of negotiation and discussion there will be a more rational
approach. It welcomes and values the
assistance of the Commonwealth
Government in tackling sewerage
problems and pollution in Victoria's
major centres. Victoria wants the
Commonwealth's support and is prepared to accept it, but the terms must
be reasonable.

without Notice.
MEAT RETAILING HOURS.

Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine).I direct a question to the Minister of
Labour and Industry, whose department administers the Labour and Industry Act which covers retail trading hours. Has the honorable gentleman or any other Government authority received any deputation from
any employer organization or individual employers, particularly supermarket proprietors, suggesting that
trading hours for butcher shops
should be extended?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-Yes.
BUILDING PERMITS.
Mr. GUY (Gisborne).-1 direct my
question to the Minister of Public
Works, Who represents the Minister
.for Local Government in this House.
Can the honorable gentleman ascertain from the Minister for Local
Government whether he is aware of
the deplorable situation that exists in
the Shire of Werribee because of the
delay in the issue of building permits;
and can he ascertain from the Minister whether he would be prepared immediately to investigate the situation
with a view to assisting the shire to
process the applications within the
statutory period of 28 days?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-1 will be pleased to ascertain from the Minister for Local
Government the matters raised by
the honorable member for Gisborne.
MEAT RETAILING HOURS.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoi~) . Can the Minister of Labour and
Industry inform the House of the
attitude of the Government to the
representations made on meat retailing hours, and whether there will be
any change in the hours of trading
for meat retailers?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-The matter
has been considered by the Government. At this stage it has no plans ·
for alteration in the ·present hours.
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Mr. TREZISE -(Geelong North).Can the Minister of Labour and
Industry inform the House which
firms and employers made representations on this rnatter?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-It would be
better if the honorable member for
Geelong North ptut the question on
notice and I would then be able to
give him more information. I can
remember some of the representations. I think the Retail Traders
Association in 1\felbourne was one
body. There wer~e some independent
people, one of the supermarkets
applied-I think it was Safeways:
In order to give 111ore specific information it would be better if the honorable member pU1t the question on
notice so that I could give him a
complete answer.
WALLAN BYPASS ROAD.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-Can the
Minister of Transport inform the
House of the -progress of the work
on the Wallan-Broadford bypass road
and when it is ~expected that the
project will be cor1r1pleted?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The :information is not
readily available, altld I ask the honorable member to put the question on
the Notice Paper.
DISCHARGE OF ANIMAL
WASTES.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-In the
absence of the Minister for Conservation, I should like to direct my
question to the Premier.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have already
announced that the Minister for Conservation is not present. I suggest
that the honorable· member should
not ask the question today because
he may not get an answer, unless the
Premier would like to direct the
question to the Mi111ister for Conservation.
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Mr. JONES.-I direct a question to
the Premier as a matter of urgency.
Is he aware that the Environment
Protection Authority has granted a
licence to discharge animal waste into
the M'aribyrnong River to P·rotean
Holdings (Newmarket) Ltd.? That
firm is the service contractor for the
abattoirs at· Newmarket. If it is a
fact, could the :Premier ask the Minister for Conservation to advise the
House as soon as ·possible what are
the terms and conditions under which
such licence was granted?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I suggest that the
honorable member for Melbourne put
1 te question on notice so that he can
i.aen get a reply.
ABSENCE OF MINISTERS.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).Although I regret the circumstances
which do not allow the Minister for
Conservation to be in attendance,
in view of the importance of conservation and environment, particula'fly
in view of the deposing of Mr. Gilpin,
who is chairman of the authority,
from the Australian Consumers
Council, when a Minister is absent
for more than one day, will the
Premier arrange for some other Ministe·r to answer questions for that
Ministry, otherwise members of the
Opposition will become completely
out of touch with what the Ministry
is .doing?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-The honorable member for
Albert Park is aware that the Minister for Conservation is sick this week.
If the honorable gentleman does not
return to duty next week I shall
certainly ask a Minister to act in his
place as long as he is ill. I believe
a week's illness is not so vital that
I have to appoint a Minister who will
inevitably only be able to take the
questions and find out the answers.
He would be unlikely to be able to
answer them on the spot, particularly
questions of the sort foreshadowed by
the honorable member for Albert Park.
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FUNDS F'OR SEWERAGE.
Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North).
-Following the answer given to the
honorable member for Box Hill concerning the forthcoming conference
between officers of the Victorian and
Australian Governments regarding
funds for the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, will the
Premier and Treasurer also raise at
this conference the question of additional funds fur sewerage extensions
and enlarging of sewerage treatment
plants in towns in the central highlands of Victoria in which are situated the catchment areas for many
of the State's main streams and water
supplies, and where it is quite
evident that more pollution will occur
owing to the acceleration of decentralization?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-As a separate matter,
the Government has raised with the
Minister for Urban and Regional
Development, Mr. Uren, through the
Prime Minister, the question of additional funds for sewerage works in
urban areas outside of the metropolitan area. The Governm·ent has
already asked whether funds might
be made. available for the purpose in
addition to those to be provided for
the Board of Works.
Furthermore, the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission has been
asked to supply details of where the
money could be. spent if made available to assist in the commission's
current plans and projects and the
Government will forward that
information on to Canberra as a
separate matter. The purpose of the
conference next we.ek is to try to
resolve the terms and conditions
under which the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works is to
get $9 · 3 million.
LAND PRICES.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Has the Premier seen press reports
today that the Minister for Local
Government has stated that the
Government is not interested in controlling the price of land but is going
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to implement a land prices stabilization scheme? Can the. honorable
gentleman give any information to
the House about what the scheme
·entails?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-1 have not seen any
such reports. If any scheme is to be.
proposed, it will certainly be introduced in the form of legislation and I
invite the honorable member to await
it.
ESSENDON AIRPORT.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).
Is the Premier aware. of the existence
of a Federal Government committee
to study the future use of Essendon
Airport and, if so, has an invitation
been extended for State Government
representatives to be present?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
I remind the
honorable member that this question
has been aske.d a number of times in
this House.
(Premier
and
Mr.
HAMER
Treasurer) .-As do most honorable
members, I know of the existence of
a committee which is to report on the
future of the Essendon Airport. I
believe it was commissioned to prepare its report in the light of a recommendation by Dr. H. C. Coombs
to the Federal Government that
the investment represented by the
Essendon Airport might be recovered
by the sale or other use of the land.
The State Government has not
been asked for its views but I am
prepared to state them. The Government believes that Essendon should
be retained as an airport. The investment there involves something like
$40 million and, if we are seeking
additional parklands, the Government
can obtain them much more cheaply
than at $40 million and probably in
be.tter locations. Apart from that,
there are more air movements in and
out of Essendon Airport now than at
either Brisbane or Adelaide Airports.
Moorabbin Airport is overcrowded
and already Tullamarine is used for
both international and domestic
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flights to an e~ver-increasing degree.
There is a need for an airport in any
case and the Government cannot see
why Essendon Airport should not be
retained for that purpose.
PRE-SCHOOL CHILD
DEV1~LOPMENT.

Mr. FORDlllAM (Footscray).Can the Minister of Health explain
the delay in the presentation of the
report of the Consultative Council
on Pre-school Child Development?
Can he give an assurance that the
report will be presented in time to
have the matt~er debated in Parliament this session?
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-The report of the Consultative Council on Pre-school Child
Development has not been made
available to Cabinet as yet, owing to
certain problems confronting the
Government Printer.
Honorable
members will be aware that there
has been a co·nsiderable delay in
publications as a result of recent
electricity cuts.. This has affected
the ability of the Government Printer
to produce prilnted documents. I
shall give consideration to the points
raised by the honorable member, but
the report must go to Cabinet before
it is made public.
WORKERS COMPENSATION.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) . Can the Chief Secretary inform the
House of the current position of
weekly and lump sum payments of
workers compensation and the role
of what he has described to this
House as the P:remiums Committee?
Are the answers he gave to
me in September in which he indicated that these matters were under
consideration, and the recent answer
he gave that the Premiums Committee was considering this matter,
in fact correct? Can the Minister
assure the House that the adjustment of these rates is being considered and recommendations will be acted
on?
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Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).
-That is a fairly involved question.
I assure the honorable member that
as soon as I receive the recommendations for the future of premiums in
workers compensation, after the
Government has decided its policy it
will be made public.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) . 1 direct a further question to the
Chief Secretary. On the motion for
the adjournment of a sitting recently
I indicated that the Premiums Committee has no scope to recommend
rates. That has been established many
times in debate on workers compensation in this House. I ask the Chief
Secretary to ascertain the position
and inform the House accordingly.
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).
-The answer is, " Yes ".
SWIMMING POOLS.
Mr TREZISE (Geelong North).Can the Minister of Health or the
Minister representing the Minister
for Local Government inform the
House what laws there are, if any, to
compel people to protect swimming
pools by guard fences in view of the
ever-increasing number of pools and
the ever-increasing number of fatalities in pools? If there are laws
compelling such safety measures,
what are they? If not, is consideration being given to the subject?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Minister of
Public Works represents the Minister
for Local Government in this House.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I do not know whether
the Minister of Health and I should
toss a coin to decide who answers
this question. I suggest that rather
than coin-tossing procedure being
adopted in the Chamber, the
honorable member should put the
question on the Notice Paper.
COMMISSION OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
Mr. LIND (Dandenong).-In view
of the fact that some fruit and fresh
vegetable growers are still pumping
water from the Yarra River in areas
which are known to be highly
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polluted, can the Minister of Health
inform the House when the committee
is likely to come forward with its
report to local councils?
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-1 should be pleased to
know the name of the committee.
Mr. LIND.-The committee from
the Commission of Public Health.
Mr. SCANLAN.-No, I cannot
indicate when the report will be
available.
.SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).Can the Minister of Education advise
the House whether the Government
still has under active consideratio·n
the establishment of senior high
schools within Victoria? If so, will
the Minister receive a submission
from a local community in support of
the establishment of such a venture
within its district?·
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-The original senior
high school plan for the Broadmeadows area was deferred because of
claims that were considered to be
more pressing for the rehabilitation,
renovation and rebuilding of innersuburban schools.
There is a
division of opinion on the efficacy of
senior high schools. At present in
the United States of America there
is a move away from the three-year
senior high school to the four-year
seoior high school, and a movement
towards the type of high school that
Victoria has had for many years.
There is also strong opposition from
the Victorian Secondary Teachers
Association to the formation of
senior high schools.
All these
matters will be taken into account
before embarking on large-scale
experimentation.
PETITION.
IMPORTATION OF KANGAROO
CARCASSES.

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) presented
a petition from certain citizens of
Victoria praying that the House take
action to ban the importation of

Ministerial Statement.

kangaroo carcasses from other
States and to co-operate in declaring the kangaroo a nationally protected animal. He stated that the
petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 1,058 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be
laid on the table.
PAPERS.
The following Papers, pursuant to
the direction of an Act of Parliament,
were laid upon the table by the
Clerk:Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended Nos. 597 to 601
(five papers).

ALBURY-WODONGA AGREEMENT
BILL.
(Premier
and
Mr.
HAMER
Treasurer) , by leave, moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to make provision
with respect to the growth and development of the Wodonga area, the
planning of the area and the establishment of the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation and for other
purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT.

The Order of the Day was read
for the resumption of the debate on
the motion of Mr. Trezise (Geelong
North)That this House take note of the
Ministerial statement on urban public
transport.

and on M·r. Holding's amendment_;_
That the following words be added to the
motion:-" and is of the view, that the
future of Victoria's urban transport system
will be improved by Commonwealth Government participation in the formulation of
forward planning and operational policies
relevant to urban transport and further
believes that discussion should continue
with the Commonwealth Government on the
basis of Commonwealth Government repre-.
sentation and participation in the Metropolitan Transportation Committee."
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The House divided on Mr. Holding's amendment (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler 'in the chair)-

Division.
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penal reform in Victoria, and calls for a
Royal Commission to investigate alternative
methods of correctional practice and l;aw
enforcement in the State.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

16

Ayes
Noes

46

Majority against the
amendunent

30

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Curnow
Doube
Edmunds
Fogarty
Fordham
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Burgin
Chamberlain
Crellin
Dixon
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lind.
Roper
Trezise
Wilkes
Wilton.

Tellers:
Mr. Mutton.
Mr. Stirling.
:NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(Ballaarat North)

Mr. Evans

(Gippsland East)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hann
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. Mcinnes

McKellar
McLaren
Maclellan
Meagher
Rafferty
Reese
Ross-Edwards
Rossiter
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
(Bellarine)
Mr. Suggett
Sir Edgar Tanner
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Trewin
Mr. Vale
Mr. Whiting
Mr. Wilcox
Mr. Williams
Mr. Wiltshire.
Tellers:
Mr. Baxter.
Mr. Wood.

PAIRS.

Mr. Bomstein
Mr. Ginifer

Mr. MacDonald
Mr. Smith

Mr. Simmonds

Mr. Borthwick.

( Warrnambool)

The motion was agreed to.
PRISONS DIVISION.

The debate
(adjourned from
October 25) was resumed on the
motion of Mr. Jones (Melbourne)That this House talk.e note of the report
of the Board of Inquiry into Allegations of
Brutality and Ill Treatment at H.M. Prison
Pentridge and deplores the Government's
failure to produce a comprehensive plan for

Wbeeler).-Order! When this motion
was last before the House, the
time allotted pursuant to sessional
orders had expired, and the honorable
member for Coburg was interrupted
after having spoken for four minutes.
I therefore call on the honorable
member for Coburg to resume his
speech.
Mr. MUITON (Coburg).-I am
glad that you have reminded me,
Mr. Speaker, that when I last
addressed the House on the motion
my speech was interrupted after
four minutes. I was then irate
because lack of time prevented me
from making a contribution to the
discussion. However, I do not intend
to weary honorable members with a
speech which would be no more than
repetition because I am of the
opinion that the honorable member
for Melbourne has fairly comprehensively covered the technical matters
contained in the report.
I should like to elaborate on one
aspect. I support the motion, but I
make the point that if a Royal Commission is appointed to investigate
the administration of Pentridge Gaol,
it should take. into consideration not
only penal reform for the inmates
but also benefits accruing to members
of the staff who administer the
regulations laid down by the Government for the control of the prison.
Many warders who carry out
important functions in the administration of Pentridge are disturbed
about certain sections of the Jenkinson report. They have formed the
opinion that it is one-sided. Honorable members should read the documents entitled " Allegations of
Brutality and Ill Treatment at H.M.
Prison Pentridge( arid "Several
Matters Concerning H.M. Prison
Pentridge and the Maintenance of
Discipline in Prisons ". So far as I can
ascertain the whole of the Jenkinson
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report has been based on the inmates would accept that, irrespective of
of Pentridge. I do not believe the whether he is a warder or a member
investigation delved deeply enough of Parliament; he would naturally
into the requirements of members of resort to his physical resources to
the staff.
retaliate.
As I said in my Address-in-Reply
I am convinced that in many asspeech, it appears to me that certain pects the Jenkinson report is unfair.
people lose sight of the fact that a It is concerned completely with the
prisoner sentenced to serve a term welfare and future of prisoners and
of imprisonment in Pentridge can does not touch upon the welfare,
be incarcerated there for a period protection and safeguarding of the
ranging from one month to 30 years. warders. You, Mr. Speaker, served
A warder who administers the rules with distinction on the Coburg City
and regulations must remain there Council for many years, including a
for most of his working life and this term as mayor, so you will apprecan be for 40 or 50 years. The wel- ciate the truth of my statements. I
fare of the warders must be con- believe you would be as fully conversidered.
sant with the affairs at Pentridge as
I
am. In my opinion the allegations
Many warders are disturbed over
the parochial approach of the Jenkin- about ill-treatment of prisoners
son report to prisoners. That is only have been over-amplified, and I beone side of the picture. If a Royal lieve this has been brought about
Commission is appointed, it should because .certain outstanding Melbe charged with the responsibility of bourne solicitors with large legal
inquiring into the conditions and practices in this field were the instigators of the inquiry.
salaries of members of the staff.
A further investigation, whether
Pentridge was opened in 1857 and
the conditions there today are more by a Royal Commission or some
or less the same as they were then. other body, should be held. The
During the debate, the honorable problems confronting the warders
member for Melbourne laid stress employed at Pentridge must be conon certain points which concern sidered fairly. I know most of the
brutality. The honorable member warders personally-! am on Chriswas voicing his opinion on the tian-name terms with most of them
report, which is more or less based -and when I listen to some of the
on brutality in the gaols. What is tales they tell of incidents which
brutality? Where does it start and have occurred at Pentridge, I am
end? I have been informed that more than convinced that the Jencertain actions taken by prisoners kinson report is one-sided. As I
against warders are no more than said earlier, this subject has been
acts of provocation to induce the dealt with admirably by the honorwarder to make an attack or physical able member for Melbourne-and the
approach against the prisoner. There only question that he did not touch
is only one reason for that-to upon concerned the conditions of
foment discontent and to provide an warders.
excuse for allegations of ill treatment
Question No. 565 in my name on
to be made. An investigator the Notice Paper arose from a stateshould ascertain why it was necess- ment published in the public press
ary for a warder to use physical concerning the activities of warders.
force to subdue a prisoner. I have This matter should be cleared up bebeen informed that on one occasion cause many warders were disturbed
when a prisoner was released from by the press report. The allegation
his cell the first thing he did when was made that the warders were
the door was opened was to spit in disloyal and not interested in their
I have been asked to
the eye of the warder. No man alive jobs.
Mr. Mutton.
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put this question on the Notice
Paper and to confirm that in the
past ten to fifteen years there have
been no acts of disloyalty and that
no warder has been reprimanded.
Every warder at the gaol is a devoted servant of the State. The
sooner the Government recognizes
their services, the better. I implore
honorable mernbers to visit Pentridge
Gaol and see the completely
unhygienic conditions existing not
only for the prisoners, but also for·
the warders. Not so long ago the
warders who control the lookout
towers had to carry kerosene tins
with them to use as toilets. It is
only in the past few years that the
Public Works Department has provided better conditions and these
sections of the gaol have been
sewered.
It was many years before the
warders made their problems known;
in utter desperation they had to
threaten the Government to take the
law into their own hands. We do
not want that to happen. They are
honest and trustworthy men, and
an inquiry should be held into their
salaries and conditions. Each day
they take their lives in their hands.
Many of them have suffered nervous
breakdowns. Last night, I visited the
home of a former warder who retired
from Pentridge at the early age of
40 years because of a nervous breakdown brought about by the conditions
under which he worked. I appeal to
the Government to consider my request for an examination of the conditions under which the warders work
at Pentridge, and to give them more
incentive to carry out their duties.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).The question of prisons is a
Vital matter, and many aspects of the
motion of the honorable member for
Melbourne need further explanation.
The honorable member covered the
broad area of Pentridge and the difficulties dealt with by the Jenkinson
report very well. The honorable member for Coburg mentioned the many
Session 1973.--91
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problems of the warders.
I share
with him part of the representation
for Coburg and I have been aware of
these problems. His remarks reinforce
the view that restrictions were placed
on M'r. Jenkinson, Q.C., in making his
report.
The worst crime of the Government
in relation to the Pentridge inquiry
was that it did not allow Mr. Jenkinson to look into matters properly.
This can be seen in a perusal of his
report. He said that his. terms .of
reference did not allow him to Inquire into conditions. He pointed out
thatIn 1972 the New York State Special Commission on Attica reported the caus~ of
the uprising by prisoners in that pnson
in September, 1971.

He then referred to the official report
of the New York State Special Commission on Attica. The reasons in
that report for an inquiry very much
apply to Pentridge Gaol and they
can be taken as referring completely
to the problems arising there, though
Mr. Jenkinson implies that it would
be useful for him to have the terms of
reference of the New York State
Special Commission, rather than rely
on them second-hand. Other limitations can be seen in the report particularly when it refers t? people w~th
mental disorders. Again and agam,
one gets the impression that Mr.
Jenkinson did not have a chance to
recommend what should be done
with those people. One gets the impression that they should not be in
Pentridge or at any of the existing
prisons. Nevertheless, they are in
our prisons.
Apart from the setting up of this
limited inquiry, the Government has
continued grossly to neglect the prisons. I am a new member and, over the
years, I have not had access to the
reports tabled in Parliament on the
conditions in prisons. Therefore, I
went to the Parliamentary Library and
looked through the reports of the then
Social Welfare Branch-which was
administered by the Chief Secretary's
Department-relating to the Prisons
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Division. Year after year, the Director of Prisons condemned the Government for its neglect of prisons. The
report for the year 1961-62, at page
39, statesSerious as the over-all position is ;at present, it is particularly serious in relation
to accommodation for unconvicted prisoners,
young offenders and the vagrant type shortsentence prisoners.

It then stated that the current plans

would not overcome the problem. The
situation that applied in 1961-62 still
applies.
The report for the year
1970-71 under the heading of
"Pentridge Prison" statedPentridge is still the backbone of the
Victorian prison service, holding about half
of all our prisoners in a hotch-potch of
buildings constructed over the last 120 years.
Living conditions vary ·with the ;age of the
buildings, and although we have never
undertaken to keep prisoners in the manner
to which they have been accustomed, in fact
many of them are better off in prison. After
all half of our prison receptions are vagrant
alcoholics, and prisoners are better off
materi-ally than some pensioners and many
of their own wives and children.

That is c~rtainly the case today. The
report pointed out that the conditions
are truly tragic for many people. The
same type of remarks were made in
the report of the new Social Welfare
Department for the year 1971-72
relating to the Prisons Division. In
the. report the Government has been
condemned for its lack of activity.
The present penal system has been
run on the cheap. Victoria spends le.ss
per head of population on prisons
than any other State in the Commonwealth. Notwithstanding the poor
condition of prisons throughout
the Commonwealth, to achieve that
distinction clearly shows up Victoria.
It is truly disastrous for people who
work in prisons and for those who
are incarcerated.
A further example of the need
for an inquiry is the proposed changes
in the way of running the prisons.
In. November, 1971, the Minister of
Justice in New South Wales said that
gaols were on the way out. In. an
article in t}1e Age newspaper of
Mr. Roper.

Division~

Thursday, 31st August, 1967, the then
Chief ·Secretary, Sir Arthur Rylah
was quoted as sayingWork out, live in gaol.

He got the headlines and he exthat
the
Government
plained
had plans for ensuring that people
who should not be in gaol would not
be in gaol. Again, an article appeared
in the Herald newspaper of 28th
March, 1969, and statedWEEK-END GAOL FOR YOUNG.
WANTED.-Large old house in Melbourne,
in need of repair. Big grounds, overgrown
garden no disadvantage-Apply Chief Secretary's Department.

In this article Sir Arthur Rylah is
reported as .having saidLegislation will be needed to give courts
the power to order week-end detention. It
could be put through the current session
of Parliament, but the spring sssion, starting
in September, is more likely.
This means week-end detention is likely
to start late this year.

As honorable members will be aware,
legislation was enacted in April
of this year to fulfil the promises
made in 1967 and 1969. One can
see that no undue haste was used.
My researches have shown that the
Act has still not been proclaimed.
Prisoners and prison warders are still
waiting on the fulfilment of statements made in 1967. Little has been
done to ensure that the prison system
will catch up with what is needed.
Even the legislation that was enacted
after undue delay will cause
problems.
There is no doubt about the justification for the motion moved by the
honorable member for Melbourne. To
realize this one has only to look at
the neglect of prisons spelt out by
the public servants of Victoria over
the past eleven years and the statements ·on prison reform made time
and time again by responsible Ministers, which have not been accompanied by any Government action.
The motion, inter alia, deplores the
Government's failure ·to produce a
comprehensive plan for· penal reform
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in Victoria. It could not be more
.accurate. There is need for a comprehensive plan after all this time.
The Governrnent provided limited
terms of refer,emce for the Jenkinson
inquiry, but now there should be a
full-scale Royal Commission to cover
all aspects of prison reform. It is
only by taking this matter out of the
slow and stultifying hands of the
Government that something can be
done. It will only be by allowing consideration of all aspects of prison
reform by people outside of the Government that attention can be. paid
to the needs of the warders and
prisoners in Victoria. This Government stands condemned for its attitude towards prisoners and criminals.
The treatment of criminals and
prisoners in Victoria and the limited
extra services available to prevent
them remaining as criminals in our
present society places Victoria well
at the bottom of the world orde.r.
We do not cut o·ff the hands of prisoners like some Governments in the
Middle East, but also we do not provide services wlhich prevent prisoners
from continuing in their present state.
We do not provide adequate conditions to attract pe.ople into the prison
service and keep them there. The conditions for prisoners are atrocious
and those for prison warders are just
as bad.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-In ord~r to allow the House
to express its view on this motion,
I moveThat all the words after " Pentridge "
be omitted.

The House divided on. the question
that the words proposed by Mr.
Thompson to be omitted stand part of
the motion (the Hon. K. H. Wheeler
in. the chair)Ayes
15
Noes
46
·Majority · ··:for·':,
.am·endn1ent

·~the

31
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AYES •

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Curnow
Doube
Edmunds
Fordham
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind
Mutton

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Burgin
Chamberlain
Crellin
Dixon
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stirling
Trezise
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Fogarty
Mr. Roper.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(Ballaarat North)

Mr. Evans

(Gippsland East)

McLaren
Maclellan
Meagher
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Ross-Edwards
Rossiter
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
(Bellarine)

Mr. Suggett
Sir Edgar Tanner
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Trewin
Mr. Vale
Mr. Whiting
Mr. Wilcox
Mr. Williams
Mr. Wiltshire.

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. Mcinnes
Mr. McKellar

Mr. Baxter
Mr. Wood.

Mr. Bomstein

PAIRS.
Mr. Smith

Tellers:

( Warmambool)

Mr. Ginifer
Mr. Holding
Mr. Simmonds

The motion,
agreed to.

Mr. Borthwick
Mr. MacDonald
Mr. Stephen.

as amended,

was

WHEAT INDUSTRY
STABILIZATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
For Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister

of AgricultQfe) , Mr. Balfour (Minister· for ·Fuel and Power) , moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Wheat Industry Stabilization Act
1968;·

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The debate
(adjourned from
November 1) on the motion of Mr.
McClure (Bendigo) for the adoption
of an Address-in-Reply to the
Governor's Speech was resumed.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-During the Budget debate I put certain
propositions to the Chief Secretary
regarding important changes of
policy towards the Victoria Polic:e
Force.
I suggested that certain
measures should be implemented immediately, and if the Government
did not accept the proposals, I suggested alternative measures.
I compliment the new members on
both sides of the house on their excellent contributions to the debate on
the motion for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the Speech of His
Excellency the Governor. It is a difficult time to come into the House and
be expected to contribute to a debate
without much notice. I also put on
record that I congratulate them for
their attention to their work and the
manner in which they have contributed to the debate.
It is becoming abundantly clear to
members of the community that the
strength of the Victoria Police Force
will not be increased in the foreseeable future, that it will not receive
additional assistance from the Government. and that it will not be able
to cope with the increasing crime .r~te.
Therefore, it behoves the OppositiOn,
the Government and the Country
Party to advise the Victorian public
to take more care when walking on
the streets at night and driving
along the roads. I do not say this in
a political way, but in a sincere
attempt to advise the public that
because of the increasing crime rate
and the failure to immediately meet
the demands of the police, the public
must be more aware of the dangers
that could beset them at any time.
One way in which to overcome this
problem is for the Government to
re-examine the suggestions made
during the Budget debate, and to
decide whether priorities should be
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re-adjusted. I do not care from what
source the extra money is provided
for the Police Force. From time to
time I have been challenged to say
where the money should come from.
If it has to come from the education
vote then it should come from that
vote: The money that is available
to the Victoria Police Force is inadequate. If there is no possible
way of obtaining assistance from
the Commonwealth Government, the
money must come out of the Victorian Budget.
I understand, as
clearly- as does the Treasurer, the
limitations that apply, but there must
be a reappraisal of the funds that
are made available to the Victoria
Police Force. In the interests of the
protection of individuals in the State,
a higher priority must be afforded the
Victoria Police Force, and there must
be more appreciation of its work.
The Minister of Health is aware
that I have asked him to spend more
money on the Preston and Northcote
Community Hospital. The Minister
has stated that he will do what he
can. In common with every other
State Minister, the honorable gentleman's portfolio suffers from an
inadequacy of funds. The situation
is so desperate in Victoria that
criminals are able to operate
throughout the State in a way which
suggests that insufficient emphasis is
placed on law enforcement and the
ability of the Police Force to enforce
the law. This is all caused by- lack of
funds. I have addressed you, Mr.
Speaker, on a number of occasio!ls,
on this subject and on each occasion
I have pointed out that the situation
will deteriorate unless action is
taken. I appeal to the Government
to re-examine its priorities.
I ask the Minister of Health, who
is at the table to direct the
Premier's attention to a report on
page 3 of the Age newspaper of 8th
November 1973. The article refers
to a confidential report to senior
police officers, and claims that police
sought $5 · 3 million to finance
major building and equipm~nt projects for the 1973-74 financial year
-but in fact were granted only
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$770,000. The:se figures mean that
projects worth $4 · 5 million,· and
considered by the police to be absolutely necessary, have either been
shelved this financial year or postponed until there can be a further reappraisal of the financial situation.
The following day, 9th November,
the Age published an article, attributed to the Premier, claiming that the
story was " grossly inaccurate ".
The Premier stated in the article of
9th November that $3 million would
be devoted this financial year to new
police buildings and equipment. A
study of the Budget Papers clearly
shows that $2 · 3 million is to be
spent on works and services during
the year.
I welcome what the
Premier says, but I am unable to find
it in the Budget, as I pointed out
previously. I notice that another
$800,000 has been allocated for
personal equiptnent-uniforms, clothing, bedding, radios, photographic
and scientific equipment and other
incidental materials.
I presume,
therefore, that this is how the figure
of $3 million is arrived at.
I should be grateful if the Minister
of Health would ask the Premier to
correct me if I am wrong in my
assessment of this $3 million; if my
assumption is incorrect I should like
the Premier to point it out because I
consider that tihere is a conflict between what is alleged by a meeting
of police superintendents to have
been shelved and what the Premier
claims to be incorrect. I should be
equally grateful if the Minister would
ask the Premier to give me a dollar
by dollar breakdown of the expenditure planned for the specific $2 · 2
million in the works and services
account. Obviously, honorable members would then be in a position to
see for themselves that the Premier's
claim that all this money will be
spent " on new buildings and equipment" is in fact correct, and members would know in what localities
the money is to be spent. I am
certain this would be helpful to honorable members in their electorates
and also to the police services in
those ·areas.
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ln the same newspaper report the
Premier was quoted as denying that
less money is available for other
police activities this· year after
salaries have been deducted from the
Budget figures. Indeed, he went on
to say, as reported in the Age, that
this year there was an over-all
increase in funds for the growth and
general running of the force as well
as in the building, equipment and
vehicle allocation. I must say that
I am confus·ed by the claim that there
is an over-all increase in funds after
the money used to pay salaries has
been deducted. The Premier's own
Budget figures show that this year
the police have bee·n allocated $60 · 8
million, $52 · 7 million of which is for
salaries. According to my calculations this leaves about $8 · 1 million
for over-all running costs.
Last year, 1972-73, the Premier said
that the Police Department received
$50· 8 million, of which $42 · 2 million
was spent on salaries. My calculation is that this left $8·4 million for
over-all running costs, or in other
words $300,000 more was available
to be spent last year than this year.
If I am in error, I have no doubt
that the Premier will correct me, but
I am at a loss to understand how the
honorable gentleman can claim that
a $300,000 loss is in fact an increase.
The Premier seems to have discovered an entirely new sort of
economic equation.
I would be
pleas·ed if that were so because I
would then know that some of the
things which have been assessed as
being shelved will actually be completed. Failing that, I am forced to
the conclusion that the Premi·er has
either been careless with his facts or
that his arithmetic and mine are at
variance. In any case, I would welcome an explanation from the honorable gentleman. I know the Minister
of . Health will seek that explanation for me because it is important
not only for political reasons but
also so that we can decide which
priorities .should be attended to and
how they should be allocated.
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In seeking to refute the allegation
that major projects worth $4 · 5
.million had been set aside, the
. Premier ·claimed in the Age newspaper article from which I quoted
that this year $3 million will be spent
on new buildings and equipment.
With respect, I point out that the
Premier's logic appears to be in error.
The assertion that $3 million is to be
spent does not refute the fact that
$4 · 5 million is not to be spent, or
indeed is not provided to be spent. I
do not know, for example, what total
funds were sought by the police.
That is difficult to ascertain.
In an earlier address on police
matters during the Budget debate I
challenged the Pr·emier to table the
request for funds received from the
police. I notice that to date the
honorable gentleman has not taken
up the challenge. That may be for
good reasons of which I am not
aware, but if the Premier is not prepared to disclose such departmental
information he must either concede
that the conclusions I am drawing
are correct or that there is something to hide in the information that
was requested of him or in what the
police asked of the Premier. I do
not altogether believe that, but the
honorable gentleman should make
available publicly what the police
asked for this year.
I now wish to deal with the
Premier's bold assertion in the Age
of 9th November that the report of
massive cut-backs was " grossly inaccurate". I have a photostat copy
taken from the notes of a superintendents' conference held in the
Chief Commissioner's office on
Monday, 1st October, 1973. It is not
a confidential document because it
is distributed to a number of public
servants.
On page 4 of this
document is an item entitled
·" Approved works and services
programme 1973-74" and the subject
with which it deals is called "Allocations for major police projects ".
The report shows that projects worth
about $800,000 will indeed not be
considered until next financial year
Mr. Wilkes.
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and that projects worth $3 ·75 million
have been denied finance altogether
or pigeon-holed and marked " Future
planning". I am apprehensive that
those matters which have been
marked for future planning will not
necessarily be included in the works
for next financial year.
This document shows that what the
Premier has dismissed as grossly inaccurate is a statement of fact according to the chief superintendents'
report. This is no flight of fancy on
the part of a journalist; it is a document prepared by the police on the
basis of information given to them
by the Government. If the Premier
needs any further convincing, I
direct his attention to central correspondence file 38/4/113 in the Chief
Commissioner's office. Perhaps the
honorable gentleman has read it. If
this document is correct, I am
astonished that the Premier should
have attempted to claim that the
newspaper report was grossly inaccurate and that the information
supplied was not the information
contained in that report. If this
document is wrong and the newspaper report was inaccurate, the
Police Department appears to have
been given incorrect information by
the Government. I do not believe
that is the case. However, the
Premier cannot have it both ways.
Either the Government has provided
incorrect information-! do not
believe the Government would do
that and consider that the information supplied to the department
would be correct-or the information contained in the chief superintendents' report is inaccurate. The
report shows that at least twelve
major projects have been shelved,
with no time indicated ·as to when
they will be considered in the future.
1 will name the twelve projects
because it is important to get this
matter in its right perspective and to
correct any inaccuracies in ·either the
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newspaper report or the notes of the
superintendent's conference. The projects which have been shelved are1. A 24-hour police station and
district headquarters at Altona North
to cost $600.000.
2. New distrkt offices and cells at
Bendigo, to cost $450,000.
3. A 24-howr residential police
station and disltrict headquarters at
Horsham to cost $350,000.
4. Extensions to the offices and
new cells at Colac to cost $200,000.
Mention has been made from time
to time of the urgency of this new
cell block at Colac. I referred to it
in the Budget debate when I suggested alternatives to the existing
situation because, as I said previously, problems are evident and in
my preamble I suggested that
priorities would have to be altered.
5. A new residential police station
and cells at Werribee to cost
$150,000.
6. A new 24-·hour police station
and divisional office at Rosebud to
cost $150,000.
7. A 24-hour residential police
station at Melton to cost $120,000.
8. A new residential police station
at Ramsey to cost $34.000.
9. New offices and cells at Apollo
Bay to cost $20,000. This affects
country areas drastically.
10. Extensions to Ringwood police
station to cost !U5,000.
11. A new cornmunications centre
at Russell Street police headquarters
to cost $1 · 4 milllion.
I do not doubt that that was the
subject of discussion with Mr. Nichol,
from the Home Office, when he was
here.
12. Development work at the new
police training academy, Glen
Waverley, to cost $270,000.
I reported on item 12 in great
detail in the Budget debate. Plans
for a new class-room block and
residential :accommodation have also
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been shelved. No ·cost estimate is
available for either of the latter two
items.
I do not wish to repeat what I
said in the Budget debate, but I
pointed out that the Glen Waverley
academy is a critical project for
improving police recruitment and
strength. The academy can handle
only 500 recruits at present. The
drop-out rate is about 300 over-all,
which leaves a net gain of about 200.
That net gain must be improved to
at least 400 to maintain an adequate
force throughout the State. The
cut-back which was adverted to in
the notes of the superintendents'
conference seriously impedes any
prospect of Glen Waverley being able
to cope with any more recruits.
Another $800,000 worth of projects
will not be considered until the 197475 financial year. I will not bother
you, Mr. Speaker, or the House with
reading that.
Some of the projects to be considered in the 1974-75 financial year
are still left over from the 1972-73
financial year. Because of the backlog from last year, and the shelving
of the twelve items to which I have
referred, which were to be adopted
this year, the Victoria Police Force
lacks the equipment, maintenance and
buildings which it requires to enable
it to carry out its normal law and
order programme.
The Police Department requires, for
example, a 24-hour station and divisional office at St. Arnaud, a new cell
block at Kyabram and a residential
station at Culgoa. If these projects
do not get under way in 1974-75,
they will be two years behind, and if
they are in the Budget allocation
next year, they will be three years
behind. " Country Victoria ", as we
hear it described from time to time
in this House, cannot afford a lack of
facilities for the Police Force. A
new residential police station at
Ramsey and the proposed Altona
North complex, which were listed for
establishment in the 1972-73 financial
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year, have not been constructed as a
result of the Government's finance
programme.
In his denial of these facts, the
Premier made passing reference to
the Nichol report on the modernization. of police communications. In
November the honorable gentleman
said that the report would be made
available later this year but, although
time is passing, there has been no
indication of when the report will be
made available to enable honorable members to see what is said
about what they already know, the
obvious inadequacies in the communication section of the Police Force.
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inquiry into police functions, and the
distribution of finance allocated to it.
If it is necessary to use some of the
$80 million which came from the
Commonwealth Government for educational purposes, it will have to be
done, because people's lives and properties are at stake.
I warn people not to walk on the
streets of Melbourne at night and to
be very careful when driving alone
in motor cars because other people
might drive alongside them and attempt to force them off the road. So
far as industry is concerned, it can
avail itself of the watching services
which provide an excellent service in
In the pre-election days of May the protecting properties in this State.
Chief Secretary, now the Minister of Watching services cost money and
Transport, promised that the police the costs are passed on; but they are
would receive the latest equipment filling a vacuum which the police
available, that the Nichol report cannot fill.
would soon arrive and that it would
Because of the savage cut-backs in
indicate what was the state of police police funds which were documented
communications. In the second edi- in the report, and because of the Govtion of the Herald of 14th May last at ernment's continued refusal to show
page 6, reference was made to this any interest in providing more finance,
matter. At that time the Minister I believe that unless there is a change
quoted the Nichol report as stat- in attitude by the Government there
ing that it would take $2 million could be a law and order crisis at any
and three years to bring the current time in Victoria. The police are aware
equipment of the police up to date. of this.
If the Government then believed
Implementation of neither the St.
that it would take three years
a·nd intended to do something about Johnston report on reorganization
it, the important fi.eld of communica- nor the Nichol report on communications within the force should have tions can pr'oceed in a balanced and
received priority. This would have proper fashion unless the Government
enabled the force to keep pace with re-apportions priorities. By calling in
the crime rate for a period-at least these experts from overseas the Govuntil the strength of the force was ernment has conceded that the police
have real problems.
I saw Sir
increased.
Eric St. Johnston in London and he
For the safety of the public, in view said he was interested in knowing
of its concern for the welfare of over- the outcome of his recommendations.
worked police officers, the Opposition The Government has implemented a
believes there is an urgent need for a number of the recommendations made
Parliamentary inquiry into the handl- in that report but not all of them.
ing of the Budget allocation to the
Police Force. It is useless for memIt is clear that the Premier, apart
bers of the Opposition and of the from giving enough money to cover
Country Party to complain about the salary increases, has failed to honour
increased crime rate, the road toll- his election promise of providing
22,000 people are being injured each more money for the Victoria Police
year-and the increasing number of Force; instead, the police have been
crimes of violence-including mur- subjected for many years to crippling
ders. There must be a full and frank cut-backs in finance to develop and
Mr. Wilkes.
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run their affairs. Most of their requests have been ignored and have
continued to be ignored. Is it any
wonder that from time to time one
hears of dissatisfaction in the Police
Force?
During the Budget debate I suggested that the Police Force needed
1,000 new personal radios at a cost of
$1 million or more. One of these
radios would enable a police officer
to contact as many as 500 other
police officers. The use of these radios
was recommended in the Nichol report but the Chief Secretary informed
me that he had been advised that the
police did not need 1,000 radios. If
any Police Commissioner has the
audacity
to
say
that
his
not
need
1,000
force
does
portable radios it is of no use my
attempting to improve the standard
of the Police Force on behalf of the
people .of Victoria.
I believe the
police do need 1,000 new radios and
I am not interested in what the Chief
Commissioner says. If the Chief
Commissioner is right and I am
wrong, the Chief Commissioner cannot complain in his report about the
treatment he gets from this Government.
I am particularly concerned at the
failure of the Government to press
ahead immediate-ly with a matter of
urgency-namely, the establishment
of 24-hour stations at Greensborough,
Altona North, Melton, Doncaster
East, Rosebud and St. Arnaud. Police
stations which are open for 24 hours
a day are ve:ry important anywhere, and they are especially important in the areas I have mentioned.
The catastrophic decisions that have
been made by this Government in
shelving recommendations have cut
at the very heart at what the St.
Johnston report recommended and
the entire Police Force cannot be properly reorganized when vital links
are missing.
The police have my
sympathy. Broken promises have
become a bitter every-day experience
for them.
They must continue in
their efforts to battle rising crime and
violence and they must continue to
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endeavour to slow down the road
toll. They are receiving plenty of
assistance from the press, which I
compliment; and with a shortage of
manpower I suppose the police are
doing the best they can. Every week
we read of Assistant. Commissioner
McLaren urging motorists to take
care.
This community should take action
against drunken drivers who are killing people on the road. There is
plenty of power in the statute-book to
deal with people who are prepared
to risk not only the ·lives of themselves but the lives of others. If the
Government had its priorities right,
and furnished the Police Force with
the power it needs, drunken drivers
would be put off the road. Even
under existing conditions in the Victoria Police Force-with its shortage
of manpower and equipment-! am
amazed that outside certain establishments more keys are not taken away
from people who are not in a fit condition to drive motor cars. The police
have the power and the Government
should instruct them to use it.
The breweries are a most powerful
lobby in this State and, any attempt
to alter the legislation with regard to
drunken drivers creates a civil liberties attitude against it or a lobby
against any efforts of the police to
take action against drunken drivers.
There seems to be a reluctance to
take the necessary action which has
been recommended to this Parliament
by the Road Safety Committee in
respect of drinking and driving.
The people of Victoria face the
future knowing that provision of
additional police stations and facilities has all but come to a standstill
while the population continues to
climb and the number of motor cars
on the road rapidly increases.
There is an increasing death toll
and an increasing number of injuries
on the Victorian roads. I am not concerned where the lobbying comes
from but I am concerned about any
attempt to defeat the efforts of the
police to overcome this tragic state of
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affairs. The police should be unimpeded in their efforts to clear the
roads of drunken drivers and people
who drive when they should be using
public transport.
The Government has refused to
acknowledge any of the pleas I have
made on behalf of the Opposition to
provide additional money for the
Police Force. I hope the people of
Victoria will heed the note of warning
that I sounded. They must be careful
when they walk the streets at night
or even when driving alone at night.
This applies particularly to young
girls. Parents should watch out for
their daughters, and the community
generally should be concerned with
the safety of elderly people. Nobody
is safe in this crime-ridden State.
That warning is necessary in the
absence of any attempt by the
Government to do anything about
the pleas of the Opposition to spend
more on the Victoria Police Force.
The sitting was suspended at 1.2
p.m until 2.5 p.,m.
Mr.
BILLING
(Heatherton).This debate on the motion for the
adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
the Speech made by His Excellency
the Governor on the opening of Parliament is directed to Sir Rohan
De lacombe's last Speech to the . .Parliament before his retirement, which
will bring to a close the term of office
of one of the most popular Governors
Victoria has ever had. . There is not
a part of Victoria which His Excellency and Lady Delacombe have not
visited or where they have not been
welcomed with open arms and expressions of loyalty to the democratic
way of life which they represent in a
democratic state.
His Excellency stated that the
Government would give much attention to the interests of youth and also
to the problems of the physically and
mentally handicapped, the underprivileged; and the elderly. Recently
the Government received no uncertain mandate from the people, including the younger section, to improve
the quality .of life of the community
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as a whole. Legislative measures introduced since that mandate was received show that the Government will
honour its election promises·. Much
of the necessary . machinery has
already been set up. I particularly
direct attention to the Ministry for
Youth, Sport and Recreation and the
rapid manner in which projects have
been listed and funded as a result
of co-operation between the State
and Federal Governments.
The Governor also stated that the
Victorian Government would be
happy to work with the Federal
Government in any field in which it
was prepared to assist and support
the work of the State Government in
the interests of the community. It is
regrettable that many of the efforts
of the Victorian Government have not
met with co-operation from the Commonwealth· but with Commonwealth
plans based on direction rather than
co-operation.
An instance of this
was referred to in this morning's
press, but I shall not dwell on it ·as
doubtless it will be the subject of
debate in the near future.
Referring to the quality of life and
the promotion of community interests
His Excellency mentioned the provision being made for the reconstitution
of various Parliamentary committees.
One was the Road Safety Committee
of which I have had the honour to
be a member this session. I pay
tribute to the members of all the
Parliamentary committees for the
work they have done to promote
the welfare of the community.
The Victorian Government has ·a
number of road safety firsts to its
credit. One of the most important was
the compulsory installation and use of
seat belts in motor vehicles, an innovation
which
has
markedly
reduced the number of fatalities
resulting from road accidents. Howeve·r, it is unfortunate that the Government has not yet put into effect
further measures to protect pedestrians.
I am concerned about school
crossings.
At present there are
school crossings with red flags· and
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others with press-button lights. This
leads to much confusion, not o·nly in
the minds of mtotorists but also in
the minds of those using the crossings. Children, particularly, believe
they are safe when using a crossing
where two red flags are showing,
but nothing could be farther from
the truth. If crossings of this type
are to be retained, something must
be done to provide full protection
for the children using them. The
supervision of school crossings by
people with authority over traffic
must be one of the first steps.
. The Springvale City Council has
taken the initiative on this. There
ar·e 22 crossings in the municipality,
four of which have press-button
operated signals. The _crossings are
manned from 8 a.m. to 9.15 a.m. and
from 3 p.m. to 3:.45 p.m. by people,
mainly pensioners and superannuitants, employed by the council.
The crossing supervisors are provided with protective clothing in wet
weather. This consists of a yellow
waterproof coat and trousers which
are easily visible.. In summer, grey
dust coats are provided. In all
seasons, a suitable peaked cap is
worn. These people are covered by
workers compensation in the same
way as other council employees, and
they are paid $3 a day for their work.
The proviSIOn of this service
will cost the council $8,607 in
the . year 1972-7:~ and it is estimated that it ,will cost $12,000
in 1973-74. Whell such an initiative
is taken by a municipality with the
co-operation of its ratepayers, surely
the Government should provide some
financial assistance. I compliment
the council on its initiative. It has
enacted a by-law to cover these
activities and has 1aunched a number
of successful prosecutions against
people who have broken the law by
driving over crossings while pedestrians were using them.
It has been suggested that it is not
the business of a municipal council
but of the Government to provide a
suitable legal foree to police this
type of crossing and to prosecute
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when infringements occur. It has
been suggested that a system of
traffic wardens should be introduced.
IYiany crossings with pedestrianoperated traffic lights have a cyclone
wire protective guard to protect the
pedestrians in the event of a change
in th~ traffic lights whilst they are
crossmg the road. Many protective
fences are dangerous because of
damage caused by motor vehicles.
Moreover, they cannot be seen at
night. In some instances the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority has
installed a reflectorized sign but in
other cases, particularly along the
Princes Highway, it is impossible for
a motorist to see the damaged protective fencing. Only ten days ago
a motorist was killed when he was
impaled on one of the rails. I sug-.
gest that a reflectorized substance
should be sprayed on the fences so
that they are visible at night.
Another traffic hazard on the roads
is the median strip which has
become a commonplace method of
dividing highways. Along the Princes
Highway from Melbourne to Dandenong several miles of median strip
have been constructed and the dirty
grey colour of the concrete cannot
be seen at night. A simple remedy
would be to spray · a reflectorized
substance onto the kerbing.
It may sound as though I am
pushing a barrow for the manufacturers of reflectorized paints, but
when one considers the thousands of
gallons of paint used on roads the
small additional expense in using a
reflectorized paint to ensure the
safety of motorists and pedestrians
should not be denied. It would be a
small price to pay for additional
safety. On a wet night a motorist
cannot see the edge of the median
strip. In some places a white line
has been painted alongside a median
strip, but before long the white paint
becomes dirty and faded and therefore difficult to see. Some years ago
I suggested the use of a reflectorized
paint but it was considered to be
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too expensive. I ·ask: What cost is
too great to prevent the death of a
motorist or a pedestrian?
Any motorist who has travelled
along the Princes Highway during the
morning peak period will have competed with the diesel transports,
petrol wagons and all sorts of
industrial transport vehicles. The
transports not only compete for the
road space but travel at varying
speeds, usually as fast as possible
so that the drivers can deliver their
loads. The driver of a sand truck is
on contract and the more loads he
delivers the more money he earns.
Other transport drivers are anxious
to deliver their goods and accordingly
the roads are crowded.
The private motorist also has to
suffer the discomfort of the emission
from diesel trucks of clouds of dirty
black smoke and fumes. Motorists
along the Princes Highway face this
hazard every day. Moreover, diesel
trucks on the opposite side of the
highway throw out clouds of black
smoke so that the private motorist
gets it from both sides. If his
windows are open he suffers severe
discomfort. A simple remedy would
be a requirement that all emissions
from heavy diesel vehicles shall be
into the air instead of out from the
side of the truck. This would at least
minimize the discomfort caused to
other motorists. Many people have
complained to me that at all costs
they avoid driving along the Princes
Highway during the peak period,
because after travelling 10 or 12
miles they feel quite ill. The Chief
Secretary and the Minister of Health
should investigate the elimination of
this form of pollution and its effect
on the general health of the community.
Much is said these days about the
quality of life and the democrati.c
right of a citizen to pursue his business lawfully. Earlier today the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition
rightly drew attention to th_e pr?b- ·
lems which face the community With
law enforcement and the risks that
members· ·of .. the community take
Mr. Billing.
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each day. The Government is deeply
concerned about the problem and
also about the inroads being made
into the privacy of the individual in
his own home, which at one time
was referred to as his castle. To a
large degree this no longer obtains
because of increasing intrusions into
the privacy of the home and the
individual intrusions which are far
in excess' of those which honorable
members knew about years ago and
which in most cases were limited to
perhaps inquiries on income tax.
Nowadays there is a survey for
this and for that. If a person truthfully fills in a form he bares the
whole of his background, where he
came from, whom he married, what
illnesses he has suffered and even
what illnesses his father and mother
may have suffered. . With the
development
of scientific
a~d
electronic
equipment,
all
this
information is being stored for
future use. The idea of someone looking over one's shou~der !s
no longer funny.
An article In
today's Sun News-Pictorial carries
the headline, " Canberra has secrets
on 1 · 8 mi'llion families ".
Mr. EDMUNDS.-A Liberal Party
Government let them out.
Mr. BILLING.-1 do not care
which Government is involved. According to the article the Federal
Government has personal records on
millions of Australians. The Minister for Social Security, Mr. Hayden,
said that his department's computer
bank had detailed information on
more than 1 · 87 million families, in-.
eluding their addresses. The article
also statesThe department also had extremely ~~m
prehensive data on more than 1 ·1 mtlhon
age and invalid pensioners, on more than
126,000 widow pensioners and women receiving supporting mother's benefits. And
on about 396,000 cases in which une!llployment sickness benefits and the spectal
benefits were granted last year.
" This personal information in most cases
includes full details of their financial position, their assets, legacies, personal business
and financial transactions as well as their
whereabouts", Mr. Hayden told the House
of Repres~ntatives.
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What is safe from the probing of
the bureaucrat? There is a need for
a halt to the obtaining and recording
of these details. Mr. Hayden recently indicated that a computer was
being ordered for the proposed
national health scheme, and that
millions of cards were being printed
on which would be recorded the
health history of every person in
Australia and perhaps even that of
the mother and father, so that a
person would receive a stereotype
benefit and have a pill passed out
by a munificent Government.
For this it is estimated that
every taxpayer will pay an additional $1·35 per cent in income tax to provide $360 rnillion a year for
the scheme.
The cost to the
whole community will be $1,012
million. It is only another device
to obtain an illlcrease in taxation and
to take away some of the privacy
of the individual.
The present Government has the
greatest mandlate of any Victorian
Government in history. One of its
embarrassments is the profusion of
members on this side of the House
and the dang1er that an individual
member will take the view that
because the Government has the
numbers everything is all right.
Mr. SCANLAN .-Is that an indication of the quality of the Opposition?
Mr. BILLING.-It could indicate
the good judgn1ent of the community
which is concerned with the preservation of the standard of living
and what can be expected from a
Liberal Government which has compassion for the community.
I had wished. to refer to some matters on general health, but these will
keep. Health is of concern to people
in the Heatherton electorate because
thousands of acres of empty holes are
used for the dumping of garbage from
Melbourne. This problem is of great
concern and somebody in authority
must take steps to remedy it. Experts
and others with common sense should
be included on a Select Committee to
investigate the system of disposal of
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garbage, as occurs overseas. Collective action should be taken by municipalities in the metropolitan area
without regard to parochial interests
to devise a new method of disposing
of garbage. Half a million dollars
should be provided for the establishment of a compacting and pulverizing
plant to dispose of garbage at the
rate of 40 tons an hour. The resulting
pulverized product could then be
placed into the holes in Heatherton.
No one would object to that, but
people most certainly object to the
dumping of putrid garbage from adjacent cities into Heatherton. With its
accompanying crude earth cover, vermin and the putrescence built up over
a number of years, the land is eventually let to the local council for the
erection of buildings similar to those
which are disintegrating in Yarraville.
This must not occur. Departments
such as those of health, public works
and environment, and people who can
contribute, for the hea'lth of the community, modern ideas on garbage dis ..
posal can certainly give a lead to the
rest of Australia. A destructor which
burns the rubbish and causes more
pollution is not what is wanted. The
people need a modern scientific pulverizer, the e·nd product of which
could be used in some circumstances,
as it is overseas, for roadmaking.
I thank the House for its indulgence. It is a pleasure and privilege
to participate in this debate during
the final year of the term of His
Excellency the Governor and Lady
Delacombe. On behalf of the people
of my electorate who have been priviledged to have the company of Sir
Rohan and Lady Delacombe as guests
on several occasions, I wish them
well in their forthcoming retirement.
Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Ponds).The debate on the motion for the
adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
the Governor's Speech provides an
opportunity for honorable members
to discuss a wide range of topics. I
begin my remarks by congratulating
the honorable members for Bendigo
and Ringwood on their contributions
to the debate and I add the usual
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expressions of loyalty. If they continue ·unchanged, many of the forms,
traditions and procedures of Parliament will cause the Parliament to
become redundant within a decade
or two. The Address-in-Reply is a
perfect example of this. What is its
purpose? I have been a member of
this Parliament on seven different occasions when the Governor has made
his Speech on the opening of Parliament, which is a dress-up occasion.
This type of debate has followed; and
when it has concluded honorable
members have been invited to Government House and been introduced
to His Excellency by you, Mr.
Speaker. A cup of tea has been provided and honorable members have
returned to the House to get " stuck
into one another " again. The House
should consider changing some of its
archaic procedures.
The platform, constitution and
policy of the Australia~ ~abor Party
provide for _ the abolitiOn of the
Legislative Council and the office
of State Governor. Until the Labor
Party has the opportunity. in 1976
to implement that pohcy, the
Government should consider appointing an Australian to the position of
Governor of Victoria. Sir Rohan and
Lady Delaco~be ~nd their p~edec~~
sors are distmguished Enghsh Citizens who have performed excellent
work in the community. However,
there are also distinguished former
members of this Parliament who
would competently perform the duties
of Governor. One such former member has recently acquired a new partner, who would suitably fulfil the role
of the Governor's lady. Bob Hawke
could even be a successful Governor
of Victoria.
The need exists for a complete reappraisal of the procedures of Parli~
ment. The formal language used m
the House is very confusing. I shall
take honorable members through the
exercise which is followed when the
Opposition moves an amendment to
a clause. I know you, Mr. Speaker,
are seriously considering this matter.
An amendment seeking the deletion
Mr. Edmunds.
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of words in a clause in a Bill is
moved and when honorable members
have finished debating it they are
asked to vote on the questionThat the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clause.

On many occasions I have noticed
that Government supporters and even
some Ministers have been unsure of
the meaning. On one occasion a
person of no less distinction than
Sir Henry Bolte voted the wrong way
because he did not know what was
meant by the motion at the time.
This is almost the 21st century, and
this procedure should be abolished
and simple ones instituted. Not
many honorable members could no:w
rise quickly to their feet to explaf!l
how they would vote on an Opposition amendment to the first part of
the question which is P.u~ on each
occasion that the Opposition moves
an amendment proposing an omission.
I now wish to refer to Hansard.
The staff, the printers and everyone
connected with Hansand do an excellent job in recording the procedures
of Parliament. Hansard is compulsory reading for approximately 30 per
cent of honorable members who
take an active interest in the activities of the Parliament. However,
the rest of the honorable members
probably glance through their copies
when they come into the House. On
several occasions I have offered
copies of Hansard to local schools
and have been surprised because
there has not been sufficient room for
copies on their shelves, and in any
case the school libraries are not
interested in receiving copies because it is believed Hansard does
not contain anything of value.
I am referring to reports of the
debates in State Parliament. Because the Liberal Government
has been in office for so long,
the matters which come before
Parliament do not represent philosophical changes in attitudes or deeply
researched matters of policy. They
are merely pragmatic issues and
often are only reappraisals of the
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attitudes of departmental heads.
The real difficulty is that if State
Parliament is to continueMr. JONA.-Do you think it should
continue or are you in conflict .with
your Federal Leader?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-! shall state my
beliefs on State Parliaments later.
On occasions members of the public
come to hear debates in Parliament
House, and the place is like a
museum. Honorable members meet
two or sometitnes three days a week,
but since I have been here the occasions when multitudes of people
have been clamouring to hear what
the legislature is doing about their
lives have been very rare. On that
criterion honorable members would
need to meet only once or twice a
year, apart from the need to transact formal business.
Unless the Government heeds the
criticisms which are made occasionally about the forms and procedures
of Parliament, the responsibility of
Parliament wi:U be lowered in the
eyes of the co:mmunity. How many
young people come into Parliament to
hear the debates? School children
often come to listen, but I believe
they frequently leave confused, as do
new members when they attend Parliament for the first two or three
times. No effort is made to simplify
the procedures so that they will be of
relevance. The origins of many
forms of the House are long lost in
antiquity. Parliament must do something about this.
As you, Mr. Speaker, and honorable members are aware, I am
much interested in private members'
Bills. Since being elected to this
House I have been able to prese·nt
only three private members' Bills.
On each occasion that I have managed to get these Bills on the Notice
Paper, I have been unable to do
anything more about them, and this
is most frustrating as a member of
Parliament and as a member of the
Opposition. My rights are very restricted. I have discovered through
the research of the Clerks of this
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Parliament that the Victorian Parliament is worse off than any other
Parliament in the Commonwealth of
Australia, including the national Parliament, in allowing private members
their rights to move motions and
to introduce private members' Bills.
Even in the Legislative Council in
Victoria, the members have more
rights to proceed with private members' Bills than members of the popular House-the. Legislative Assembly.
I want to put on record a table
to compare what occurs in other
Parliaments during the time allotted
for members to introduce private
members' business. In Tasmania, the
time allotted to private members'
business under Standing Orders is
Wednesday from 2.30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
and on Thursday, from 2.30 p.m. to
4 p.m. In New South Wales, under
Standing Orders, private members
can speak on Tuesday from 3.15 p.m.
to 6 p.m. In the House of Representatives under Standing Orders the
time allotted each alternative Thursday is until 12.45 p.m. after the Address-in-Reply has been agreed to.
In South Australia, under Standing
Orders private members can . speak
each W·ednesday until 6 p.m. In
Queensland under sessional orders
the time allotted is each Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. In
Western Australia, under sessional
orders the time for private members to speak is each Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
In this place at present private members are very restricted in the time
allowed under the present se~sional
orders, .which will remain in vogue
until May of next year at least, and
private members are able to raise
matters only from 11.30 a.m. to 1
p.m. on the third Thursday of each
period-an hour and a half-and on
the next two succeeding Thursdays
for the same amount of time-an
hour and a half a week.
Unless there is a change I do not
believe this Parliament has any further relevance in our community. I
am convinced that members of the
community are interested in the
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national Parliament and believes it is
relevant to their lives. It is unusual
for a member of the community to
come to a State membe.r for anything
other than simple matters, although
these matters may be very important
to the community. Sir Henry Bolte, on
the prompting of the Leader of the
Opposition
to
allow
questions
without notice, took a long time to
introduce that innovation. The Parliament is better for it. Private members
would be better off if they were given
an opportunity of raising private
matters that they believe to be of community importance. There is one
independent member in this House at
the moment and there appears to be
no opportunity for him to raise a matter of particular importance to his
electorate.
If the State Parliament does
not modernize its procedures quickly,
it will go out of business because
people will not stand for the waste
of public money. The Governor's
office, as an example, is largely
irrelevant in the community. The
Legislative Council of Victoria is an
anachronism. Although the members do a good job under the circumstances, what is their direct purpose
in this day and age? When Parliaments like this were instituted,
members were ignoramuses and
needed things to be read to them
three times before they could understand them. However, today all
members of this Parliament can read
and there is no need for that to be
done.
The policy of the Labor Party
in trying to reduce the amount of
public money that is wasted in this
way is very sound. It is obvious that
unless there is a change of Government the policies of the Labor Party
cannot be implemented. In the interim it is important that this Parliament starts modernizing its procedures. A lot of work has been
done on this by people connected with the Parliament and if some
of the recommendations which can be
read in the reports from the Standing
Orders Committees and from other
pe.ople are accepted by the GovemMr. Edmunds.
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ment, the Parliament will be better
for it. The time could come when
this Parliament could go out of business. There has been a change of
Government in Canberra and th~ Victorian Government continually complains about asking for funds. It
seems the Victorian Government is
just a message boy for the national
Parliament.
Mr. CRELLIN.-Are you a Victorian?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-! am Australian
first, and a Victorian last. Victoria
went out of business as a Colony in
1900 and we are all Australians in
this Parliament. \Vhen one comes
across dyed-in-the-wool conservatives
on the Government side to the House.
one realizes that they will not
concede one inch towards any change
of formula or proceedings. They are
prepared to let this House die of
hardening of the arteries.
The
Opposition believes in democratic
proceedings and change.
The question whether one is an
Australian or a Victorian is not germane to the subject I have been discussing. Most members of the Government party have been in Parliament
only for a comparatively short time.
Aoart from the honorable member for
Albert Park, members of the Labor
Party have been sitting in opposition
ever since they have been elected.
The Government's gerrymander of
1966 ensured that no political party
of a different philosophy could be
elected. I do not object to that, because that was the prerogative of the
Government at the time. However,
the Government should not object
when the community throws it out
and elects another Government which
acts similarly.
I believe that the members of the
Legislative Assembly and of the
Legislative Council do an excellent
,iob for the community. They do not
get many pats on the back from their
constituents for the efforts they make
on their behalf. My remarks have not
been a criticism of members. They do
what they are elected to do in
attempting to represent their electorates, but I submit that in this
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Parliament it is very difficult, particularly for members of the Opposition, to exercise even the most
modest of rights which most people
in the community believe we receive
when we become members of Parliament. Unless the Government is prepared to change the procedures of
this Parliament, I believe that within
a decade or at least by the end of the
century we will have become so redundant that we may as well vote
ourselves out o:f office.
Mr.
TRE\~liN
(Benalla).-The
Address-in-Reply debate affords one
the opportunity of extending, on behalf of one's constituents, encouragement and thanks to His Excellency
the Governor, the representative of
the Queen. It also gives members the
opportunity of indicating the progress
that is being made in the State, particularly in the areas they represent.
This can be done in many ways. I
congratulate those honorable members who have made their maiden
speeches in the Address-in-Reply
debate. Some able young men of
character have come into Parliament
and I am sure the Parliament will be
well served by them in the years to
come. It is good to see politics attracting voung men and I feel sure that all
parties will endeavour in their different ways to bting them into their
ranks. We are approaching the end
of an era with the impending retirement of the representative of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Sir
Rohan and Lady Delacombe have
joined in the community life of
this State in no uncertain wav.
I feel sure that through their
participation in community affairs,
they have· learnt our way of life,
and appreciate that Australians
are making a contribution to
world affairs and that Victoria is
contributing to the Australian way of
life.
His Excellency and Lady
Delacombe have visited the northeastern area of Victoria on many
occasions and have regularly participated in skiing and winter sports.
I have met them in Benalla on
numerous occasions as they travelled
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to our snowfields. Honorable members hope that in his retirement Sir
Rohan will be spared for many years
to enable him and Lady Delacombe to
retain and share the happy memories
which they have of our State.
The north-eastern portion of Victoria is an area which has shown and
will continue to show spectacular
development. l have always held the
opinion that wherever there is a good
supply of water there will be high
production and continuance of the
human race. Irrespective of where
one travels throughout the world,
one finds human beings necessarily
going to areas where there is a good
water supply. The metropolis of
Melbourne has almost extended to
the limits that the water supply can
meet. However, the water supply
in the north-eastern portion of the
State is virtually unlimited in comparison with any other area in Australia. In the next 30 years the
increase in population will be beyond
that expected or considered possible.
The arteries of communication of
the nation, road and rail, pass
through the area. They are progressively being developed and before
long there will be many miles of
duplicated highway such as one finds
overseas in progressive and developing countries. The residents of the
area have this week witnessed the
centenary of the railway service to
north-eastern Victoria. The members
of the Victorian Railways Board visited the area to celebrate the occasion.
The local people participated in the
celebrations. From reading the
history of the railways it is interesting to note the development which
has taken place over I 00 years.
When the line was originally opened,
the
opening
celebrations were
attended by many more people than
attended the celebration on this
occasion. However, one can appreciate the reason because I 00 years
ago, the railways were a new mode
of transport. The wagon, the horse,
and the man on foot had previously
traversed the area but then steel rails
were laid and a system of fast transport was made available.
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Today the highway is being ex- low level. However, costs of protended and developed so that the duction and the standard of living
area has two significant avenues of of this nation have gradually intransport. I am sure that Govern- creased. It is. easy for people in
ment departments will be able to take the community to say that towards
care of the transportation needs of the
end
of
1972
increased
the area, particularly those areas prices were received by primary
which depend on interstate transport. producers for their products. It is
However, honorable members must well known that this is new money,
bear in mind that transport systems new wealth being created. The pricost money. The people in the com- mary industries are the builders of
munity must make a contribution to that new wealth. That new wealth
the cost of these national arteries comes from the soil and this should
and the taxpayer in general should be remembered by those people who
be making a contribution.
presently consider that the costs of
foodstuffs are excessive. It should
Unfortunately, Governments always also be remembered that although
turn to the taxpayer whenever money the prices were low, by paying a little
is needed for a particular project. more now people are only paying
In «>utback Australia roads have been what many overseas people have
constructed because of their national been paying for years. The higher
importance and to serve outlying prices enable the primary producer
communities. There is in our midst to keep up with the standard of
an opportunity for the taxpayer to living which many others in the commake a similar contribution. Only munity have enjoyed for years. I urge
yesterday honorable members spoke honorable members not to take anyof the Melbourne underground rail thing from these people because it is
loop. Some taxpayers living in the not only the financial return which
metropolis will be paying more than must be considered but also the
others for the loop. This is a neces- lower standard of life that primary
sity but I believe, on a national basis, producers by necessity accept.
In
this venture must receive a Commonthis
way
they
make
a
contribution
to
wealth contribution, irrespective of
the political complexion of the Gov- the welfare of our nation. It is easy
ernment in power in the national to say there are now good prices
Parliament. Such financial assistance flowing to the primary producer but
would enable those modes of trans- it must be remembered that the conport to be built expeditiously, and sumer also contributes because in this
would enable construction to be of a country the consuming public has a
standard which would not require ·high standard of living.
maintenance for many years. I imWe live in an. affluent community
press upon the Government that even
if it is able to finance these projects, which is in receipt of good wages.
it should press this point of view on By keeping money in circulation,
the national Governme·nt which and this is basically what i~ occurshould support the actions proposed ring, the Government of the day
by this Parliament.
is able to exist without increasing
It would not be fitting for me as taxes. I am impressing upon honorone who represents a rural electorate able members ·the thought that the
to speak without making a comment wealth derived from the soil is new
on primary industry. Ten years ago wealth-wealth distributed throughthe indebtedness· of primary pro- out the community. Honorable memducers was $1,000 million. That in- bers know that there must be a transdebtness has now increased to $2,200 port system as part of our way of life.
million. During the ten-year period, This has a place in the production and
the prices of primary products have consumption of the new wealth of
remained fairly static or stable at a the primary producers.
Mr. Trewin.
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As I represent a rural electorate, I
naturally consider that the primary
producer is playing his part in the
advanceme·nt of this nation. Honorable members know that the primary
producers must continue to increase
production and reduce their costs.
They are aware that the prices being
received today for their produc~s. are
mainly based on. overseas conditions
and market prices and consequently
they do not know when the prices
may be reduced by 50 per cent. or
even more. When the opportunity
has arisen I have suggested to the
primary producers that they make
sure they discharge as many of their
debts as possible while the conditions
are good. If that is done, the primary
producers can, in conscientiousness,
say to the people ?f .Austral~a t~at
whilst they are makmg a contnbutwn
to the wealth of the nation, they are
also consolidating their position in the
community.
I join with other honorable members who have participated in the
debate on the mtotion for the adootion of an Address-in-Reply to His
Excellency and :indicate the loyalty
of the constituents of the Benalla
electorate to Her Majesty through the
Governor Sir Rohan Delacombe and
his good lady. I repeat that I hope
the future holds rnany years of retirement for His Excellency and that this
will be a reward for the manner in
which he has served Her Majesty in
this State.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).The debate on the motion for the
adoption of an Address-in-Reply to
the Speech of His Excellency provides
honorable members with an opportunity of covering a wide area of
matters of public importance. I wish
to bring two or three rna tters to the
notice of the Government.
I congratulate those honorable
members who have made their maiden
speeches during this debate. Honorable members from both sides of the
House have contributed and it appears
to me that the calibre of the honorable members beling elected to this
Parliament keeps rising every year.
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My comment applies equally to
honorable members on both sides of
the Chamber, but from personal
knowledge, it applies particularly t?
honorable members on the Opposition side of the House.
Although I am a great admirer of
His Excellency and Lady Delacombe
for the efficient and charming way
in which they have represented Her
Majesty in this State, I found it somewhat strange that in the Governor's
Speech no mention was made of the
important matter of death and destruction occurring on our roads.
This is one of the most distressing
problems in the community and it
was strange that it was not mentioned in His Excellency's Speech.
I pay tribute to the work of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition ~n
road safety. He has been a consistent fighter for the road user and
continually makes suggestions to the
Government on how casualties can
be reduced. If disease were prevalent in the community to the extent
that it killed and part~y destroyed
the equivalent · number of road
accident victims, the people would
demand effective action. If diphtheria, tuberculosis or poliomyelitis
were killing and maiming people to
the same extent as road accidents,
the Government would run campaigns to advise the people what
they should do so that the epidemics
would cease and death and destruction would be minimized.
Some time ago the Government
implemented legislation providing for
the compulsory fitting and wearing
of seat belts. The newspapers have
attempted to bring home to the
people the importance of safeguarding life, .limb and property on the
roads. These two matters are worthy
of mention becau~e only dynamic
action can reduce the impact on
road users. I have some figures for
the year 1972 of the principal causes
of death in Victoria. There were
10,625 cases of diseases of the
heart ; 5,421 cases of canc~r of all
forms ; and 4,211 people died from
cerebro-vascular disease. The fourth
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highest cause of death was accidents;
there were 1,749 fatalities, of which
1,000 were caused by motor vehicles.
In total, 20,000 people were
injured in motor vehicle accidents,
which must easily rank as the chief
cause of people being incapacited.
I cite these figures to make an
impact .in this House and to indicate
that it is time effective action was
taken to eliminate the cause. Members of the Opposition assert that the
Chief Secretary and his department
are
not dynamic.
On many
occasions, members of the Opposition have raised matters relating
to the testing of motor cyclists, and
so on, and without being unduly
harsh on the Chief Secretary we
have found a certain lackadaisical,
non-dynamic
approach
to
the
problem which is most disturbing.
Members of the Opposition believe
that something should be done. The
most effective area in which to work
is the places where the greatest
number of accidents occur. Statistics
indicate that most accidents involving casualties take place at uncontrolled intersections. The second
largest number of accidents occur on
straight roads. The reason for this
is obscure ; I do not know whether
the cause is tiredness of the driver,
insufficient training to drive motor
vehicles at high speeds for long
stretches, or alcohol.
The picture becomes clearer when
accidents at intersections are considered. For the December quarter
of 1972, 262 accidents involving
casualties occurred at intersections
controlled by lights ; 1 at an intersection controlled by a policeman ;
91 where there were other traffic
controls; and 20 at pedestrian or
school crossings. For the same
quarter, there were 1,124 accidents
at uncontrolled intersections, resulting in 42 deaths and injuries to 1,550
people. Because the number of
people killed and injured is so
high, this seems to be a most
effective area
in
which
the
Chief Secretary could display interest and be more dynamic in his
approach. A 5 per cent reduction in
Mr. Daube.
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the accident rate would make a
dramatic impact on the road situation, whereas a similar reduction in
other areas would merely mean the
saving of one life or prevent two
or three people from being injured.
Mr. BIRRELL.-Are you speaking
about school crossings?
Mr. DOUBE.-1 was making the
point that most accidents occur at
uncontrolled intersections and that
more people are likely to be killed
at these places than anywhere else
on the road, including the wide open
spaces. If the Chief Secretary was
worthy of his salt and lived up to
his responsibilities, he would take
action in this matter.
The Minister dithers around. He
has made some press statements
about rocket signs and flashing red
lights, causing utter confusion in the
minds of people, and this is reflected
in their behavior at intersections.
The Chief Secretary is guilty of
neglect because he must know that
the highest accident rate occurs at
unmarked intersections. No clear
directives are issued by the honorable
gentleman or his department, and
while confusion reigns many more
accidents will occur.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition recently pointed out that
the way to control this probnot
to
introduce
lem
was
rocket signs or attempt partly
to maintain the old rule, but
to introduce the English system of
road markings, which is completely
effective. Road markings make every
intersection in England much safer
than Victorian intersections. Victoria
has a much higher accident and
casualty rate at its intersections than
occurs throughout the countryside
of England, although that country is
approximately the same size as Victoria but has a population of 40
million people. It is strange that,
with the example before it, the
Government has not acted.
The Minister has talked about road
markings, but he has departed from
the well-thought out and well-tried
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English system.
The honorable
gentleman has referred to markings
on main and :intersecting roads. The
only difference between the two
types of markings would be dotted
lines on one and continuous lines
on the other.. Honorable members
will agree that if a motorist's
behaviour depends on how quickly he
picks out dotted or continuous lines
when travelling at high speed on wet
nights, or when the sun is in his
eyes, he wiU be placed in a difficult
position.
The Minister is only toying with
the problem and he will only add
to the confusion which now exists.
I suggest that the honorable gentleman should heed the remarks of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
take a lead from what Great Britain
has done by adopting the simple
method of marking roads so that on
a road which has no crossing lines
the driver has the right of travel,
and on a road which has two
lines marked between it and
the intersecting road the driver
must
stop
and
give
way.
The :Minister ·\vould save hundreds of
lives, and save many people from
being crippled for life, if he took
this simple step. He would also save
space in hospitals and the time of
hospttal staff to attend to the sick.
Marking lines on roads is not nearly
as expensive as an elaborate system
of signs along the side of the road. I
am not hopeful of the proposal being
accepted, bec:ause the responsible
Minister, the Chief Secretary, has
shown little interest in it. It is regrettable that another Minister does not
occupy this portfolio. It is the most
important portfolio in the Victorian
Government.
The Chief Secretary is confused
on
the
subject
of
motor
bikes. The Mlinister is also utterly
confused or lacks interest in the subject of unguarded intersection with
all the associated dangers. Motor
cyclists have a high fatality rate.
Other honorab:le members and I have
asked the Minister questions in the
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House and have received some extraordinary answers. Some time ago
I pointed out to the honorable
gentleman that a survey in New
South Wales revealed that 2'5 per
cent of motor cycle safety helmets
were unsafe. The honorable gentleman seemed to consider this highly
unlikely and not important. I doubt
whether he has taken any firm action
about it.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-Does the honorable member mean the manufacture
of helmets?
Mr. DOUBE.-Yes. These helmets
are either unable to resist penetration by objects or the chin straps
are ineffective and do not keep the
helmet in its proper position. If a
person wears a motor cycle safety
helmet which does not have the
approval of the Chief Commissioner
of Police, he has committed an
offence against the Act. One assumes
that these helmets, which are sold
in Victoria-and no doubt throughout the Commonwealth-have the
same faults as those sold in New
South Wales. What is the use of a
person trusting a safety helmet if it
is inefficient and does not save that
person's life if he falls off his motor
cycle? The Australian Consumers
Association has pointed out that
crash bars on motor cycles are also
extremely dangerous in a head-on
collision because of the tremendous
damage they can cause to the legs
of riders. I doubt whether the Minister has taken action on this because if he had he would have informed honorable members.
People
seeking
motor
cycle
after
having
learner
permits,
answered a few questions are put on
the road for three months to learn
how to ride. As a result there is a·
high rate of accidents on motor
cycles. This is a shocking way to
treat young people in the community.
The magazine Choice which is published by the Australian Consumers
Association, pointed out that in New
South Wales more than 50 per cent
of deaths among.st motor bike riders
in 1971-73 were males aged between
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seventeen and twenty years, and
they constituted 15 per cent of

unless he is trained. No person in
the Army is permitted to do so. The

vehicle driver fatalities. The article

Go.vernment should make sure that

also stated that a study of 120 fatal
motor cycle accidents by the New
South Wales Department of Transport showed that 60 per cent of the
motor cyclists killed had been riding
motor cycles for less than a year.
Surely the Minister should do something about that. I am convinced
that other Ministers would take some
action if there was such a shocking
casualty rate in areas of their responsibility, but I fail to see the Minister taking any dynamic action on
this.
The present system of obtaining a learner's permit is ridiculous.
It is absurd to send a young man or
woman out on to the road on a bike
of any s'ize with no practical experience. Some of these youngsters do not
get a chance to learn to ride a motor
cycle because they are soon killed.
Often they are killed because they
do not know how to lean their bike
over when taking a corner. They are
unaware of the tremendous hazard
to a motor cyclist of a car door
opening on the driver's side. They
are unaware of the danger in wet
weather when motor cycle tyres
come into contact with white painted
lines on the road, or the tremendous
danger to motor cyclists when taking
a corner on a country road and perhaps the front or back wheel moves
into a handful of gravel on the road.
The bike gets out of control and
the motor cyclist is killed or injured.
Yet the Government continues to
send young men and women out on
to the roads to learn how to ride
motor bikes. If they survive they
can return and be examined for a
licence. If it is found that they are
not good enough to obtain a licence
to ride a motor cycle, they are sent
out on to the road for another three
months with a permit to see if they
can become good enough. That is
a ridiculous and callous way of treating these young people. No officer
in the Police Force is permitted to
ride a motor cycle on official duty

a person who wishes to ride a motor
cycle receives effective training so
that immediately the high and heavy
casualty rate is reduced.

Mr. Doube.

The road casualty figures prove that
the Government should also use more
sophisticated methods in putting
the message over to people concerning the death and destruction that
occurs on the roads. Car manufacturers can buy time on television and
put forward propositions to the television viewer on the ·merits of their
cars. Films, messages and advertisements on road safety should be
more effective. The motorist should
be warned that he is a hazard to
motor cyclists. The motorist's attitude to a young person on a motor
cycle needs to be thoroughly examined.The motorist is often aggressive to the young motor cyclist, for
some unknown reason, and does not
seem to be aware of how vulnerable
life on a motor cycle is. This message should be driven home to
people.
If the steps I have referred
to are not taken, death and destruction on the roads wHl continue.
Sometimes one feels foolish talking
to a half empty house. On this
occasion, without the presence of
the Minister, one feels one is merely
pouring out a series of words. From
my point of view, this matter is connected with the possible death of
other people and therefore is important. It is horrifying every monday
morning to read what has happened
to men and women and their children
on the roads at the week-end. Each
person faces this terrible hazard in
the weeks that He ahead and yet the
Government is apathetic. I originally
made the point that if road accidents
were a disease as prevalent as poliomyelitis was in 1937 and before the
Salk vaccine was introduced in 1955,
the Government would take action.
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In those days the Government actually took sotne action, but people
seem to have an extraordinary death
wish when. they travel on the roads.
The Minister announced in the
press that because so many accidents
have occurred on motor cycles, the
compulsory third-party insurance
premium will be increased. That is
shutting the stable door after the
horse has bolted. I am beginning to
think that is all that can be expected
from the Minister. This should be
of first priority to the Government.
I am disappointed that road safety
was not mentioned in the Governor's Speech. Although road accidents are the- fourth highest cause
of death in Victoria, little action is
taken by the 1\liinister and his department to improve the position.
Mr. JoNA.-·That is nonsense. The
honorable me1nber knows what has
been done.
Mr. DOUBE.-I should like the
honorable metnber for Hawthorn to
tell me what has been done. Nothing
has been done at the unguarded intersection where most of the
casualties take place. The honorable member is now talking to
another honorable member so I
shaH not go through the argument again. · If he is interested
enough he will read in Hansard what
I have said. This is the problem-one
makes a speech in the House and an
honorable men1ber says, " You know
what has been done ", as though all
that one has been saying is rubbish.
That is the only inference that can
be drawn frorn that remark of the
honorable mem.ber for Hawthorn. I
have been referring to unguarded intersections where my wife or the
honorable menaber's wife has . more
chance of beilng killed than anywhere else on the roads. The Minister has don1e nothing about unguarded intersections, and yet the· honorable member for Hawthorn Says
that I know 'W'hat has been done. I
· do know what has been done and
I am grateful for it. However, I
should like the honorable member to
tell me what has been done at un-
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guarded intersections to assist
motorists and motor cyclists.
I
cannot condemn the attitude of
the Government to motor cyclists
strongly
enough.
Too
many
motor cye'lists are being killed
and too many are becoming
casualties, so the Government's
answer is to " jack up " the insurance fees but not to train motor
cyclists ; let them take their chances
with everyone else on the road. This
sort of situation would not be tolera:.
ted for a second in the Army or in the
Police Force. I have nothing but
contempt for the Government and
the Minister on this.
Every honorable member is sickened every Monday morning, as is
every police officer who has been in
charge of the Mobile Traffic Branch ;
he searches for words each Monday
to describe how he feels. However,
in the face of all this, the inert Minister and the sycophantic group that
surrounds him in this House do
nothing, although lives are at stake.
Therefore, it is time the Government
changed its attitude ; it is time it
saw that with little cost to itself and
its department it could help young
motor cyclists to -learn how to manage their machines and that if it did
something about unguarded intersections it would make a dramatic
impact on the road accident figures
of this State.
Mr. SUGGETT •(Bentleigh).-1 shall
endeavour not to rant and rave, as
the previous speaker did, or to be as
repetitious, but I wish to speak
briefly on a few matters which I
consider to be of some importance.
Firstly, I congratulate the mover and
the seconder of the motion for the
adoption of an Address-in-Reply. It
is. encouraging that there are- so
many excellent new members who
appear to be the right type of person
to represent the people of this State.
Once again, I congratulate His Excellency the Governor and Lady
Delacombe on the wonderful work
they have done for Victoria. They
have endeared themselves to people
throughout the community and have
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proved to be a worthy link with the
Crown. As was evident by the
world-wide interest in the recent
Royal wedding, the links which Australia has with the Crown are still
very real. Many people in this country would not like to see it ·changed
to a republic with. an elected president, leaving aside the question of
expenditure. I make no apology for
the fact that I ·am an avid royalist
and I hope the links we have with
the Crown will long continue.
At the recent elections the people
of Victoria had their say and made
a wise decision. Nevertheless, there
are a few subjects on which I have
spoken previously and about which,
despite the force of my oratory,
nothing has been done. Firstly, I
refer to the alphabetical list of
names on the ballot-paper. It is
grossly unfair that because of an accident of birth a person whose name
may be Albatross gets preference on
the ballot-paper over a person whose
name may be Wheeler, which could
bring about a wrong result. In the
recent State election at Greensborough, if the candidates had
had different names it might
not
have
been
necessary to
hold a second election.
Experts vary in their opinions about the
value of the so-called donkey vote,
but they agree that there is a
donkey vote, and where the voting
is close it could mean all the difference between a person being
elected and not being elected.
An amazing situation arose during
the last State elections. On the question of alphabetical order, the telephone directory, which is usually accepted, places " Mac " before " Ma ",
and on the electoral roll that is the
position. However, in the Bentleigh
electorate there were candidates
named McDonald and Madden, and
the electoral officer placed Madden
first on the ballot-paper. I have no
objection to that, but an opinion expressed by the Crown Solicitor, in
typical . legal language, resulted in
much confusion, in my mind anyway.
Mr. Su.ggett.
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shall quote one small portion of
the letter, which I admit will be out
of context, but he said, inter alia-

I

The question of rtbe order in which candidates n.ames should appear on ordinary
and postal ballot-papers ·at polls for the election of members of the Parliament is dealt
with in sections 165 and 224(3) of The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958. Itt may
be observed that whereas paragraph (b) of
sub-section (1) of section 165 requires in
the case of postal ballot-papers the names
are ,to appear thereon in alphabetical order
of surnames, paragraph (a) of the sub-section has no specific requirement in relation
to ordinary ballot-papers.

It appears that there is a different

rule for ordinary ballot-papers and
for postal ballot-papers. I make a
plea that this matter should be decided one way or the other--either
" Mac " should come first or " Ma "
should come first. Let us decide
where we stand, and stick to it. Perhaps it would be more equitable for
candidates to draw for positions on
the ballot-paper or, as I would a~
vocate, the sitting member should
get top position. I might be slightly
biased there but that would be a
satisfactory 'and equitable system.
I refer to one more serious matter. When a person applies for a
postal ballot-paper, according to the
Act a list of the applicants must be
posted by the returning officer outside his office. Paragraph (f) of subsection (3) of section 219 of The
Constitution Act Amendment Act
statesA list containing .the names of all applicants for postal ballot-papers and the respective addresses to which they have been
requested to be sent shall be posted for public insoection outside the office of the returning officer of the province or distdct for
which they are issued.

Paragraph (g) providesA Jist containing .the names of all applicants for postal ballot-papers and the respective addresses to which they have been
requested to be sent shall be kept for public
inspection on demand at rt:he office of the
postal voting officer by whom they are
issued.

That is an ooen
potential robber
will be awav on
thermore, I know

invitation for any
to ascertain who
polling day. Furthat in some cases
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it has been used by some political
parties to collate a list of names of
persons who have applied for postal
ballot-papers. Their representatives
go to the persons concerned and induce them, contrary to the law, to
vote for the particular party which
they support.
I know of no reason why that
provision should be in the Act, and
I make a strong plea that it should
be excised because its retention
serves no usefUtl purpose. It is dangerous from two points of view-that it
may be used for coercion by political parties and also by persons for
illicit purposes .
I now make a plea to the House
Committee, which I am sure will
interest you, Mr. Speaker. Some
years ago, I was a member of the
House Committee when its members
were concerned about the shortage
of parking space around this building. Over the vears this problem has
become
mor€~
acute.
A sub~ommittee of which I was a member examined the question of parking and decided that, subject to the
approval of the Melbourne Herald
and provided that no trees were cut
down, the small triangular space in
the courtyard should be provided for
additional parking. Nothing has been
done about this: proposal. The position is acute, and t ask the House
Com·mittee to g;[ve further consideration to making that space available
for car parking, without in any way
affecting the appearance of the
courtyard.
For years I have been one of the
many 'members of Parliament who
have advocated the extension of this
building as it was originally intended. We cannot expect too much,
but I pay a tribute to the Premier
and Treasurer who has had the
breadth of vision to agree that at
least the construction of the north
wing should proceed. In the plans
for that extension provision should
be made for fonner members of this
Parliament. Members who have
served for ·many years have the right
to be nominated as life members of
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the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association. It is pleasant to have
links with former members and to
see them around the building. Sometimes former members are not particularly keen to visit their erstwhile
party rooms, so it would be a good
idea if a room were set aside so
that they could visit the House, sit
down and read or make a telephone
call and have a place to call their
own. I ask the House Committee to
consider this proposal. It would not
involve a great deal of expenditure
but would be a small compliment
to former ·members who have served
this Parliament and this State so
well.
Years ago, when scaffolding was
erected in the ·course of repairing
this building, a stairway from the
Library to the gardens was removed.
It was a delightful stairway, covered
with wisteria, and it has never been
replaced. The excuse put forward
has been that no money was available.
However, I do not think any great
cost would be involved and I again
make a plea for the stairway to be
replaced.
Over the years, I have also suggested that Parliament should give
more publicity to Parliament House. I
make a plea t'O you, Sir, as our new
Speaker-and 'I congratulate you on
the way in which you have carried
out your duties-to arrange that on
a particular day or days during the
year, this place is opened to the
public and that that fact is given
extensive publicity. I know that
people can come here at any
time and, with few formalities,
see over the place. But most people
do not realize what a wonderful
building this is.
People who come here thoroughly
enjoy the visit and are impressed
·with the buildings and with the proceedings of Parliament. They obtain a
better appreciation of our system of
Government, and that is something
·which should be encouraged. With
all its .faults, we have a democratic
system which is the envy of .people
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in many other countries. They would the House. I suggest that the honorgive their right arms to have a sim- able member for Bentleigh return to
the motion.
ilar system.
The Parliamentary buildings in
Mr. · SUGGEIT.-I bow to your
New South Wales are nowhere near ruling, Mr. Speaker. The article reas good as ours. They are only a fers to the value of the wor-ds spoken
conglomeration of temporary struc- by back-bench members supporting
tures. But they were opened to the the Government, which Mr. .Holding
public for two days and the response put at $900 a word. The Leader of
of the public was most impressive. the Opposition said that a quick
During
the
two
days
more check indicated that Liberal Party
than
10,000 visited Parliament members representing a whole range
House in Sydney. Not a lot of money of electorates, particularly those in
would be involved if my suggestion the eastern suburbs, had barely
were adopted.
I am sure that spoken over the past three years. He
the press and the ·media generally sa'id that their utterances could be
would be pleased to advertise the valued at close on $900 a word. But
fact that there was an open day at :is loquacity a virtue? One wonders
Parliament 'House. I am also sure what
is
the
worth
of
the
that honorable me~mbers would co- words of the Deputy Leader
It would
operate in showing the people around of the Opposition?
probably work out at half a cent a
the building.
In these days of rising costs, we word and be over-valued at that. It
should exercise econo~my wherever is not the va lue of words that counts
we can. I was disappointed to see in but the value of the work a member
the lobbv recently a notice addressed of Parliament does for his constituto " Members of· Caucus " beginning, ents and the knowledge he brings to
" Dear Comrade " and signed " Robert debates, including debates within his
Fordham" on extremely high Quality party room.
Parliamentary paper.
Surely a
The subject of fireworks has been
cheaper ·grade of paper could have before the public recently. All people
been used.
connected wi'th the Royal Children's
M'r. WILKES.-Do you want a Hospital say that fireworks cause a
tremendous amount of damage and
copy of our caucus proceedings?
pain. They have no virtue. If they
Mr. SUGGETT.-1 have a copv of were banned, they would never be
this notice. However, I would like a missed. It is high time Parliament encopy of any other proceedings which acted legislation to prohibit the use
the honorable member cares to sup- of fireworks except in special drply because I am always interested in cumstances and under specific concomics. I direct attention to an trols.
article written by the State Leader of
I have previously spoken about
the Australian Labor Party, Mr. Clyde bread and the stickers which are
Holding, who may, be referred to as stuck on the crust of loaves. They
the temporary Leader of the Oppo- are most unhygenic and unnecessary.
sition in this House. I hope he is not Bakers can display notices on bread
temporary, because he is the greatest wrapping and these stickers, which
asset the Government has.
must :be chipped off. should be
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. banned. Once again I extend feliciWheeler).-Order! The House 'is tations and loyalty to the Governor.
debating the .motion for the adoption
On the motion of Mr. CRELDIN
of an Address-in-Reply. I am sure
that His Excellency, The Governor. is (Sandringham) , the debate was adnot particularly interested in a state- journed.
It was ordered that the debate be
ment on whether or not an honorable
me·mber is a temporary · member of adjou111ed until next day.
1
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in exis~Nng and prospective urban
'LOCAL GOVERNMENT
areas and even outside those areas
(SUBDIVISION OF ~LAND) BILL.
where
pollution control requirements
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of .PubHc
or environmental considerations renWorks) .-1 mloveder it desirable; and
That this Bill 'be now read a second time.
(b) that as a prerequisite to the
Honorable rnembers will remember
that the Minister for Local Govern- sealing of any plan of subdivision a
municipality be obliged to obtain and
ment first introduced this measure act
upon the reports of appropriate
during the ]previous session-last water
supply and sewerage authApril. During the drafting stage ex- orities or-where
there are none or
tensive studies and consultations had more than one authority
an
taken place and, even in April, many interest-the State Rivers andhas
Water
suggestions .for further improvements were being received from de- Supply Commission.
partments and instrumentalities. BeA further recommendation was
cause of the importance and com- that municipal councils should conplexity of the measure, the Govern- tinue to be responsible for the coment was not prepared to press it ordination and control of the carriage
ahead during the dying hours of the of proceedings with respect to the
session but introduced the Bill to en- sealing of plans of subdivision. The
able widest possible circulation, so Bill accordingly retains the existing
that municipalities, developers, in- pr.inciple of municipal control of the
terested organizations and indiv- subdivision of ·land-as set down in
iduals should be given a full oppor- the Local Government Act-and
tunity to consider and comment on makes the necessary amendments to
the proposals.
that Act and consequential amendments to the legislation dealing with
I now submit a revised version of the various ·water supply, drainage
the original Bill, incorporating the im- and sewerage authorities.
provements that arose from constructive criticisms and suggestions
Provisions have also been included
received during the past six months. to ensure adequate drainage for subdivisions. Drainage was n'Ot 'included
The measure gives effect to the in the terms of reference under
recommendations of the State De- which the committee operated but
velopment Committee in its report it is also an essential element in the
on the provision of water and sew- proper development of land.
erage services to new subdivisions
I . shall now explain the major
which was laid before Parliament in
September, 1972. The report des- proposals in the Bill for amendments
cribed these services as an essential relating to water supply, sewerage
adjunct to modern living. It con- and drainage.
cluded thatThe first of these authorizes the
untreated septic tank effluents and sullage Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
wastes emanating from unsewered residen- of Works; and the various other
tial, commercial a.nd industrial premises, wa:ter supply and sewerage authparticularly in the metropolitan area, represent a significant source of pollution of orities throughout Victoria, to refuse
street channels, ·drainage systems, water- to consent to a plan of subdivision
courses and receiving waters g·enerally, with of land in the district of any such
all the accompanying dangers to public authority when the plan is submitted
health and despoliation of the environment.
to the appropriate municipal council
In summary the report recom- for sealing on the· ground :that
adequate provision has not been
mends(a) that provision of water supply made for works of water supply,
and sewerage . services, at the cost sewerage and/ or drainage. The preof the subdivider, be a compulsory sent limited area in which the State
condition of the subdivision of land Rivers and Water Supply Commission
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The amendments now proposed
may exercise its powers in respect of
such plans has been widened and pro- will mean that within the metropolis,
vision has also been ·made for councils as defined in the M·el'bourne ~and
to r~fer any plan of subdivision to a Metropolitan Board of Works Act,
responsible authority, not being the the consent of the board will be·
council itself, which is administering necessary for any new subdivision of
an interim development order or land or, in the event of a refusal by
planning scheme under the Town and the board, the consent of the GovCountry Planning Act 1961 for the ernor in Council. Outside the metropolis the ·consent of the State Rivers
area in which the land is situated.
and Water Supply Commission will
The present legislation requires a be necessary, as also will be, where
council which has been requested to the land is within the district of any
seal a plan of subdivision of land to water supply or sewerage authority,
refer the plan to certain au:thorities the consent of such authority. Again
if they operate in the area in which any refusal 'by the commission or an
the land is located. These authorities authority will be subject to review
are the Melbourne and Metropolitan by the Governor 'in Council.
Board of Works, the Dandenong
Valley Authority, the Country Fire
The second proposal is that ·counAuthority and :the Country Roads cils themselves shall have power to
Board. Where the municipal engineer refuse to seal a plan of subdivision
considers it necess·ary, the plan is if provision is not made for a water
also referred to any statutory auth- supply or a sewerage scheme or
ority supplying water, gas or elec- both. However, this power may not
tricity or proVJiding sewerage services be exercised if the plan has been
or telephone services 'in the vicinity referred to a water supply authority
of the land.
or a sewerage authority or both and
A council is currently required to the authority has or authorities have
refuse to s·eal a plan of subdivision consented :to the sealing of the plan.
if the plan has been referred to the
An amendment for this purpose
Country Fire Authority, the Country has been requested by councils outRoads Board or the Dandenong side the metropolitan area and 'is
Valley Authority and any of those supported by the Municipal Associabodies has refused to consent. However, in the event of such a refusal, tion of Victoria. · These councils are
the Governor in Council may consent concerned at the huge financial probto the sealing of the plan. A council lem of providing sewerage for existmust also refuse to sea·l a plan of ing subdivisions and are very much
subdivision unless it is satis·fied that aware that every new subdivision
every proposed 'allotment is ·capable permitted without sewerage is makof being used for a purpose per- ing the matter so much ~worse.
mitted by any planning scheme in
The third proposal will add to the
force or that any permit required
under an interim development order existing powers .of councils which
enable them to require a subdivider
has been oht·ained.
A further requirement for refusal to carry out street construction and
arises if the land is -in an irrigation easement drainage works as a condistrict or drainage district under the diNon of the sealing of his plan of
Water Act or under the MHdura Irri- subdivision ; any such requirement
gation and ·Water Trusts Act. In this may be endorsed on the plan when
event the council cannot seaJ the it is sealed and the Registrar of
plan unless it has first been sealed Titles will not approve the plan until
by the State Rivers and Water Supply the council advises h'im that the
requirement has been complied with
Commission or the Pirst MHdura
or has been wi•thdrawn.
Irrigation Trust, as the case may be.
Mr. Dunstan.
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It is now proposed that a council
may also require a subdivider to
carry out such ·works of water
supply, sewerage and drainage as are
specified by the council under the
same conditions as now apply to
street and easement drainage construction.
Where a plan has been referred
to a water supply authority or sewerage authority, the council may be
required by either or both authorities
to "impose an appropriate requirement
on the subdivider. Where such a
requirement has been imposed at the
request of an authority the council
may not advise the Registrar of Titles
that the requirement has been satisfied or withdrawn unless the authority concerned has consented.
The fourth proposal will enable
municipal councils and the various
water supply, sewerage and drainage
authorities to enter ·into agreements
with subdividers for the provision of
services to subdivis,ions. The subdivider may be required to pay the
whole of the cost or such part of the
cost of the ·works as is proportionate
to the benefit to his land. A proportion of the cost of any service so
provided may be recouped from
future subdividers whose 'lands benefit from the works. When a plan of
subdivision ,is submitted :to a municipal council or referred to any ·other
authority the council or the authority
may require the subdivider to enter
into such an agreement. The bodies
which may enter into these agreements are(a) !Municipal councHs in respect
of land no:t in the metropolis nor in
the district of any other sewerage
~uthority. These councils may enter
Into agreements for the provision of
sew.erage services and, if necessary,
anctHary water supply services, and
for this puropse will be given the
necessary power.
(b) The Dandenong Valley Authority which may enter into agreements for the construction, reconstruction or improvement of' drainage
works.
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{c) The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works which may
enter into agreements for the provision of ·water and sewerage services and for the construction, reconstruction and improvement ·Of
drainage works.
(d) The Mildura Irrigation and
Water Trust which may enter into
agreements for the provision of water
and construction of water supply
works.
(e) Autho·rities under the Sewerage
Districts Act 1958 and the Geelong
Waterworks and Sewerage Trust.
These authorities may enter into
agreements for the provis,ion of
sewerage services.
(f) Authorities under the Water
Act 1958, ·including the Geelong
Waterworks and Sewerage Trust.
These authorities may enter into
agreements for the provision of water
and for the construction of water
supply ·works.
All these agreements will, in
general, provide for(a) Payment by the subdivider of
the whole or part of the cost of the
works and the ·cost of operating any
pumping station or sewerage treatment plant 'for a period not exceeding five years together with a contribution towards the cost of, in the
case of ·water supply, the headworks
and distribution system outside the
land, or in the case of sewerage, the
cost of the outfall sewers and disposal system outside the land and,
in the case of drainage, the cost of
development of the drainage system
outs'ide the land.
(b) Payment by the subdivider of
a reasonable proportion of the cost
of the works, installed or to be installed under an agreement between
the authority and another subdivider,
which will be avaHable to serve the
land or part thereof.
'(c) The construction of all or any
part of the works required by and at
the cost ·of 'the .subdivider.
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·(d) The amount to be advanced to
the authority by the subdivider towards any remaining part of the cost
of construction of such works.
{e) The repayment to the subdivider by the authority of the whole
or any agreed part of any such
advance.
{f) Security which may be lodged
with the authority in lieu of any
payment or advance.
Provision is also made for the subdivider to appeal to the arbitrator on
t·wo grounds, namely, 1that the proposed works are necessary or that
the terms and conditions of an
agreement are unreasonable. The
arbitrator has the power to approve
or modify the agreement.
Where the works being constructed pursuant to an agreement
will serve the land of another owner,
the servicing authority may request
such owner to contribute towards
the cost of such works. The other
party must accept or refuse such request within three months. In· the
event of a refusal and the subsequent subdivision of that land, the
owner may be required to pay a contribution towards the works based
on costs applicable at the time of
the subdivision.
A further proposal affecting drainage · will clarify the powers of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works and the Dandenong Valley
Authority to control connections to
their drainage systems. The amendment will permit connections to
these systems only if the board or
the authority, as the case may be,
certifies that the receiving drain or
watercourse is adequate or suitable
for the acceptance of the additional
water likely to enter from the connecting drain having regard to the
area which it drains.
The ne~t amendment proposed
does not arise out of the . report of
the State Development Committee
but it has been included because of
its importance in the subdivision of land. The amendment became necessary following a recent
Mr. Dunstan.
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decision of the Supreme Court relat
ing to the sealing of a plan of subdivision by a metropolitan council.
The plan was referred to the Dandenong Valley Authority pursuant to
paragraph (ba) of sub-se·ction (7)
of section 569B of the Local Government Act and the authority declined
to consent to the sealing of the plan
unless certain requirements were
complied with.
Although the requirements were
not complied with and the authority
did not consent, the council sealed
the plan and it was in due course
lodged at the Titles Office. The
Registrar of Titles refused to approve the plan because the authority
had not given its consent. The decision of the Supreme Court in the
subsequent legal . proceedings was
that the sealing of the plan was invalid because it was in breach of
the provision requiring consent of
the authority.
The effect of the judgment is that
rather serious burdens have been imposed on the Registrar of Titles and
on subdividers of land. The registrar
must, before approving a plan of
subdivision, satisfy himself that the
sealing by the council is a proper
sealing and, in particular, must satisfy himself that mandatory requirements of sub-sections (7) and (7A)
of section 569B of the Local Government Act have been complied with.
·A subdivider acts at his peril if, relying on the sealing of his plan by
a council, he expends money in development works.
Because in many cases he must
satisfy a requirement under section
569B of the· Local Government Act
and because the plan cannot . be
approved by the registrar until that
requirement is satisfied . or with. drawn, a subdivider must also satisfy
himself that the sealing is a proper
sealing and that the mandatory requirements of. the Local Government
Act have been satisfied. This is an
impossible sUuation and ·the proposed amendment will. deal with it .in
the only satisfactory way, that .i~, by
providing that the sealing of a plan
4
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of subdivision shall be conclusive
evidence for all purposes that the
sealing is a proper sealing.
The final amendment in the Bill
does not arise from a specific recommendation from the State Development Committee but from the concern it expresed on the situation
whereby many residential properties
within existing subdivisions were not
connected to, or sometimes even
served by, sewerage works. The Bill
proposes a schetne for the provision
of sewerage as well as water supply
and drainage services to such properties, ·which are usually located in
areas insufficiently developed to
justify the provision of these services on the basis of the payment of
rates only.
The Bill enables the appropriate
water, drainage or sewerage authority to prepare a scheme setting out
the proposed supply works and the
amounts to be paid by the owners of
lands which will benefit from the
scheme.
The schemes will be similar in
many respects to a drainage construction scheme provided for in the
Health Act 1958 ; they will, however,
be exhibited and affected landowners
will be notified; thus the schemes
could be affected by objections. One
specific provision of the scheme will
be that the Crown must pay its
share in respect of Crown 'lands
which will benefit. Another provision
will enable owners to pay their contribution by quarterly instalments
over a period of ten years, or over a
longer period where this is already
provided for in existing legislation.
The policy of requiring the provision of services to new subdivisions
has, of course, been implemented by
the ·Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works since July, 1970,
under the powers provided by the
·Melbourne Metropolitan Planning
Scheme. The powers apply on ly to
lands reserved . for residential or
industrial purposes under the scheme
and they have been tested on a number of occasions before the Town
Planning Appeals Tribunal and the
1

Supreme Court. The State Development Committee recognized that effective control over water and sewerage .requirements could be exercised
in this way.
The proposals in the present
Bill will give adequate powers
to all water and sewerage authorities,
not only in the metropolitan area,
but throughout the State, to impose
the requirements which are necessary
in the interest of public hea'lth and
for the protection of the .environment.
The desirability of the compulsory
provision of water and sewerage
services cannot be questioned. What
may be questioned is whether it is
desirable to further increase the cost
of residential land. The views of the
committee were that "the provision
of sewerage at the cost of the subdivider, as a compulsory condition
of subdivision, does not generally
inflate land prices beyond the actual
cost of the sewerage reticulation. "
and that "the economy of the community is best served by providing
sewerage at the time of subdivision ".
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. KIRKWOOD
(Preston) , the debate was adjourned.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I .moveThat the debate be adjourned unrtil Thursday next.
If the honorable members handling

the Bill for the Opposition and the
Country Party desire more time, the
Government will be prepared to grant
it.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until Thursday,
November 29.
MINES (AMENDMENT) BILL.

Mr.
BALFOUR
Mines) .----I move-

(Minister

o'f

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill amends the Mines A:ct 1958
and it has two objectives-firstly, to
'make it lawful to engage in activities
other than mining in land held under
a mining lease granted under the Act;
and, secondly, to update subdivision
3 of Division 2 of Part III. of the
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Act which is concerned with mining
managers and the Board of Examiners or Mining Managers.
I shall deal in the first instance
with the activities other than mining
on land held under a mining lease.
The position under existing legislation is that the lessee may use the
leased land for mining and related
purposes only. To use the relevant
words written into the prescribed
lease document, the land is demised
" for the puJ1>oses of mining thereon
and therein . . . but for no other
purpose".
Heretofore, this restriction or limitation of land use raised no query
and mine owners expressed no desire
to engage in activities other than
mining on the leased land. Recently,
however, the department was approached by the directors of two
operating gold-mine companies who
sought approval to engage in activities other than mining. Their stated
objective is to promote public .interest and knowledge of m-ining history
and mining operations and to promote and develop tourism. Probably
this interest was generated by the
outstanding · success of Sovereign
Hill. Ballarat, but in this connection
I point out that Sovereign HHl is
not and never wiJI be an operating
mine in the real sense of those
words.
Both the companies are no liability
companies and would encounter
company difficulties if they engaged
directly in activities other than mining so they propose to enter into
agreements with other persons or
companies for the conduct of the
tourist side of the mine activities.
The use of mines for tourism will
not be unique to Victoria. In Queensland, at Mount Isa and Mount Morgan, visitors are taken on. conducted
tours of parts of the mines. In New
South Wales opal mining at Lightning Ridge, gold mining at Copeland,
sapphire mining at Inverell and gold
mining at West Wyalong have all
been proposed as tourist attractions.
Mining companies in Broken Hill are
interested also iri using a group of
Mr. Balfour.

Bill.

leases for purposes other than
mining, one aspect of which is the
preservation of buildings and old
workings for historical reasons.
This type of activity, although
designed
primarily
to
provide
additional income for the lessee, will
benefit large sections of the public
by providing tourist attractions and
by allowing parts of the mines to
be used for the education of
students on a properly authorized
basis. If it can be carried on without
undue risk to the public there seems
to be good reason for legislating to
permit it.
I might mention here that initially
I was not at all keen on the proposal
to provide for these " other activities " because mining is and always
has been a hazardous business and
there is, in my opinion, no place for
the uninitiated or for women or
children in mining operations. However, what is contemplated is that
these " other activities " will not
involve interference with mining
operations and that there will be no
intrusion or entry of persons other
than mining personnel into operating
areas. Any authorization made UJ?-der
this legislation will not be gtven
lightly.
A mining lessee intending to allow
a mine to be used for tourism will
be obliged to see that every precaution is taken for the safety of all
persons visiting the mine and to
ensure that they will be subjected to
no greater dangers than tourists
norma'lly encounter.
No authorization will be granted
unless the lessee satisfies me completely in that regard. In addition he
will be required to take out a public
risk insurance policy of adequate
cover.
The second part of the Bill. is a
rewrite of subdivision 3 of Division
2 of Part III. of the Mines Act which
deals with mining managers. It is
substantially the same as before but
has been amended slightly to meet
present-day needs and circumstances.
There has been some rephrasing and
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minor additions and deletions. Other
than that, the only changes of any
significance are as follows:1. All mines in which more than
two men are employed, whether on
the surface or underground, will be
required to have a certificated mine
manager, the dass of certificate required being d~ependent on the number of men employed. Where there
are more than 22 men, a first-class
certificate will be required; where
there are more than twelve men, a
second -class certificate ; and where
there are more than two men, a
third-class certificate. In special
circumstances, in a particular mine,
the manager may be required to have
a certificate oJf a higher class than
that appropriate to the number of
men employed. At present only
mines employing more than twelve
men underground require a certificated mine manager.
2. The
m1.mmum
period
of
practical experience for all mine
managers will be three years, as is
the practice i:n the other States.
Previously, it was five years for a
first-class mine manager.
3. The Minister may grant ten
scholarships to a maximum annual
value of $250 to working miners.
This is considered more appropriate
and re11listic than the existing provision for twenty scholarships of a
value of $20.
The necessary amendments to the
Mines Act to carry into effect the
purposes of the Bill are contained in
clauses 2 and 3. Clause 2 provides
for the authorization of activities
other than minilng on land held under
mining lease, and clause 3 deals
with mine managers.
I shall no~r refer to these in
detail, beginnilng with clause 2,
which provides for a new section of
the Mines Act to be numbered 46A
and to be divided into four subsections. Sub-section (1) provides
for the authorization of non-mining
activity on land leased for mining.
In considering an application for
Session 1973.--92
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authorization the Minister will consult the Minister of Lands and the
Minister for Tourism. This is approu
priate because the Minister of Lands
has an over-all responsibility for all
Crown lands, and it is on Crown
land that these activities will be
conducted ; and the Minister for
Tourism is concerned with anything
that touches on tourism.
Sub-section (2) provides that the
non-mining activity is to be subject
to such conditions as the Minister
thinks fit and that any permits or
approvals required under any other
legislation must be obtained. For
example, in some cases, building
permits might be required under the
Uniform Building Regulations.
Sub-section (3) contains special
provisions applicable in cases where
the mining lessee does not carry on
the non-mining activity himself but
allows some other person or company to do so. The sub-lessee, as he
may be called for the purpose of
convenience, must comply with any
instruction given by the mine
manager. The mining lessee has to
ensure that the sub-lessee complies
fully with the conditions of the
authority granted and may lose his
lease if there is a failure to comply.
Sub-section (4) allows for the
making of regulations in respect of
non-mining activities.
In clause 3, which relates to mine
managers, sub-clause (1) amends
the reference to mine managers in
the table of contents at the beginning
of the Mines Act by changing
" mining managers " to " mine
managers ".
Sub-clause (2) substitutes new
sections 384 to 400E for the existing
sections 384 to 400, so from now on I
shall be referring to the provisions of
proposed sections of the Act, not to
clauses of the Bill.
Section 384 provides that every
mine shall have a manager who shall
be responsible for its management.
Under section 385, the owner of
every mine in which more than two
men are employed has to give notice
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to the Chief Inspector of Mines of
intention to start mining and the
nomination as manager must be
approved by the Chief Inspector.
By section 386 a mine in which
more than 22 men are employed shall
be managed by a person with a firstclass certificate; a mine employing
n1ore than twelve men, by a person
with at least a second-class certificate and a mine employing more
than two men by a person with at
least a third-class certificate. Subsection ( 4) of this section contains
the important proviso that if the
Chief Inspector considers that special
skill and knowledge are required for
the working of any mine he may
require the appointment of a manager
with a certificate of a higher class
than that appropriate to the number
of men employed.
Section 387 provides that the
owner of a mine is liable to a penalty
of $1 00 for every day a mine is
worked without a properly certificated manager unless he proves that
he could not get one. Under section
388 every mine manager is responsible for daily supervision and
weekly general inspection of working
areas. Section 389 states that if a
mine manager is absent for more
than a week a properly qualified
person shall be appointed in his
stead or, if such person is not obtainable, a person approved by the Chief
Inspector of Mines.
Section 390 makes provision for
a board of examiners to be appointed
by the Governor in Council. Members of the board, other than the
Chief Inspector of Mines, who is
chairman of the board, shall be
appointed for three years and shall
be eligible for reappointment. Under
section 391 applications for mine
managers' certificates are made to
the board. Section 392 states that
the board may conduct examinations
for certificates for mine managers,
or for other types of mine work.
Section 393 provides that the board
may issue certificates to persons who
pass prescribed examinations and
who satisfy the board as to their
Mr. Balfour.

Bill.

experience and qualifications, or who
have passed an equivalent examination, and section 394 states that the
board may issue certificates to persons who have an equivalent certificate from the United Kingdom, New
Zealand or another Australian State.
Section 395 provides ~that a certificate
shall contain personal particulars of
the holder and any other particulars
prescribed. Section 396 states that the
board shall keep a register of certificate holders.
Under section 397 the board
may hold an inquiry if an inspector of mines reports that a certificate holder is incapable or unfit to
discharge h'is duties or if he has been
convicted of an offence against the
Act or regulations. The cer.tificate
holder is entitled to be represented
by counsel at the inquiry. The board
may recommend to the Governor in
Council that a certificate be cancelled,
suspended or altered, and the Governor in Council may, by notice published in the Government Gazette,
cancel, suspend or alter the certificate.
Section 398 provides that if the
recommendation is accepted the
board cancels, suspends or alters the
certificate accordingly; section 399
provides that the board may apportion the costs of an inquiry as it
thinks fit; and section 400 states that
cancellatio·ns, suspensions or alterations shall be recorded in the
register. Section 400A provides that
a person performing work not open
to him as a result of a cancellation,
suspension or alteration is liable to
a penalty of $100.
Under the provisions of section
400B a lost certificate may be replaced
by a duplicate issued by the board,
and under section 400c a person making false use of a certificate of competency shall be guHty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine of
$2,000. Section 400o provides that the
Minister may award annually ten
scholarships to persons recommended
by the board. Lastly, section 400E provides that the Governor in Council
may make regulations in connection
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with the qualifications of mine managers and the issue of ce~tificates of
competency, the conditions of scholarships and the penalties for breaches
of the regulations.
This proposed legislation can be
of great assistance to mining companies, particularly gold mining companies which have had and still have
a struggle to survive. It will enable
the public and. students to gain a
greater insight :into mining and it will
provide, indirectly, a small public investment in mining. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. AMOS (Marwell) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, December 4.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT.
VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF COLLEGES.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).--! have received a communication fron1 the Minister of Educa.tion which readsSection 7 of the Victoria Institute of
Colleges Act 1965 provides .that :three members of the Council shall be members of the
Parliament of Victoria who have been recommended for appointment by a Joint Sitting
of members of :the~ Legislative Council and
the Legislative As.,s,embly conducted in accordance with the rules adopted for the purpose by the membef!s present at the si.tting.
Pursuant to this provision at a Joint Sirtting
of the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly on the 7th April, 1971, Alexander
William Taylor, Esq., E.D., Cyril Thomas
Edmunds, Esq., and Thomas Campion
Trewin, Esq., Members of :the Legislative
Assembly, were chosen to be recommended
for appointment to the Council of the Vic·toria Institute of Colleges and were so appointed by the Governor in Council on the
11th May for the period ending 7th June,
1975.
As Mr. Taylor did not seek re-election to
the Parliament there is a casual vacancy on
the Council for the unexpired pontion of his
term of office-thaJt is until .the 7th June,
1975. I should be grateful if you would arrange for a Joint Si;tting of the members of
.the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly .to recommend ·a member to replace
Mr. Taylor for •that period.
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I have also received a message from
the Legislative Council stating that
the Council has agreed to the following resolution:That this House meet the Legislative Assembly for ·the purpose of si:tting and voting
together for choosing a member of the Parliament of Victoria to be recommended for
appointment to the Council of Victoria fnstitute of Colleges. and request the Legislative Assembly :to name othe pJ.ace and time
of ·such meeting.

Mr. THOM·PSON :(Minister of Education) .-1 moveThat this House meet the Legi-slative
Council for •the purpose of si:tting ·and voting
together oto choose a member of the Parliament of Victoria to be recommended for
appointment .to the Council of :the v.ictoria
Institute of Colleges and, as requested by the
Legislative Council to name a place and •time
of such meeting, name the Legislative A~s
sembly Chamber on Wednesday next at Six
o'clock sharp.

The motion was agreed to.
ALBURY·WODONGA AGREEMENT
'BILL.
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now

~ead

a second time.

This Bill represents the major legislative s.tep to be taken to implement
the Albury-Wodonga project since it
was agreed upon at the historic meeting between the Prime Minister and
the Premiers of Victoria and New
South Wales on 25th January, 1973.
It is probably one of the most important joint activities ever proposed
by the three Governments, and at
the outset I wish to place on record
my pleasure to be associated with
it. There is little doubt that this
unique project is going to be a major
challenge and a real test of conjoint action. The Victorian Government will co-operate to the utmost
to ensure the project's success.
The January agreement has been
elaborated on and formalized in a
written document which was signed
by the three Government leaders in
Wodonga on 23rd October, 1973. To
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ensure that all honorable me·mbers
are fully aware of the provisions of
the agreement, it is enshrined as
a schedule to this Bill. This is done
to display its contents to all honorable ·members and to all those concerned in local government administration, so that there is no doubt
as to the Government's intention in
regard to this most important legislation.
The primary purpose of the Bill is
to ratify the agreement for and on
behalf of the State of Victoria. Secondly, the Bill gives effect to such
measures as the agreement requires
of this State. The Commonwealth
and New South Wales Governments
will shortly be meeting their obligations in this regard by presenting to
their Parliaments similar complementary legislation.
Although the proposal of the three
Governments to develop a large
urban complex in the AlburyWodonga area has been well publicized, it would be advantageous to
mention some of the more important
aspects of the proposal before the
principal provisions of the Bill and
the agreement are outlined.
During the past few years, public
opinion in Australia has shown increasing concern at the economic
and social disadvantages of the excessive concentration of population
in the capital -cities. The Victorian
Government is aware that the past
trends in population concentration
must be arrested and it recognizes
that effective action to influence the
distribution of population to the advantage of the nation, and the quality of urban life, is essential.
Our Government is proud of the
fact that it first put forward the proposal for joint development of the
Albury-Wodonga complex. Through
the Department of State Development it has taken the initiative in
propounding the joint participation
of the three Governments and local
government in this project.
Mr.

Ham~r,
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This is the first time that the Commonwealth Government has shown
any real interest in our plans for
reducing growth pressures on our
metropolitan areas, and, of course,
we are happy to see them joining
with us in this ambitious undertaking. Their active participation and
the utilization of their vast resources
are essential to the success of the
growth centre. Substantial Commonwealth funds have been promised
and will be necessary to achieve the
development programme.
The involvement of local government is no less important, and during every stage of negotiations the
three Governments have recognized
that successful implementation of
the programme will involve public
discussions, and indeed will need the
support of the local community.
We are jointly setting out to
create an inland community of some
300,000 people by the year 2000.
The present combined population
of the cities of Albury and Wodonga
is approximately 40,000. To achieve
the population target, an anp.ual
growth rate of some 10 per cent will
have to be reached after the. initial
stages of development are completed.
In the face of a national increase of
less than 2 per cent and the. continued
flow of population to the capital cities,
this is a bold venture. Melbourne's
population for some years has been
increasing at the rate of about
50,000 a year. Sydne.y has been growing at a similar rate. To make any
impact on this unsatisfactory situation it is obvious that the AlburyW odonga project must rely on the utmost co-operation between the three
Governments concerned to ensure a
steady flow of the resources necessary for success.
The task will not be. an easy one.
Experience the world over has clearly
indicated that there must be a
carefully planned strategy and the
highest degree of efficiency in
management and organizatiOJ?. must
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be attained if the problems of overgrowth of our large cities are to be
attacked in eart1est.
The agreement provides that
an Albury-Wodonga Deve'lopment
Corporation will be set up to
plan and develop the AlburyWodonga area and that it will particularly consider the need for a high
quality of environment, and pay full
regard to human requirements and the
involvement of the public.
It also provides that the corporation
will involve and use the services of
existing Australian, State and local
government authorities wherever possible. It is a n1atter of considerable
significance that there is to be no
wholesale exemption of the Development Corporation from State legislation, for it will be required to operate
within the existing legal frame.work
of each State.
As a consequence it is an essential
requirement for the success of the
whole. project that the Development
Corporation receives the utmost assistance from all State departments and
other bodies whose. operations in any
way bear on its activities. Of course,
in a project of this size there are
few State authorities which will
not be called upon to assist and cooperate in some· way.
Promotion of the growth of the new
centre will be another important function of the corporation. The development of fully serviced sites for homes
and industry will be important incentives, but other forms of inducement
will, no doubt, lbe needed to attract
large. numbers of people away from
Melbourne. This will be a challenging
and important aspect of the corporation's responsibilities as it is patently
evident that the new growth centre,
if it is to succeed, must be se.en to
offer an attractive new way of life in
which people wi11 want to share.
In addition to the points of agreement incorporated in the Bill, there
have been other matters which have
been agreed upon by the three Governments during discussions by the
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responsible Ministers. These matters
are of considerable importance to cooperative arrangements but have not
been included in the formal agreem·en t
as they are not directly related to
organizational or management structures. They have been incorporated
in statements of principle and ratified
by an exchange of letters between the
Prime Minister and Premiers on 23rd
October, 1973. These letters and
attachments are tabled and will be
referred to when it is considered that
they throw light. on the legislative
documents.
Turning to the agreement I shall
deal firstly with the principal provisions of the agreement contained in
the schedule. To be fully binding on
the three parties, clause 2 of the
agreement provides that it is to be
approved by each of the Parliaments
of Australia, the State of New South
Wales and the State of Victoria, and
the respective Governments are to
seek such approval as soon as practicable after 23rd October, 1973.
Various authorities concerned with
the Albury-Wodonga complex may require legislative and administrative
action to be taken from time to time
to enable planning and development
to be undertaken in accordance with
the intentions of the three Governm·ents. The Victorian Government
undertakes, in sub-clause (4), to act
promptly and helpfully in the most
generous spirit of the clause.
Sub-clauses (5) and (6) set out
certain matters which the Australian
and State Governments agree to include in legislation and such matters
have been included in all Bills. I mentioned earlier that the Development
Corporation was not exempted from
State laws. This clause requires that
the corporation prepare a planning
scheme within the terms of the Town
and Country Planning Act so that the
general supervisory and co-ordinating
role in planning of the Town and
Country Planning Board, and the
rights of objection of local people
given by that Act~ are preserved~
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Clause 3 defines the AlburyWodonga area within which planning
and development by the new administrative agencies with the assistance
of existing State and Commonwealth
authorities is to take place. This is
the reduced area of approximately
5,000 square kilometres to which I referred when I made my secondreading speech on the Wodonga Area
Land Acquisition Bill No. 2. The area
was also indicated on a map of the
district which was made available. to
honorable members.
At the time of the January, 1973,
agreement, all that part of Victoria
and New South Wales within 55 kilometres of the Union Bridge was
nominated for investigation. The reduction in area took place as a result
of investigations by officers of the
three Governments and consultants
into what area of land would be
needed for a growth complex of at
least 300,000 people.
The clause also describes a "designated area". This term refers to any
area within the 5,000 square kilometres Albury-Wodonga area which
the Ministerial Council may decide
should be acquired and used for urban
development. Any such designated
area is to be declared not later than
30th June, 1974, by the Governor in
whose State the land is.
These important steps in area
definition have been taken for planning purposes and to put local people
in the picture as early as possible.
The effects of these steps have been
to cut back from 9,500 square kilometres to 5,000 square kilometres
the area which is being looked at for
development and acquisition; and
to announce that any area which will
be acquired in connection with the
growth of the complex is to be
declared not later than 30th June,
1974.
Part II. of the agreement deals with
the new organizational structure to
be brought into being by the three
Parliaments and also sets out the
Mr. Hamer.
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various powers, functions, responsibilities and staffing provisions of the
bodies created. These bodies are the
Ministerial Council; the AlburyWodonga Developm·ent Corporation;
the Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation: the Albury-Wodonga (New
South Wales) Corporation and the
Consultative Council.
It should be noted that although the
three corporations m.entioned are
separate legal entities which will be
created to meet requirements of the
three Governments working in a
border situation, complete integration
of operations of these corporations
will be achieved by common membership and staff.
Clause 4 provides that the Ministerial Council will consist of the Australian Minister for Urban and
Regional Development, the New
South Wales Minister for Decentralization and Development, and the Victorian Minister for State Development and Decentralization. The
Ministerial Council is to have oversight of the development of the
complex and will provide the machinery for co-ordination of the three
Govemm·ents. It will also perform
such functions as are given to it by
the agreement or under any Act.
A co-operative working arrangement has existed in the past between
the Ministers on the interim council
and this will be essential for the
future. This clause requires that any
decision made by the council will be
carried only if all three members vote
in favour of it.
The
Development Corporation
which is to be the principal working
body of the whole project is provided
for in clause 5. It will consist of five
persons-a chairman, nominated by
the Australian Minister; two deputy
chairmen, nominated by the respective State Ministers; and two parttime members, representing the local
communities and selected according
to arrangements made by the council,
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The chairman and the deputy
chairmen are to hold office for
up to seven years and up to five
years respectively and will be eligible for reappointment. The parttime members are to hold office
for up to three years, and for the
first three-year term will be selected from a panel of names submitted
by local government in the area.
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contain proposals for the over-all
planning strategy of the AlburyWodonga Area.
Sub-clause (14) requires that the
Development Corporation is to consult and have regard to the views of
existing Australian and State authorities and their officers and a procedure is described in sub-clause (15)
whereby any disagreement between
The chairman and the deputy the Development Corporation and
chairmen are executive members res- such bodies or officers may be re~ n ible
for detailed day-to-day solved. It is, of course, envisaged
that difficulties will be avoided or at
managemen
They will o.b~iou~ly least kept to a minimum by proneed to be cho~. by the Ministenal cedures laid down in Part III., which
Council for thei!:t.... complementary requires that the development plan
skills if the .sizea'Sle . tas~ of the is prepared only after consultation
Development Corporanar Is to be with State bodies and approved only
carried out successfully.'" The par.t- after submission to the Ministerial
time members will play a fUJ,l part In Council.
decisions at meetings of the :C~velopClause 6 deals with the staffing of
ment Corporation.
·
the Development Corporation and
Sub-clause ( 11) gives every rr.em- provides that its total establishment
ber of the corporation the right· to is subject to approval by the Minisrequest it to refer any matter to tl'C terial Council.
Ministerial CoUtncil for consideration··· . I have already referred to the
and decision and the Development
n~essity for two separate State
Corporation must comply with the
request. The right exists subject to Corp'O\~tions and these are described
any directions given by the Minis- in clause 7. Their functions are provided for 1n the State Bills and for
terial Council.
Victoria the relevant clause is clause
The functions of the corporation 7 of the Bill proper. The agreement
are detailed in sub-clause (12) of provides that ·ibe State Corporations
clause 5. The functions are broadly will have a nemoer~hip of three with
conceived and include promotional the chairnan appointed . on the
activities as well as construction and recommend1tion of the State Minister
the management of construction.
of the corutituting State. He is to
be
subject in all respects to the conSub-clause (13) provides that the
and direction of the appropriate
trol
Development Corporation may, where
State
Mbister.
directed by the Ministerial Council,
carry out work which a State statuSub-c~ause (10) provides that the
tory body is unable to undertake in Ministerial Council may give direcaccordance with the Approved tions to the State Corporation conAlbury-Wodonga Development Plan. cerning its functions, powers a·nd
This plan is provided for in detail in procedures. Paragraphs 33 and 34
Part Ill. of the agreement and its of the attachment to the side letters
preparation is another major function provide that executive members of
of the Development Corporation. It the Development Corporation will be
is a comprehensive forward plan des- identical with the members of each
cribing the proposed future works State Corporation, and the chairman
and programme of the Development of the State Corporation will be the
Corporation and will, of necessity, State's nominee on the Developme·nt
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Corporation. As mentioned earlier,
staff of the State Corporations and
the Development Corporation will be
identical to achieve a co-ordination
of working arrangements.
The final body to be created by
legislative arrangements is the Consultative Council and it is provided
for in clause 8 · of the agreement.
From the outset ·of planning for
urban development in the AlburyWodonga area, particular attention
has bee·n given to involving representatives of the local community.
An Interim Consultative Committee
made up of local people has met
regularly during 1973, and has
brought forward resolutions about
the planning and development of the
complex which have been given considerable attention by the Ministerial
Council · and the various parties
carrying out the initial work.

Agreement Bill.
Part III. of the agreement deals
with the preparation of the development plan and the general financing
arrangements of the plan. It is
basically a five-year proposal with a
yearly programme of works to be
carried out in accordance with the
planning and development powers of
the respective corporations.
Clause 9 provides that when the
proposed Albury-Wodonga development plan is being prepared, the
Development Corporation in C"'"'....- - ~unction with the State
rporations
Is to prepare and .,ubmit to the
Ministerial Councit each year with
the p~an ~ draft Xnancial programme
covermg In ~rail the estimated revenue ancj;' expenditure of the
Developm_s}nt Corporation and State
Corpor~!fons.

Th~·-"plan, the draft financial pro-

grailfme, and any special report will
The formation of the Consultative be considered by the Ministerial
Council will give formal ackno'Yledg- CQuncil
and
after
provisio·nal
ment to the part that local residents .~pproval, with or without amendcan play in the project.
- "' ments, the Ministerial Council will
There will be sixteen members. ·of then send them to each of the three
the council, the chairman to 9€ ·the Governments. The three Governchairman or a deputy ch~!fman of ments will then consult each other
the Development Corpo~ation, and as to the amounts of money that they
the other fifteen members to be drawn will make available, the exte·nt to
from a wide spectrum 0f the com- which proposals will be endorsed,
munity. The council,w,n advise the and any proposed variations in rents
Development Co,r.Perati~ on any and charges. Thereafter, the Minismatters comii_!g ·'within tle scope of terial Council will review the plan and
the functi.oris of the D~velopment financial programm.e and approve
Corporation which are of iirect con- what will be known as the" Approved
sequence to the existing· or future Albury-Wodonga Development Plan
inhabitants of any designated area. and Approved Financial Programme ".
The Development Corporation is
to make suitable arrangements for
secretarial services for the Consultative Council.
With the part-time members of the
Development Corporation, the existing public participation procedures in
the Town and Country Planning Act,
and the Consultative Council there
is a strong public element which
will no doubt produce a wide-ranging
and sig·nificant local contribution to
the project.
Mr. Hamer.

Sub-clauses (8) and (9) of clause
9 sets out how the respective parties
to the agreement shall provide funds
to the projects and these provisions
are elaborated on in paragraphs 5 to
12 of the attachment to the side
letters.
Sub-clause (11) provides that the
programme for the current financial
year will be as agreed between the
three Governments. The Commonwea'lth Government has advised that
it has made provision of $9 million in
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completion of the building or works
the responsibility for them will pass
to the State Corporations.
I turn now to the Bill proper,
and outline its principal provisions.
Clauses 3 and 4 adopt the agreement
for Victoria and provide that it shall
be given effect to. Clause 5 provides
that the Development Corporation is
a responsible authority under the
provisions of the Town and Country
Planning Act. This is necessary as it
is intended that the Development Corporation will be required to prepare
planning schemes or operate interim
development orders in designated
areas in accordance with Victorian
legislation.
Sub-clause (3) of clause 5 spells
out the steps which the Development
Corporation must take, and matters it
must take account of when preparing such a planning scheme.
Considerable attention has been
given by officials and Ministers to the
relationship of the planning activities
of the Development Corporation with
existing State statutory procedures.
The agreed stages in the planning and
Clause 12 provides that all revenue
development processes are set out in
from property vested in the State paragraphs 35 to 42 of the attachment
Corporations shall be payable to the to the side letters.
State Corporations and the State CorBasically, the stages are threefold.
poration is to be responsible for repayment of loans made to it and to Firstly, a broad strategy plan for the
the Development Corporation until future urban complex is to be preother arrangements are made. Con- pared and exhibited for public comsultatio:as will take place between ment and the ·expected date for this is
Governments to ensure that the August, 1974. Secondly, appropriate
revenue of the State Corporation is land use and development control
commensurate with their obligations. measures will be prepared in the context of the broad strategy plan. These
Sub-clause (4) provides for con- measures will fall within the procesultation and arrangements for dures of the Town and Country Plandeferment of repayments where the ning Act and will emanate in interim
net revenues of the State Corporation development order and planning
are insufficient to meet its obligations. scheme control for which the
The final clause of the agreement, Development Corporation will be the
clause 13, provides that the Develop- responsible authority as referred to
ment Corporation shall have technical earlier. These measures will also
possession of buildings or works dur- allow public comm·ent and will enable
ing construction by it, even though the Town and Country Planning Board
the land may be owned by the State to co-ordinate planning with the planCorporation, and provides that on ning of the Ovens-Upper Murray
its Budget for the current financial
year. It has also undertaken in paragr~ph 1'3 of the attachment to the
side letters that during the early years
of development it will provide special
financial assistance to the States to
assist in firtancing the provision of
facilities and services normally the
responsibility of the States or their
statutory bodies, but which they
could not reasonably be expected to
provide without special assistance.
Clause I 0 of the agreement provides
definitions of "operating"
41
developmental" and "administrative " expenses and provides that they
shall be borne by the Development
Corporation. Sub-clause (5) provides
that development expenses shall be
met from the funds made available
by way of loan, grant or otherwise to
the Development Corporation for
capital expenditure and shall be
treated as part of the capital cost of
the assets to which they relate.
Details of policy regarding operating
expenses are spelled out in paragraph
23 of the attachment to the side
letters.
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region. Thirdly, the preparation of
detailed urban development plans and
schemes is to be undertaken.
Clause 6 makes provision for general staff secondment to the. Development Corporation from the public service or public authorities. In view
of the projected growth rate of the
complex, it is to be expe.cted that
direct staff assistance to the Development Corporation may be necessary
to prevent work being delayed by
lack of suitably qualified advice.
Clause 7 formally constitutes the
Albury-Wodonga (Victoria) Corporation as required by the agreement and
clause 13 formally binds the State
Corporation to comply with the
agreement and to operate under the
Ministerial Council.
The functions of the State Corporation, which are not specified in the
agreement, are filled in by clause 15
of the Bill. Which functions are performed by which corporation will be
a matter for consultation by the Ministerial Council, but so that there is
no possibility of any delay in the overall project it was thought that the
State Corporation should be. invested
with the widest possible range of
powers from its inception.
As the corporations will have extensive development plans, it is not
thought necessary that formal approval of plans of subdivision need be
sought. However, the advice of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Country Roads Board,
and the Country Fire Authority is to
be sought as they would normally be
the bodies whose advice councils
would seek on plans of subdivision.
The State Corporation will also be
required to confer with any public
authority providing services in the
vicinity of a designated area. These
matters are provided for in subclauses (5), (8), and (9) of clause
15.
Sub-clause ( 10) and ( 11) put the
State Corporation in a similar position to the Housing Commission with
Mr. Hamer.
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regard to the closing of streets, and
the creation or extinguishment of
easements or restrictive covenants.
Considerable thought and attention
has been given to the existing municipalities and the effect that proposed
development may have on them. However, until areas are designated for
development, the specific municipalities affected' and the degree to which
they will be affected cannot be assessed realistically. It has therefore
been provided by clause 19 that the
State Corporation may request a
transfer to it of all or any of a council's powers, functions and duties
under the Local Government Actother than the power to borrow
money-in relation to a designated
area. The council may agree to such
a transfer and there is provision for
referral of disputes to the Minister
administering the Local Government
Act and the Governor in Council.
Clauses 21 to 23 cover financial
aspects of the activities of the State
Corporation including the responsibility to take charge of moneys paiq
to it by the State, the power to
borrow money and the necessity for
proper accounting.
Clause 24 requires the State Corporation to report to the M'inister
who is in turn required to table the
report in Parliament.
Finally, I should again like to
record ~y gratitude to all those State
officials who have done so much preparatory work to ensure the success
of the Albury-Wodonga project.
This has been a long second-reading speech but I believe the size of
the project and its importance to this
State, as well as to New South Wales
and the Commonwealth, justifies a
fairly detailed explanation. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Thursday, November 29.
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ADJOURNMENT.
POLICE FOR BAYSIDE BEACHES -ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS-SUNBURY HIGH
SCHOOL-NORRIS BANK PRIMARY
SCHOOL.

Mr.

THOMPSON

(Minister

of

Education) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

· Mr. CRELLIN (Sandringham).I again refer to a matter to which I
directed the attention of the House
on 23rd October, two days after
young Andrew Pearce was murdered
at Beaumaris, a crime which is so far
unsolved. My reason for raising the
matter today is that last Sunday at
Half Moon Bay another ugly incident
occurred, this time involving a young
married couple from West Brunswick.
I refer honorable members to an
article which appeared in the Herald
of Monday, 19th November, under
the heading, "Youths Attack Beach
Couple".
My investigations confirm that the
report printed in the Herald is
basically accurate. It refers to a gang
of youths attacking a young lady,
bashing her in the face and knocking
her 20 feet down a cliff. Her husband
rose to her defence and for his trouble
he was hit over the head with a beer
bottle, which resulted in many
stitches being inserted in his head.
This situation could best be described
as one step worse and it would have
been another murder on a beach
which is possibly the most beautiful
on Port Phillip Bay. The tragedy of
the situation is that it could have occurred to any family on an outing on
a typical Sunday afternoon.
The Government and local government have spent large sums on keeping our beaches clean. It is hardly
much use keeping them clean if
they are not to be safe for people
to enjoy them. We have a most unsatisfactory situation on the bayside
beaches at the moment. Gangs of
larrikins hunt in packs; they hold
drunken parties by day and by night.
The stage has been reached when
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we must solve this situation by putting members of the Police Force on
the beaches in plain clothes; if necessary policemen in shorts and thongs
and policewomen in bikinis so that
they are inconspicuous in the crowd.
If such a situation similar to the one
to which I referred erupted on. the
beach, it could be dealt with rapidly
and the offenders caught in the act.
There is a need now for extra police
to be sent to the bayside areas to
bolster the local men already there.
The job is too much for the local men.
The situation exists where large
numbers of people gather at races,
football and other sporting gatherings
and additional policemen are made
available. There · are 7 miles of
coast at Sandringham and hu·ndreds
of thousands of people use the
beaches, but no extra police are
provided. The need is urgent and critical. I sincerely hope that something
can be done before the summer really
gets under way so that there will be
no more of these situations.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! wish
to bring to the attention of the Government a matter concerning the
operation of the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs. When the Prime Minis·ter of New Zealand, Mr. Kirk, visited
Australia last week to have discussions with the Australian Prime
Minister, among the topics he
discussed was his offer to exchange
social workers from New Zealand
concerned with Maori affairs with
Australian social workers concerned
with Aboriginal affairs to see if anything could be gained after exchange
from their common work experience.
The Australian Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs,
Senator
Cavanagh,
accepted the offer, and said that_ it
could be of great value.
I am concerned at a report which
appeared in the Sun News-Pictorial of
Friday, 16th November, of the comments of Victoria's Director of Aboriginal Affairs, Mr. M. R. Worthy. I
should have thought that the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs should have
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been involved. Mr. Worthy said that
the proposal was " inadequate and
·Unnecessary ". The report states--He said Aboriginal problems can be
:solved by Australia without advice from
overseas.
1
' We can alwa~s learn from others, but
the pro'blems of the Australian Aboriginals
:are unique."

·One does not disagree with that. The
problem of every socio-economic
group is unique in its own way. The
suggestion that one cannot derive
some benefit from a related experience is short-sighted. I hope that Mr.
Worthy was misquoted or that he
gave an answer on the run, as it were,
without having fully considered it. I
hope the Government and in particular the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs will give serious consideration
to this.
This is not to say that the administration of the Ministry of Aboriginal
Affairs is particularly bad. Very few
countries include the treatment of
their racial minorities as achievements of which they are proudest.
New Zealand has an outstanding
record-it is prepared to admit that it
is not a perfect record-but I believe
there are instructive parallels to be
gained. Its record is better than those
of Canada, the United States of
America and ours. I hope the Government will give serious consideration,
if the opportunity is there, to
exchange social workers from Australia with New Zealand social
workers in this important field of
race relationships.
Mr. GUY (Gisborne).-I direct the
attention of the Minister of Education
to a problem of which he is aware,
namely, the building programme for
Sunbury High School. A substantial
building programme has been planmted for the school over the next
twelve months and a site plan is currently being prepared by the department. I ask whether it will be possible to make an announcement
with respect to a starting date
before Christmas. If so, it would be
much appreciated by the people in
the Sunbury area as well as by the
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school committee and everyone concerned with the school. There seems
te be an air .of mystery over
the announcement made earlier this
year about the 3-story establishment
on the site. I realize that there are
budgetary problems for the Education Department regarding the starting date of construction. It is
proposed to start with a 2-story
building and add the third story when
required. However, there is much
confusion on the exact starting date
of the work.
·
·
I ask the Minister when the first
stage will be commenced.
I am
hopeful it will be commenced during
1974 as originally predicted. Secondly
would it be possible at the same time
to consider the construction of an
assembly hall on the school site? I
know that the assembly hall at Sunbury is not high on the priority list
of the Education Department. However, if this assembly hall could be
constructed at the same time as the
other buildings, it could be possible
to make substantial savings in cost
and counter-balance the present
inflation in the cost of school buildings. There is also the consideration
of a special need in the community at
Sunbury for a facility like an assembly hall-~reception hall-~heaterette
youth recreational complex. I took
the principal of the Sunbury High
School to the Maribyrnong High
School complex some weeks ago and
we looked at the new assembly hall
being constructed there. It is an excellent building, and one that would
be suitable for the Sunbury High
School. It is a magnificent community complex.
The principal reported back to a
committee comprising the youth
representatives, the school committee
and the Bulla Shire Council. The
members of that committee were
all convinced that it should be
a No. 1 priority in terms of an
application to the Ministry for Youth,
Sport and Recreation. I assure the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation and the Minister of Education
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that the council would certainly consider giving the project its No. 1
blessing.
I ask the Minister to answer
the queries concerning the building
programme before the Christmas
recess so that it does not flow
over into next year. I also request
the Minister of Education to consult the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation to ascertain whether it is
possible to combine the resources of
both departments so that the assembly
hall may be constructed at the same
time as the new wing.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).The parents of chi'ldren at the Norris
Bank Primary School are again having
problems. At a meeting last Monday
night the parents expressed concern
about the likely situation at the begining of the 1974 school year. I am
advised that approximately seventeen
children will fail to gain enrolment
unless a portable class-room is
provided.
I understand that a contract has
been let for additional class-rooms but
the best information that I have been
able to obtain is that they will not be
available for the start of the next
school year. The local people consider that a portable class-room will
solve the problem. I ask the M'inister of Education to examine the situation at the Norris Bank Primary
School because the parents are irate
and are out for the Minister's blood.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-I am as concerned as is the honorable member for Sandringham at the
outbreak of violent bashings and
attacks on normal pleasure-loving
citizens by gangs of youths, and of
individual crimes of violence.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-So is the Opposition.
Mr. ROSSITER.-! am pleased to
know that. Honorable members will
have noticed a public statement by
the Deputy Commissioner of Police
of the intention of the Police Force
to have mobile squads of policemen
moving around in certain areas. I will
Session 1973.-94
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discuss with the Chief Commissioner
of Police the extension of the proposal to all bayside areas so that the
beaches will be protected and inviolate and children and adults will
be able to enjoy the summer bathing
season.
Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport) .-The honorable member
for Melbourne referred to an offer
which I understand was made by the
Prime Minister of New Zealand to exchange social workers with Australia
so that they could gain the benefit
of each other's ·experience.

The honorable member was somewhat critical of a remark reportedly
made by Mr. Worthy that Aborigines
were unique. I have no knowledge
of what was said, but Mr. Worthy
has recently returned from an overseas trip during which he studied activities of this type in other countries.
I would agree with Mr. Worthy's
assessment that the Aboriginal problem is unique and I am sure that
the honorable member for Melbourne
also agrees. I have seen something
of what happens in Maori affairs in
New Zealand and was well acquainted with the Minister for Maori
Affairs for some time.
I do not know whether the offer
by the New Zealand Prime Minister
has been conveyed to the Victorian
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs but
I will be pleased to discuss the matter
with my colleague. I know of no
reason why such an exchange of ideas
should not take place; at the same
time I agree with M'r. Worthy that
Victoria should not be too optimistic
of the outcome of such an exchange.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of
Education) .-I appreciate the concern of the honorable member for
Gisborne about the Sunbury High
School. As I indicated yesterday,
tender prices for school projects have
been soaring like Alex Jesaulenko
flying for a mark, the· only difference
being that he comes down but tender
prices do not. This is having a
severe effect on the school building
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programme. I agree with the honorable member that an assembly hall
will make a tremendous difference to
the school. I will confer with the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation to see whether there is any way
of achieving the aim of the honorable
member for Gisborne, but I think
there will have to be a substantial
change in the priority list of the Education Department.
I inform the honorable member for
Broadmeadows that I will be pleased

to investigate the accommodation
needs of the Norris Bank Primary
School.
The motion was agreed to.

on Notice.

2.
Category

Present water
allocation (acre-feet)

(c)
(d)

114,888
365,430
317,847
207,520

(e)

231,325

(a)
(b)

The figures for areas in excess of 500 acres
are not readily available and would require
considerable research. They can be obtained
if required.

INJURIES CAUSED BY YACHTS.
(Question No. 574)-

The House adjourned at 5.31 p.m.
until Tuesday, November 27.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated: -

GOULBURN-MURRAY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park) asked
the Chief Secretary!. How many cases of yachts causing
damage or injury to swimmers, bathers or
paddlers in ·any Victorian waters were reported to the Victoria Police or other
authorities in each of the years since 1963?

2. How many cases of
charge of their craft whilst
fluence of alcohol or drugs
to police or other authorities
above years?

yachtsmen in
under the inwere reported
in each of the

(Question No. 568)

Mr. HANN (Rodney) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister of Water Supply1. How many properties in the GoulburnMurray irrigation district are in each of the
following categories, that is, single entries in
the Register of Lands-( a) 0 to 40 acres;
(b) 40 to 100 acres; (c)· 100 to 220 acres;
(d) 220 to 350 acres; (e) 350 to 500 acres;
and (f) in excess of 500 acres?

2. What quantity of irrigation water is
committed to each of these categories at
present?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Water Supply is1.
Category

(a)

0- 40 acres
40-100 acres
(c) 100-220 acres
(d) 220-320 acres
in excess of 320 acres
(b)

Number of
properties

3,060
3,220
2,365

1,308
831

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is1. Separate statistics in respect of boating accidents were not kept prior to 1968.
However, no reports of the nature described
have been received by the police during the
period .from 1st January, 1968, to 31st October, 1973.
2. Nil.

VERMIN AND NOXIOUS WEEDS.
(Question No. 575)

Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
asked the Minister of Lands1. How many prosecutions have been
launched under sub-section 2 of section 13
of the Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act 1958
in each Lands Department inspectorate in
Victoria in each of the past five years?

2. How many of those prosecutions have
been successful?
3. Which landowner or authority is responsible for the eradication of noxious
weeds on lands incorporated in-( a) roads

Questions
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under the control of the Country Roads
Board; (b) classified main roads; and (c)
unclassified roads?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister
Lands) .-The. answer is-

of

1.
District

Year
1968

..

1969

..

1970

..

1971

..

1972

..

1973

..

2. 1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Lilydale
Pakenham ..
Warragul
Bairnsdale ..
Seymour ..
Yackandandah
Warragul ..
Wodonga ..
Lilydale
..
Mirboo North
Healesville ..
Foster
Pakenham ..
Warragul
Tallangatta ..
Yarrawonga
Alexandra ..
Mansfield ..
Yackandandah
Alexandra ..
Wodonga ..
Mornington
Alexandra ..
Seymour
None to date

No. of
prosecutions
4
1
1
2
1
2

1973.]
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Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Water Supply isNo.

HOUSING COMMISSION LAND.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Transport, for the Minister of
Housing1. Whether the Housing Commission has
purchased any land in Dandenong or Cranbourne; if so, in which streets and in what
general location?

2
1
1
1

2. How many blocks of serviced land the
commission will provide in the financial
years 1973-74 and 1974-75?

1
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
1

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Housing is-

1
1

2
1
1

11

1. The commission has not in recent years
purchased any land in Dandenong. At Cranbourne the commission has recently purchased 142 allotments on the north-west
corner of Sladen Street and Fairbairn Road.
2. Dandenong-Nil.
Cranbourne-1973-74-142
1974-75-Nil.

3
10
2

3

3. Under sub-section 5 of section 6 of the
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act 1958, the
responsibility for the destruction and suppression of noxious weeds on the adjacent
half-widths of all roads rests· with the
adjoining landholder.

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
FOR BALLARAT.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South)
asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister of \Vater SupplyWhether the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission has received any plans
from the Ballarat Sewerage Authority for
the construction of a third sewerage treatment plant in the Ballarat area to relieve
the present load on the plants operating at
Sebastopol and Wendouree?

BROOKS CRESCENT
RECLAMATION PROJECT.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingIf the Minister will lay on the table of
the Library the file relating to compensation
payments made by the Housing Commission
to house owners for acquisition of properties
in Brooks Crescent, North Fitzroy?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Housing isThe purchase by the commission of all
properties in the Brooks Crescent area has
so far been effected only on a negotiated
basis and the question of compensation has
not as yet arisen. In every case, purchase
was initiated by the owner approaching the
commission with tan offer to sell.
Because these negotiations are considered
to be a confidential matter between the commission and the owner, the relevant files will
not be made available as requested.
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1Jlrgtaluttnt C!!nunrtl.
Tu,esday, November 27, 1973.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 2.22 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT.

VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF COLLEGES.
The President announced that a
message had been received from the
Legislative Assembly acquainting
the Legislative Council that the
Legislative Assembly has agreed to
meet the Legislative Council for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a member of the
Parliament of Victoria to be recommended for appointment to the Council of the Victoria Institute of
Colleges, and, as requested by the
Legislative Council to name the
place and time of such meeting,
name the Legislative Assembly
Chamber as the place and Wednesday next, at 6 p.m., as the time of
such meeting.
PAPERS.

The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid upon the table
by the Clerk: Aboriginal Affairs Ministry-Report for the
year 1972-73.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Report of
the registrar for the year 1971-72.
Co-operative Societies-Report of the
registrar for the year 19'71-72.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Act 1958-Melboume Harbor Trust Regulations (Miscellaneous Amendments) No. 3/73 (S.R.
No. 330).
Mental Health Act 1959-Mental Health
(Medical Positions and Salaries) Regulations 1973 (No. 8). (S.R. No. 326).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (No. 604).
Superannuation Act 1958-Superannuation
(Table B) Regulations 1973 (S.R. No.
329).

of Parliament.

Supreme Court Act 1958Supreme Court (Approval of Compromises) Rules 1973 (S.R. No. 328).
Supreme Court (Metric Conversion)
Rules 1973 (S.R. No. 327).
Town and Country Planning Act 1961City of Shepparton Planning Scheme
1953-Amendment No. 24, 1972.
Shire of Yackandandah Planning Scheme
1965, Township of YackandandahAmendment No. 2, 1972.
Weights and Measures Act 1958-Weights
and Measures (Amendment No. 13)
Regulations 1973 (S.R. No. 325).

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

The. debate
(adjourned from
November 13) on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
Government) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed. ·
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-The Bill
deals with that very important
matter, the dispensing of alcoholic
beverages. Apparently, the Weights
and Measures Branch has not yet had
control over the size of beer glasses
and the contents thereof. This Bill
will give. the branch some control.
I envisage some problems. In
public bars it is usual for glasses of
5, 7 and 10 ounces to be used but,
in some .saloon bars, lounges, and so
on, glasses of different sizes and
shapes are used from time to time.
Whether the Bill takes that into
account is not clear.
The intention of the Bill is good
but it still leaves up in the air the
question of how much froth there
should be on the top of a glass of
beer. In his usual way, the Minister
side-stepped this a·nd said that it
will still remain a question between
the custom·er and the barmaid.
Previously, there had been some
form of control over 1 oz. and 2 oz.
measures for spirituous liquors, but
the Bill provides that they be exempted from the section of the Act which
relates to stamping and verification.
This is understandable. With the
various types .of measures used, it
would be difficult to enforce this.

Weights and Measures [21 NOVEMBER, 1973.]

The Bill also provides that the. industry should bear the cost involved
in the new provisions. No doubt it
will be unhappy about this. However,
it is reasonable that, like other sections of industry which are subje.ct to
weights and measures legislation, it
should contribute to the upkeep of
the weights and measures unions and
the Weights and Measures Branch.
It has been suggested to me that $25
is an excessive fee. But that is a
maximum and I do not expect that
it will always be levied. In any case,
this is an industry which could probably afford the fee. It deals with a
commodity which is in great demand.
If there is any cheating to be done
-I believe there is some-it can be
done easily. I have heard accusations, not so much about quantity
but about quality. There is such a
practice as watering down beer and
this often happens. If the weights and
measures inspectors can direct their
attention towards this practice, they
will overcome an important problem.
We do not oppose the Bill, but I
envisage that we shall propose certain
amendments because there are
problems associated with it which
remain unanswered.

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-The Country
Party supports the Bill which amends
the Weights and Measures Act. However, there are one or two areas in
respect of which we have reservations. As Mr. Walton has correctly
pointed out, the Bill introduces some
new principles, and I think there is
an element of consumer protection
involved regarding the consumption
of alcoholic liquors. The measure also
brings about changes which are
necessary consequent upon conversion to metric system.
The effect of the legislation will
largely be determined by the regulations that are made and put into
effect. In discussions with the Australian Hotels Association, its representatives have expressed concern
that the fees charged for inspection
of glasses used by hotel licensees

(Amendment) Bill.
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may be excessive. I noted that in his
explanatory remarks the Minister said
that the Bill had been introduced because the Australian Hotels Association had been pressing strongly for
the changes for some time, but the
honorable gentlema·n added the proviso that excessive costs should be
avoided. Honorable members will
agree that that is a reasonable attitude for hotel licensees to adopt.
In paragraph (b) of clause 7,
which amends section 93 of the
principal Act, the fee for inspections
is set out. It is not to exceed $25
for each premises. There is also provision for an additional amount of
0 · 5 per centum of the amount of the
licence fee paid by the hotel licensee.
If the maximum amount were used,
1,418 hotels in Victoria which pay
licence fees amounting to $9 million
-this does not include licensed
restaurants-could be charged up to
$80,000 a year for the inspections.
The licensees of hotels are concerned
that the legislation does not clarify
the amount of the charges for the
inspections. They hope the charges
will be kept to a reasonable level, and
I believe they would accept a proposition whereby they would be
charged exactly for the time and services rendered by the weights and
measures inspectors.
In New South Wales, under similar
legislation exemptions are provided
for hotel lounge bars and restaurants.
This is a matter the Government
should look at in Victoria because
patro·ns generally pay more for the
privilege of drinking in lounge bars
and restaurants and are not so
concerned about the aspect of consumer protection-that is whether
they receive fair measure for
what they are charged. For that
reason I suggest the Minister should
consider whether it would be appropriate to follow the New South Wales
system whereby the regulations and
legislation apply only to public bars.
In the conversion to the metric
system, by a rou·nding-off process,
the sizes of beer glasses will be
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changed. Although the change will be
small, in the most recent report of the
Consumer Affairs Council the criticism was made that some commercial
operators are using the conversion as
a means of increasing prices. I sound
a note of warning to the Minister and
ask the honorable gentleman to ensure that the changeover does not
bring about unjustified increases in
hotel charges.
I emphasize again that hotel licensees are concerned at the prices
which could be charged under paragraph (b) of clause 7 if the highest
fee possible is charged. They feel it
would be too high for the service
rendered and for that reason I ask
the Minister to consider this matter
and, if possible, to give the hotel industry some assurance that the fees
charged will be directly related to the
service given by the weights and
measures inspectors.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6414

s. 3).
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I thank honorable members for their reception of
the Bill. Both Mr. Walton and M'f.
McDonald have criticized clause 7.
Mr. Elliot was good enough to bring
to my attention the remarks that
would be made by his party on the
matter, and I have prepared and circulated an amendment to the clause
which will certainly relieve the
impact a little. With respect to
the question of hotel lounges and·
saloon bars, I have noted the point
made by Mr. McDonald. I agree with
him that there is perhaps not quite
the same reason for control, but
speaking personally, I like to know
I am getting what I am paying for,
even if I am paying more for it in one
place than another. I am sure there
are others in the community who feel
as I do about that.
1

(Amendment) Bill.

On the question of conversion to
the metric system, it is often difficult
to ascertain whether the changeover
has been utilized as an excuse or
whether it is merely a convenient
time for an alteration in price that
was imminent in any event. Nevertheless, it is the policy of the Government to avoid any opportunity of
the changeover being used as an
occasion for increases in price not
brought about by inflation generally.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 6.
Clause 7, providing, inter aliaSub-section ( 1) of section 93 of the
Principal Act is hereby amended as
follows:(b) After paragraph (tb) there shall be
inserted the following paragraph:" ( tc) the fees to be paid for or in connexion with(ii) the inspection of-

measures of volume or measuring
instruments of classes exempted from verification and
provided for use in the sale of
liquor of a specified kind for
consumption at or ~adjacent to
the place where the sale
occurs; and
vessels referred to in paragraph
(c) of sub-section (ls) of
section 66but so that the total inspection
fees payable in respect of any
licensed premises does not exceed
$25 together with the amount
which is 0 · 5 per centum of :the
percentage fee last paid or payable
under the Liquor Control Act 1968
in respect of those licensed
premises;"

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat, in sub-paragraph (ii) of proposed
paragraph (tc) of sub-section (1) of section 93, as contained in paragraph (b), the
word " does " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words " in any year do ".

This will make it clear that the maximum chargeable to any hotel in
respect of one year and not one set
of inspections will be $25.
The amendment was agreed to.
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.

Consumer Protection
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The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 31) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of Water
Supply) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-When this
Bill to amend the Consumer Protection Act was debated some days ago,
honorable members who spoke did
not have the advantage that subsequent speakers have today, because
since the debate was adjourned the
annual report of the Consumer Affairs
Council for the year ended 30th June,
1973, has been released. The report
has a large bearing on consumer
protection and on this measure.
I briefly refer to one area of consumer protection that should be
further considered by the Consumer
Affairs Council and that should be
acted upon by both the State and
Federal Governments. I have raised
this matter before in this place and,
in common with other members who
have raised consumer protection
matters, I hope sooner or later my
suggestion will be accepted. I refer
to some aspects of the advertising
industry. Advertising is an accepted
and normal aspect of commercial
activity in Australia and in Victoria.
There are three obvious well-used
media: The press, radio and television.
I note that the Minister and
the Consumer Affairs Council have
agreed in part with what I saythat there should be some form of
control exercised either by the
advertising industry, or by Government instrumentalities responsible
for advertising, to ensure that there
is some responsibility on the part of
advertisers. I suppose the three best
possible examples are the advertisers
of detergents and soap powders, the
advertisers of petroleum products
and the advertisers of pet food
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products. Any logical person who
looks at a television screen or reads
the advertisements in the press
must come to the conclusion that the
claims made for some of the products
bear little or no relationship to the
actual qualities of the products.
I am always surprised at the ethics
of some advertisers of pet food
products when they advertise that
good steak and other meat products
are use.d in the manufacture of
various pet feeds that are on sale.
As a member of the Meat Industry
Committee I know what ingredients
are used in these products. The
advertising companies have a degree
of responsibility to ensure that advertisements for which they are
responsible, whether on the radio or
television, or in the press, bear some
relationship to the actual properties
of the advertised products. In the
field of petroleum products certain
claims are made in advertisements
which bear no relationship to the
scientific and chemical properties of
the petroleum or lubricating products
that are being promoted. Through
the Australian Broadcasting Control
Board, the Federal Government is
largely responsible for radio and
television advertisements, but in the
fie'ld of press advertising the State
has direct responsibility.
It is interesting to note that the
latest report of the Consumer Affairs
Council of Victoria contains at p·age
5 a list of 24 recommendations, one
of which relates to the establishment
an
advertising
justification
of
tribunal. The Government could well
examine this recommendation. The
establishment of a justification
tribunal may be an appropriate
method of bringing about some
degree of responsibility in the observance of proper ethical standards
in advertising. This is one field of
consumer protection in which both
Federal and State Governments have
a responsibility. I assure the Minister in charge of the Bill that on the
next occasion when an amending
Bill of this type is before the House,
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if the Government has not seen fit

to act in this area, I shall again raise
the matter.
It should be stated that the new
Consumer Affairs Council has set
about its task of consumer protection
in a responsible manner. It would
be. fair to say that the council is
somewhat restricted by the legislation under which it operates. The
council's recommendations to which
I referred cover a wide range of important matters which merit urgent
attention. I propose to mention only
four of these matters. The. council's
most trenchant criticism related to
the manufacturers and retailers of
new motor cars, the labelling of
foodstuffs,
the flammability of
materials, and malpractices in the
building industry. I realize that another Bill currently before the House
will go part of the way in regard to
the building industry.
Although the Government has been
commended by previous speakers on
the introduction of the Bill, much
more remains to be done in the field
of consumer protection. The leading article in the. Age on Thursday,
22nd November, summed up the
situation fairly well when it statedIt is abundantly clear that consumer protection is a man's job, not a boy's. It calls
for more than an annual whistle blowing
(more frequent reports on specific problems
or industries would be an advantage)·. It
requires not simply powers of investigation
and publicity but also of prosecution and
enforcement.

The article further emphasized, as I
have said, that the Government has
moved in some aspects of consumer
protection but there is still much to
be done. There will always be areas
in which additional protection of the
consumer is necessary. Obviously
in our society we will always be. confronted with unscrupulous persons
who will seize the opportunity to
make a quick, and in some cases,
dishonest dollar. Although I do not
entirely agree with some proponents
of consumer protection who be.lieve
the consumer must be fully protected, I believe the Government must
go further than it has to date.
The Hon. S. R. McDonald.
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HAMILTON

(Higinbotham Province) .-The Bill
adds yet another chapter to the
continuing saga of consumer protection legislation. Victoria, like most
States and most countries, is building up a rather substantial body of
consumer protection legislation which
is designed in one way or another to
protect the ordinary citizen against
unscrupulous citizens, clever rogues,
and in many cases, outright criminal
and crooked persons. In the ultimate, the efficacy of the legislation
is reflected by the increasing
amount of it as more and more loopholes appear in the legislation and
more and more amending · measures
are passed by Parliament in an endeavour to plug the loopholes.
A great deal of our legislation has
been ineffective. One of the reasons
for this is that large organizations
have the resources to obtain the advice of experts on how they can
circumvent the intentions of the
legislation. The people who seem
to benefit most by it are probably
those whose profession it is to give
advice, particularly legal advice, and
steer people around the hurdles
which are erected by Parliament to
prevent them taking that course of
action. In many ways we are taking
the long way around in seeking to
put unscrupulous persons out of
business. In many cases there is a
simple remedy available. Its effectiveness has already been demonstrated
on many occasio·ns.
Some months ago, my colleague,
Mr. Fry, brought into the House a
documented case concerning pest
exterminator firms which were preying on the unwary a·nd charging large
amounts for unsatisfactory work. No
amount of legislation could have
stopped the activities of these firms,
but the simple act of publicity given
to their activities as a result of Mr.
Fry raising the matter in the House
dealt with the matter effectively, at least for the time being. We
should examine the possibility not of
trying to make the legislation more
watertight but of publicizing the
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activities of firms of this type so that
the public in ge·neral knows what is
going on and takes action accordingly.
I should think it would be
quite effective if the consumer protection authority, instead of investigating a case and trying to rectify
the situation by legal action, took
action of this type. Instead of spending a lot of money on costly legal
proceedings, the Consumer Affairs
Council could publish a decent-sized
advertisement in the daily press
stating, in effect, "We have good
reason to believe that the activities
of company X are questionable to
say the least, or are dishonest, so we
warn the public that the activities of
this particular firm are unscrupulous ". Of course, it would be necessary to have protection built into
the legislation to e·nsure that the
advertisements were not published
lightly and that they were inserted
only after an adequate investigation
of the firms concerned who were
given an opportunity of denying or
refuting the complaints that had been
made against them. However, we
have chosen the course of building
up a vast quantity of legislation in the
hope of preventing these activities.
The principal purpose of the Bill
is to deal with the activities of
pyramid selling firms. I am not fully
convinced that the legislation will be
effective. It is pleasing to note that
some action is being taken because,
like other honorable members, I have
received my share of complaints and
visits from people who have been
caught by these firms. It is true that
in many cases the people who have
been caught were warned about the
firms in question but they have seen
the opportunity of getting rich and
have ignored the advice. The average
person finds it too much to resist an
opportunity to get rich quickly, but
when he gets caught he looks for
help to get him out of his predicament.
I believe two criticisms can be
levelled against the proposed method
of dealing with pyramid selling.
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Probably a larger area of selling than
is intended will be caught within
the ambit of the proposed legislation.
Almost any multi-structure selling
organization could find that its
activities come within the definition
of a " pyramid selling scheme ". The
Bill provides four tests to determine
whether a trader will come within the
scope of pyramid selling. Firstly, the
goods or services are to be provided
by a promoter of the trading scheme.
Secondly, the goods or services to be
provided by a promoter of the trading scheme are to be provided by a
participant-for example, by a
salesman. Thirdly, all or a substantial
·number of transactions or negotiations for the provision of goods or
services are to take place other than
at a place of business of a promoter
of t~e. scheme or of the participant
prov1dmg the goods or services.
Almost every multi-structure firm
"":hich sells from ?ther than its prinCipal place of busmess will be caught
by the definitions. Every firm which
sells cigarettes or confectionery from
a truck will be included. A large
number of multi-structure organizations which we do not even know
about will be covered.
The fourth condition, which is set
out in four sub-paragraphs, is probably the most important. If a scheme
is covered by any of the tests set out,
it will be regarded as a pyramid
selling scheme. It would be easy for
a multi-structure selling organization
accidentally and unknowingly to infringe one of these conditions. The
provision includes such matters as
holding out the prospect that payments and other benefits will be received in respect of transactions
effected by other participants in a
trading scheme under which goods
and services are sold. If a sales manager in a multi-structure organization
received a commission based on sales
made by salesmen under him, the
organization could fall within those
terms and be declared to be a pyramid
selling scheme.
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I have doubts about the Bill and sions ad infinitum-the more he can
honorable members should be clear suck in the better. Indeed, his profit
in their minds just what pyramid sell- is based on the sale of concessions,
ing is; So-called pyramid selling not on goods.
schemes have become widespread
Another aspect is that salesmen
and not all of them are dishonest. are not selected for their ability to
Most are conducted by firms of in- sell but simply because they have
tegrity whose business is organized enough money to buy the concesand supervised in a proper manner sions.
Many pyramid selling organizawithout any intention of acting dis- tions have
a much more reasonable
honestly or disreputably. Only a few approach. When a salesman is recomare involved in what could be called mended to them, they test him and
disreputable or dishonest activities. give him a training course as well. I
Most honorable members have know a firm which accepts only one
been familiar with some of these out of every three or four applicants
honest firms for many years. Indeed, for concessions. That is a legitimate
most would have dealt with them in type of operation. But the dishonest
one way or another. Many community organization will take anyone who
organizations conduct what could be can pay for concessions, irrespective
described as pyramid organizations. of his ability to sell or to earn a reaFor instance, the Country Women's sonable income.
Association has financed its activities
Another practice to be deplored in
to some degree by raisi'ng funds the activities of dishonest firms is
through a pyramid selling organiza- their loading of optimistic salesmen
tion.
with a vast amount of merchandise
One of the reasons for the upsurge which they cannot sell. I often wonin this type of selling is the demand der how some people can swallow
by the populace for personal service. what is put to them.
People have become fed up with the
It may have been better to deal
impersonal supermarket atmosphere with the undesirable aspects of pyrain which they do so much of their mid selling. A most effective method
shopping. They are fed up with the -one which I have not generally
long queues at check-out points. They advocated but which would meet the
welcome an opportunity to meet a circumstances of this case-would
salesman, discuss the wares they be the licensing of pyramid sales
intend to buy, examine. them, and organizations. In principle, I am
then pay for them. Many pyramid opposed to licensing. It is not a good
selling organizations have provided method of dealing with business
this service which the community has problems. But this case could be an
sought. Now, not only the dis- exception. Licensing would probably
honest but also the honest will be be the most effective method of catchbludgeoned out of existence.
ing up with undesirable organizations
This Bill is a little ruthless. Other and dealing with the undesirable
measures could have been taken. activities which have crept into pyraThere are two vices in this practice. mid selling. Every organization
The first is in the chain letter system covered by the definitions would be
of selling concessions-and there registered. After an appropriate inare many ramifications to this, too. In vestigation, the Minister would issue
some cases, concessions are sold licences to those which he decided
without regard to the number of should be allowed to continue their
salesmen who may work in a par- operations. But the Government has
ticular area, but a reputable firm not chosen that course. It has
would ensure that each salesman who decided to introduce a Bill which will
worked normally would receive a rea- prohibit any form of selling which
sonable return. The dishonest trader comes within the definition of pyrais interested only in selling conces- mid selling.
The Ron. H. M. Hamilton.
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I express two fears. As I said which should be more realistic. Other
earlier, a large number of firms not matters were mentioned by honorable
intended to be caught will come members and I will direct them to the
within the definitions. In addition, attention of the Minister of Labour
firms which have been dishonest and and Industry.
use undesirable practices may find
Mr. Dunn commended the Governsome way to circumvent the legislation and carry on their activities. ment for the provision increasing the
There is evidence that they are number on the Consumer Affairs
examining the Bill with a view to Council and the provision relating to
evading its provisions. Overseas the correct labelling of garments. I
experience has shown that many agree with him. Mr. Dunn also
organizations have continued to referred to flammable children's
operate in spite of legislation banning clothing. Mr. Elliot has been referthem until such time as the fines ring to this over the whole period I
exceeded the profit they could make. have been a member of the House,
The Bill provides an alternative some nine years. He has said that
punishment of imprisonment. This great notice should be taken of
may be a sufficient deterrent. reports on the danger of this clothUnscrupulous people may be prepared ing. Mr. McDonald referred to the
to trade in spite of the law which report of the Consumer Affairs
prohibits their activities while there Council which has just been tabled.
is a profit to be made, but they may The Minister of Consumer Affairs and
not be prepared to run the risk of the Government will seriously consider the report. It is a good report
imprisonment.
which criticizes a number of facets
Of course, these activities must be of consumer affairs. Mr. McDonald
stopped, and the community requires mentioned advertising and the responthat they be stopped. Although I sibility of advertisers. He felt there
would prefer other methods of deal- should be a code of advertising and
ing with them, this is a measure he refe,rred particularly to the pet
which, I hope, will operate success- food, motor car, building and clothing
fully. I hope the pitfalls of which I industries. He felt that a lot more
have expressed fears do not turn out needed to be done in regard to adverto be real.
tising. Although the Minister of
Consumer Affairs is aware of many
The motion was agreed to.
the problems, I will draw his attenThe Bill was read a second time of
tion
to Mr. 'McDonald's remarks. Mr.
and committed.
Hamilton was generally critical of the
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Bill.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Only
Clause 2 (Amendment of principal
of the methods adopted.
Act).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-! conThe Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The Bill is tak- cede that. M·r. Hamilton mentioned
ing a long time to pass through the pest exterminators. I felt that their
House; quite rightly it has been licences could be withdrawn if they
debated at some length. Mr. Elliot, were not giving a genuine article to
who led for the Opposition, gave a consumers. I trust that the genuine
concise statement of what the operator will not be caught by the
Opposition felt about the Bill. He provisions of the Bill. The honorable
said that the measure may be a member also referred to the Country
toothless tiger but that he hoped in Women's Association, which is an
operation it would have teeth. He honourable organization. I trust their
also suggested that there were a activities will not be hindered by a
number of loopholes in the provisions Bill of this type. Mr. Hamilton felt
of the Bill. Mr. Hamilton said that that licensing of peop,le in the pyramid
the Bill was too harsh in its definitions selling field was more appropriate. It
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was fair and reasonable comment and
The clause was agreed to, as were
should be considered by the Minister the remaining clauses.
of Consumer Affairs if it appears that
The Bill was reported to the House
this proposed scheme will not work. without amendment, and passed
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Would through its remaining stages.
not licensing merely condone pyramid
POLICE REGULATION
selling?
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-PerThe debate (adjourned from Novhaps it would. I am not an expert ember 13) on the motion of the
in this field. However, Mr. Hamilton's Hon. A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
remarks will be considered if the Government) for the second reading
scheme proves not to be workable. of this Bill was resumed.
The Bill is designed to ban pyramid
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
selling. I do not suggest that there
is a necessity for the alternative of Galla Province) .-This is a small but
licensing, but Mr. Hamilton's views important Bill to members of the
should be considered. The Govern- Victoria Police Force and the public
ment aims at catching the operator in general. It proposes to amend the
who is not doing the right thing. If Police Regulation Act to provide for
the proposed legislation does not an additional rank of commander.
work, 'I am sure that the Government This was referred to by Colonel Sir
would be prepared to admit it.
Eric St. Johnston in his report to Parliament arising from his inquiries into
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Never! the need to effect improvements in the
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-! do Police Force. The appointment of an
not agree with Mr. Walton. Pyramid officer to the new rank is sound besellers have had plenty of warning cause it will provide a greater liaison
that this proposed legislation was between the Chief Commissioner, the
imminent. The genuine operators assistant commissioners a·nd the rest
may have to change their operations of the force through the commanders.
to conform to the provisions of the It will ensure better communicaBill. 'It is experimental legislation tions than now exist in the Police
which the Government will watch Force, which is one of the best in
closely. If it does not work, I repeat Australia.
that the Government will amend it.
At present two chief superintenThe Hon. H. M. HAMILTON dents control the 22 police districts
(Higinbotham Province) .--Briefly I throughout Victoria. Chief Superinpoint out that 'Mr. Clarke has missed tendent O'Connor is in charge of the
the point of my remarks during the twelve country police districts and
second-reading debate when he sug- Chief Superintendent Holland, the
gested by interjection that licensing brother of that former honorable
would
be
condo·ning
pyramid member for Flemington in another
selling. My point was that pyramid place, is in charge of the ten metroselling in itself is not an evil politan districts. The appointment of
practice, but that there are activities either or both of those officers to the
associated with pyramid selling which new position would augur well for
are reprehensible, to say the least. the Police Force.
These activities should be prevented.
The Bill deals only with administration and its provisions can be put
Many legitimate operators are into operation with little or no extra
strictly pyramid sellers. I also made expense. The appointees will be rethe point that there may be a number munerated in accordance with the
of other ·multi-level selling structures extra responsibility that the new rank
which may come within the ambit entails. For those reasons, I support
of the proposed legislation.
the measure, and I wish the Bill a
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speedy passage. I offer my congratulations to the Minister for adopting
these recommendations of the report
of Colonel Sir Eric St. Johnston.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-A Bill of this
nature is not likely to receive opposition from honorable members and, as
Mr. Eddy said, it will receive their
unanimous support for strengthening
the role and effectiveness of the Victoria Police Force. On many occasions
I have expressed my concern at the
degree of lawlessness within the community today. This concern should
be shared by the Government because
it has a responsibility for creating a
safe climate and environment in
which Victorians can live.
Today, there exists a community,
particularly in Melbourne, who live
in constant fear for themselves and
their families. When the stage is
reached of people not venturing out
at night, let alone refusing to allow
their children to play on the streets
or in public parks or to travel in
public transport, it is time that the
Government did something about it.
There is a tremendous necessity to
increase the effectiveness of the
Police Force. This would not provide
the answer to the crime or the road
toll problems, but it would be
a step in the right direction.
People break the law because they
feel that they have little chance of
being caught. Many motorists break
road laws because they seldom see
a police car on the roads along which
they travel.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.They have ·not driven along the Hume
Highway.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-1 drive
along the Western Highway quite
regularly and rarely have I seen a
police car on the 200-mile drive to
Melbourne.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.W e should send a few " candy cars "
up there.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-1 would
be happy to see high-powered police
cars along the road because their
1
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presence would act as a deterrent to
the motorists. Members of the Police
Force do a good job in the face of
many difficulties. One problem facing
many fully-trained members of the
Police Force is the vast amount of
clerical work that they must carry
out.
Often a policeman should
be performing active duty instead of
being desk bound in a police
station filling out ·numerous forms.
A need exists for the establishment
of a special rank or section in the
Police Force to reduce the load of
clerical work on fully-trained police
officers.
The Bill will introduce the rank
of commander, which will be
superior to the chief superintendent
but inferior to the assistant commissio·ner. As the Minister said when
explaining the Bill, the present system is that one chief superintendent
has been appointed regional coordinator of the ten metropolitan
districts and another the regional
co-ordinator of the twelve cou·ntry
districts. The commander will form
a further link in the chain of command. The Country Party supports
the Bill. As it has in the past, the
Country Party will support any
future moves which will increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of the
Police Force.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
COUNTRY ROADS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

The debate
(adjourned from
November 20) on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. Houghton (Minister
for Social Welfare) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-The Bill is
more important than it may seem at
first glance because it will contribute
greatly to road safety. In March,
1973, the Road Safety Committee
brought in a report on pedestrians
and street lighting in Victoria. For
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some time I have been concerned,
as have other honorable members
and road safety authorities, at the
poor visibility and danger from
poorly-lit streets where headlights
are ineffective because the drivers
have to keep them on low beam
whilst travelling through a built-up
area. A dangerous situation is
created with insufficient visibility
from street lighting and inadequate
lighting from headlights. A particular
danger relates to pedestrians and
cyclists.
The Road Safety Committee
recommended that the standard of
street lighting in Victoria should be
immediately improved to Standards
Association of Australia Code Standard, and that particular attention
should be paid to arterial and subarterial roads. In its report, the
committee included an accompanying statement concerning street
lighting, which reads( 1) Improved street lighting in Victoria
can substantially affect the road toll, particularly in the metropolitan area where over
80 per cent of casualty accidents involving
pedestrians occur.
(2) Nine hundred miles of arterial and
sub-arterial roads in the metropolitan area
are not lit ·to S.A.A. Code Standard. If they
were, the over-all night casualty accident
rate on those roads would improve by approximately 30 per cent. This would mean
that some 60 lives would be saved •and some
750 injuries would be avoided. The cost
would be approximately $2! million. The
benefits in over-all accident reduction (800
casualty accidents $7,000 cost per ·casualty
accident) has been estimated at $5·6
million.

The committee goes on to outline in
even greater detail the need for
improved street lighting. It must be
remembered that the committee
estimated the cost at approximately
$2 · 25 million over 900 miles of
arterial and sub-arterial roads.
The Hon. W. G. FRY.-It should be
stated that it was not a flight of
fancy because a scheme put
into operation in New South Wales
achieved the results claimed.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-I agree
with Mr. Fry's interjection. The Bill
provides for an extension to lighting
on main roads instead of just State

(Amendment) Bill.

highways, as is the current position.
The costs of improving street lighting
under the Bill will be shared onethird by the Country Roads Board,
one-third by the. municipality and
one-third by the State Electricity
Commission. The Country Party supports the principle which will ease
the burden on the municipality in
installing improved street lighting.
When explaining the Bill, the
Minister said that the total cost of
lighting urban sections of main roads
to the necessary standard would
require a capital expenditure of some
$1·44 million along an estimated 450
miles of declared main roads. Those
figures differ from the figures obtained by the Road Safety Committee, which, in its report, stated that
there were 900 miles of arterial and
sub-arterial roads not lit to the
standard and that the lighting
should be improved at a cost of
$2 · 25 million. However, I do not
criticize the Government for taking
the initial step in improving street
lighting on many main roads in the
State, particularly in the metropolitan
area. With road safety in mind, the
Country Party supports the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(HOUSE BUILDERS' LIABILITY)
BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
November 13) on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
Government) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province).-The objective of endeavouring to protect the
home builder from the builder who is
under-capitalized, inefficient and dishonest has a long record in this State
and in other States. A small percentage of builders are in this category.
I do not wish it to be taken that I
am making disparaging remarks
about builders or persons engaged in
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the building industry in general, but
problems have been associated with
the industry for many years. Because
98 per cent of builders play the game,
the Government proposes to legislate
to control the 2 per cent who will
not do so.
As long ago as 1911 the Master
Builders Association made represe·ntations to the Government for the
registration of builders. The association's approach was based on the
view that, if builders were registered,
the registering authority, whether it
was the Government or the industry,
would be clothed with power to take
such action as might be necessary
against a builder in the event of his
coming within the category of the 2
per cent to whom I referred. This
proposal was rejected by Government after Government in Victoria.
The policy of the Labor Party and
of the trade union movement associated with the building industry is to
support the registration of builders
-not with the idea of establishing
a bureaucracy or of measuring the
efficiency of the person registered
but of ensuring that through registration it will be possible to afford
some protection to the person who
suffers financially or otherwise from
the operations of a builder.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The Labor
Party's policy speech did not go that
far initially.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVlCH.-1
am speaking of resolutions which
have been passed by Labor Party
conferences and of representations
made to the Labor Party over the
years by the trade union movement
for the registration of builders.
I point out that 40 years ago
builders were registered in Western
Australia and that they have been
registered in New South Wales for a
number of years. It was first thought
that the desired objective could be
achieved through the mere fact of
registration. However, it was found
that somebody had to be given
powers to administer the legislation.
Only a short time ago in New South

Wales the registration of a builder
who constructed a number of flats
and whose ethics were not satisfactory was withdrawn for a period of
three months. In other words the
builder suffered a disadvantage or a
penalty. Under this Bill the home
owner who suffers disadvantage will
obtain little benefit from the fact that
the builder may be brought into court
and fined $1,000. The Labor Party's
attitude to the Bill is based on achieving the objective of assisting the
home owner.
This measure is too good; too much
work has gone into it. The principle
of the Bill was accepted by a Liberal
Party conference. At a subsequent
conference, as a result of a change of
policy, the principle of compensation
was replaced by registration. To meet
the requirements of its policy the
Government has decided to adopt the
principle of compensation and has
drafted the Bill accordingly. That
policy might have been the result of
a recommendation of the Statute Law
Revision Committee which considered
the question whether legislation
should be presented to Parliament requiring the bonding of building contractors. The committee's inquiry was
prompted by a letter dated 7th March,
1962, from the Attorney-General
which sought the views of the committee.
The Statute Law Revision Committee found that three factors were
causing the high rate of failure
amongst builders. The first was the
under-capitalization of contractors;
the second was the willingness of
suppliers to extend credit to builders
and contractors without prudent investigation of their credit-worthiness;
and the third was inefficient management of contracting organizations.
Paragraph 4. 2 of the committee's
report statesThere has been a growing tendency for
builders and contractors to sub-contract
increasing percentages of contracts until it
has reached the stage where it is estimated
that today the average builder and contractor handles only between 15 and 20
per cent of a contract with his own staff
and equipment.
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On page 9 the committee's report
deals with the registration of builders.
It points outWestern Australia has a Builders' Registration Act under which a board has been
set up to register builders. Before a builder
is registered he is required to prove his
technical competence to this board.

The New South Wales Act does not
contain such a provision; nor does
this Bill.
·
Paragraph 13.2 of the report of the
Statute Law Revision Committee
statesThe committee believes that most of the
building industry's difficulties arise more
from financial instability and ma111agerial
incompetency rather than technical inability,
and is accordingly of the opinion that the
implementation of a registration scheme
would do little to remedy these defects.

The Government has turned away
from registration to compensation.
The
Bill
should
seek
not
only to provide penalties and
to
fine
builders
$1,000,
but
also to ensure that the home purchaser receives a well-built home, or
that any structural failures or defects
are remedied and satisfaction guaranteed. When a builder fails to complete his contract, and another
contractor is brought in to do so, the
purchaser will be rewarded and will
not suffer any financial disadvantage.
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scheme properly. In the proposition
which the Minister has put before
the House there is divided control.
Many builders outside the control of
the Master Builders Association and
the Housing Industry Association
will seek insurance cover. Clause 4
of the Bill statesAfter sub-section (3) of section 929 of
the Principal Act there shall be inserted
1the following sub-section:" (3A) Where a regulation made under
this part enables a council or other person
to grant •a permit for the construction of a
building, the council or other person shall
include in tthe permit( a) a statement to the effect .that where
a planning scheme or interim
development order under the Town
and Country Planning Act 1961
is in force, work authorized by the
permit shall not be commenced
until all other permits consents
and approvals required before the
commencement of the work by or
under that or 'any other Act have
been obtained; and
(b) where the permit relates to the
construction of a dwelling-house
within the meaning of Division 1A
a statement to the effect 'that
Division 1A of Part XLIX. of the
Local
Government Act
1958
applies and that the builder constructing the dwelling-house is
required to comply with the requirements
of
'that
Division
relating to the giving of guarantees
or indemnities."

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-There is a
successful voluntary scheme in Great
Britain.

That means that when the builder
applies for a permit, it is issued subject to his complying with Part XLIX.
of the Local Government Act. When
his attention has been drawn to it,
as it will be under notation, he
obtains the permit, and if he does
not comply with the Act he will be
fined $1,000. What does that mean
to the person who wants a house
built? The only way such a person
can obtain compensation is by the
builder complying with the Act and
obtaining registration.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.That is correct; in Great Britain,
99 · 9 per cent of the builders are
registered under that scheme. This is
the scheme copied by the Housing
Industry Association.
With penalty provisions it is possible for
such an organization to administer a

The difference between Victoria
and England is that in England 99 · 9
per cent of the homes are built under
this contract. Therefore the person
having the home built-the purchaser
~knows that if during co·nstruction
of the house the builder becomes
unfinancial, under the Act he can

There have been two attempts to
organize home building along these
lines. The concept which the Government seeks to copy is not new to
this State. The Master Builders Association, which has approximately
1,000 members sponsored a similar
scheme some years ago, and today a
scheme is opera ted by the Housing
Industry Association.
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obtain compensati6n of up to $2,000
or 25 per cent of the contract price.
If within five years of the initial
guarantee period the builder becomes
unfinancial or cannot carry on with
the contract, the purchaser can obtain compensation of up to $5,000 or
50 per cent of the contract price.
Where major structural defects or
damage are discovered, compensation
of up to $12,000 or 60 per cent of the
contract price can be obtained. In
England the purchaser knows he can
obtain this because there is an insurance cover, but he does not know
this in Victoria. This is the weakness
of the
proposal.
During the
second-reading
speech
of
the
Minister for Local Government I
asked by interjectio·n, as reported at
page 1848 of HansardCan a smaller builder be covered only
by the Master Builders Association or some
other body?

The Minister repliedIn effect, the vast majority of builders
would need to go either to the Master
Builders Association or .to the Housing
Industry Association.

I then statedOtherwise the rates would be too high.

The Minister agreed. I persevered on
the question of coverage, and the
Minister explainedIf a builder is registered through one of
the organizations ·which provide this
blanket cover, he is obliged to notify the
organization of each house which he is
about to commence constructing. If, however, he fails to do so, he is deemed to be
covered by the guarantor who has a right
in turn to claim against him for what that
claim may be worth.

I asked the MinisterIf I may be persistent, must a person be
affiliated with a master builders' association before he is allowed to build?

The Minister repliedNo, not at all.

Therefore, if a builder is not
associated with a master builders'
organization, he can pay additional
moneys for an insurance policy and
provide some cover for a home purchaser but there is no policing of the
Act to ensure that this is done.

The builder's permit is accordingly
endorsed, and if he takes out this
insurance cover, well and good, but
if not, the only satisfaction available
to a wronged purchaser is that the
builder can be fined $1,000 in court.
Although the Labor Party would
like to support the Bill, its members
are in a quandary. I have had discussions on this matter with the Minister, and I still maintain-as I said
by interjection-that the Minister has
moved away from the New South
Wales concept of the State policing
the regulations because of the tre.mendous cost involved. The Minister
said it would cost $1·3 million to
administer a department to police the
Act. He said he wanted to make this
a voluntary organization where the
policing would be done through the
industry.
The Hon I. A. SWINBURNE.-No
one will police the people who do
not belong to the scheme.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-This
is so. The Bill relies on obtaining the
guarantor. I asked the Minister about
the position of a person who does
not comply with the Act. The honorable gentleman repliedHe will be guilty of an offence, the
penalty for which is $1,000.

The honorable gentleman was referring to the builder. He went to the
real crux of this Bill. At page 1849
of Hansard the Minister is reported
to have saidNo organization will be entitled to offer
a guarantee on insurance until the Governor
in Council approves it as a body which is
capable of giving indemnities or contracts
of insurance. Provision is also made so
that the Governor in Council is able to
specify the conditions under which these
approvals are given and empowered to make
regulations for the keeping of registers, the
issuing of certificates to prove the existence
of guarantees or contracts of insurance and
other associated matters.

In effect the Minister said that a
builder who failed in his contract and
was fined $1,000 would not be able
to obtain another guarantor because
the previous guarantor would not
accept him again. If that is so, what
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does the Minister intend to do about
the home purchaser? Surely he is
entitled to have his house repaired.
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whom it works. Therefore, I suggest
that the Bill ought to provide that
builders may be registered with the
Master Builders Association, the HousThe l'Ainister has moved away from ing
Association or any
the suggestion that the Government other Industry
body
which
is set up, and when
police the regulations, because he they apply for permits
the registrasays the costs are too high. In clause 4 tion number only need be quoted.
the Government has placed the This will indicate to the local council
responsibility for administration on that
the builder has met or will meet
local government, and states that the all the necessary qualifications laid
council should note the permit which down by the Bill, because the assois issued subject to certain conditions ciation will arrange the insurance
being carried out. Somebody must cover. The builder will advise the
ensure that the conditions are com- association of the number and
plied with, and if they are not com- addresses of the houses it proposes
pensation must be paid or repairs to build and make payments to the
effected to the house concerned. If association, as suggested, of $20 a
these things are done, the purpose home.
will be achieved. If the authority
for policing regulations is handed
If people know that the Bill proback to local government, it will be vides this protection, they will be in
saddled with costs comparable with the same position as that currently
those which apply in New South experienc·ed by home purchasers in
Wales. The cost may be $700,000 or England where 99·9 per cent of
$800,000 in Victoria compared with builders are registered. About ten
$1·3 million in New South Wales. years ago, the Master Builders AssoLocal government receives little from ciation introduced what was known
the issue of the permit, and accord- as a certified homes scheme. This
ingly suffers a loss now. It should is similar to the Housing Industry
not be saddled with additional ex- Association's scheme, to which
the
Government
is
attracted.
penditure.
The association said to the buyers
The fears of local government of homes, " We have investigated
about this Bill are not unfounded, be- these home builders and if you
cause only a further step will employ those who are registered
be required before councils are sad- with us you will receive this cover
dled with the responsibility of polic- and protection. A bronze plaque
ing the Act. Members of the Labor will be attached in a prominent posiParty believe that is not good tion to every house that is built by
enough. The Minister said that he one of these builders, and will rewould like the proposal to func.tion main there. The Master Builders
on a basis similar to the voluntary Association will guarantee to correct
scheme of the Housing Industry anything which goes wrong within
Association. The difficulty in this six years." That period is one that
regard is that the Housing Industry is set by common law. It is n·ot a
Association can only deregister its number which has been pulled out of
members and meet the loss suffered the air, but a period which is based
by the client. This does not prevent on experience.
the builder from continuing to build
houses because no penalty is imposed
What actually happened? Despite
on him to prevent him continuing. If the publicity given to this scheme,
the industry is to be responsible for people wanting houses constructed
the policing of the Act-and the did not rally to the Master Builders
Labor Party ·would not object to that Association.
They still went to
-power must be given to the industry builders in the 2 per cent group
to operate the Act in its own interests to which reference has been made,
and in the interests of the people for and were fleeced. So, the scheme fell
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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Industry Association and has received
Government
recognition.
This body is composed of five
persons including a consumer, who
is reported to be a distinguished lady
and former member of the Australian
Senate-! suggest that this could
be Dame Ivy Wedgwood. There are
also three house builders who are
practising builders, one of whom is
also a lawyer. Another member is
the Professor of Architecture of the
University of M·elbourne. This gentleman was formerly on the Scottish
Regional Registration Council of the
United Kingdom upon whose scheme
the Victorian scheme is modelled.
The Minister for Local Government has indicated to the House
that this appointed advisory body
will be arbitrary. The honorable
gentleman shakes his head, but the
only function performed by the home
builders registration board, which is
akeady operated by the Housing
Industry Association, as claimed in a
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-This circular letter issued on 1Oth August,
could be a problem. A great amount 1973, is set out in this wayof work has been put into this
Generally the board will assist in the
measure, and in principle, much conciliation of disputes between purchaser
of it is agreed to by the Labor and builder.
Party. ·My colleagues and I will not This is an advisory board only.
vote against the Bill, which we There must be a board to which an
welcome. However, with respect, we appeal can be made.
believe that it does not contain
If this is not to be the function of
sufficient provisions to enable the
the board, it has no relevance to the
scheme to operate properly.
major provisions of this Bill as some
During the Minister's second-read- body has to receive the complaints,
ing speech on the Bill, Mr. Swinburne to arbitrate the complaints, to fix
and I got the Minister for Local responsibilities, to fix penalties and
Government into a corner so that it to see that those penalties are paid
became necessary for him to answer or that the person who is wronged is
fundamental points which we were compensated or the house restored
raising. As reported at page 1850 of to proper condition. Those functions
Hansard, the honorable gentleman are not covered by the measure;
said in reply to an interjection by there is nothing in the Bill about
myselfpolicing the legislation. After Mr.
! propose to appoint a number of persons
Swinburne and I had chased the
representative of the industry as a whole Minister for Local Government into
to a non-statutory advisory committee and
I have 1already been assured in advance of a corner, the honorable gentleman
the further co-operation of the industry in admitted that there were a lot
that objective.
of holes and that further steps
I invite 1honorable members to look had to be taken. However, the
at this non-statutory body, which Minister said that he would appoint
has been set up by the Housing this body and that it would advise

down under its own weight because
its administration did not produce
additional clientele to the builders
participating in the scheme.
I do not know what additional
clientele the proposals now advanced
by the :Housing lndustry Association
will bring to its builders who number
approximately 1,000. Is there any
advantage to a country builder who
has a sm·aller market to tap? In
country areas, builders may be a little
more honest than some of the builders
in the metropolitan area because their
potential for business is limited in
relation to the opportunities which
are available in bigger cities. So,
country builders may have to exert
greater effort.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-How
will the Bill apply to a country
municipality which may be located
100 miles from where the house is
being constructed. Who will police
the conditions?
1
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him. I point out that by the time this
body makes a decision, a period of
fifteen to twenty months will have
elapsed during Which time the legislation cannot come into operation.
When asked about the representation on this board the Minister for
Local Government said that he
envisaged that it would consist of a
representative of the Master Builders
Association, a representative of the
Housing Industry Association, a
representative of the insurers, and
one or two other independent
persons with some general connection with the building industry.
These people will receive the complaints, determine the penalties and
the compensation, and see that the
penalties and compensation are
paid. Somebody has to do this.
If the Government does not want to
be saddled with the expense of policing the regulations or to saddle local
government with the responsibility,
an announcement to this effect
should be made because local
government representatives know
what can happen under this Bill.
Only a slight alteration in the regulations could saddle local government
with the policing of the provisions of
the Bill.
If municipalities are not to be
responsible, there is only one competent body to do it-the industry
itself. As I mentioned by interjection,
A. V. Jennings Industries will
have no trouble in obtaining approval, nor will other reliable builders.
Undoubtedly a number of
major builders will be able to
function if declared as responsible
builders under the Bill. Members of
the Master Builde..rs Association will
have no difficulty in complying with
the legislation, nor will members of
the Housing Industry Association.
I believe that 98 per cent of the builders do not need the Bill. However, it
has been necessary to draft the Bill to
cover 2 per cent of the builders who
will not play the game. The purpose
of the Bill is not to cover builders
who are competent and capable, but
to deal with builders who are
The Hon. J. M. Tripovioh.
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incompetent-under-capitalized, and
those who simply rent an office and
because they have the ability to coordinate the activities of sub-contractors, set themselves up as builders and make huge profits. There
are also others who are very smart
and are out to make a quick " quid ".
If the Government is endeavouring
to protect the people, this should be
the basis of the Bill, and this measure
should contain teeth. I have. spoken to
the Master Builders Association and
they agree with my arguments. The
Masters Builders Association knows
that the Government has the numbers and will introduce the Bill
irrespective. of the views of other
people. The association would like
to try to make the Bill work but considers that it lacks teeth and could
lead to difficulties.
Representatives of the Housing Industry Association to whom I have
spoken have been courteous enough
to admit that they agree with me.
They see nothing wrong with the
present organizations, or organizations which the builders themselves
have established. This confirms the
fear that there is not enough power in
this Bill.
When the Government hands over
the registration of builders to an
organization, in effect giving it monopoly rights, it must guard against
bureaucracy. This Bill will test builders not on the basis of their efficiency
to build a house, but on the basis that
they insure their buildings so that
any defects which may arise will be
corrected. If that was not the case,
anybody could apply for registration.
Originally A. V. Jennings was a
dentist. He was not a builder and
knew nothing about building. He
would not qualify under such provisions. We do not want to keep out
of the building industry men who
have initiative and ability. If the
Master Builders Association or the
Housing Industry Association wants
to apply a test for membership, the
people who are rejected must have
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the right of appeal. An appeal pro- That might be a wise provision. There
vision should be written into the are other problems associated with
regulations so that any person who statutory definitions of the expresis rejected from membership has the sions "defects " and "major defects."
Mr. Owen points outright of appeal.
In our opinion this will result in excessive
There should always be provision argument
unless some form of criteria is
for appeals against penalties. I do not established describing tolerances of finish
believe the Masters Builders Associa- and performance for all sections of the
structure and standard equipment in a
tion should be able to say to a builder house.
that he will lose his licence for three
months, or twelve months, or indefi- There is no provision in the Bill in
nitely and that that is the end of the this respect except for some item
matter. If the builder feels that he has arising from normal wear and tear or
been wrongly treated, there should those items which are the normal
be some body to which he can appeal. result of ageing in any form of conThe Labor Party believes an appeal struction. This will be most difficult
provision should be written into the to cover and Mr. Hayes, who is the
chairman of the Liberal Party comAct.
mittee to which the Minister for Local
A. V. Jennings Industries, through Government paid tribute for the work
Mr. L. F. Owen. of the Technical it had done, admitted there were
Services Department, Research and problems in relation to the definition
Development Division, Housing and of " defects ". Somebody must arbiLand Group, raised two queries on trate on this on a basis which will
provisions of the Bill. Mr. Owen not only give satisfaction to the comforwarded to me a copy of his letter plainant but will also formalize the
to the Minister for Local Government. imposition of penalties on the person
In relation to proposed new section causing the. problems. There are
918s, and referring to proposed sub- many slapdash builders in the insection (1), A. V. Jennings saiddustry. This merely emphasizes the
Advice from the Department of Local many weaknesses in the Bill, as I
Government indicates that the intention of
think the Minister realizes. There
the Bill is not to include land in the
contract price, but that there will be no should be some itemizing of what
specific references concerning it.
constitutes defects and major defects.
That
will not be an easy question to
That is not contained in the Bill, but
as it makes provision for compen- determine.
sation for subsidence, which must
In respect of sub-section (3) of
be associated with land, the price proposed section 918B which is set
of land could be found to be inclu- out in clause 3, Mr. Owen is also
ded. Then there is the person who concerned about confusion which
buys a house from a " spec " builder; might arise and about the excessive
the land would be included in the administrative burden placed on the
deal. There should be provision to authorities. He suggests the Bill be
cover such a person in respect of introduced for all contracts entered
minor defects which occur in the foll- into by or before the date of the
owing twelve months and major de- proclamation of the Bill. How far
fects which occur within six years. will it be retrospective?
For that reason it may be worth while
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Owen
to include the land in the total price.
This could be clarified in conjunction meant " on or after ".
with the Bill or, as Mr. Owen points
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I
outaccept the Minister's suggestion;
As this would leave the point open to nevertheless, that date has to be fixed.
intef{>retation, we suggest that a clearer Mr. Owen also considers that there
defimtion be incorporated in section 918A
( 1) to the effect that the contract price is a minimum provision for arbitrarelates to the house only.
tion and that only the guarantor is
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indemnified.
The reference to
arbitration is not clear, although the
success of the legislation will largely
depend upon that question. The
experience of the Housing Industry
Association in relation to the conduct of its own scheme illustrates
the need for consideration of the
basis of arbitration associated with
proper operation of the Act. I do
not wish to continue on this aspect
of the matter.
Much could be. said about a number of other clauses and, if the
Minister insists, a more searching
debate will be required. I indicate,
because I wish to hear the Country
Party's views on this, and because I
want these things to be aired
and taken into consideration by
the Minister, that if a workable
agreement cannot be reached on
the basis of the amendments, I
will move that the Bill be. submitted to the Statute Law Revision Committee for consideration on a
non-party basis of what power ought
to be bestowed.
The Government
has five members on that committee,
the Country Party has three and the
Labor Party has four. With great
respect, I suggest that the committee
could perhaps resolve the matter on
evidence sought and submitted to it
on a much more equitable basis, than
could the advisory committee envisaged by the Minister.
The Bill is too good to be.
destroyed, and the Labor Party does
not wish to vote against it. It wants
a provision to be introduced not
only to impose on builders a fine of
$1,000 but to ensure that homes built
for people will not collapse.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The Country
Party believes there is a great need
for legislation of this nature to protect
people who have lost money through
default or malpractice of builders.
Under the Bill they will have a
guarantee for a period of six years.
I was interested to read the recent
report of the Consumer Affairs
Council of Victoria for the year
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ended 30th June. 1973, in which particular reference was made to the building industry. The report stated, inter
aliaDuring the year ended 30th June, 1973,
there have been increases in the number of
complaints from consumers in respect to the
building industry. The number of these
complaints are recorded in Appendix A.
The Council and the Bureau have become
involved in correspondence from the Master
Builders' Association of Victoria and from
the Housing Industries Association of Victoria as well as with the builders against
whom the complaints have been lodged.
The nature of the complaints fall broadly
into the following five oategories:
1. Non-structural Faults.

This is by far the largest category and
covers such items as creaking floors, damaged skirting boards, patchy paintwork,
doors and windows not shutting, bricks coming off windows sills, etc. Most of the items
are supposed to be covered by the maintenance clause of the contract but the householder compl,ains that the builder disregards
his request for repairs or that the builder
disputes that the faults are covered by the
clause.

I do not propose to read that in detail
but just to outline the main complaints. The report also said2. Delay in Completion.

This is the second largest category of
building complaints. It was reported to the
Bureau that many complainants lost considerable amounts of money in rent as they
had made arrangements to move out from
their previous lodgings and had to find
temporary accommodation.

At present this is a prevalent problem. I know of at least half a dozen
couples who have been in this position.
They have expected their
houses to be completed some months
ago, and having sold their houses,
and being compelled to give possession to the. buyers, they have been
left homeless.
3. Structural Faults.
This category includes such complaints as
cracking walls, weak mortar mixes, subsiding foundations, etc. Representations by
the Bureau resulted in claims by builders
that the faults arise due to faulty drainage,
excess moisture in sub-soil, etc.
4. Misinterpretation of Contractual Obligations.

This category covers such items as misreading of plans and therefore constructing
homes with different features from those
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originally agreed upon; ·alteration of the
plans by the builder to suit himself without
informing the owner or not paying any
attention to the owner's protestation.
5. Arbitration.
A .number of complaints have been received where the householder expressed
extreme disappointment about the arbitration arranged by the Master Builders'
Association.

The recommendation in regard to
these five points wasRecommendation.
The Council strongly recommends to the
Government that it passes legislation requiring the licensing of all builders and companies ·engaged in building. It should also
cover the establishment of an independent
tribunal to deal with complaints by consumers against builders as to unsatisfactory
workmanship and delays in completion of
building under the terms of the agreements
entered into by the consumer with a builder.

It is therefore abundantly clear that

there is a need for this type of legislation, and I am pleased that the Minister and the Government have recognized this fact. However, the Country
Party believes the legislation to be
unworkable in its present form and
considers that a building permit
should contain a provision relating
to a guarantee or an insurance
policy.
I now refer to the Minister's press
release to the Australian, dated
Friday, 27th July, 1973, and entitled,
" Builders will be bonded. State plan
gives home buyers six-year cover."
A section of the press release
statesMr. Hunt said under the scheme, builders
would have to produce evidence of being
bonded before they could get a council
building permit.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! referred
to that in the speech.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-The
Minister did refer to this in his
second-reading speech when he suggested that there were now insurmountable difficulties.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-Often
the owner will obtain a permit before
he seeks the services of a builder.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-This
could be an owner building a home
himself and sub-contracting it.

The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-There is
no way to stop the owner from
obtaining his permit.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-In my
experience, the builder almost invariably obtains the permit. This is
particularly so in the country areas of
Victoria. When the Minister speaks
about insurmountable difficulties, he
may be speaking about legal
difficulties, but I believe there are no
great difficulties insofar as municipal
councils are concerned.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
council does not want to be saddled
with further debts associated with
the administration of this debt. It does
not receive compensation now for
the work put into it.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Exactly.
There is need for a tribunal not only
to hear any disputes which may arise
with regard to the legislation but
also to hear appeals by builders
against deregistration by insurers or
guarantors or against the refusal of
either of those two groups to grant
builders registration in the first place.
In country areas of Victoria great
reliance is placed on municipal building inspectors, who carry out work
which embraces the entire range of
building
operation.
For
their
services the municipal council is paid
a fee of $15 on a. $19,000 house.
Considering that an architect receives
$500 just for supervising a project
to the value of $19,000 and the
architect believes he is not overpaid
for this work, I feel that the type of
supervision required under this legislation-assuming it will be dene by
the building inspector-would not be
of the order required. Too much
reliance cannot be placed on the work
of the building inspector. The duties
of municipal building surveyors are
fairly widespread.
I have had
discussions with a building inspector in my area and also, like
Mr. Tripovich, with the Master
Builders Association, the Housing
Industry Association and many other
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people who have been very helpful.
The building inspector in my area
advises me, inter aliaThe degree of current supervision is best
judged when a surveyor is required to
approve plans in accordance with regulations, and carry out periodic inspections
to an annual contract value of $2 · 5 million
which includes up to 80 houses. Further
included is preparing reports to council,
administration of planning scheme, and
by-laws as well as contract supervision of
council structures, that may occur. With
this workload, the existing permit fee rate
is reasonable, based on an hourly rate
required for an individual house project.
However, it is well short of what an
insurance company would require prior to
a certificate of occupancy and an
approved guarantor. . . . .

We believe that the council building
inspector should not be the sole
arbiter in any dispute in regard to
supervision.
Paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1)
of proposed section 918K, which is
contained in clause 3 of the Bill,
states( a) loss or damage not exceeding the
sum of $2,000 or 10 per cent of the contract price whichever is the greater where
the builder fails to fulfil his obligations
under the contract by reason that('i) he has become a bankrupt within the
meaning of the Bankruptcy Act
1966-1970 of the Commonwealth
of Australia or, if that Act is
amended, that Act as amended
and in force from time to time
or has committed an act of bankruptcy within the meaning of
section 40 of that Act; or

(ii) being a body corporate, it is commenced to be wound up;

We are concerned that this section
could absolve a bankrupt who has
made a scheme of arrangement outside the ambit of this Bill.
The extent of the insurance cover
is $2,000 or 10 per cent of the contract price, whichever is the greater
in respect of financial failure;
$10,000 or 50 per cent of the contract
price where the builder fails to complete the dwelling; $12,000 or 60 per
cent in respect of defects appearing
in the first year; and $5,000 or 25 per
cent, whichever is the greater in each
case, in respect of major defects
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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appearing between the end of the
first and sixth years after completion
of the dwelling. Who is to provide
this indemnity? Will it be approved
guarantors or will the cover be provided by an insurance company?
I have had discussions with various
insurance associations and companies, and my information is that
they do ·not like paragraphs (a) and
(b) of proposed section 918o, as
contained in clause 3. The insurance
companies are unhappy about the
proposed percentages of 60 per cent
or 25 per cent, as the case may be.
I
understand
that
this
will
create grave actuarial problems as it
will be difficult to calculate the
premiums involved in meeting the requirements of this section of the Act.
The Country Party believes it is
likely that insurance companies will
abdicate from this field altogether
and leave it to approved guarantors.
I assume the guarantor will be the
guarantor who is in the field at
present and who has been under the
auspices of the Housing Industry
Association. I hope the proposed
percentages remaining will not deter
the insurance companies from continuing to provide cover.
It is interesting to note that flats
have been excluded from the scheme.
The Bill co·ntains a definition which
sets out the types of buildings which
will be covered and flats are excluded. The Country Party considers
that flats, at least up to four separate
units, should he included. The newlyinstituted scheme in New South
Wales, which has been in operation
for about five months, included flats
from the outset. Details of any
claims under the scheme cannot be
given because hardly any claims.
have been settled. The Master
Builders Association provides a
guarantee at present, but this would
be insufficient for the purposes of
the Bill because it merely provides
a guarantee of $1,500 against structural defects and there is no cover
against bankruptcy or the subsidence of land.
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In his second-reading speech the
Minister stated that the premium
under the proposed scheme would
probably be $17 a home. The present
Housing
Industry
Association's
scheme is operated at a cost of $20
to each person who participates in
the scheme. In view of the supervision which will be required, and
also the undoubted claims which will
be made, I believe the premium will
be far in excess of the amount eventually required of $17 to which the
Minister referred. It may be that the
State Insurance Office will be required to become an approved insurer
or guarantor under the scheme.
In a letter dated lOth August,
1973, the Housing Builders Registry
Board refers to home building contracts which the board is presently
providing. It is clear from the letter
that the board is providing a similar
cover to that which is proposed in
the Bill. The letter states, inter aliaStage !-During construction:
Indemnify a purchaser :against loss up to
$2,000 arising from a builder's fraud, bankruptcy or liquidation-see form "B ", item
(b). Procedures under Part 10 of the Bankruptcy Act are excluded.
Stage 2-The initial guarantee period of 12
months after completion:
If, for any reason, a registered builder fails

to honour any award made by an arbitrator/assessor or any judgment of any court,
the board wHl honour any such award-see
form "B ", item c (i): Limit $12,000.

Stage 3-For five years after the initial
guarantee period:
To guarantee the purchaser against cost (up
to $5,000) in the event of damage
occasioned by any major defect in the structure or, in most cases, upon subsidence or
settlement-see form "B ", item c (ii).
Generally:

The board will assist in the conciliation of
disputes between purchaser and builder.
Control of registration:

Each application for registration is carefully scrutinized by a board of five,
representing!. The consumer (a distinguished lady
and former member of 'the Australian
Senate).
2. Housing builders (three practising
builders, one of whom is also a
lawyer).
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3. The Professor of Architecture, Melbourne University, and formerly on the
Scottish Regional Registration Council
of the United Kingdom scheme upon
which the Victorian scheme
is
modelled.
The cost of registration is $50 per annum.
The origin of the pl~n:
The plan is based upon the highly successful United Kingdom plan which, with the
support of :the legal profession and lending
authorities in the United Kingdom, now encompasses 99 per cent of all house builders.

I wish to make further comments
on the Bill but I shall do so in Committee.
Members of the Country
Party applaud the principles of the
Bill but we consider it requires some
amendment in order to make it workable.
The Hon. D. E. KENT {Gippsland
Province) .-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

I suggest that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I understand
that the purpose of the motion is to
facilitate a subsequent motion that the
Bill be referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee for examination
and report. Before agreeing to the
adjournment of the debate, it is necessary that I should explain my attitude
to the foreshadowed motion. In
common with honorable members
who have participated in the debate, I believe the ma'jor principle of the Bill is good; it is
designed to provide protection
for the public at large and in particular for young couples who are
establishing their homes. Therefore,
I should like to ensure that the
measure comes into operation as early
as possible. Naturally, I also want
to ensure that legislation which is
implemented is in the best possible
form. I do not believe even a lengthy
adjournment will enable us to perfect
it.
Many matters of substance have
been raised by Mr. Tripovich and
Mr. Wright, both of whom should be
congratulated on the work they have
done and the study they have undertaken. In addition to the eight major
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issues of broad principle which between them they raised, there are
many subsidiary issues on definition
and wording, all of which I should
like to consider. I should certainly
be most unhappy if the Bill were
referred to the Statute Law Revision
Committee, which would mean that
the protection which is envisaged
would be postponed until at least the
middle of next year, if not later.
However, that is a matter which
should be considered not solely by
me but by the Government.
. If. the deb~te is adjourned, I hope
It will be adJourned until next Tuesday to allow me time to examine
the broad issues of substance raised
by various speakers and to obtain
the Government's view on them. If
the Government agrees to the course
which is proposed, I will offer no
objection, although I would be reluctant to see the matter postponed.
On that basis I am prepared to agree
to an ·adjournment of the debate, but
I hope honorable members will not
proceed with the further motion until
I have had a chance to examine the
position. I am by no means satisfied
that the Bill is perfect. I can see
imperfections and possible defects in
the measure, but whether it is possible to improve it in a short time
and still provide the protection as
soon as possible, is a matter to be
determined.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I thank
the Minister for his consideration of
the matter. It accords with everything I tried to say. The Bill is too
important to be thrown aside.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The criticisms were fair.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.Members of the Labor Party want
to co-operate with the Government.
It is not our desire to delay the Bill,
because like the Government we
are interested in protecting home
builders. I am therefore happy to
agree to an adjournment of the debate
until next Tuesday.

Chief Secretary

The motion for the adjournment
of the debate was agreed to, and it
was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, December 4.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL AND CHIEF
SECRETARY (ADDITIONAL
FUNCTIONS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 20) on the motion of the Hon.
V. 0. Dickie (Minister of Housing)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-The Bill is
what is known as an administrative
transplant. Some functions are being
taken out of the Attorney-General's
Department and given to the Chief
Secretary, and vice versa. I am not
certain what the Bill is designed to
achieve. However, the Labor Party
has no objection to the measure and
will not oppose it.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province). - The
Country Party offers no objection to
the Bill. There does not seem to be
much reason for its presentation to
the Parliament, unless it concerns
the. juggling going on betwe-en departments. My main concern is an
inventory to show where various
sections of the departments may be
found.
With that, members of
Parliament who wish to make repres·entations would be able to make.
them in the right place.
The Bill takes the administration
of the laws relating to auction sales
and estate agents from the Treasury
and places it in the Chief Secretary's
Department. The Treasury has kept
the most important feature of these
laws, the Estate Agents Guarantee
Fund, for reasons which are known
widely. There are always a few
dollars left in the fund which may
help to balance the Budget.
The Mo·ney Lenders Act is to be
administered by the. Law Department
although I can see no reason why
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that department will administer it
better than the Treasury. I assume
that the Treasury has no money to
lend and it thinks it might be able
to ge.t some from the Law Department. They are the only reasons I
can see for these things being done.
Probably, there will be a more even
distribution of the functions of
Ministers.
The. Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is so.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-If
we knew that, we might be able to
make some decision on it. Since
the reconstruction of the. Ministry,
nobody has told members of Parliament what each department deals
with. The Minister in charge of the
Bill should take up with the Premier
the idea of providing a list of duties
and sections of the departments
under each Minister. If the officers
in charge of each of these sections
were indicated, that would help
members considerably.
The list of departments at the
front of the telephone directory is
fast becoming out of date. Nearly
every week, members receive a card
stating that a department has
changed its address and telephone
number.
Members must carry
around little blue books. Mine has
so many amendments that it is
almost useless. I have to ring up
someone to find out where I can
find some.one else. Generally one
has to ask the inquiry officer of the
department or the office girl who is
in charge of the department, and go
on from there. It would be advantageous to members of Parliament jf
they could get in touch with heads
of sections or departments directly.
For some years, a booklet of this
type was prepared for limited distribution. But either its publication
has ceased or its distribution has become even more limited. At least
once a year, members of Parliament
should be provided with a list of
departments showing the sections
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and the officers in charge. Mine is
two years old and it is no longer of
any value.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of Act
No. 6202).
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 desire only
to cornment on the valuable remarks
of Mr. Swinburne. In these days of
change, it is difficult for honorable
members to keep track of who is in
charge of what. I agree with hin1
that an up-to-date record, not only
of departments but also of branches
within them and showing the names
of officers in charge of the branches,
ought to be prepared and circulated
to honorable members. I will not
merely undertake to take this up
with the Premier; I will do better
than that. I will take it up with
Cabinet to ensure that the matter is
given the attention it clearly
deserves.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You
should look at the telephone directory, too.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Clearly,
that needs updating, but that could
not be done in a hurry. The urgent
thing is to provide a list of the type
referred to by Mr. Swinburne to
enable honorable members to carry
out their duties with a minimum of
delay.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.

The debate
(adjourned from
November 20) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of Water
Supply) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
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SWINBURNE

(North-Eastern Province) .-This is
the usual type of Bill which is
pre sen ted to the House once or twice
a year. It seems that, every sessional
period, some Crown reservations must
be altered. Our old friend, Mr.
Merrifield, always took great pride
in speaking on these Bills. He
believed that any transfer of public
land from one use to another should
be dealt with by the Parliament.
While he was Minister of Public
Works, when he disagreed with the
boundaries referred to in one Bill, he,
as a licensed surveyor, took his
levels and lines and surveyed the
area for himself to make sure the
descriptions were correct.
The areas of land dealt with by the
Bill are set out in the schedules.
Schedule One refers to land in the
township of Lilydale. If one knew
all the parishes in Victoria, one would
be able to determine the location of
all the areas of land referred to in
Schedule Two. However, I have
determined that none of them are in
areas represented by the Country
Party. There are such places as
Moorabool West and Frankston, not
to forget that important place,
Bungaree, which is represented by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization. One would
expect that the honorable members
representing the areas would speak
to the Bill. However, as none of the
areas are represented by members
of the Country Party, my party
does not object to it. It trusts that
the Bill meets the wishes of the
honorable members representing the
provinces concerned.
The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) .-The Bill
covers the transfer of land between
statutory bodies. Bills of this kind
are presented every year and generally the proposals contained in
them appear appropriate. Schedule
One relates to 567 square metres of
land in Castella Street in the township of Lilydale which was permanently reserved in 1897. It was
used for shire offices until 1960 when
the council went into new offices in

of Crown

Anderson Street. The Lilydale Shire
Council has agreed that the old shi·re
offices should be developed as an
historical museum. On the revocation of the existing reservation, the
Shire of Lilydale will be the committee of management of the reservation. Items 1, 2 and 3 of Schedule
Two relate to alterations for road
widening purposes to allow of better
access. Item 4 of this schedule is in
the City of Frankston and relates
to an area of land known as the
municipal · golf links reserve. The
excision is sought by the Hospitals
and Charities Commission for the
development of a major hospital
complex to provide for all forms of
diagnostic services, treatment and
care.
I tern 5 relates to the Shire of
Bungaree and the excision is sought
by the council for the improvement
of a sharp bend on the Black Stump
Road. I have had the opportunity of
checking the opinions of the various
authorities and, as they are satisfied,
my party supports the Bill.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-Mr. Swinburne
referred to land being taken over
from time to time for certain purposes without the proposal having
first been considered by Parliament. I
have heard this statement before and
I agree that the issue is most important. The Minister of Lands is concerned about a number of acres of
land being taken over for various purposes without other land being given
in exchange.
Some time ago it was agreed that
the Frankston hospital could take
over as much land as it wanted for
development purposes. The area of
land referred to is the municipal golf
links nea~r the Langwarrin Road. The
establishment of this land as a
recreational centre has doubtful
origins. It is near an old watercourse
and was eventually established as a
golf course. Honorable members will
recall that the area became famous
because a Mrs. Travers objected to
golf balls landing in her backyard.
She took action through the courts
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and was successful in relating her
position to the Mitchell case in
England.
The excision increasing the grant
of land for the use of the hospital is
important. Action has now been
taken and the people can be reminded
that the land has been given for a
good purpose and that it has not been
granted idly for an odd purpose. 'Dhe
development of the hospital is important for the whole of the peninsula
and the south-eastern area. Eventually it will contain 600 beds. The
land must be handed over to enable
planning to commence. This is one
of the most important purposes for
which land can be given.
·In some cases land has been given
for doubtful purposes. Consequently,
I agree that Parliament should question proposed reservations and excisions. 1 am interested in Frankston
and I am wholeheartedly in agreement
with this excision. In return, other
land has been provided for public recreation. I doubt whether the Minister
of Lands would allow land to be excised for purposes other than recreation but, no doubt, some future requests will be made. This grant will
allow the development of a hospital
which is important for the community.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Revocation of Crown
grant).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supp,ly) .-I agree with
honorable members that Bills of this
type should come before Parliament
to ratify changes in the allocation of
land. Mr. Swinburne mentioned that
none of these excisions were being
made in country areas. None of
them are in the Bendigo Province!
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.--Perhaps there is none to be excised.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-There
is land in Bendigo, but we guard it
zealously. When proposed legislation is brought before Parliament, it
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is well canvassed with the muniCIpalities and other organizations. Open
spaces and Crown land should be
guarded zealously and we must think
of future generations. They will need
this land in years to come.
Nevertheless, provision should be
made .for improving and making roads
safe so that accidents will not occur.
Mr. Ward is concerned with the land
in his province. This should be closely
watched and the plans for the hospital
should proceed as quickly as possible.
No doubt the availability of funds
will govern the extensions. The land
has been handed over so that the
hospital can progress.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses and the
schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
BOILERS AND PRESSURE
VESSELS (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 21) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter ('Minister of
Water Supply) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-The origins
of this Bill emanated from the deliberations of the Subordinate Legislation Committee which disagreed with
certain regulations in which the
powers sought were contrary to the
principal Act. The other purpose of
this Bill relates to the inspectorial
staff.

From the safety point of view, the
inspection of boilers and pressure
vessels should not be taken lightly
and any laxity in inspectorial duties
could have serious repercussions. Unless the Government proposes to
amend the Bill in accordance with the
requirements ·of members of the
Labor Party, we will oppose it. We
are concerned that inspectors without adequate knowledge and experience appointed by the Public Service
Board can inspect the boilers and
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pressure vessels. It is not good
enough. I have had a long experience in the operations of boilers and
pressure vessels and I know how
dangerous they can be. The Government should not introduce provisions
similar to those contained in this Bill
in a willy-nilly fashion.
In a small country town like Manangatang, an inspector of the Department of Labour and Industry could
be given power to inspect a boiler
after its annual overhaul. This inspector would not have the necessary
boilermaking and trade experience
and he would not know the front from
the back end of that boiler. This could
cause serious problems. I have seen
.damage and injury that have occurred
through the misuse of boilers and
pressure vessels and the condition in
which they can get through lack of
inpection.
I have received advice from people
in the industry that the dish end of
certain imported boilers and pressure
vessels has had to be taken out and
rewelded to Australian standards of
construction. Our standards must be
adhered to. I am amazed that people
concerned in the industry were not
consulted. Although he is responsible
for the administration of the Act, I
believe the Chief Inspector of Pressure Vessels was not consulted about
the provisions of this proposed legislation. It would be wrong for the
Government not to consult the Chief
Inspector of Boilers and Pressure
Vessels because after all he will be
responsible for policing the provisions of the Act.
On regulation 7 of the Boilers and
Pressure Vessels (General) Regulations 1973, the Subordinate Legislation Committee reported-
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By clause 2, it is proposed to insert
a section 5A, Which provides( 1) In addition to the persons appointed
as inspectors by virtue of section 5, the
Minister may in writing authorize any officer
in the public service to be, in addition to
his other duties, an inspector for the purposes of this Act, may in the authority fix
a date when the authority shall cease to
be in force and may at any time revoke
the authority.
(2) So long as his authority remains in
force the person so authorized shall be an
inspector for the purposes of this Act.

Under the new provisions, the Minister may appoint an inspector from
the Transport Regulation Board to
undertake the inspection of boilers
and pressure vessels. Only qualified
persons should undertake this work
and not merely officers of the Public
Service.
The Labor Party feels strongly
about this relaxation of safety. It is
all very well for the Minister of
Labour and Industry to say that it
will not happen whilst he is Minister,
but the honorable gentleman can
speak only for himself and not for
future Ministers of Labour and
Industry. The Labor Party will not
accept the· Minister's ·word as being
the end of the matter. It believes only
qualified officers should carry out the
inspection of boilers and pressure
vessels. Accordingly my party will
oppose clause 2.
Proposed new section 7, as contained in clause 3, provides for three
forms of certificate of competency
as welders of boilers and pressure
vessels. The workers who construct
the boilers were members of what
was formerly known as the Boilermakers Society. Many good men
from that society have a knowledge
of the construction of boilers. My
former colleagues are prepared to go
along with the proposal in some
respects. Many of our top welders
have come from overseas with a poor
Attempts to convert the approval of the
knowledge of English. Their English
Chief Inspector (for the purposes of Part
has improved only after they have
III. of the Act) to a short term approval
only, whereas the whole conception of Part been here for some years. The
III. is that such approvals are to be given
provisions of proposed new section
on a permanent basis.
The regulation
7 will allow these welders to be
appears to both exceed the available powers
examined
on the spot. A practical
and to create an inconsistency with the
examination in this manner is wise
Act.
The Hon. A. W. Knight.
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because many good welders have
come from other countries and
assisted in the Victorian construction
industry.
I cannot understand the difficulties
supposedly experienced by Victorian
manufacturers owing to intense competition from interstate and overseas
manufacturers. My knowledge of
what were termed as packaged
boilers
which
~were
built
in
the factory and transported by
low loader to their destination
was that they were well constructed and just as good as those
boilers which were manufactured on
site. I cannot understand the concern of manufacturers about competition because the answer is to employ
better salesmen. Good boilers have
been manufactured in Queensland,
Western Australia and New South
Wales. The standard of boiler
inspection in Queensland, New South
Wales and Victoria is the highest in
the land. This has resulted from the
activity of the workers demanding
high standards. Safety is paramount
in the mind of the opera tor.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) .-After the
new Parliament was sworn in earlier
this year, some of the regulations
which had been initiated earlier in
the year were reviewed by the Subordinate
Legislation
Committee.
Amongst them were regulations relating to boilers and pressure vessels.
Parliamentary Counsel drew to
the attention of the Subordinate
Legislation Committee that almost
all the clauses of the Boilers and
Pressure Vessels (General) Regulations 1973 were contrary to the Act
and did not have any supporting
power for the purposes of carrying
out the Act. Honorable members will
know that unless regulations can be
supported by the Act, they are of no
value.
Apparently, the Department of
Labour and Industry, as a matter
of convenience, had set out to make
certain amendments to the regulations to ensure that persons other
than the normal inspectors for the
purpose of inspecting boilers and
1
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pressure vessels were appointed;
that pressure vessels which were
imported into the State and were to
be erected in certain parts of Victoria-they are not inspected until
they are installed under the present
system--would be inspected by
officers who were not the normal
officers who, under the Act, were entitled to inspect such vessels; and
that, under the existing reciprocal arrangements with other States, vessels
made in this State .for export to other
States would carry a notification that
they had been inspected by a competent certified inspector.
The regulations provided that
almost anybody from the Chief
Inspector of Boilers and Pressure
Vessels
down
to
Joe
Blow down the street could inspect
the vessels as a competent inspector
and the. vessels could then be taken
to their destination for installation.
When the regulations came before
the Subordinate Legislation Committee, because of the prorogation
of Parliament and the election of a
new Parliament, the prescribed number of sitting days had expired before
the committee could deal with the
regulations. The committee wrote
to the departm·ent asking it to consider withdrawing the regulatio·ns and
r'everting to the former regulations
until such time as the matter could
be dealt with by Parliament. The
Minister of Labour and Industry
agreed that that would be done. The
regulations were withdrawn and the.
administration reverted to
the
former regulations. The Minister
agreed that this Bill would be
brought before Parliament.
The Bill is an amazing measure. The
Minister is now trying to substantiate
the regulations which were completely illegal. Clause 2 provides that
officers of the Public Service may, in
addition to any other duties, be
appointed as inspectors.
Over the
years, inspectors of boilers and pressure vessels have been specially
trained to test the. vessels, and to
allow any member of the Public Service to inspect them would be completely contrary to the principles of
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the department. I do not know who
drafted the Bill or whether officers
of the department examined it, but
although the regulations were completely out of order, Parliament is
now being asked to pass an Act
which, in my opinion, as has been
expressed by Mr. Knight, is completely contrary to the principles for
which we have stood in maintaining
a high standard of boiler inspection
in this State. If Victoria follows this
course, it will completely destroy the
reciprocal arrangements which now
exist.

Therefore, any pressure vessels which
were inspected during the period
when the regulations were invalid
will continue in operation. I assume
that my interpretation of the provision is correct.
Sub-section (2) of proposed new
section 18A, as contained in clause 4,
provides-

Under clause 3, it is proposed to
establish a board to conduct examinations for certificates of competency
as welders of boilers and pressure
vessels. The proposed new section 7
to be inserted by clause 3 provides,
inter alia-

The Bill might co·ntain some good
portions but I have yet to find them.
Member~ of the Country Party object
to the principle of the Bill which will
validate inspections which were
carried out under the illegal regulations which were operative before
the Subordinate Legislation Committee found that they were deficient.

( 1) The Board shall subject to the regulations conduct or cause to be conducted
examinations of persons wishing to qualify
for certificates of competency as welders of
boilers and pressure vessels.

(2) The Board shall not grant a certificate
of competency to any person unless he
satisfies the Board that he is a fit person
to hold the certificate.

If it is proposed to implement clause
2, why does the Government go to
the trouble of having persons teste.d
for competency when any person in
the Public Service can carry out
these inspections? The whole situation is farcical and the Government
should withdraw the. Bill. It should
try to reframe the regulations which
were rescinded and not bring in a Bill
to support those regulations. If this
course were followed, competent persons would be undertaking the inspection of boilers and pressure vessels.
Sub-section (1) of proposed new
section 18A, as contained in clause 4,
providesAny approval by the Chief Inspector of
plans and specifications given after the commencement of the Boilers and Pressure
Vessels (Amendment) Act 1973 shall be
in force for ·a period of two years, but may
from time to time upon application
to the Chief Inspector (for which
no fee shall be required) be renewed by
him for a further period of two years.
Session 1973.-94

Any approval (whether given before or
after the said commencement) may at any
time be revoked by the Chief Inspector by
notice in writing to the person to whom 1t
is given.

My recommen~ation . to ~onorable
members is to reJect this Bill so that
the Government may prepare a new
measure. As it is, the proposal is. an
unsatisfactory method of continu~ng
an illegal process which was carn.ed
on under regulations which were .Invalid. The Government is attemp~Ing
to prop up those illegal regulati.ons
by this measure. I had not suffici~nt
time over the week-end to examine
thoroughly all the provisions contained in the Bill, but I am aware that
it is designed to overcome the deficiency that certain pressure vess~ls
were inspected and passed under Invalid regulations. Those pressure
vessels were installed throughout
Victoria and probably some were exported to other States. The . only
purpose that I can see for the Introduction of the Bill is to overcome
the situation which resulted from the
illegal regulations. If that is the
Government's intention, I propose to
ask members of the Country Party
to vote against the second-reading
motion as a protest against the principle contained in the measure.
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which have been raised a·nd consult
the Minister in another place, I
suggest that progress be reported.
Progress was reported.
The House adjourned at 5.56 p.m.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
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The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (New section 5A inserted
in No. 8004.)
The Hon.
F.
J.
GRANTER
(Minister of Water Supply) . Various suggestions were made in the
second-reading debate. I thank Mr.
Knight for his comments because he
has had a wealth of experience in
the industry, and also Mr. Swinburne
who has a vast knowledge of Parliamentary procedure and the activities
of the Subordinate Legislation Committee. Mr. Knight mentioned the
Chief Inspector of Boilers and
Pressure Vessels of the Department
of Labour and Industry. I cannot inform Mr. Knight why the gentleman
concerned was not consulted; no
doubt he has had great experience
and should have been consulted. Mr.
Knight also referred to other persons
whose opinions were not sought. So
that I may consider the matters
Session 1973.-95

(Question No. 168)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister for Fuel and Power( a) What daily total of power (both
thermal and hydro) has been generated by
the State Electricity Commission since the
power restrictions were recently 'imposed?
(b) In this period, how much power has
been received daily by the commission from
sources outside the commission's generating
system?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fue.l and Power is( a) Between 17.0 and 20.0 GWh of electricity was generated daily by the State
Electricity Commission during the recent
power restrictions.
(b)· Electricity available daily from external sources during the power restrictions wasRiver Murray Commission via Hume0.6 Gwh.
Snowy Mountains
Scheme-15.0-20.0
GWh, (depending on demand).

NEWPORT "D" POWER STATION.
(Question No. 173)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister for Fuel and PowerWhat was the basis of the settlement
between the State Electricity Commission
and the Australian Building Construction
Employees and Builders Labourers Federation on the Newport "D" power station?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fue.l and Power isThere is no question of settlement between the State Electricity Commission and
the Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders Labourers Federation
in respect of Newport " D " power station,
as the State Electricity Commission is not
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employing labour on this site.
When
licences to operate the station were received from the Environment Protection
Authority, the State Electricity Commission
advised its contractors that construction
work should now proceed in accordance
with their contracts and this is being done.
I understand that the contractors have
been advised by the Australian Building
Construction Employees and Builders
Labourers Federation that, following the
issue of licences by the Environment
Protection Authority, there are no bans
imposed by them on the site for environmental reasons.

CRUDE OIL.
(Question No. 175)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister for Fuel and PowerHow much crude oil was imported into
Victoria from overseas during the twelve
months ended 31st October, 1973, and to
which refineries was such oil supplied?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister for
Fuel and Power isA total of 14,569,000 barrels of crude oil
was imported into Victoria, all from the
Middle East, during the period 1st November,
1972, to 31st October, 1973, for use as
feedstock in Victoria's three refineries.
The crude was consigned to the three
refineries as follows:Shell refinery at Corio,
operated by Shell
Refining (Australia)
Pty. Ltd...
10,369,000 barrels
Mobil I Esso refinery
at Altona, operated
by Petroleum Refineries (Australia)
Pty. Ltd. (65 per
cent Mobil 35 per
cent Esso)
4,054,000 barrels
BP refinery at Crib
Point, operated by
BP Refinery (Westernport) Pty. Ltd.
146,000 barrels

SUNSHINE WEST HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 181)

The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Public Works( a) What are the reasons for the delay
in the letting of tenders for improvements
to the staff accommodation and rooms at
the Sunshine West High School?

on Notice.

(b)· Will the Minister of Public Works
expedite this matter?

For the Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization), the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie (Minister of Housing) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Public Works isTenders have been received.
It is
expected a contract will be accepted in
the immediate future.

EPPING PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 182)

The Hon. R.
Galla Province)
ter for State
Decentralization,
Education-

J. EDDY (Doutta

asked the MinisDevelopment and
for the Minister of

When is it expected that the sealed
area at Epping Primary School will be resurfaced?

For the Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization), the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie (Minister of Housing) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Education isThe need for attention to the asphalt area
at the front of Epping Primary School was
brought to notice by the school on 1st
November. The Public Works Department
was asked to furnish a report and estimate
in the matter on 19th November. When that
department's report comes to hand consideration will be given to authorizing any
necessary work.
(Question No. 183)

The Hon. R.
Galla Province)
ter for State
Decentralization,
Education-

J. EDDY (Doutta
asked the MinisDevelopment and
for the Minister of

In view of the expected increased enrolment at 1the Epping Primary School, has the
Minister of Education any plans for the construction of a new school; if so, where and
when?

For the Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Develop·ment
and Decentralization), the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie (Minister of Housing) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Education isThe department has allowed for a new
primary school to be built a•t Epping on the
buildings programme. The department is

